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Maximise your
CD Col ection

Ayre

The Astonishing CX-7 CD Player is the second in anew series of
unprecedented, high performance, high value components from Ayre.
To maximise the performance from CD's, the CX-7 incorporates an extremely
sophisticated multi- stage digital filter system. The first filter " upsamples* to
176.4KHz at 24 bits. The second filter " oversomples" to 1.4112MHz at 24 bits.
This coupled with aunique Segmented Architecture, differential current output
DAC and fully balanced, zero feedback analog circuitry. Results in asound that
combines breathtaking transparency with beguiling musicality.
For the past decode Ayre products have won numerous awards worldwide and
gained an enviable reputation for producing highly musical designs.
The new CX-7 breathes life into CD's.

To find out more about the CX-7 and the name of your nearest authorised dealer please contact
Path Premier
Dormer Road, Thorne Industrial Estate, Thorne, Oxfordshire OX9 31JD
Tel: + 44 (0) 1844 219000

Fax + 44 (0) 1844 219099
Email: premiergipath.co.uk
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Welcome
By accident, but as if to counterbalance the wealth of digital home
cinema product reviews in our bigger-and- better second issue of
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AVTech, this month's main issue content seems rather weighted in the
direction of valves'n'vinyl. Three of the four amplifiers reviewed ( not
counting MF's latest phono stage) use tubes and there is indeed as
Ken Kessler suggests in his review of the stunning T+A V-10 [ page 16]
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'a whiff of retro' in the air. On the vinyl front, we assess the new Avid
Diva turntable [ page 24] and bring you the second part of Keith
Howard's treatise on tonearm geometry [ page
70], covering ( or uncovering) the mysteries of
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Martin Colloms
Malcolm Hawksford
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vertical tracking angle and allied subjects.
On asad note, I
can't leave the subject of
turntables without mentioning that we've yet
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again had to postpone our intended tribute to the
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autumn. He will not be forgotten.
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theme running through this issue. Rarely do our

late John Michell, who sadly passed away in the
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three ' Opinion' columnists all choose to touch on
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find Ken Kessler and Barry Fox both following
John Crabbe's January issue diatribe with their
own views on the absurdities of audio cables.
But HiFi News is abroad church, and this
issue also contains Martin Col loms' review of a

Publisher
Angela O'Farrell

'Golden Section' cable from George Cardas. So,
are expensive cables all baloney or not? ' Not', I

Group Art Editor
Patrick Morrissey

Three of the
four amplifiers
reviewed use
tubes and there
is indeed, as
Ken Kessler
suggests,
'a whiff of retro'
in the air

would say, although there are always vendors ready to sell you baloney
by the yard, off the reel or custom-terminated. Ithink MC pays
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Home cinema? Our February 1974 cover shows how a
conveniently- placed TV set and Quad electrostatics allowed a
Croydon reader to view BBC concert simulcasts, with stereo
sound via aQuad FM tuner. Connecting wires were under the
carpet. The owner obviously hadn't considered surround sound,
although many ads in the magazine urged stereo users to ' go
quadraphonic'. Actually, there were fewer ads aul editorial pages
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than usual due to the restrictions of Edward Heath's three-day
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week, but readers still received their usual ration of three
equipment reviews, in this case: Lustraphone and Audiotronic
amplifiers and Ronette cartridges. And where are they now?
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Clockwise from left:
Peter Maag conducts Mendelssohn [ p641; T+A
V-10 valve integrated amplifier [ p161; Revel
Ultima Studio loudspeaker [ p32]; OreIle's
CA100 and SP100 pre/power amplifiers fp28];

Definitive Test: T+A V-10

Cardas Golden Reference

'A certif able nasterpiece..! Ken Kessler is

These costly speaker cables and interconects do

delighted to meet T+A's retro — yet surprisingly

justify their price tag, says Martin Colloms

21st century — all-valve integrated amp

Focal-JMIab Utopia Alto Be

Howard gets to grips with vertical tracking error
and discusses VTA vs SRA

Musical Fidelity X- LS V3
and X-CANS V3

Noting exceptional transparency, astandard-

Familiar cylinders have gone square in This new

sett ng beryllium tweeter and capable Focal

phono stage and headphone amp: David Allcock

drivers, Alvin Gold muses over tie ' new Alto .

Copland CSA29 amplifier

Avid Diva turntable

The Feature
Squaring up to arm geometry, part two: Keith

software
Classical

Sleek, stylish and sanely priced, this integrated

András Schiff does Bach; Bryn Terfel sings

What's h aname — or in this case apalindrome?

amplifier looks like avery tasty Danish indeed,

classics; Beethoven, Grieg, Mahler and Mozartiana

At £ 1100, kid's Diva is the company's most

as Ken Kesser discovers

afrydable deck yet. Review by Jimmy Hughes

Orelle CA100/SP100

Group Test: 6floorstanders
Mirage Omni 250, Mission 782se, `vIon.tor Audio

Ian Harris is smitten with the >
ensual curves cc'

B4, Opera Platea, Ruark Prelude II, Tannoy

Orelle's latest ore-/power amp — and finds that this

Sensys DC2; by Alvin Gold and David Berriman

beaJty delivers on awhole ran

of musical styles

Rock
Astrid, Dixie Chicks, Scoundrelles, Bikini Atoll, and
could it be third-time lucky for Third Eye Blind?

Audiophile
Barb Jungr sets new standards, Marshall
Crenshaw Lnplugged and Al ch Meola sparkles

Revel Ultima Studio
'Among the most revealing full-range speakers I've
ever heard' says Howard Popeck. So has Revel's
attention to room integration paid off?

features
Milan Show Report
Once again, Italy's leading high-end show, TOP

Origin Live motor upgrade
Hi Fi DIY? Christopher Brerinig ooks at the

Audio in Milan, was packed with new products !hi ,
year. Report by Ken Kessler

benefits of an upgrade kit for your turntable

Icon Audio Stereo 40

regulars
Sources
New products, innovations and events including
the last hurah of the SME 3009 arm

Sweetspot: Westminster Chimes
Old-style big Tannoy Dual Concentncs get lew

Barry Fox

Entry into the valve amp club is more accessible

Class Damplification from one reader, to create a

'If DAB hadn't chosen quantity over quality, it

with this 40W integrated for £900: Tony Bolton

spectacular-sounding system

would be dead by now...' Where next for wireless?

Get the latest info online www.hifinews.co.uk
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Clockwise from left:
Cardas cables
geometric concerns
[1)40]; Focal-JMIab
Mezzo Utopia Be
[p201; Barb Jungr
[p69]

The Market

John Crabbe

Find aoargain with readers' classifieds

Musical goblets, resonancy rates and the puzzle of
Pythagoras and ealy musical theory

Special offers from our mail-order service

Your chance to have your say

121

Hot 100

16 T+A V-10

Next Month

20 Focal-.1Mlab Mezzo Utopia Be

Treats in store ir our March '04 issue

24 Avid Diva

Our regular guide to the ultimate wise buys in hi-fi

86

At aglance

Accessories Club

Views

Ken Kessler

Subscription order form

28 Orelle CA100 & SP100

KK terminates ah further audio cable reviews...
and this time he means it

Save ndoney with a .. ubscription to HEN

32 Revel Ultima Studio
36 Origin Live motor upgrade
38 Icon Audio Stereo 40
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Arm Geometry: Part Two' [ p70]
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What's happening in the world of hi-fi

SME 3009 to make final bow
after 45 years' faithful service

Sources

Denon guns for
booming DJ market

With little fanfare, SME has
made two major changes to its
catalogue. The first is that the
legendary Series II ( Model 3009)
tonearm has been retired, after
an unbelievable four decades in
production in its various forms.
The Denon DN-S3000 is atable-top

The second is the arrival of its

CD player designed for those with a

replacement, the M2.

definite DJ bent. With asliding pitch

Immediately recognisable as
an SME by virtue of its build

control and aspinnable platter it

quality, cueing device and hang-

wouldn't lookout of place rext to a

ing bias weight, the M2 is a

pair of the classic TechnicsSL1210

straight arm made with a mix of

DJ record decks. Main features are

materials, including astainless

that its active platter, the same size as

steel arm tube. Fully adjustable

aseven-inch record (you can even

in every plane, it features aclas-

use arecord as the ' control' for the

sic SME mounting plate, remov-

platter), lets you scratch or search

able headshell with a new fixing

with the feel of aturntable.
Atwo-way scratch feature lets you

system, VTA/SRA adjustment

apply scratch effects usingeither the

using a knurled collar around the

main track or another as the source,

arm pillar and other refinements.
M2, both solo arid on the

adding to your creative options. A

Already shipping to Musical

lengths: 9in (£496.52), 10in

Fidelity and T+A for standard fit-

(£507.44) and 12in (£ 543.32).

Musical F:delity M1 turntable, in

host of other features includes MP3

ment to their new turntables, the

Prices exclude VAT. HiFi News

the March issue. 3 Ken Kessler

support, 15 seconds of sampling

M2 is currently available in three

will have ascoop review of the

SME, 01903 814321

time, digital outputs, seamless
looping of sounds, CD text support,

Alium opens New
Frontiers for UK

and 20 second shock- proof memory.
You can even mix tracks from the
same CD into each other and store
loops, samples and mixes. Its sturdy
construction, recessed contacts,
multi- purpose LCD display and sleek

The fu Hrange of Alium's New Audio Frontiers

controls, should make it awinner

loudspeakers is now available in the UK and Ireland.

with the DJ market.

Handbui It in Italy, the New Audio Frontiers speakers

Denon UK, vivAv.denon.co.uk

feature high- sensitivity, custom-made drive units from
SEAS and CIARE using silk dome tweeters, and hard
wired crossovers on all models.
There are five speakers in the range, starting with
the Futura floorstander, priced at £ 1995 per pair, the
Reference 2standmount, which costs £ 2495/pair and
the Reference 4floorstanders, which weigh in at a
hefty 60kg each and are priced at £ 4495/pair.
Alium Audio, 01273 325901,
www.aliumaudio.com

One million Windows users lap up Apple's iTunes — in three days
same music catalogue, the

their children's Music Store

Windows users downloaded

been an amazing success since

sanie ' FairPlay DRM personal

account automatically every

more than one million copies of

its inception in April 2003,

use rights, and the same $ 0.99

month, and more than 5000

its free iTunes for Windows dig-

proving that people are willing

pricing.

audiobooks.

Apple has announced that US

The iTunes MusicStore has

ital jukebox software in the first

to pay asmall fee for reliable

three and ahalf days of its

and easy music downloads. The

The second generation

iTunes Music Store offers

iTunes Music Store now

music from all five major labels

launch late last year. And over

second- generation iTunes

includes online gift certificates

and over 200 independent

one million songs were pur-

Music Store offers Windows

for family and friends, an

music labels. 14 million down-

chased and downloaded by US

users the same online music

Allowance feature which allows

loads have been made so far.

users in the same period.

store as Mac users with the

parents to deposit funds into

Apple, www.apple.corn/uk/itunes

www.hifinews.co.uk
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SACD's in- car
ambitions

UK's Cyrus taken to the Limit

In contrast with the failure of
the OVOAudio format to
produce hybrid OVO-A/CD discs
thin enough for use in slotloading in-car systems, Philips
and Sony, owners of the SACO
format, report success in
manufacturing in-car SACO
players. At the recent Yokohama
AV Show in Japan, Sony
unveiled its first prototype incar SACO player.
There are no plans to attack
the European market yet but it
demonstratest that the

British audio manufacturer Cyrus

proudly sports a tuned by Cyrus'

technology is viable.

Electronics has been hired by the

logo on its mirror-finish fascia.

Meanwhile, Philips and Harman

Limit Group, aBelgian concern

in amanner that Limit claims
'redefines quality levels at this

The slimline DVD800SE is no

price'. Whether or not this claim is

International announced ajoint

known for its DJ mixers and budget

universal player, having no truck

justified, Cyrus's own AV products

co-operation at this year's IFA

audio separates, to modify one of its

with high resolution audio, but it

show in Berlin to produce

have been well received.

low-cost DVD players. The

does deal with DVDs, CDs and VCDs,

Limit, 0845 226 1619,

multichannel in-car systems.

DVD800SE, costing just £ 150,

along with MP3 and JPG file formats

VAVW.limitelectronics.co.uk

New TAG McLaren web updates
Owners of either the TMA AV32R

Matrix, and DTS-ES Discrete and

Dual Processor or TMA AV192R

matrix modes.

can now download the latest

Go Whest, young man

TMREQ Wizard V2 allows you to

software version 4.2 which

configure automatically, or

includes Dolby Pro Logic I
lx. This

manually, all of the TMREQ filters

revised matrix surround system

in all channels of an AV32R Dual

builds upon Dolby Pro Logic by

Processor or AV192R. In addition

adding the ability to process two-

the filters can be downloaded into

or five-channel content to produce

the AV processor over an RS232

6.1 or 7.1 output channels.

serial link. You can then import

Improvements over previous Dolby

the room measurement

Activ Distribution has

but instead the DAP- 10 has

implementations include amore

announced availability of the

information from ETF Acoustics

the capability to realign these

pronounced effect in Panorama

software (
www.etfacoustics.com)
as atext file.

Whest Audio DAP- 10 audio

signals with the original signal,

mode, achieved by asmall change

processor. This processor is

thereby claiming improve-

to the filtering of the surround

unusual in that it has no effect

ments in the area of sound

channels. Owners of the AV32R

on the frequency band from

staging, bass speed and reso-

DP and AV192R machines can

0Hz to 34.99kHz. It is only

response and configure the filters

lution, midrange transparency,

upgrade to PLI lx for £ 149.95 ( free

from 35kHz and above that

accordingly. This allows the

and high frequency detail and

if bought after 1September

the DAP- 10 starts to work.

air.

measurements and the filters to be

2003). Owners not wishing to

set to an accuracy of 1Hz,

Research carried out by

Furthermore, the Whest

Whest Audio suggests that

Audio DAP- 10 is claimed to be

The TMREQ wizard will then
calculate the peaks in the

upgrade to PLI lx should upgrade

essential if the results are to be

to version 4.1.

significant. An exact inverse of the

'audio ghosts', which are har-

so transparent in the audio

monics propagating into the

band that it still allows the

Channel option enables an

ultrasonic frequencies, have a

amplitude and phase errors

sonic signature of the source

overhead ( ceiling) loudspeaker to

much greater influence on the

caused by the room. TMREQ

component to be heard with

be driven with asignal to add

audio band that was first

Wizard 2can be used to configure

any editorialising whatsoever.

height effects to front-to-rear or

all the TMREQ filters in the AV

rear-to-front sound pans such as

processor.

thought.

The DAP- 10 is housed in a

The TAG McLaren Audio Height

room peak will cancel both

This research also discov-

non-ferrous enclosure 107 x

overflying helicopters or

ered some large timing differ-

63 x295mm ( whd), weighing

aeroplanes. The surround back

ences between the original sig-

1.1 allows you to back up all the

2.1kg.

right channel is used to drive the

settings of aAV32R Dual

nal in the audio band, and the
ultrasonic frequencies.
The DAP- 10 does not

The free TMA Backup Wizard

The DAP- 10 is available

Height Channel. The surround

Processor or AV192R to a

now from Active Distribution

back left output is used to drive

Windows PC and to restore those
settings when required.

dealers for £ 799.95

one or both surround back

remove the ' audio ghosts' as

Activ Distribution, 01635

loudspeakers. It's usable with

this is felt to do further harm

TAGMcLaren Audio,

291357,

Dolby Surround EX, DTS-ES

to the integrity of the music,

wwwtagmciaren.com.

www.activdistribution.com
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conrad-johnson
Valve and solid state technology applied
in a manner others can only seek to achieve.
The last of the big names to remain dedicated
to pure valve circuits.

Prem ,er 140 stereo amplifier

Premier 250 solid-state stereo amplifier

Acustica Appficata ( DAAD)
Avalon Acoustics
Avalon Music Systems
Benz-Micro
Cardas
conrad-johnson
Esdpower
finite elemente
Harmonix
Karan Acoustics
Kuzma

1
Magnum Dynelab
McCormack

Muse Electronics
Phonomena

Reimyo by Harmon ix

Sonographe
Synthesis

Tri Planar

Distributed

17LS Series 2/Premier 15 Series 2

Exclusively by

AUDIOFREAKS

for the love of music

DISTRIBUTORS OF FINE AUDIO + HOME ENTERTAINMENT EQUIPMENT

tel: 020 8948 4153 fax: 020 8948 4250 email: infol @audiofreaks.co.uk www.audiofreaks.co.uk
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Get with the Genesis program
Genesis Advanced
Technologies has unveiled a

Triangle's
Galaxy of
Satellites

comprehensive upgrade plan
for existing customers. Owners

French loudspeaker brand

of Genesis loudspeaker sys-

Triangle has developed anew

tems manufactured from 1989

loudspeaker system suited to

to 2000 are now able to take

two- or multi-channel

advantaged of new technologi-

applications. The Galaxy is a

cal advances. Upgrades fall

sub/satellite range: closed-

into three categories: midrange

cabinet, two-way satellites

ribbons, woofers, and ampli-

measuring just 200 x128 x

fiers and plate amplifiers.

116mm ( hwd) are augmented

'Owners of our tower sys-

by the Meteor 0.1 subwoofer, a

tems - Gen I, II, 11.5, 200,

100W aluminium basket bass

300 and 350 - have the

unit with a210mm drive unit.

opportunity to significantly

The sub measure 320mm all

improve the midrange rib-

round and apparently gives a

bons,' said Arnie NudeII,

response to 35Hz. The Galaxy

Genesis founder and chief sci-

units come with astylish

entist.

aluninium finishes and have a

'We worked extensively with

definite hint of the ' space-age'

Bohlander-Graebner to develop

multi- channel music and cine-

added. ' Special attention was

about their looks. It would be

aribbon built to our exacting

ma systems.

paid to the isolation of the

mean to make apun on

sensitive servo feedback lines

'astronomical' when

standards. We also refined the

An additional upgrade is

crossover design for optimal

available through the use of

- isolating them from the high

mentioning the prices, as the

integration of the ribbon with-

new Genesis Servo/Bass

level speaker signals. The

satellites cost just £ 295 per

in the entire speaker system.'

speaker cables. ' Any of the

result is a more accurate servo

pair, and the Meteor 0.1

Genesis systems that use

feedback system, delivering

subwoofer costs £ 350.

Genesis has extensively redesigned plate amplifiers for

external servo bass amplifiers

tight, distortion-free bass

Matching floorstands are

the APM-1, 500 and 900/928

wil benefit from the addition

response.'

available for £ 125 per pair.

subwoofers as well. The com-

of our new cables', said Gary

pany claims it has increased

Koh, maraging director.

the reliability of these amps

'The improvement not only

Upgrades are available

The 2.1 system costs £625

through authorised dealers

while the 5.1 package costs

and distributors worldwide.

£1000. Distributed in the UK

ten-fold while bringing their

in bass response, but in the

Genesis Advanced

by UKD and available now.

feature set up to current stan-

detail of the entire frequency

Technologies, www.gene-

UKD, 01753 651669,

dards for two- channel and

spectrum, is remarkable', Koh

sis80.com.

www.ukd.co.uk

Whatever NXT? TEAC unveils slim system

Events

more flexible. Thanks to NXT's

20-22 February 2004

SurfaceSound technology, the

Sound & Vision,

soundfield generated by the

Marriott Hotel, Bristol,

satellite speakers is less com-

www.bristolshow.co.uk

plex than traditional systems,
and the relationship between

26-29 February 2004

speaker placement and listener

Hi Fi and Home Theatre

is less critical.

Show, Iris Congress Hotel,

It is claimed that the NXT

Moscow, www.midexpo.ru

panels' excellent dispersion
TEAC has announced details of

125mm driver. The system

characteristics produce a

an ultra-thin 2.1 channel CD

takes advantage of NXT's flat-

clean, coherent and uncoloured

High End 2004, MOC

system featuring NXT

panel technology to offer styl-

sound that is exceptionally

Munich, call The High End

SurfaceSound speakers ( model

ish design and, it's claimed,

smooth and balanced from any

Society, + 49 202 702022

MC-DX10). The two flat satel-

offers practical benefits such

listening position in the room.

lite panels are supplemented

as excellent sound dispersion,

NXT, 020 7343 4764,

24-26 September 2004

by a 15W subwoofer with a

making speaker placement

www.nxtsound.com

The Hi Fi Show & AV Expo,

20-23 May 2004

Le Meridien and Renaissance

Guarantee yourself acopy of HiFi News every month
Call our subscriptions hotline now on 01622 778778
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We have been retailing Audionote products for over 10 years and are the
exclusive Audionote Dealer for Scotland.

à
EXCLUSIVE DEALER
zi.ez*

THE AUDIO NOTE TT1 TURNTABLE is athree point fully
floating suspended sub-chassis model and will provide an
exceptionally stable platform from which to replay the finest
vinyl collection. Available in achcke of finishes_

pe. IAlso available

is the 11-2which is atwo motor versicn of the above

THE AUDIO NOTE CDT ONE & DAC ONE
A superb sounding combination
presented in an elegant extruded
aluminium chassis.

CDT One
DAC 0ne

1xSignature

To book ademonstration or tor prong call 01563 574
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‘Aik2t's happeni -Ig in the world of hi-fi

Dublin Hi Fi show, November 2003

Sources

SACD releases
span the genres

It could so easily have ended in
Berlin- based Nucleus Tonstudio

disaster. Day one of the show,

has recently completed amajor

sponsored by Dublin dealer Cloney

dance music project on SACD for

Audio, clashed with some Rugby

Universal Music. The project sees

fixture or other, which kept the
crowds away in droves. On the

dance culture icon Paul van Dyk

second day, the show venue,

releasing his new album
Reflections as ahybrid surround

Dublin's venerable Burlington
Hotel, was invaded by the red

SACD. This is van Dyk's first release

carpets, lights, cameras and

on the format and is seen as an
attempt to crack the huge youth

glitterati associated with the Irish
film industry which had decided to

market with the format. The

ride on the coattails of the show to

format's superb copy protection is
one of the music industry's most

whip up abit of much needed

sought-after features so any

excitement in its Irish version of the

encouragement towards younger

Oscars.

music fans to adopt the format

But Dublin is nothing if it not

would be welcomed by an industry

relaxed about such things, and the
attempts to undermine the show

Irish jazz great Louis Stewart ( left) and Gerry Lynch entertain at the event

that's continually blaming lost
profits on home ripping and

came to little. The number of

internet downloading.

visitors appeared to be up on last

prototype (which Iunderstand had

to have taken firm control. At the

year, and the show was usefully

previously only been on static dem

other end of the scale, show

bigger too, though still aminnow in

before) of its currently unnamed

favourites like Vivante, Nairn (the

Classics &Jazz has 45 new multi-

the world of CES, Milan, Berlin et

DVD player which will be

record label) and even Naxos were

channel SACD releases on its

al. It attracted several important

upgradeable to DVD-Audio and

doing good business, and an

Decca, Philips and Deutsche

exhibitors for the first time —

probably also to SACD, though

enlarged range of goodies from

Grammophon record labels from

Triangle, Unison Research,

sadly not both at once.

Tivoli was going great guns every

stars such as Luciano Pavarotti,

time Iwent past the room. Nordost,

Andrea Bocelli, Cecilia Bartoli,

Bryston, PMC, Naim, Krell, Wilson

One of Cloney Audio's own rooms

Audio and Audio Research all made

was demonstrating asystem with

aregular at shows like this, was

their Dublin debut this year, and

an SME turntable and Wadia CD

running its customarily excellent

almost to aman (and woman), they

player, Boulder phono and LAMM

demonstrations, this time

remarked on the enthusiasm and

main amplification and Kharma

showcasing the abilities of its new

level of knowledge of the visiting

speakers, and in another room

cables, including the new Nordost

public. ' No tyre kickers' was how it

there was some bright glittery stuff

Shiva, Vishnu and Valhalla mains

was put to me.

from Jadis driving Audioplan

cables.

Of course small scale events like

On alighter note, Universal

Herbert von Karajan and AnneSophie Mutter.

The Guinness however had not

loudspeakers. The Path group was

the Dublin show are not primary

using Ayre amplification where you

changed from last year, and the

showcases for new products,

might have expected to find Mark

whole event had acuriously party

though Primare launched its new

Levinson, aonce proud name that

like feel, which was only partly due

£2k-ish DVD-30 universal player,

seems in danger of self-immolation

to inebriation. Roll on 2004.

and Naim was using an early

now that the bean counters appear

•

Alvin Gold

Hovland unveils solid-state RADIA star

Shorts

(200W/ch into four ohms) amp!ifier

offerings. Robert Hovland, one of

Presence Audio, distributor of

is afully dual monophonic design

the company founders, was a

London ( Decca), celebrates its

with an advanced and robust power

designer working for Marantz back

20th anniversary in February.

supply. The only shared element of

in the Sun Valley days. before the

Says founder and proprietor

both channels of amplification is

Marantz brand was sold to the

Brian Smith ' Vinyl is alive and

the NC power input socket.

Japanese in the 1970s.

kicking'. Call 01444 461611

In development for over 10

Robert Hovland co-founded the

years, the RADIA is Hovland's first

Hovland Company in 1976, along

NAD continues to wave its

broadly available all solid-state

with Alex Crespi, Jeffrey Tonkin and

'Music First' banner with the

product. The RAD Aconstitutes

Michael Garges. From the early

new £ 1000 6 x 100W 1763

something of adeparture for

days, Hovland researched into

AV receiver, an upgrade on the

Hovland, as the firm's previous

materials and passive components.

existing 1762. Call Lenbrook

components have either been

By the 1980s, the company had

UK, 01908 319360.

Hovland has announced the arrival

vacuum tube amps or

developed purpose-built audio

of the Hovland RADIA solid-state

tube/transistor nybrids. Yet the

cables, along with their MusiCap

power amplifier, set to retail at

company's involvement with solid-

film- and- foil capacitors.

'world's largest' TFT-LCD panel

£7995. Weighing in at 33.6 kg,

state amplification actually

Metropolis Music, 01892 539245,

for HD- TVs, a 57 inch panel.

this 125W/ch, eight ohms

pre-dates their tube- based

WWW.hovlandcompany.com

www.hifinews.co.uk

Samsung has announced the
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FOCUS RING

The extended bandwidth of new digital formats imposes far greater
demands upon a loudspeaker tweeter assembly, both in terms of
outright power handling and resistance to extreme temperatures.
Focal-JMIab's Beryllium tweeter's performance is limited by neither
factor thanks to patented Focus Ring technology, which integrates two
high power neodymium magnets around a central samarium- cobalt
magnet to "focus" the magnetic fields. The result is acompact magnetic
circuit that is exceptionally powerful and free from the temperature
related performance limitations of conventional magnet designs.
For further information visit the Focal-JMIab website at www.focal-fccom

Focal...11V1 lab
the

Spirit

of

Sound

Focal-JMIab UK - Jesson I
louse - Tower Street - Coventry CV1 1JN - Tel. 0845 660 26 80 - info@focal-jmlab.co.uk

Opinion

Barry

Fox
0

ne topic kept coming up at the Heathrow show. Whatever
happened to the promise of hi-fi from DAB? The question

was being asked just as Ian Dickens of the Digital Radio

Development Bureau was claiming in the trade press that DAB

tuners are ' having amajor impact on the hi-fi separates scene'.
Was Dickens at the Heathrow show? Iasked the DRDB for
comment but got none. We'll take that as ano, then?
The broadcasters have faced astraight choice between few
channels with high data rate, and more channels with lower data
rate. Some listeners feel cheated by the unfulfilled promise of
near CD quality. Others ( including me) reckon that if DAB had not
opted for quantity of programme choice, rather than audio quality,
the format would be dead by now. DAB is fast becoming a

will offer Visual Radio, Nokia's counter attack to DAB's ability to

convenience medium for mass-market listening on kitchen,
portable or car radios ( aerial permitting).
The DRDB recently proudly announced new DAB kitchen radios

accompany music with data information.

from Grundig. The once prestigious German company is now
belly-up, but Dixons and Currys bought rights to the name and
can now buy in budget radios (and
11/s) from Asian factories, and stick

If DAB had not
opted for quantity
of programme
choice, rather than
audio quality, the
format would be
dead by now

Says Anssi Vanjoki, Executive Vice President of Nokia Mobile
Phones: ' 1can now tell you what our researchers have been
working on for several years — an opportunity to revitalise radio.
With Visual Radio we are waking up atired old medium. What
else is new in radio? Not much.'
Visual Radio uses existing FM radio stations so needs no new

cry from hi-fi and old man Max

frequencies. But it relies on an always-on GSM/GPRS cellphone
connection to deliver extra data, for example, about the music

Grundig must be mad in his grave,
but it gets DAB on to the High

being played, to amobile which is receiving the FM radio station.
Visual Radio provides instant interaction, such as voting,

Street at rock bottom prices.

whereas aDAB radio listener can only interact by sending atext
message or email. But acellphone connection costs money to
use, whereas DAB delivers astream of information data for free.

on the Grundig name. This is afar

The saving factor for sound
quality, which is bad news for the
hi-fi firms making DAB tuners, is
that — if the receiver is up to the
job — most digital radio can sound
better from digital satellite and
Freeview than terrestrial DAB. I
know at least one hi-fi dealer is now
comparing DAB, Freeview and

satellite receivers for audio circuit quality. The results should be
revealing and could signal the beginning of the end for DAB hi-fi
tuners because we now know the data rates for all programmes
except Radio 3are better on Freeview or Sky.
This hasn't been easy to establish. Although DAB receivers give

The first broadcaster to use Visual Radio will be Finnish pop
station Kiss FM. Leena Ryynanen, CEO of parent company SBS
Finland, explains why she is backing VR: 'We applied for aDAB
licence around five years ago but the government has not yet
authorised acommercial service. The state broadcaster YLE is
running atest service but there are only around 200 receivers.
DAB is not successful in Sweden either. We have also applied for
alicence to broadcast digital radio over the digital terrestrial TV
service ( like the DAB stations on Freeview). People think we are
mad. There is no satellite radio service like Sky.'
Nokia's marketing executive currently planning the 7700

only BBC Radio 3remains at that rate. Classic FM is at 160kb/s,

launch in the UK admitted to me that he was not up to speed on
the allocation of DTTV frequencies in the UK, and did not yet
have aDAB radio. But he's going to get one now.
And finally, hats off for cheek to the people at Heathrow who

Jazz FM, BBC Radios 1and 2, Primetime and One Word are at

were selling a6metre length of oxygen-free copper for £30,000.

128kb/s, World Service makes do with 64kb/s and Radio 4 is on

Hats off for realism to Quad, ;narking fifty years with Ken

128, 80 or 64kb/s (depending on content and time of day).

Kessler's lovely book and Tony Faulkner's demos through Quad's
latest loudspeakers. The speakers were connected by some orange

an easy readout of data rates, satellite, Freeview and cable boxes
do not. The BBC launched all channels in 1995 at 192kb/s, but

Sky will say only that ' some radio broadcasters may use a
higher bit-rate on DSAT than on DAB'; after initially ducking
questions, the BBC has now confirmed that it uses separate radio

wires that looked strangely familiar.

feeds for terrestrial DAB, satellite, Freeview and cable

Faulkner. ' Before the show opened we went over the road to the
DIY superstore and bought one of those £20 extension leads that

transmission. ' It's not asecret,' says the BBC. They just don't tell
anyone. BBC Radios 1, 2, 3and 4are all at 192kb/s on satellite;
the rates on Freeview are at around 145kb/s.
Meanwhile Nokia has its own ideas on radio.
Nokia's new 7700 range of mobiles, due for launch mid 2004,

www.hifinews.co.uk

'Yes, they would look familiar if you have agarden', explained

Black and Decker sell for electric hedge-cutters. They are made
from good thick copper wire, look nice and sound good to me.
The show's been running for three days and no-one in the
audience has noticed'. IM
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Definitive Test

TeLdonic

Tubes
Avalve amplifier of magnificent mien: ht
T+A V-10 valve amplifier
PRICE

£3995

SUPPLIER

BBG Distribution

CONTACT

020 8863 9117

WEBSITE

www.bbg.eu.com

fthe whiff of ' retro' assailing your nostrils might
seem stronger than has been the norm for the past
decade, your sense of smell is working properly.
We've just witnessed the launch of three new turntables
from brands not known for making said backwardglancing device: Musical Fidelity, Audio Analogue and
T+A. Now the last-named has released its first, all-valve
integrated amp to mate with the record deck. While both
devices are part of the company's 25th Anniversary
celebrations, there's more to it than simply launching
products that recall the era of the company's birth.
For one thing, T+A has been making valve amplifiers
since 1984, only not so you'd know: they fit adedicated

16

eessler

classic two-channel reproduction.' It's T+A's way of
saying, 'We may be committed to solid-state and multichannel, but we haven't forgotten our roots.'
Being Germany's largest ' specialty audio' brand, and
oozing pride from every pore, T+A wasn't simply going
to wrap new clothing around old technology. A design
team headed by the boyish Lothar Weimann came up
with a bursting-at-the-seams bag of tricks, much of it
devised to prevent any reverse techno-fear. If ever avalve
amplifier was designed to wrest people back from the
grip of solid-state, it's the V-10. This thing may glow, and
it may generate heat, but it acts like a21st Century Boy
in more ways than one. It's remote-controlled for starters,
it can integrate with T+A's multi-channel and home
theatre packages (amatching universal player is on the
cards) — it even looks like a modern design, owning
nothing to the past And it boasts more safety features
than any amplifier this side of the other Siegfried, the one
from VTL.

valve amp to the TCI 1FtE speaker to power its

For one thing, it's the first amplifier to employ the new
EL509/II power pentodes in its output stage. Unlike the
'509 made high-end-friendly by Tun de Paravicini, this

electrostatic tweeter. For another, the amp heralds more
than just a birthday party. The V-10 and the G-10
turntable are the debut products of what T+A's Siegfried
Amft calls 'a High End series for audiophile fans ci

one doesn't use an anode cap, and it purports to be more
reliable and more linear. The quartet of 5o9/1Is endows
the V-18 with aconservative 80W RMS per channel; the
amplifier certainly had no trouble with any speakers I

FEBRUARY 2004 Hi-FiNews
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Definitive Test
that, 'any hint of mechanical jolting or vibration has a
significant adverse effect on sound quality.' The 445 x
203 x381mm (whd) V-10's 'basic cradle' is made of steel,
mounted on four shock absorbers fitted in the case's feet,
while the audio transformers and the main power
transformer, like the output stage capacitors, are
encapsulated in solid aluminium enclosures, further to
prevent any effects from resonance and to disperse heat.
And the tubes sport the neatest cages
I've ever seen.
Once you get past the realisation
that this is an amplifier so beautiful
that it ranks up there with Wavac
and Unison Research, you'll see that
the front panel contains source
selection and volume adjustment via
rotary controls, the latter a highquality quadruple ALPS motorised
potentiometer. The remote control

If ever avalve
amp was designed
to wrest people
back from the
grip of solid-state,
it's the V-10

covers all of the usual actions except
main on/off, which is accomplished
with the source select rotary. The
settings start at the 7o'clock position with OFF, followed

by STBY, from which the unit can be switched on
through the remote, then HEAT, which fires up the valves
while the amplifier circuitry remains off. Moving to HV
switches on the valve heating, and T+A recommends
reverting to this for short breaks in your listening
sessions. Then you come to sources: tuner, disc, aux,
aux/ph, recorder (the review unit was line level only).
Between the knobs is adisplay above six press buttons,
and here's where you really know you're playing with a
tube integrated that was designed with a lot of lateral
thinking. The six buttons, left to right, deal with tape
monitoring, speaker-off for headphone use, 'PHO' which
switches the rear-mounted headphone socket on and off.

asked it to drive, and it positively adored the Wilson
WATT/Puppy System 7. The rest of its carefully selected
and tested valve complement consists of two ECC83s in
the pre-amplifier, two ECL82s for the power-amp input
stage and two ECC99s for the driver stage.
Speaking of valves, one particular aspect of the V-10's
design will appeal to the most paranoid of audio
victims: amicroprocessor monitors all of the system's
operational parameters, keeping an eye on signal levels,
current and overload margins. Cleverly, the V-10's valve
usage is recorded by a 'dynamic' counter. Unlike a
straightforward clock (Irecall one accessories brand
once marketing atube timer...), this information is used
to calculate valve life and usage by factoring into the
computation variables such as hard use or idling. Thus,
the valves are replaced when necessary, neither too early
nor too late. T+A feels that, 'The normal useful life of the
valve set is in the range 3000 to 5000 hours, depending
on load and stress levels.'
Other details include special high-voltage capacitors in
the mains power supply, with their own impressive
housings on either side of the mains transformer, external
aluminium components made of sandwich construction
(said to provide 'better damping of body sound', and a
thick acrylic upper panel to suppress and absorb
vibration and prevent microphony; T+A clearly believes
www.hifinews.co. uk
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Aview of the
underside with
cover removed
shows that this is no
ordinary valve
amplifier! [ Below]
close-up of volume
control section

Amajor aspect of the V-10 is aproprietary circuit T+A calls
SPPP (Single Primary Push Pull), said to eliminate the
symmetry problems in the output transformers of
conventional valve amplifiers. Excerpted from T+A's 'white
paper', in the SPPP circuit:
'The output valves are connected in series to the
symmetrical power supply. The centre point of this serial
circuit forms the output of the amplifier. This centre point is
held at OV DC by aregulating DC feedback loop. In contrast
to aconventional push-pull circuit, the output of this circuit
can be modulated to positive and negative voltages.
'This in turn makes it possible to drive the primary
winding of the output transformer between this output and
earth (ground). The current flowing in the output circuit may
carry apositive or negative value. The division into pulsed
half-wave currents is eliminated by this design, and asingle
primary winding is sufficient. Since there is only one primary
winding, symmetry problems are completely eliminated. The
lack of pulsed half-wave currents also means fewer problems
with stray interference, and thus agenerally cleaner signal.

'Our toroidal output
transformers have such
excellent characteristics
that it is not necessary to
employ overall negative
feedback'

'In the SPPP circuit there is no flow of direct current
through the output transformer. This in turn makes it
possiblE1 to employ toroidal transformers without any
problems. These excellent transformers are the ideal choice
for this circuit element. Compared to standard transformers
they give amuch wider bandwidth and lower phase shifts.
The better coupling achieved by these transformers results
in an increased damping factor leading to better control over
the attached loudspeakers.
'Our toroidal output transformers have such excellent
characteristics that it is not necessary to employ overall
negative feedback. Although there is no negative feedback
via the transformer of the SPPP output stage, the upper
limit frequency is an amazing 100kHz! Only avery low level
of negative feedback from the valve output is present in the
SPPP amplifier. This negative feedback serves primarily to
regulate the DC working point of the output stage, and has
no adverse effect on the sound.'

Definitive Test
and abutton for choosing between normal and raised
bias. The latter position lowers total harmonic distortion
and is recommended for listening at low levels, while
normal bias is used for regular listening.
Next is abutton labelled ' INFO'. Tapping it calls up the
remaining time left on the valves, and bias check for the
right and left channels. Finally, there's abutton labelled
'BAL' — press it and out pops aknob for adjusting balance
by afew dB in either direction. But the real kicker is the
display, which might confuse you into thinking that you
bought an A/V processor. Its myriad icons announce the
use of every button, when the safety circuitry has been
activated, which source is in use, when the valves are
heating, when the amp is ready for use, which bias mode
you're in. T+A thought of everything that might make
valve beginners more comfortable.
Viewed from the back, the V-10 is no less impressive:
six pairs of rugged, gilded phono sockets, multi-way
binding posts for the speakers, 4/8 ohm impedance
selector, 114in headphone socket, WC mains input, a
mains fuse holder and adata port that will link the V-10
to other T+A device. Here you find my only ergonomic
complaint. The speaker terminals are an absolute bitch to
access, especially if you use beefy cables — too close
together, and shrouded by the Perspex top plate.
That aside, all was bliss, the amp never malfunctioning
for even asecond, and never failing to drive the Wilsons
even to near-painful levels. In fact, the V-10 worked so
well with the Wilsons that Iused them for all of my
listening, along with the SME 30/II turntable and SME
Series V arm, Koetsu Urushi and EAR 324 phono stage,
and Marantz CD-12/DA-12 CD player. Wires were
'fransparent front to back. After being shown how to use
the amp by Lothar himself and reinforcing my
knowledge with a study of the owner's manual's 20
detailed pages, Isettled in with a selection of current
faves: reissued vinyl Dylan on Sundazed and the double
live set in the bootleg series from Classic, stereo Booker
T & the MGs from Sundazed and the new version of Let
it Be. For CDs, Iused the new Sheryl Crow collection, the
reissue of the New Riders Of The Purple Sage on Legacy
and the killer debut from Joss Stone, The Soul Sessions.
One disc alone was enough to tell me that Iwas
sampling an amplifier that justifies the 100 orders placed
for it when it was unveiled at the Berlin show last
summer: the pedal-steel-laden New Riders album. So
sweet and clear and deliciously ringing was the

www.hifinews.co.uk

reproduction of that C&W staple (the instrument, not the
album) that I could only attribute the bliss to the
tubeware. The Wilsons' tendency toward sharpness,
should they be insulted with inferior amplification.
never manifested itself for amoment.
In addition to the background being so quiet and the
spaces so transparent, was a
palpable solidity, with lower
registers that Ican only describe
as
Germanic
rather
than
transistory: tight, controlled. only
following orders. This integrated
amp conveys weight, reminiscent

Remote control
covers all of the
usual actions...
TiA has thought

of 100W-plus Audio Research
amplifiers — high praise indeed.
While it lacked some of the
richness of my favoured McIntosh
C2200 and MC2102 pairing, I
didn't feel short-changed.
But the real attraction, especially for those new to
valves, is the uncanny quietness. Seductive in the
midband — Sheryl Crow's intonations and breathing were

of everything...

about as life-like as I've heard them, especially on the
new cover of 'First Cut Is The Deepest' — and wide and
open enough to please the most fanatical of soundstage
fetishists, the quality that keeps grabbing the listener is
the silent backdrop against which those sonic images are
portrayed. We are talking reference standard here, a
device so uncoloured yet still warm that Iwould have no
qualms using it as my only amp.
Let me take that astage further: if Iwere in the market
for an integrated amplifier at or near the V-10's £3995,
there would be nothing else on the shortlist. You want an
analogy? This is to debut amplifiers what Led Zeppelin I
was to debut LPs: acertifiable masterpiece.

•
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Auditions

Focal JMIab

Alto Be

Replacement for the Mezzo Utopia uses Focal's new beryllium tweeter
Focal-JMIab Alto Be

Grande Utopia have been or are in the process of

temperature- sensitive ' focus ring' outside the

PRICE

being replaced by new designs which are only

main magnet structure.

loosely related to the Utopia range, but which are

Bass and midrange units on the Alto Be are

closely modelled on the new Grande Utopia Be

similar to their counterparts on the Grande Utopia

£ 11,000/pair

SUPPLIER

Focal-JMIab UK

CONTACT

0845 660 2680

WEBS ITE

www.focal-fr.com

flagship, scaled to fit particular price points.

Be. The 165mm midrange driver uses a novel

The nominal replacement for the Mezzo Utopia

'Power Flower' magnet structure, which consists

is the Alto Be, the subject of this review. It has

of six small- diameter ferrite magnets arranged

broadly the same configuration as the Mezzo, that

hexagonally around a central core, with pole

One of the loudspeaker highlights of the last

is to say, it is athree-way floorstanding model, but

pieces arranged in the shape of the petals of a

few

years

was

the

Focal-JMIab

Mezzo

it is wider, taller and deeper than its predecessor.

flower. The advantages claimed are a high

Utopia, a large three-way loudspeaker that

It's also more expensive,

magnetic flux density, geometric accuracy and

cost around £ 8000, and was derived from the

accounted for by the Alto's improved build-quality

minimum flux leakage. Both this unit and the

flagship Grande Utopia. The Grande Utopia itself

and better drivers. The Mezzo was well made by

280mm bass driver use versions of Focal's W-

but this is easily

has now been replaced by the Beryllium or Be

any normal standards, but the Alto is beefier and

cone structure. Here, two fine layers of woven

model, a root-and- branch redesign of which the

better specified throughout. There has been no

glass sandwich afoam core, which is structurally

beryllium dome tweeter is only a part, and in

stinting on the cabinetwork, which is simply

rigid, extremely light and well damped, with

which none of the original components have been
carried across. All models based on the original

The unusually smooth treble means it is
remarkably difficult to coax the Alto Be
into sounding oppressive even when loud
stunning in terms of build and finish quality. The

properties that have been fine-tuned by adjusting

Alto Be weighs in at 75kg, which is nearly 20%
more than its predecessor.

the thickness of the core. The three drivers are

There are several key technology highlights, of

order ( 24dB/octave) networks, by awell-specified

which the inverted beryllium dome tweeter was

high- power crossover housed in the bottom part of

covered in some detail in the Grande Utopia Be

the enclosure, which is fitted with asingle pair of

review [
HFN, July ' 03]. The main points are that

WBT input terminals. The enclosure is almost as

beryllium is stiffer, lighter and offers superior

radical as the rest of the design, and is discussed

damping to other materials. Its impulse and its

in detail in the Technology box. Suffice to say

frequency response are superior ( up to nearly

here that the dimensions are 1208 x 370 x

40kHz), but it is the much superior damping that

530mm ( hwd) and finishes available include the

is probably the dominant factor; that and the new

Classic (gold bird's-eye ash), Signature ( burgundy

tweeter's ability to mimic the qualities of a

bird's-eye ash) and Avant-garde ( natural bird's-eye

wideband ( or super) tweeter without needing a

ash), all with slate-grey metallic lacquer.

separate drive unit. This brings benefits to phase
distortion and coherence.
The inverted dome has allowed Focal to use a
smaller diameter ( 19mm) voice coil, fixed inside
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From the outset, the nuts and bolts of the
sound slotted together better than they had with
the Grande Utopia Be. No surprise there. Using a
speaker like the Grande Utopia in my 10 x4m

the edge of the dome, which reduces moving

listening room was always going to be a fire-

mass further, but the trade-off is asmaller, hotter-

fighting exercise, and the fact that it worked
satisfactorily at all was little short of miraculous.

running magnet structure. Focal-JMIab says that
the ability to withstand heat without demag-
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knitted together at 250Hz and 2.5kHz with fourth

The smaller size and more limited ( but still

netising is a key factor with compact, high flux

impressive) LE bandwidth of the Alto means that

magnet systems. This is addressed by using

the room's main eigentones are not being driven

samarium cobalt magnets which can withstand

as hard, and the bass is consequently more even

much higher operating temperatures than the

and tuneful. There was still adominant room peak

alternative neodymium- iron, which is however

around 50Hz, but below this the speaker output

used to help focus the magnetic flux in a less

ramps down alittle, which was only recognised as
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Unmistakably 1Mlab, the Alto
Utopia Be stands 1208mm
tall compared to the
'corpulent' Grande Utopia's
height of 1740mm; ! below
leftl connection to an
amplifier is via asingle pair
of binding posts

a room issue when the output of the Alto and
some other speakers were measured at the same
position in the room using the Infinity RABOS
system, which is purpose designed for this task.
Sorting the bass out was achieved by simply finetweaking their position.
The Alto is ademanding loudspeaker, but not
perhaps in the ways you might expect. The 90dB
sensitivity figure and 8 ohm impedance mean
that you don't need a lot of horsepower. On the
other hand, the Alto can be driven hard with little
audible indications of distress. Put it this way, if
you happen to have apowerful amplifier, it won't
go wasted, not least because the unusually
smooth treble output from the beryllium tweeter
means it is remarkably difficult to coax the Alto
Be into sounding oppressive even when it is loud.
However, because the Alto sound has almost no
character of its own, it is extremely responsive to
the differences in the equipment that is used to
drive it. It makes the differences between disc
players — in this case a Mark Levinson 390S, a
Krell SACD Standard and a BAT VK-D5 valve
player — very plain, and it is just the same with
amplifiers. Ifound anear ideal soulmate for the
Alto Be in a Hovland pre-/power combination,
consisting of an HP- 100 valve pre-amp and a
RADIA 125W/ch solid-state power amp. This is a
combination with the same kind of consistency,
transparency and refinement as the Alto Be itself,
and which does agood job of controlling aslight
tendency for the bass to spread.
Another area to watch is the exact orientation
of the speaker, which arises due to the Focus
Time' alignment. The speakers should be toed in
towards the listener, and if one is level with the
tweeter as recommended, it should be possible to
see through the gaps that separate the tweeter
enclosure from the other two.
There is more to positioning the Alto Be than
simply listening on the tweeter axis. It is intrinsic
to the design that the midrange unit points down
from alittle above aseated listener, so listening
range becomes afactor as well. It turns out that
the large midrange unit is surprisingly directional.
Listened to from even quite mildly off-axis, the
Alto Be takes on a slightly boxy feel. With a
speaker of this resolving power, slight is all it
takes to be very obvious indeed.
In fact, listening to the tweeter from slightly
off-axis is not a problem. Although the highest
frequencies dip slightly, the speaker still sounds
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EAR/Yoshino 890 stereo amplifier

Kuzma Stabi Reference with

Ideal match with the 8341_

Tri Planar VII tonearm

pre-amplifier.

One of the very best vinyl

Pathos Logos integrated hybrid
amplifier Apopular amplifier
with great looks.

replay systems.

conrad-johnson MV6oSE stereo
amplsfier We now have the superb

Ferguson Hill FHoos

Preiner140 on demonstration.

Nottingham Analogue Space Deck

horn loudspeakers

With the new, thicker platter and

Very stylish with adynamic.

upgrade kit it produces an even

immediate sound.

more neutral and stable image

Shanling CD Two valve CD player
Superb sound and appearance

Finite Elemente Pagode furniture

Amphion Xenon loudspeakers

For extracting the very best from

Fast and articulate with neutral

player, xxm pre-amplifier and xxvn

your equipment.

tonal balance. Slim floorstander

amplifier Tonally correct with good

which does not mind walls.

dynamics.
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Conveniently located between Reading and

7Comet House, Calleva Park, Aldermaston

Basingstoke, we are approximately 15 minutes drive

Reading, Berkshire RG781A

from either junction 12 on the M4 or Junction 6
on the M3. Free and easy parking, outside the
building. We have ahome evaluation scheme for
those who might find this method more convenient.

T 0118 981 9891
Einfoeaudioconsdltants.co.uk

www.audioconsultants.co.uk

UNISON RESEARCH • WADIA

Demonstrations by appointment,
Mondays to Saturdays 20:00 to 28:oo.
It is advisable to call us before visiting.
Part exchange welcome. Ex-demonstration and
previously owned equipment listed on our website.
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Auditions
smooth, sweet and detailed. With the speakers
standing level on the floor, the optimum listening
distance in the test room was about 3m from the
speakers, but it is perfectly possible to move
further away without degradation by tilting the
speakers slightly on their adjustable spikes, even
where this means that the tweeters end up being
heard from slightly off axis. In principle, there is
a similar Focus Time- mediated effect with the
bass unit too, but in this case the wavelengths
involved are so long that there is no discernible
effect with small changes of listening axis.
It's no surprise that a sensible system to
partner the Alto is going to involve a
comparatively expensive amplifier and source,
and it may involve some careful and subtle
positioning and angling too. The obvious question
then is this: is it worth the candle?
The answer is an emphatic yes. Everything that
follows is based on the assumption that the
speaker orientation has been fully tweaked and
the speaker is fully run-in. As the second user of
the review pair, Ihave no idea how long the Alto

Rear view of beryllium-domed tweeter, showing two neodymium magnets enclosing the pole-piece,

Be takes to come on song. The manufacturer
suggests several weeks, and the test speakers

augmenting the main samarium cobalt magnet hidden within

didn't drift noticeably in the two months or so
allotted to this review.
The Alto has several immediately obvious

precision well

in front of the plane of the

for example, the CD and the SACD layers of a

loudspeakers, or a million miles behind. The
shape of an orchestral layout, and of the space in

range of hybrid discs, in amanner that allowed no
room for equivocation about which was better.

properties. Based on experience with the flagship
model, it almost goes without saying that some of
them are due to that remarkable beryllium

which it is performed, is reproduced more
faithfully and effectively by this speaker than by

Most of all, the Alto Be is simply asuperb allround loudspeaker. It has the transparency of a

any other stereo speaker known to the author,

tweeter. Although the tweeter is exactly the same
unit used in the Grande Utopia Be, it appeared to

though it is only fair to note that it can be beaten
in awell-configured multichannel audio system.

high-grade electrostatic, with the physicality and
presence of amoving-coil design. It is fast, highly

perform even better, sounding even more focused
and alive. This may be because its contribution is

The sense of depth and scale however in
recordings like the Benjamin Zander/Phiharmonia

more exposed in the smaller loudspeaker, but
another equally credible explanation is that the

Mahler 6 on Telarc (from stereo SACD) was truly

baffle on which it is mounted is significantly
narrower than with the senior model. Either way,
it remains what it always was, an exquisitely

extraordinary. Lateral imagery by contrast is good
rather than outstanding. The narrow enclosure
may be more suitable for precise lateral image
focusing than the corpulent Grande Utopia Be,

refined transducer blessed with apellucid purity

but the Alto remains wider than most, and

and an almost diaphanous transparency. Nothing

speakers like the B&W Nautilus 800 (which is a

is perfect, and no doubt there will be better
tweeters in the future, but for now this one surely
sets the benchmark by which others must be

direct competitor) maintains better lateral image

measured, and most are found wanting.
Another very obvious quality of this speaker
which was noticeable quite early in the test was
the Alto's extraordinary ability to reproduce image
depth. Given an appropriately well-engineered
recording, the Alto can place an image with

focus and consistency across the frequency band,
Which leads to another observation: white the
mid and the treble tend to focus precisely, with
lead instruments and voices generally forward of
the speaker plane, the bass registers appear to
come from aslight less well-defined, more distant
vantage point. The effect is attractive in the sense
that it adds aslight glow of warmth and space to
the sound, though it is not fully justified by the
music. But like other criticisms of the Alto, this is
a mild effect, one that other speakers usually
don't have the resolving power to show.
Other qualities of this remarkable speaker
include its ability to instil a sense of occasion.
The way that musical dynamics are handled is
surprisingly muscular and physical. For all its
subtlety in other areas, difficult to reproduce

detailed, yet as smooth as silk, and offers the
expansive imaging and an overall refinement that
is simply not bettered at or near the price. Finally,
it is as near tonally neutral as it is possible to
achieve with today's technology. It has faults, as
we have seen, and it also costs agreat deal of
money, though it offers as much as any other in
material terms for a loudspeaker at this price
level. In its way, the Alto Be is agenuine stunner,
atour de force, and it is worth every last penny.
Alvin Gold

Technology
Each drive unit is housed in its own separate
enclosure to minimise intermodulation. The bass
enclosure is front vented, the only mechanical link
between the three areas being the two full- height
side cheeks that strap them together. The three
individual enclosures are extensively braced and
damped, the baffles staggered and angled to provide
time alignment (' Focus Time') at the designed listening position. Overall, the Alto Be is built to very high
standards of mechanical integrity, and the surface
finish is of astandard appropriate at this price level,
with afine wood veneers on the side cheeks, and
piano lacquer on the other box sections.

Features

recordings such as Joanna MacGregor's excellent

Midrange driver uses 165mm single glassfibre/foam laminate, now with seven magnets
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Play album, an eclectic compilation of short

• Exceptiona, transparency of sound

piano pieces, lost its customary brittle tonality
and was transformed into a real, fire-breathing

II Standard- setting beryllium dome tweeter

event. By the same token, the Alto Be was
unusually adept at showing differences between,

• Three-way bass reflex system
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Avid

Avid Diva
PRICE

£ 1100

SUPPLIER

Avid

CONTACT

01480 457300

WEBSITE

www.avidhifi.co.uk

This new palindromic turntable from Avid is
the specialist company's most affordable yet
distributor, TEAC. They wanted a smaller less

bass and plenty of detail. The music was focused

expensive turntable capable of taking two
tonearms, yet offering a high standard of

and clean, with a nice open tonal balance and
impressive impact.

engineering/build quality and flawless cosmetic
finish comparable to Avid's more costly designs. A

Interestingly, as I played the first LPs, I
registered few concerns about the sound being
less good than the more expensive Avid turntable

the box. But the Diva is more akit of parts than

tall order which Avid seems to have met. High
quality materials are used throughout, and the
engineering is impeccable. Result? A turntable

most. Not that assembly is difficult; Ihad my
sample up and running in under an hour.

that looks classy and expensive. But looks are one
thing; sound quality is something else. Could the

Assembling an IKEA wardrobe is far harder!

Diva match the sheer sonic weight and dynamic

IKEA doesn't make turntables. But if it did, they'd
come supplied just like Avid's Diva — stripped to the
component parts. Of course, most turntables need
bolting together; few can be used straight from

At the top of Avid's range sits the Acutus — a
beautifully crafted, low compromise design aimed
at the wealthy perfectionist. A little lower down
come the Volvere Sequel and Volvere models;
excellent performers, but still pretty costly. That's
where the Diva comes in.
Apparently the impetus to design something
simpler and cheaper came from Avid's Far East
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authority of Avid's larger turntables? Such were
my thoughts as Iscrewed the Diva together...
Although hopeful, I'd quietly resigned myself to
feelings of mild disappointment; the Sequel is a
tough act to follow! Ineedn't have worried as right
from the off it was clear the Diva was aclass act
—one that need fear no comparisons. It sounded
smooth, controlled, and precise, with anice full

I'd just come from. To ensure afair comparison, I
employed the very same arm and cartridge,
transferring the Rega RB600 and Transfiguration
Spirit 2 Iused on the Volvere Sequel over to the
Diva. Results were disturbingly good. Iwould not
have believed Avid's cheaper deck would get so
close to the bigger ones.
I'm not saying results were every bit as good —
they weren't. If you wanted to be p.cky, there were
a number of areas you could criticise. Just the
same, the overall sound was entirely satisfying;
crisp, clean, open and sharp, without obvious
blemishes or limitations. The Diva is a product
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Auditions
sonic impression of asinger fronting aband with

recordings in a dryish acoustic can also sound

considerable realism. So, off to agood star then.

'cardboardy'; deeply unflattering to the quartet's
intonation and ensemble. But, results were fine;

Subsequently, playing abroader range of material
amply confirmed these early impressions.
Classical or rock/pop — nothing seemed to faze
the Diva. It had that even balance of virtues all

musically very convincing and involving, yet in
sonic terms quite distinct (tonally and spatially)
from the two previous recordings.

By now it was approaching midnight. So to
good audio products have. No matter what I
round off the evening Ichose Brahms — the
played, the result was involving and convincing.
quartet Op67 — selecting the Quartetto Italiano LP
One night Ispent an entire evening listening to
nothing but string quartets, starting with
Beethoven's first Rasumovsky quartet — choosing

on Philips from 1972. This sounded best of all;

the early ' 60s Amadeus version on DG — and then

detailed, but wholly natural. In the late ' 60s and

the same piece played by the Vegh quartet on

early ' 70s, Philips were reckoned to produce the
best-sounding recordings (technically) of chamber

Valois, recorded adecade or so later.
On unsympathetic equipment, the Amadeus
can easily sound a touch thin and wiry. DG's
soundstage
really
centralises
the
four

very sharp and tactile, tonally open, highly

music, and many of the Quartetto Italianos LPs
still stand as ayardstick of how to record astring
quartet.

instruments, creating a cohesive but somewhat
tight/dry undernourished mono-ish' effect. Via

It was highly instructive to sample four very
different recordings of four string quartets, and

the Diva, the recording sounded crisp and lucid,
with good clarity and detail. The lower

tonal balance, soundstaging, and stereo width.

frequencies remained a shade thin, making the
cello part seem slightly constrained and lacking in
breadth and depth.
However,

because the middle and

upper

hear each one reproduced distinctly in terms of
Despite the differences, each sounded convincing
musically and sonically in its own specific way.
Although the Quartetto Italianos Philips recording
was technically the most successful, the others

Without needing to be loud, the music
seemed to fill the room effortlessly,
creating avivid holographic impression
frequencies were so open and sweet, such
limitations were effectively minimised. The Vegh
performance

on

Valois

likewise

sounded

sounded very believable and enjoyable.
The following evening Isampled some piano, a
very difficult instrument to reproduce, but the

attractively open and natural, though once again

Diva impressed with a combination of sharp

(on the wrong equipment) the sound can seem a
shade boxy and closed- in. The Valois recording
places the cello more forwardly than the

attack and that lovely ringing ' pearly' quality
that's the hallmark of agood musician playing a

DG/Amadeus, but tonally the instrument has a

overall impression was of firmness and solidity.

slightly cardboardy coloration; it isn't as rich and
open-sounding as it no doubt was in real life.

fine instrument. Clarity was excellent, and the
But against these virtues Ioccasionally noticed

that skilfully covers its tracks, so to speak. One
sits back, listens, and thoroughly enjoys the

Yet curiously, one ceased to be bothered by this
after aminute or two, such was the clarity of the

a slight degree of pitch waver compared to the
outstanding stability I'd grown used to with Avid's
Volvere Sequel. Actually, did Isay pitch waver?

music. Simple as that.

overall sound. Every detail in the music was
focused in a highly lucid and cohesive manner.

That's a bit strong; it's not like you feel seasick
while you're listening. Rather, there's less of that

Because the music has your attention, technical
faults seem subjectively less worrisome. Pitch

unflappable
rock- like
stability
which
characterises the Volvere Sequel and Acutus

Of course, later on Itook amore critical stance
in order to try and catch the Diva out. But first
impressions deflected such thoughts. Musically,
results were extremely cohesive and believable.
Playing arecent 180g Speakers Corner reissue of

definition was extremely good, allowing inner

models.

parts ( 2nd violin and viola) to 'tell' with greater

approaching CD standards, given awell- recorded
and concentrically- pressed LP.

Elvis in Memphis, Iwas struck by the way the

ease. This in itself makes the music sound more

performances came over. Bass guitar Ines were

interesting.

very strong, cleanly articulated and separated in

Surface

Both

are

exceptionally

stable;

Alas, such high standards don't come easy. Nor
noise

was vanishingly

low.

The

cheap. The Sequel achieves its exceptional

the mix. This gave the music agood foundation,

impression of four instruments playing against a

stability the hard way;

helping create a holographic three-dimensional

silent backdrop was impressive; the music
seemed to project over any tape noise or surface

outboard power supply, massively heavy platter.

effect as though singer and band were an stage in
front of you. The sound didn't quite detach itself

powerful motor,

big

The Acutus goes further still; more powerful
motor, even heavier platter. Having a well-

does with the Volvere Sequel, but without adirect

clicks that might've been present. Without
needing to be played loudly, the music seemed to
fill the room effortlessly, creating a vivid

comparison few would be any the wiser.
Elvis in Memphis is the sort of late ' 60s

holographic impression of the musicians playing
in atangible space that had width and depth.

production that easily sounds contrived and
artificial on CD. Yet the vinyl (on agood turntable)

Inext sampled the Julliard quartet on CBS in
the first of Beethoven's late quartets, choosing

platter wot does it.
In terms of speed stability, the Diva proved very

was magical, allowing you to appreciate precisely

their live Washington Library of Congress set.

good indeed. Despite having asmaller motor and

what Elvis's producer had intended.

or all its

Again, what impressed was the openness and

lighter platter it sounded pretty solid. On most

technical artifice, the recording recreated the

naturalness of the sound. This series of live

music most of the time there was no discernable

from the speaker boxes and 'float' as it can and
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designed suspension with minimal horizontal
movement helps too,
minimising speed
fluctuations caused by lateral oscillation between
motor and inner platter. But it's the motor and
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Walrus Systems

11 New Quebec St, London VV1

tel: 020 7724 7224 fax: 020 7724 4347 email: mail@walrus.co.uk web: www.walrus.co.uk

We're quite sad to notice
that a lot of our fellow retailers seem to have forsaken the ways of true

We are your
local...

two channel high fidelity and been seduced down the path of multichannel surround sound systems. Sure, the films might be good, but
the sonic merits of these digitally- processed many-speakered marvels

Pssst..
Prepared to try something a
bit different?

can be summarised on the back of a postage stamp ( not that we'll be
seeing those for much longer the way things are going).
Meanwhile, truly decent sounding audiophile gear is blossoming,
especially in the current climate of revival of the Vinyl LP.

%Iir>

1116
Duevel speakers are winning more and more
friends as customers realise how brilliant
these difficult to ignore speakers are!Michell
Gyro SE ( arm & cart extra) - £870.00

e
fr-10

The Shanling CD player is a superb example
of the quality coming out of China
nowadays.

From our old friends, EAR, comes the
beautiful 864 MM/MC phono preamp

let
Another Chinese line, Consonance
looks set to sweep aside better known
brands both in styling and sound.

The UK's very own Papworth, with their
bargain Class-A valve integrated.

Stax, legendary headphone
manufacturers, present their
valve driven Omega
electrostatic ' phones

The Klimo Beltaine monoblocks, from
Germany, with outboard power supplies are
about as purist audiophile as it gets!

1‘
14

Benefits of dealing with Walrus
(apart from the very best
sounding gear) We don't believe in " hard sell",
you decide in your own time.
The Heart modified Marantz CD with tube

In-house service on many items,

output stage is a genuine bargain.

sometimes while you wait.

Aha! Bit misleading this one - The
Sonneteer Byron CD - fabulous
sound, and not a tube in sight!

b
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We understand audiophile
equipment, especially vinyl
playing and valve amps inside
out, and have many years
experience to draw on.
Big accessory range.
Interest Free Credit on many
From Serbia, the Korato line of valve amps
are incredible value for money. Audiophile
quality at pocket money prices ( almost!).

We can't bear the thought of a
little leftover space in our ads.
Every last tiny corner has to be
filled right up with useful
information to maximise our
investment in this costly
medium. So we fill it up, further
and further, till almost all the
white is gone.

lines, subject to approval.
And so on, and on ..
The famous Musical Fidelity X-CAN valve
headphone amp, now in v3 form.

Walrus has never, ever, dreamt of being seduced by all this multi-channel
nonsense, we prefer to leave that to others. Of course we like agood film as
much as anyone, but we love realistically reproduced music much more. And
as the ultimate, most engaging reproduction usually comes from vinyl
sources amplified by adecent valve amp, this is what we unashamedly do.
An ever increasing number of satisfied customers thankfully agree and tell us
we are cutting edge in audio reproduction. Funny old world, eh?

...Turntable
Specialist!
Do you ever get the nagging
feeling that our adverts aren't
entirely serious?
Heaven forbid! Us, not
serious? You cannot be
serious (J. McEnroe). We are
seriously serious guys.
Serious about our shop, our
products, our wine, and above
all, our customers!
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shun mook shanling shelter sme sonneteer spendor stax sugden sumiko tci cables tivoli audio
tom evans townshend audio transfiguration trichord trigon van den hul voodoo wireworld xlo

Auditions
AC synchronous motor can sometimes produce
unpredictable stray hum fields and eddy-current
effects; something that becomes apparent with
hum-sensitive pickups like the London series.
Moving-coil pickups, although not affected in
hum terms, may still be influenced sonically.
So making the the platter of non-metallic
material is potentially agood thing in my book.
The inner sub- platter is made from metal, and the
main platter interfaces with it via three stainless
steel support cones. The ' mat' is made of glass,
bonded to an MDF platter, giving a more rigid
LP/platter interface than the Volvere, with its
slightly lossy absorbent cork mat. In this respect,
the Diva is closer to Avid's flagship Acutus model
than to the Volvere and Volvere Sequel.
And as with the Acutus ( but not the Volvere) it's
possible to experiment with accessory turntable
mats like JR Developments' Ringmat. By doing so
you can alter the presentation of the sound. Using
pitch waver to speak of — leastways none Icould

increased/decreased.

Unlike the bigger Avid

the Diva with the clamp gives the tightest most

detect. Interestingly, Ifound the more Ilistened

turntables, the Diva doesn't offer 33/45 speeds at

controlled sonic presentation. Dispensing with the

to the Diva, the less of an issue speed fluctuation

the touch of a button; you have to rely on

clamp and using aRingmat produced asound of

seemed to be. Perhaps Iwas imagining it?

manually slipping the belt over to one of two

greater openness and relaxed ease/warmth. Which

But no. When Iwent back to the Volvere Sequel

pulleys on the motor. As that inevitably involves

you prefer is down to personal taste.

at the end of the review, Irealised that, yes — the

putting fingers on the belt, you have to be careful

Overall, the Diva is an excellent turntable; one

bigger more expensive turntable was that bit

not lo leave grease spots that might lead to

that meets its design brief perfectly. It's good

better. It's hard to describe the effect in just afew

slippage. The belt is round and one-oiece; during

enough for very discerning users, while at the

words. Sometimes you don't even register the

rotation the belt runs true with no discernable up

same time leaving sufficient gap ( sonically,

difference as afluctuation in speed. it's more an

and down movement — always agood sign! Start-

mechanically, and financially) to keep the more

impression of rock- solid unflappability. The

up time is quite fast; the turntable is up to speed

expensive Avid turntables viable. It's avery well-

Acutus and Sequel have it in spades; the Diva

within about 1revolution.

made product that's easy to use, and involving

Because the arm fits on to amovable platform

less so. There's definitely something about abig

and rewarding to listen to.

is

Even it's not quite as good as the Volvere

It's important to keep this in perspective; the

exceptionally versatile when it comes to tonearms

Sequel, once you've lived with the Diva for awhile
the difference hardly seems to matter...

secured

powerful motor and heavy platter!

to

outrigger

posts,

the

Diva

Diva's is excellent by all but the very highest

of different lengths. Anything from astandard 9in

standards. It's just that, compared to the Sequel,

arm to one of 12in length ( and beyond!) can be

it's not quite as solid. Naturally, it's vital the LP

accommodated. Moreover, it's possible to fit a

being played is flat and pressed concentrically.
Because the Diva's motor is housed in a
separate free-standing assembly, ycL're able to

second arm. Aspecial balance weight is supplied

Jimmy Hughes

Technology

wh ch fits into the sub-chassis when using

The Diva's inverted main bearing uses asapphire

one tonearm.

thrust pad running on atungsten carbide ball. This

alter belt tension by varying how near or far the

SLspension bounce' is good; aclean vertical

supports a25mm thick MDF platter, with aglass top

motor pulley is from the inner platter. This

movement without lateral sway. Which means

mat, 6mm thick, rebated into the main section,

influences turntable speed and sound quality.

effec:ive

noise and acoustic

designed to offer an impedance mismatch with the

Generally speaking, increasing belt tension tends

feedpack. The fact that the sub-chassis is fairly

record to prevent energy from entering the platter

to make the music sound slightly more detailed

well balanced in terms of weight distribution

and causing coloration, in conjunction with ascrew-

and incisive — atouch sharper and more focused

means the springs are under broadly similar

on metal

— but the effects of belt slippage ( and/or motor

tension, so they react in a more linear fashion.

suspension, used in torsion rather than compression,

isolation from

record

clamp.

Each spring of the

cogging) may also become more noticeable. It's

Bu: you need to make sure the turrets that cover

is hand adjustable 'to the correct frequency' and

important that the belt and ail drive surfaces are

the spring housings do not accidentally touch the

suspension points can be extended outwards for

clean and free from grease.

suspension support bars.

better stability with longer arms. Most components

Aslight foible of Avid's modular design for the

are aluminium for ' linear energy transmission', with

the motor position is altered. Placed closer to the

Diva is the fact that you can't easily move the

selected stainless steel parts 'to create mechanical

bearing, the platter runs ever so slightly slow.

tumtable once it's built. Or, rather, you can; but

diodes'. The motor is a24- pole AC synchronous type,

Using an electronic stroboscope I could just

the turntable has to be partially disassembled to

driven by a passive phase- splitting power supply

detect movement. We'i-e talking very subtle

do

which delivers the required 24V AC. This drives the

differences here, barely aucible in practice, even

sub-chassis. If you try and lift the deck, the three

for those with perfect pitch.

support

Platter rotat:onal speed changes marginally as

This slight speed error disappears as belt

so.

The suspension springs press-fit into the
turrets/spring

assembiies

themselves. One way around this is to mount the

motor

whole turntable assembly on a base board or

assembly away from the centre bearing. If you're

support platform. This can then be lifted if the

an absolute perfectionist, you may want to

turnable needs to be moved.

tension

is

increased

by moving the

experiment with motor position using a strobe

I've already referred to the Diva's open, natural

disc. But the variation in pitch terms svery small

tonal balance; could it be partly to do with not

indeed. Of perhaps greater significance are the

having aconventional metal platter? Certainly, the

slight changes in sound quality as belt tension is

close proximity of aspinning metal platter and an
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inner platter via around- section rubber belt.

detach

Features
II Smooth, civilised and very detailed sound
• Excellent build quality and finish
• Thoroughly enjoyable and musical
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OreIle

CA100/SP100

OreIle's curvy pre-/power amplifier dces more than look pretty
OreIle CA100/SPt00 pre-/boiver
IPRICE

£ 1000/£1000

what its steroidally-enhanced two-box offspring
could do.

growing visual synergy as they are stacked on top
of each other. Unfortunately, this is asonic no-no.
CATS relies on each box being physically

SUPPLIER

OreIle

Since the SA100's demise, OreIle has had a
low profile in the UK market, but now the brand

CONTACT

020 8991 9200

is back with all guns blazing. As well as the pre-

grounded, so each requires a separate shelf for
optimum performance

WEBSITE

www.orelle.co.uk

/power combination under review, there is the
80W/ch SA100 evo integrated [
I-IFN, Aug ' 03]

line- level inputs, including atape loop. Amoving-

and
Like many others, Ihad my introduction to OreIle

the CD100 evo CD

player.

All these

The CA100 pre-amp offers six single-ended
magnet phono stage is available as a £ 70 option,
although this was not fitted to the review sample.

components via the original SA100 amp. In fact,
that sleek integrated amplifier provided me with

components share the same stylish curvilinear
case which, in the metal, looks more compact

The pre-amp is ano-feedback design, which has

than its 440 x 70 x358mm ( whd) dimensions

evolved from the high-end XTC Pre- 1. The

with one of those little epiphanies that lights up

would suggest. There is adegree of form following

the slippery slope to hi-fi heaven. Back in the
1970s, my father had a habit of playing loud

function here, with OreIle giving the case
construction the acronym of CATS ( Critical

discrete transistor circuitry uses balanced, splitrail supplies under DC servo control, allowing the

traditional jazz through amusic centre tape deck
(which had speed stability only asmall step up
from aWalkman with shot batteries). This left me

output to be DC coupled, with improved low-level

Acoustic Tune System). The aluminium casing,

detail and bass precision being key aims.

consisting of heavy-duty side- pieces and lighter

Analogue and digital sections have their own
dedicated power supplies, while the remote

gauge centre panels, is designed to achieve

with the unshakeable opinion that jazz was what

minimal electromagnetic coupling with the PCB,

occurred

control circuitry switches to 'quiet' mode when not

different tunes, got together in the same room.
But fast-forward to the late 1990s and, listening

while also providing an effective barrier to RFI.
The construction is also specifically oesigned to
allow energy to dissipate in acontrolled manner.

active, to minimise any possible degradation of
delicate audio signals. Talking of the remote
control, the handset is about as small as is

to a friend's setup of Pro-Ject turntable, OreIle
SA100 and Mission 752 speakers, tfinally heard

In additior to any technical benefits, the

consonant with easy operation, being about the

casework is also highly attractive. The curved

size of asingle wafer from aBourbon biscuit. Not

when

several

musicians,

playing

some sort of musical coherence in the genre that

ends of the finely finished brushed aluminium

having room for the ubiquitous AA battery, a

Ihad spent the last 20 years avoiding. I'm still

fascia, along with the matching radius volume

single penny-sized NiMH unit is used. As anice

not afully-fledged convert, but the OreIle opened

control, successfully set it apart from the
minimalist herd. The components take on a

touch, OreIle provide free replacements
throughout the life of the pre-amp.

apreviously locked door. So Iwas eager to hear
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The SP100 is a much-enhanced development
of the SA100 evo integrated's power section, with
the power supply being significantly improved.
Increased output is provided by a larger 400VA
toroidal transformer coupled, via an ultra-fast
diode

bridge,

to

40,000pF

of

high-grade

capacitors. These gains over the integrated amp
allow the SP100 to deliver 100W into 8ohm ( both
channels) and 200W into 4 ohm loads (one
channel). Upstream from the output sections,
there is asymmetric pre-driver circuit which, it is
claimed, ensures exceptional transparency to the
input signal. Last but not least, the OreIle features
sonically non-invasive protection circuitry to help
ensure the amp's longetivity.
Source components for the review consisted o'
the matching OreIle CD100 evo along with the
Musical Fidelity Tri Vista SACD player. Musical
Fidelity kW/kWP amplification was used as an
'absolute', rather than price-comparable reference, and speakers were MartinLogan Prodigy
hybrid electrostatics.
It was immediately clear that the OreIle
combination was remarkably fleet-footed, both
temporally and dynamically. Apart from providing
real rhythmic drive, the amps' speed and clarity
allowed them to resolve fine detail in a wholly
convincing manner. With dynamic material, the
pair always managed to sound exciting, without
ever introducing any harsh edge' to the sound.
Even when Ipushed them to truly antisocial
levels, clipping appeared to be utterly benign; in
fact, well-nigh imperceptible, with just a hint o'
dynamic compression apparent. Bass fiends may
find the pairing alittle light tonally, but the sound

is perfectly balanced, with the lower octaves
echoing the speed and precision of the midrange.

Form

following

function?

OreIle's

built to the finale. In ascene from Tchaikovsky's
Swan Lake, the oboe was reproduced with atruly

Moving away from critical A/B comparisons, there

haunting melancholy, perfectly offset by the

was adefinite ' rightness' to the OreIles' sound,

crystalline beauty of the harp roulades. Sound

whatever musical style Ithrew at them.

staging and imaging were impressive on these

unusual casework doesn't just look

Starting with classical, the sheer joie de vwre

large scale pieces, with solo instruments spotlit

different. It's designed to minimise

of the a:legro vivace from Grieg's Holberg Suite

in front of the main orchestra, which was spread

physical interactions which could affect
performance, and to dissipate energy

just flooded through the speakers. The first
and

in awide arc along my back wall. That said, the
OreIles' star turn was their detailed resolJtion of

effectively. To get the best results, the

transparency of the midrange, with individJal

vastly different sound textures, an outstanding

amplifier and pre-amplifier should not be

instruments clearly audible within the piece's

example being the simultaneous strike of tympani

stacked as shown in our header shot

massed strings. There was also plenty of weight

and cymbal; rather than acomposite ' crash', the

and presence from both cellos and basses, along

individual signatures of the
instruments were clearly resolved.

aspect

to

impress

was

the

agility

with real slam as the
orchestra

component

Keeping things mellow, but moving a little
more up to date,

I tried some top queity

bluegrass from NicKel Creek's eponymously
titled album. Once more, the speed of
the OreIle amplifier came to the
fore on instrumentals Ike
'Ode To A Butterfly',
where

Chris

Thile's

breathtaking virtuosity
on the mandolin was
demonstrated in all its
glory. From the same CD,
Out Of The Woods showed the
amps to have a fine affinity for vocals, with
Sarah Watkin's lead having a real presence

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Keep your speakers the right side of 4 ohm, and
the SP100 should cope with all but the most
sustained anti-social volumes.
The £ 2000 amplification market is jam-packed
with talent, and there are certainly amplifiers out
there that can outgun the OreIles on perceived
bass weight and load driving ability. As such,
unreconstructed party animals and bass fiends
may be better served elsewhere. However, where
the CA100 and SP100 come into their own is in
the fact that they sound truly convincing and,
more importantly, hugely enjoyable on a vast
range of musical styles. There is a real synergy
between their inherent speed and their welljudged tonal
immaculate

balance.
timing,

In combination with

this

allows the

OreIle

combination to eke every ounce of emotion from
torch songs, to get you dancing around the room
when the tempo is raised and to get to the
musical heart of the most complex of
arrangements ( take abow Laurie Anderson!)
For those who listen to a diverse range of
music, on sonic performance alone, the OreIle
Like the power amp [ seen lid-off
on page 29] the pre-amplifier

amps earn astrong recommendation for audition.
If either personal preference or partner pressure

[above] is carefully laid out to
allow the circuit to perform at its

means that you like your hi-fi to be sleek and
stylish, then you simply cannot afford not to give
these components aserious listen. •

best. The designer has eschewed
negative feedback to maintain an
overall clarity and coherenec in

Ian Harris

Technology

the sound quality. The pie-amp is
also remote controlled [ handset

Rather than relying on complex feedback techniques,

not illustrated here]

where the input signal is constantly compared to the
output, the CA100's circuit is essentially feedbackfree. While feedback can contribute to low distortion

between the speakers, while the lush harmonies
were replayed with the lightest of touches. The
OreIles also passed the all-important ' Karen
Carpenter Test', reproducing every iota of the late
singer's unique warmth and immaculate phrasing.

pays your money and you takes your choice, but
for me the OreIles' balance worked atreat with
this material.
In fact, the ' air-guitar factor' was so strong that
Icould not help myself edging the volume control
ever further clockwise. In dynamic terms, the

levels, it can also, subjectively, feed energy into set
frequency bands, often causing an amplifier's sound
to perceptibly ' harden'. Too much feedback can also
contribute to aperceived reduction in stage depth,
causing a flat, two-dimensional sound. To avoid

CA100/SP100 combo was outstanding — however,

these pitfalls, the pre- amp ignores negative loop
feedback completely, relying solely on controlling
the gain of each 'single- ended' transistor stage,

it was time to dig out

the SP100 does have an Achilles' heel: pushing

which is run in pure Class A. The CA100 uses pre-

something a little more raucous. OreIle designer

sustained high power through the Prodigy's very

regulation followed by separate regulators for each

Chris Bryant had suggested White Stripe's ' Seven

tricky load caused the thermal protection to cut

channel. Using simple transistor stages that do not

Light classics and ballet, bluegrass and Karen
Carpenter. So far, so civilised. In order to test the
OreIles' versatility,

Nation Army' to show off the amps' darker side. It

in, and the amp to shut down.

have the ability to reject power supply noise require

was a good choice, with precise, well damped
bass and Meg Wh:te's drumming gaining an

While the amplifier has substantial power
supplies and powerful output devices, which

the design of special very low noise regulators.
These regulators use zener-controlled reference

almost physical sense of impact.

allow truly impressive dynamics, the slimline
casework does not allow sufficient dissipation of

voltages, and like the active gain circuitry are
designed without the use of loop negative feedback.

Saving the loudest 'till last, Ispun up AC/DC's

The inherently linear components used in the

White Stripe's ' Seven Nation Army'
showed off the Ore Ile amp's darker side

regulators provide accurate voltage control, low
noise and good ripple rejection. A key aim of the
circuit is to provide natural dynamics and no time
smear; subjective listening would suggest that these
aims have been achieved.

elemental trio, ' Overdose', ' Hell Ain't aBad Place

heat to allow sustained ' party' volumes into atruly

To Be' and 'Whole Lotta Rosie'. Right from the
off, the OreIles rose to the challenge with real

punishing load. If the amplifier had FPB-like heat
sinking in place of its svelte curved end pieces,

elan. Even above the sonic maelstrom of the

there would not be aproblem but — as they used

Young brothers' duel!ing guitars, cymbal and kick

to say in parts of the Home Counties — ' if your

Features
• Stylish aluminium casework

drum strikes retained their sense of impact. While

auntie was a member of the golf club she'd be

• Fast, agile sound quality

the amplifiers' tonal balance may be slightly
lighter than some, the payoff, yet again, was the

your uncle.' The OreIle's elegant casework is a
key part of its appeal, and with a little care in

• True DC coupled design

speed and rhythmic drive of the reproduction. You

speaker matching, there should not be aproblem
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Compass X series
Handcraft solid wood side panels

The Compass 777

Solid aluminum phase correct zone

Form Follows Function

The lowest distortiol drivers available today

Three drisers on the sanie plane for correct tine/phase alignment.

Designed and tested by Dr. Joseph D'Appolito

Form Follows Form
Solid nood construction and exclusive band- rubbed finish

X-719

CLASSA
•Super cascade design structure
•Super low odd hamonic distortion
•Precise instrument grade component
•High-power transistors output stage
•Gold-plated large speaker connectors
•Bridge mono output function

-....„,......

1

R-1.5

150Wx 2/ 80tim

R-6

115W x6 / 8Ohm

4\

Behind the Scene
Dr. Joseph D'Appolito aworld renown authority in audio and acoustics,
Designs the crossover and perfomss prototype testing/final fine tuning for

iistiicit
4-4 .e
.
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Usher Audio. Consulting to acouple of famous audio companies, Joe

USHER AUDIO TECHNOLOGY

always finds the tremendous value Usher Audio products represent a

fikrti100 elnaj — n6lit

delightful surprise in today's high end audio world.

67 Kai-Fong Street Sec.1 Taipei 100 Taiwan
Tel: 886-2-23816299 Fax: 886-2-23711053
Web site: www.usheraudio.com
E-mail: usher@ms11.hinet.net
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Does Revel's vaunted
attention to room
integration pay off?
Revel Ultima Studio
PRICE

£8995—£9995/pair

SUPPLIER

Path Premier

CONTACT

01844 219000

WEBSITE

www.revelspeakers.com

Nothing is ordinary about these loudspeakers:
their weight, their appearance, the standard of
finish, the technology and the presentation are
all extraordinary. First things first though, the
handbook: it's well written and thorough without
being intimidating. It sensibly and intelligibly
points out that speaker/room interaction is a
complex subject and that obtaining the optimum
sound in terms of bass extension without
overhang, depth of image and so on is both a
science and an art. The implication being that
experimentation and patience are key.
Let

me,

if

I may,

reveal

some

of

my

preferences re audio reproduction. That way, my
conclusions here might have greater relevance
for those with similar tastes. This may be heresy,
hut depth of image isn't particularly important to
me. Spaciousness is, but in terms of pinpointing
the third violin in the second row, well that's not
what

I'm about. Tonal accuracy? Well

cautious. All
experience

of

I'm

loudspeakers fall short of the
face-to-face

exposure

to

a

musician playing an acoustic instrument [ see
Dave Berriman's excellent article True fidelity',
HFN Sept ' 03].
Seamless integration between driver units and
tremendous transient attack are important to me.
But perhaps the most vital attribute for me is the
quality, extension and speed of the bass. I'm not
talking about the shapeless blob of sound
characterised by hip- hop played through a 24in
woofer in aclapped out 3- Series BMW cruising
my part of Norf Larndun. I'm talking here of bass
character and articulation — from the subtle
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ago. Ihave always relied on Radio 3 and 4
through the Trio as areference, atouchstone, a
litmus test of neutrality, abenchmark of quality.
Now through the Revels, while it's true Ididn't
come to doubt the Trio, my previously undiluted
confidence in the consistent tonal credibility of
Radio 3 FM broadcast was put in doubt.
Via the Revels, any eccentricity in the FM
broadcast sound was ruthlessly exposed. The
ambience of live recordings was revealed to me
as never before. Sibilance was unveiled in stark
detail. Piano recordings that through lesser
loudspeakers would have appeared spatially
correct were shown to be miked in away that
made the keyboard larger than life. You get the
idea, I'm sure.
Conversely, recording techniques that were in
sympathy with the performers, their instruments,
the studio acoustics and the material were utterly
glorious. The point being, though, Inow realise
that while a Radio 3 broadcast is always at the
very least, of a sufficient quality, it's not as
consistently excellent as I'd previously thought.
My aged Meridian M1 active speakers, now
modified with the best Scan- Speak tweeters that
money can buy (courtesy of Colin Howard, based
in North London) are still revealing — but not this
revealing. When the Mis were reinstalled, Radio
3 was more consistent, more average'. By this I
mean the most natural performances were not as
enjoyable as the best Iheard through the Revels
and yet poorer quality broadcasts/performances
were, via my system, rendered acceptable.
Iwas by this point in no doubt whatsoever that
the propulsive force of Jack Bruce's over-driven
Gibson EB-3 to the thunder and power from the

near to tears — however, what Ican say is that I these were among the most revealing full- range
speakers I'd ever heard. There is aforward preshave never, literally never heard in such stark
entation — but no undue brightness on vinyl nor
contrast the differences between FM, CD and

greatest performances of Mozart's Turkish finale
and the mesmeric dynamism of Prokoviev's

vinyl. In this respect, at the very least, the
Revel's ability to reveal the nuances of format,

nuances of Jaco Pastorious's fretless playing and

Dance Of The Knights. To me, these extremes,

performance

and everything in between should be detailed

incredible. This is far from their only positive

and credible at even modest listening levels — yet
still in control and undistorted at realistic levels

attribute, but it's certainly the one that struck me
first and most forcefully.

or even ant -social ones.
For many years I've been alover of all and any

There is no implication whatsoever that these

The 28mm aluminium alloy dome tweeter is said to

speakers favour vinyl above all else. In my room,

be pistonic throughout its operating range to over

Stax electrostatic headphones: they give me all

vinyl replay was consistently captivating. With

30kHz, but an additional 19mm rear tweeter is used

the above, albeit in asolitary fashion. I've often

other amplification driving these speakers in

for superior in- room high frequency response. One of

wondered if their clarity, their transient attack,
midrange purity, seamless integration and bass

different rooms, this might not be the case. In
retrospect, Ishould have made some effort to

the keys to the Studio's performance is the 133mm
midrange unit, with its exceptionally large 50mm

agility could ever be properly reproduced via

borrow adecent valve power amp and used the

voice- coil, featuring a neodymium motor and

speakers in my room. Would the Studios achieve
this? Read on!

Revels in bi-wired mode. But Ididn't, and that's
apity for instinctively Ifeel that these speakers.

titanium dome for an incredible stiffness-to- weight
ratio. Again, this inverted titanium dome is said to be

at least in my room, would benefit from ahybrid
power amp setup. Iremain convinced that my
vinyl experience was in significant part a

truly pistonic throughou: its bandwidth. The two

seven-day period. My previous review of the
Brinkmann Analogue Replay Mechanism [ Sept

Serious listening lasted for many hours over a

and

recording

technique

is

FM. Significantly, at no point during FM replay
was Iinclined to adjust the front or rear tweeter.
However this was not the case during CD replay.

Technology

210mm woofers feature mica and carbon-filled copolymer domes with incredible stiffness and internal

'03] might prove helpful here because it refers to

consequence of the truly outstanding phono

damping. Copper shorting rings decrease inductance

aselection of the records Iused for that review,

stage of the Musical Fidelity KWP pre-amplifier.

and flux modulation, reducing harmonic distortion.

my positive conclusions regarding the Brinkmann

Moreover, the Brinkmann setup cost nearly three

and,

times the price of the CD player! Anyway, here's

by

implication,

the

effortless

and

captivating performance of the rest of the
system. Vinyl replay via the system culminating

My Trio KT-917 was state-of-the-art around

with the Revels was amarvellous and frequently

1982 and Angus McKenzie gave it a very

awesome experience.
However, tne same could not always be said of

enthusiastic review in this very publication. Istill

CD replay nor indeed Radio 3 and 4. The analogue-versus-digital debate has bored many of us

ea's was the Day Sequerra. Icouldn't afford that,
so Ipaid over £ 800 for the KT- 917 over 20 years

www.hifinews.co.uk

Features

what Ifound with FM.
▪ Truly realistic dynamic abilities
▪ Superb bass performance

use it today. The only tuner more musical to my
▪ Seamless integration through the range
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the range, Iwould still advise you to get your
Revel specialist to demonstrate the

Ultima

Studios. In so doing, you'll have a worthwhile
reference of what can be achieved and you'll
truly understand

what

is meant

by driver

integration.
You don't get background music with these
speakers. You are compelled to listen, or to
switch the system off. It isn't that they are
intrusive, but they do demand attention. And I
rather like that.
With the kW amps tie bass was only apparent
when

it

was

appropriate —

no

boom,

tremendously fast, highly detailed and accurate.
With alonger room ( mine is 6m long) bass may
have been deeper, but as it was, it felt right.
Their accuracy and transparency makes them
indispensable for evaluating other audio components. Great for reviewers but somewhat more
challenging for ' civilians'. This means that
careful matching to amplification and sources is
crucial. Anything second-rate anywhere else in
your system will be starkly exposed. You need the
Drive units include a28mm aluminium alloy dome

assistance of aRevel retailer prepared to offer an

tweeter, with an additional 19mm tweeter at toe

extensive home loan. You may well have to

rear, a 133mm titanium inverted- dome mid ange

envisage

and two 210mm woofers. The designers have paid

similarly state-of-the-art ancillary equipment.

having

to

invest

substantially

in

careful attention to questions of room interactim

Providing the front- row presentation is to your

and is claimed to offer exceptionally accffate off-

liking ( it's as far removed from, say, the Spendor

User adjustments are provided

BC3 as you could imagine) this could be exactly

which can tailor the tesponse to the listener's

what you've been searching for. These are

individual room reouirements. Basic finishes is

without doubt awonderful product, exceptional

matt black at D8995/pair, with the piano black

even. And I'm left with the feeling that due to a

and heather gre} gloss ( as seen here) options

little laziness or lack of foresight on my part I

available at the higher price of £ 9995,/pai -

never got to experience their full potential.

axis responses

With the Revel Ultima Studio Ifeel that my
personal aspiration for Stax earspeaker quality
through cone loudspeakers was pretty much
achieved. If on the other hand that degree of
intimacy is unattractive to you then some of the
From my Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 3D CD payer,

indeed. With these speakers you could have

the detail through my Mis via a range of pre-

closed your eyes and almost been fooled into

amps is marvellous. It replaced my Meridian

believing you were there in the front row.

Revel's characteristics might be irrelevant.
This is one of select small group of the finest
speakers that could

be sensibly be accom-

The venom in Richard Thorrpson's lyrics and

modated in atypically dimensioned and typically

in a new and rewarding way. Consequently, I voice on the live track ' Crawl Back' on Semi-

furnished UK living room. Beyond this it may well

602/601 combination and has revealed my CDs
thought Iknew my CDs very well. Again, via these
speakers, there were surprises.
Some previously listenable CDs were now
almost unlistenable. For example, the distortior
caused by a microphone inexpertly placed too

Ithought Iknew my CDs very well, but
via these speakers, there were surprises

near the soundboard of a grand piano was unacceptable. On my own system it was noticeable

Detached Mock Tudor [
BSW0011 was like being

be that to achieve a more musical satisfying

but not adistraction. In contrast, many CDs were

physically assaulted — just like I've experienced

sound, at the bass-end at least, the room might

revealed with anew beauty.

in the audience at his concerts. In contrast,

well require digitally processed room correction.

The live recorded harmonies with Joan Baez
and friends on the track You're Ageing Well' from

Rubenstein playing Chopin's Preludes Op 28 and
Vivaldi's Concerto

in

G,

RV532 [ Hyperion

Ring Them Bells [
GRACD 208] was laid open in , CDA661601 were both magnificent, emotional
tone, depth, space and positioning as never
before.

Mozart's Serenade For Winds

assaults rather than physical ones.

K361

With some CDs Ihad to turn down both the

My suspicion is that in a room over 300m 3
these

speakers,

driven, will

appropriately

sourced

and

be magnificent. Their sense of

majesty, their sheer ability to demand your
attention, plus their sense of scale in a small

[Metronome 8251262] was played over and over.

fron1 and rear tweeters. Without this, in my room

room is extraordinary. In a big room Isuspect

Wonderful music, bared with greater emotion

with large windows and unclad walls it was just

they would be reminiscent of the two most

than I've ever previously heard. The bass p'aying

too bright. This is not acriticism of tie speakers

enjoyable speakers systems Ihave ever heard;

of Rory McFarlane on Christine Collister Live

nor the Nu-Vista 3D — rather a commentary on

the Infinity IRS and the Beveridge Model 2 SW-

[Fledgling FLE1004] on all tracks ( but in

these speakers with those discs in my room

2. For those with long memories, you'll know I

particular ' Two Time Tango') filed me with awe.

during those seven days.

can offer no higher praise than that. IM

Can this guy play? Can this woman § ng? Oh yes

www.hifinews.co.uk

If you can only consider the less expensive in

Howard Popeck
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Heat- shrink wrapped motors have different
pulleys to suit various turntable makes

Origin Live turntable motor kits
PRICE

£340—£850

SUPPLIER

Origin Live

CONTACT

02380 578877

WEBSITE

www.originlive.com

How sentimental should one be about the
Linn LP12? Ipose the question because,
with any modification to aclassic piece of hi-fi
there's a probability of completely changing its

turntable
motor kits
Breathing new life into analogue replay

sound character ( or appearance). With improvement comes aconsequent loss of something that
gave the original flavour'.

outer rim of the platter — so the DIY purchaser

This feature looks again at the Origin Live DC

point not mentioned in our earlier reviews is that

motor kit for turntables — Tony Bolton and Andrew
Harrison have already described their experiences
in nod fying an LP12 [
HFN, May/August ' 03] but
over 30 types of belt-dr ven designs are listed as

rotating, which reduces belt wear. The Ringmat is

if you find the idea of setting up the motor too offputting, Origin Live has dealers who will install

a good complement here and so far Ihave not

ava .lab'e on the company's website. And there are
now eight possible combinations of DC motor,

needs to specify their turntable make. However, a

the motors and retune the suspension where
appropriate. Ihad reset my LP12's suspension
and replaced the belt before the kits arrived.
Motor installation and adjustment requ'res

suggested, platter spindle to pulley axis. Origin
recommends changing records with the platter

experienced static buildup in the vinyl lifting the
paper mat when changing LPs — which could have
disastrous consequences for one's precious stylus!
Origin Live had supplied all the options for
comparison; components are easily switched
around pin—socket connectors have replaced the

switch box and power supply, atlowing various

some sort of jig — alternatively the plinth could

upgrade

The £ 340 cheapest option

span between two dining chairs — giving access

comprises the DC100 motor with silver-finish
switch box with green LED ( 50 x110 x180mm;

spade types mentioned in the first review — and

below the chassis. The DC motor is bolted to its
drilled mounting- plate with three screws and it is

the interconnect lengths are generous.

hwd) powered from awall-socket type transformer.

now Origin's practice to damp the interface with

paths.

Using superior components and finished in

Blutack to quieten motor noise; these screws may

satin black anodised ( same dimensions; blue
LED) is the Ultra control box (£ 570 with DC100)

be adjusted in situ for best results. A single bolt
fixing is recommended, using spacing washers ( in

but amore appropria:e choice would be the more

the kit) to clear these screw heads under the Linn

powerful DC200 motor ( extra £110). Finally,
Origin Live has an upgrade transformer, astand-

top- plate. What? A further sacriligeous act is
removal of the LP12's belt guide bracket: the belt
runs rather low with my deck so this was

alone non- switched box with captive mains lead,
adding £ 160 to these costs. More details can be

essential. Its function was to discharge static as

checked via the website.
Afeature of these kits is that the second of the

the belt lowered/rose against the pulley chamfer
within the guide with switching off/on.

two speeds, normally preset to 33/45rpm using

With the LP12 top-pate the cut-out for the old
motor pulley won't centre with the Origin Live
motor axis (there's asmaller pulley diameter) so

the supplied stroboscope disc, can be increased
to ±78rpm for shellac collectors. Different pulley
heights are offered — 6mm or Mmm to belt

the assembly must be swung around to achieve

centre, or ' large' where the belt runs around the

correct
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Fine-

tuning playing speeds is simple, as alarge turn on

belt

tension — around

127nm

Linn LP I2,Ittok/Knrina

is
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the preset screws only generates asmall increase
or decrease in platter rotation. Lowering the pickup at the centre of the playing area of an LP
allows for drag during this adjustment.
Notwithstanding athick heat-shrink sleeving,
both the DC100 and ' 200 will generate more
noise than the old AC motor, particularly at
45rpm, and this will need attention. Untypically,
my Linn has aTorlyte base, arelic of an old RATA
modification; on the jig Iobtained virtually silent
running but with the deck on its normal support
the base acted as asounding board.
It was claimed that the standard hardboard
base was necessary for sound purposes, but I
suspect it was more to do with keeping prying
fingers aways from lethal circuit- board voltages.
One could remove it with the Origin Live motor,
although in my installation the performance was
degraded without the Torlyte. By spacing it away
from the plinth with two small pieces of Sorbothane and asliver of hardwood of equal thickness
Iwas able to reduce the drumming effect and

Ultra box and standard transformer

combination had been. One noticed new details

You won't be prepared for the difference the
DC motor makes, or the magnitude of
improvements made by swapping switch
boxes and mains transformers: there's much
more information coming from the deck
achieve the best musical results.
Imust admit that my Linn motor was probably
due for replacement. Powered from a Naim
Armageddon supply it produced a chuff-chuffing',
subjectively more irritating than the steady-tone of
the DC200, detectable at about ametre — though
not from my listening position.
You will not be prepared for the difference the
DC motor makes, or the magnitude of improvements made by swapping switch boxes and trans-

chance that torture tracks ( like the anvils in
HoIst's ' Song Of The Blacksmith' [ Cleveland
Winds/Telarc 10038] were clean at under one
gram. Tony Bolton's second review hinted at the
transfer of disturbance from the old LP12 motor to
the stylus/groove interface, so probably the Origin
Live modification brings tracking benefits.
Blasting on Kathleen

Ferrier's voice in the

'Abschied' on aDutch pressing of Das Lied von der
Erde [
WO/Water] was certainly much reduced.
It's been said before, the LP12 is all about

formers. Any records will do — naturally, Iturned
to the superb Speakers Corner 45rpm transfers of

notes stopping and starting... the abi'ity lo hear

Mendelssohn and La Fille Mal Gardée, but aworn

the tune. But with the Origin Live components

Ace Of Clubs disc was just as revealing.
With so much more information coming off the

this really is the case. Rickie Lee Jones's surry

records you might also find more work necessary to

becomes clearer, the double- bass less ' fatty', and

get the best from your system: in my case having
the arm rake down at the pivot end ( Ihad hitherto
rejected that philosophy) and changing to RATA

cleaner still in focus with the Ultra box.

oak cones under my DNM amplifier, pre-amplifer
and power supply. Because my Well Tempered Arm
varies downforce with arm rake Idiscovered by

diction

in

Easy

Money' [ Warner

K56628]

You become appreciative of overall intelligibility, absolute stability of imaging. The way the
music gains in continuity over the span of apiece
is something Ican only liken to exper encing
master-tape replay at Abbey Road Studios. I
strongly preferred the more powerful DC200

WARNING!
Third- party modification of one's turntable will
invalidate any existing warranty. Removal of the Linn
LP121Vahalla baseboard exposes potentially lethal
voltages, and fitting these kits requires care. Let an
approved dealer carry out the installation if you are
not experienced in electronic assembly.

www.hifinews.co.uk

motor; even with the silver box it added deinition
to low pitched notes on strings and pianofor4e.
The Ultra box brought even more control, the
bigger transformer then adding still more soundstage depth, separation and apparent dynamic

in performance — the timpanist's subtle dynamic
gradations in track two of La Fille Mal Gardée
(where no-one would mistake ROH for LSO in the
Kingsway Hall ambience), for instance, or Clifford
Curzon's vocalises in Brahms's First Concerto with
Szell — which increased listening pleasure,
sharpening concentration.
If you can live without its mellowing coloration,
then the LP12, with its high standards of
engineering is one of various canaidates for Origin
Live modification. ( Linn's own developments
since 1972, and those of other manufacturers
such as Naim and Pink Triangle, have mainly
centred on speed control.) The resulting performance lift is pretty astonishing — to ( mis)quote Paul
Miller: another nail in the coffin of SACD and
Christopher Breunig
DVD-A! •

Technology
The standard motor in turntables such as the Linn
LP12 is an AC synchronous type, which suffers from
'cogging' as the rotor windings pass between
magnetic poles. Origin Live's DC100 and DC200
motors are iron- cored and virtually free of cogging,
with the brushes in constant contact with the
armature; this reduces vibration transfer via the
chassis to the stylus/groove interface.
Steady speed is determined by precisely regulated DC voltage, and the Ultra control box is the
superior option. The variable speed motors allow
presetting to suit 33, 45 or 78rpm discs, via arotary
switch, as required. Switching on and off during use
will, however, cause some speed drift. Origin Live
recommends changing discs keeping the platter
revolving, but mind that stylus!

Features
Ill Enhanced musical performance
• Upgrade steps bring further sonic gains

range. Now there was more expression, more
graceful phrasing by the musicians, and the bass

• 78rpm possible via variable presets

was still more extended, good though the basic

Hi-FiNews
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Stereo 40 amplifier
Apowerful and well- made valve integrated amplifier for less than £ 1000!
Icon Audio Stereo 40
PRICE

£900

SUPPLIER

Icon Audio

CONTACT

07787 158791

WEBSITE

www.iconaudio.co.uk

Like most teenagers, my earliest forays into the world
of audio were handicapped by alack of finance. Thus
adiet of cast-offs from family friends and lucky finds
in junk shops resulted in my running various
turntables by the likes of Collaro and Goldring,
with amplification initially in the form of amono
Pye Mozart, finally supplanted by aLeak Stereo
20, with matching Point One pre-amp. One sad
day, a combination of age and someone's
clumsiness resulted in avery dead amplifier and
the decision to try the solid-state world.
Now, nearly 20 years later Ifind myself back
in the land of the thermonic glow courtesy of
Icon Audio's Stereo 40 amplifier. It's an
attractively styled unit, which, to my eyes has
more than a little flavour of ' art deco' in its
looks. The combination of a polished stainless
steel chassis, and black crackle finish on the
lOmm alloy plate transformer cover, provides a
suitable backdrop for the two rows of four valves.

manual is supplied that seems to cover just
about every question or eventuality that aStereo

The EL34B output valves sit in front of the

40 purchaser is likely to encounter. There is also

transformers on the chassis, with the two 12AX7

a section on adjusting the EL34B grid bias
(should it be needed) that anyone who is

until work requirements forced me to.

first stage valves and the two 12AU7 phase
splitters sitting in front. These are protected by

capable of wiring a plug should be able to

tangible three-dimensionality of performers but

understand and work through. Afinal inspection

by the depth and width of the soundstage. Even
full-scale works such as the ' Grand March' from

a removable

cover consisting of

polished

midrange and treble. In fact it proved to be such
a beguiling combination that Ikept putting off
trying the amplifier in other rooms and systems
I was impressed

not only by the almost

stainless steel slats, with aclear acrylic top.
The simple facia contains two gold plated
knobs, one for source selection of either CD,

sheet was enclosed with the unit, as well as a
digital multimeter which Iused to confirm the
bias settings of the EL34B valves.

Tuner, or Aux, the other operating the ALPS Blue
potentiometer volume control. To the left of

Sondek/Hadcock/Shiraz combo running into an

the Jacques Loussier Trio in Play Bach No 2

EAR 834P phono stage. At the other end were
my Kelly KT3s ( designed several years ago by

[Decca SKL 5023] sounded as though the

fellow contributor David Berriman) whose 95dB
efficiency would hopefully make them suited to

front of the stage. Some of this was due, Ifelt,

these are two switches, one for selecting the
tape loop, the other switching between
'ultralinear' and ' triode' modes of operation.
Mains power is accessed via aswitch on the
left hand side, and at the back are aselection of
gold plated RCA phono input sockets; three

Ifirst set the amplifier up with the Linn

Verdi's Aida [
VPO/Karajan, Decca SXL 22421
played at high volume did not sound strained or
crowded. More intimately- presented music from

listener was in the best seat in the club, right in
to the textural detail that this amplifier excelled

moderately powered amplification. Although

in revealing.

these speakers dip just below 4ohm impedance
in the deep bass regions, the Stereo 40 boasts

wasn't just amoderately tuneful ' thunking' noise

the same output wattage at both 4 and 8 ohm

that seemed to almost have enough physical

positive taps); a switch to select either 4 or 8

taps so should be untroubled by such a load.

presence in the room to allow the polish on the

ohm impedance matching; and an IEC mains

And so it proved to be; ample, deep, rhythmic,
tuneful bass, underpinning alucid and effortless

instrument itself to be visible. Using the same
records in triode mode proved interesting. The

stereo pairs of very generously sized speaker
terminals ( anegative and choice of 4 or 8 ohm

socket.

A very

comprehensive

instruction
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Pierre Michelot's double bass

at the bottom end, but avibrant, round sound
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sound

became

even

smoother

and

more

retained the level of finesse which Ihad begun
to really admire in this unit. The inherent

The unit is quite compact at 320 x 160 x250mm

texturally detailed, but the Verdi piece lacked a
little impact and power, whereas the Loussier

(whd) but weighs asubstantial 14.6kg. All internal

just felt even more as though the group was

kilowatt potential of bass slam was enjoyable, if

wiring is point-to-point using audio grade silver

standing right in front of me. The perceived

lacking some of the up-close touchability of the

cable.

volume

sound of the Stereo 40 working on its own.

Internal

features

include

high- quality

difference

between

the

37W

of

polypropylene capacitors, with only one in each

ultralinear setting and the 17W in triode mode

signal path. Electrolytic capacitors are only used in

was surprisingly small, the latter certainly

warmth of the valve sound combined with half a

Ialso tried using the Stereo 40 purely as a
power amplifier, with the level being controlled

the power supply. Resistors are of the metal film and

providing

make

by the pot on the EAR 834P. Ifound little

wirewound 2W variety. The standard valves supplied

conversation difficult in amoderate-sized room.

difference in sound quality, the ALPS blue pot

are made by Shuguang, extra cost options include

The change in power capability only really

proving

valves by Golden Dragon and Svetlana and others.

became noticeable when playing music a with

suggests.

wide dynamic range such as large scale classical
at reasonably high volume levels, so Ifound

over the years since my Leak went out of use,

within the last twenty years. Frequency response is

myself tending to favour staying in triode setting

and have lived with some very pleasant ones,

claimed to be 20Hz to 20kHz (± 1dB) and the signal-

for the greater clarity and purity of the sound.

this is the first one that has had all the timing,

Sensitivity for full output is 250mV, so it should
work with the majority of source equipment made

to-noise level as —89dB. Total harmonic distortion is
recorded as 0.5% at full output.

easily

enough

power

to

as

transparent

as

its

reputation

Although Ihave listened to several valve amps

Working with aspeaker of average efficiency,

imaging and textural qualities that Iused to

like the 89dB Castle Conway 3, proved no

enjoy so much, along with enough power to

This ' push-pull' design of amplifier is capable of

problem for the Stereo 40 in either mode setting,

make it capable of competing with modern solid-

operation in either ultralinear or triode mode. Using

more than satisfactory volume levels being

state amplifiers in the range of speakers it is

the former setting, the EL346 operates as apentode

achieved with no sign of the harshness that can

capable of driving. Iliked the impeccable finish

valve, with screen grid number two connected to a

and feeling of bomb- proof solidity as well as
some of the most natural sounding music that I

a good compromise of higher output power, whilst

signal that an amplifier is having to try too hard.
Wanting to see just how hard this device could
work, Iremoved two of the four 250W NHT

maintaining

distortion

monoblocks from the active satellites of the NHT

Switching to triode mode means that the EL34Bs

T5 Towers ( review coming soon), leaving the
remaining two to drive the subwoofers, and

Unless you favour really inefficient speakers,
or like a particularly lean sound, then Iwould
recommend auditioning the Icon Audio Stereo

run less efficiently and output drops to 17W ( without

hooked the satellites up to the Stereo 40. The

40 at the first opportunity. u

the extra screens, some electrons are repelled from

amp still achieved surprisingly high levels, and

43% tap on the transformer. This is claimed to give
most

of

the

low

characteristics of triode operation.

have heard reproduced at home.

Tony Bolton

the anode, reducing the current flow) but the
electronic characteristics of triodes are more linear,
often resulting in what is described as a ' sweeter'
sound. The E1346 is an uprated and bigger version
of the original Mullard design.

Features
Ill Beautifully lyrical and detailed sound
MI Option of 37W ultralinear or 17W triode mode
• Good looking and superbly finished

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Cardas

olden Reference

These costly Cardas speaker cables and interconnects live up to their promise
Cardas Golden Reference
PRICE

£990/m, £2990/5m

SUPPLIER

Audiofreaks

CONTACT

0208 948 4153

WEBSITE

www.audiofreaks.co.uk

Like stepping out into darkness, cable
reviewing can be adisconcerting experience.

At times those system differences which can
be expressed by audio cables can seem ethereal
and diffuse, even to the point of denying the
premise of consistency of opinion. Differences
between cables are undeniably subtle if set
against, for example, those observed for
amplifiers, never mind loudspeakers. And yet,
when nicely settled in, and on a good night,
subtle cable differences may readily
determined, appreciated and valued.

be

The matching question complicates the issue,

Technology
George Cardas has adapted the geometric concept of
the Golden Ratio, abasis for pleasing proportion in
architecture, to the build of audio cable. The Litztype GR speaker cable contains 68 separate
conductors giving an effective wire gauge of 5AWG
with a rated inductance of 0.1uH/m, capacitance
120pF/m; for the interconnect, capacitance is given
as 40pF/m. More than sufficient copper is employed
to ensure low losses and ahigh damping factor, so
there are no matching concerns either for the

but no, this isn't about whether the basics of low

substantially

resistance and other electrical factors are properly
controlled — in most cases, these can be taken on
trust — rather it concerns the way in which acable
sound interacts with the test system. To alimited

nonetheless, a wisely chosen, compatible and
superior cable can make acontribution to system
quality that is quite specific and which cannot be
achieved by any other means. Say that your

degree, cables may be used as mild tone controls.
For example some Nordost designs often achieve

commitment to great sound has led you to spend
£8k — in that case afurther £ 600 to £ 1200 well

more

expensive

cable.

But

striking definition, which is notably associated

invested in cable would complete the system in

with

in the higher

the way that no other component could. There is

frequencies. This can provide atonic for adull,
backward sounding system. That dullness may

much more to cable sound than tonal balance.
This review takes a close look at the costly

a degree of

brilliance

interconnect or the speaker cable. The construction

not be fairly associated with any specific audio

avoids any need for terminator boxes but The
conductors are usefully flexible, hence relatively

Golden Reference interconnect and speaker

component and could be a simple cumulative
result when the contributions of room placement,

easy to use and dress. The main dielectric is Teflon,

cables from Cedes. Only a few expensive
examples from Kimber or Transparent cost more

density and quality of furnishings and the general
room acoustic are added together.

than these! The opportunity arose to assess these
audiophile designs came when fine-tuning a

but constructed to give asignificant air content. As
Cardas rightly points out, Teflon has some piezoelectric and retained charge properties, which
explains why these cable improve with use; residual

Conversely,

in the case of a minimalist

penthouse apartment with much glass, you could

reference systerr comprising Avalon Eidolon
speakers, a Krell FPB-700cx stereo power
amplifier, Conrad-Johnson ART pre, and Krell

stress and charge is dissipated under musical signal

find acable with only amildly ' brilliant' sound to
be quite unacceptable.

drive. Once electrically and mechanically settled in,

Putting cables in some sort of perspective, it's

stressed or moved

KPS25c and Marantz CD- 7 CD players. Support
tables were by Finite Elemente while LP replay

possible to assemble aperfectly good hi-fi system

unnecessarily or some further relaxation will be
required.

was from a Linn LP12/Aro/Armageddon/Koetsu

without spending more than 3-5% of the total
cost on cable. Cable which has something to offer

Rosewood II via aConrad-Johnson Premier 15.
In general, the reference cabling was

in terms of significantly improved sound quality

Transparent XL, with both ' valve' and ' solid-state'

ideally they should then

Features
• Teflon- and- air dielectric
• Multiconductor Litz construction

may take a substantially higher proportion than

('V' or ' SS') versions used where appropriate.

that and really comes into its own with systems

Other cable references included van den Hul First

costing perhaps £4000 or more, reckoned for the
source, amplification equipment, stands and

Ultimate, also the Second, in balanced form only.
The Revelation [speaker], Cardas Golden Cross,

speakers. In some cases Ihave heard amodestly

and finally the Wireworld Atlantis Five series.
Kimber KS3038 also proved useful for
comparison, and where appropriate Kimber mains
cords were usec. It is worth noting that ti-e

priced
• Exemplary midband performance

equipment

stand

make

a greater

contribution to a system's sound over, say, a
simple ' furniture' shelf than the substitution of

40
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Eidolon

loudspeaker has a degree of inner

neutrality and resolution which lays bare defects
in the chain supplying it with audio signals.
Cumulative colora

ns from the cascade of

components in th

goal path may be rendered

painfully obviou

sexacting transducer.

It was int
is demanding arena that the
review cables were thrust. Even after several years
in production, the standard set by Transparent XL,
when well4tiatched with the system, undoubtedly
remains at the reference level and so it shed
given its more than substantial cost. This

dale

series has proved suitable for systems co*
over £ 120,
exemplifies the use of
electrical m hin units oterminate and better
interface th cable to th syste , especially in
respect of r iated inte
has a bold dynamic

ence. ansparent XL
ic c tinder which

continues tdappeal to ma
listeners.
Cardas ekhews such
ctrical terminators.
Instead, the company relies on its justifiable
confidence in the physical build of acable, the
disposition of the conductor array and the
complex make up to the conductors. According to
price and requirement these factors are woven to
deliver aconsistent, neutral sound resulting in a
construction which might be thought self
terminating, continuously matched along its
nmeans that
length. Their interleaved c
ree of selfinductance is low, there is a
The cables
shielding and capacitance is also
do have cu
connectors, rhodium':ed, and
come with
Veering Ot
earlier experien

frequency

act preservative fluid.
e track for a rrome
with this system, Ihad

a an
ady

response,

muddled

in

found that in its. . lity and price context,
Golden Cross i
onnect (£790/sterec metr

exemplary, but is matched by this Cedes design.
As the Cardas product is allowed to settle ir,

with RCA/phono
neutral sound, we
Eidolon and emine

you can further appreciate the lack of
aggeration, the fine low-level detail, the wide

ctors) provided a high
tched in character to th
sable with it in terms of

overall performance, . clarity and definition.
The Golden Reference (£ 990/stereo metre)
earned its higher place in t.
eranking not because
it was more neutral — indal it could be argued
that the upper treble sparkled just a little more
than the criterion for true accuracy would allow —
but because its reach to the musical message was
still more convincing.
Ican describe how this review cable sounds, as
if it were say apre-amplifier, and this trick is done
by using a benchmark set by the many cable

continuing
aural
perspectives showed
focusea layering
The interco
true refere

othe far stage.
he star in terms of
performance at an

4

ile
ently
y view

Consonant in sound quality

ry highest

capable of doing justice to all b

eters.

expressive — that of the interconnect was simply
excellent. Both had great rhythm on fast rock and

Sot*
stag
nt depth•With sta

price, but
oily extravagant cost
musi
tál,i tcomes highly recomme

e it emphatically does not. The treble
in thiS
is airy and essentially grainless: it
quality
tural manner which is so evident
sparkles'
While the bass of the speaker cable was
extremely good — deep, well tuned, tuneful and

y, adekree of
which leides a

subtlety shown in these

easily tip over into sibilance or grain, but

with top c,

ntial

complexity. There is an inner

ndstages and the overall sense of purity and
.
delicacy. That shade of upper treble lightness
coist

ed

the r jazz progiamme, with beaut
dynamics even with mateni

presentation of perspective and depth, even
mildly coloured. The Transparent XL's focus is

0,000, the
prieed systems, say anythin
ealso earns a
Golden Reference loudspe er
firm recommendation, and foriome it may well
be the one preferred. II
Martin Colloms

references used. Hopefully this will allow a
purchaser to more precisely anticipate :he effect
on their system.
While the overall sound quality of these two
products, the interconnect and the speaker
cable, have much in common, and are wholly
compatible with each other, it is the interconnect
which reaches to the highest standard — that of
an absolute reference.
Cardas has long claimed a determined and
reasoned approach to a natural sound. Over a
very broad sweep of midrange sounds, Golden
Reference is exemplary in this respect. So solid
is this performance, that this cable has the ability
to make other reference cables sound uneven in
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Musical
Fidelity

Do Musical Fidelity's latest offerings

still boast that elusive X- Factor?

X LIDS V3 / X CAN V3
Musical Fidelity X-LPS V3 / X- CAN V3
PRICE

£250/£250

SUPPLIER

Musical Fidelity

CONTACT

020 8900 2866

WEBSITE

www.musicalfidelity.com

One of the most distinctive ranges of audio
components

in

recent years

has

been the

Musical Fidleity X- Series. Iwas recently sent
for review the latest incarnations of the stalwarts
of the X- Series, The X-LPS phono stage and the XCan headphone amplifier, both now in V3 guise.
So how do these new versions measure up?
The first thing that strikes you with the new
X-series is that they're no longer cylindrical. A
decision was taken early on in the design stage to
increase the physical size of the X- Series to give
more flexibility in the design of the electronics

a single blue LED showing that the X-LPS V3

and to give amore conventional appearance.The

These modest components were slotted into my

has power.

regular Klyne immediately hit me, moving me at
least five rows closer to the stage, which had the
effect of bringing Helen Watson right into the

new cases, at 180 x 90 x 210mm ( whd) and

system with aBasis Gold Debut/Graham 2.0 with

listening area, locating her voice almost halfway

weighing in at 2.5kg, are beautifully finished,

Lyra Argo cartridge ( review coming soon!), with

down the listening room. The kick drum which

especially for £ 250 components. The extruded

the Klyne System 7PX 3.5 serving as areference

underpins ' Blue Slipper' displayed excellent

casework looks like a miniaturised TriVista case

phono stage. Digital sound was provided by a

balance,

with brushed, mil spec aluminium front panels.

Perpetual Technologies P-3A/P-1A combination

compromise between weight and speed, with bass

with

Starting with the X-Can, around the rear are a

Monolithic

PSU, supplemented

with

the

X-LPS

striking

a good

by the

guitar again carrying considerable weight without

pair of RCA inputs and outputs, allowing the

Musical Fidelity Trivista 21 DAC, all fed by aSony

sacrificing its dexterity. Whilst Ihave heard this

X- Can to be inserted in a processor loop or tape

DVP-7700 transport. A Krell KRC-3 was joined by

instrument portrayed in amore tactile manner, I

loop on a pre-amp or integrated amplifier, and

aTrilogy 902 pre- amp with Bryston 14B- SST and

have not heard it reproduced this well by either a

next to these is athree- pin DIN connector for the

3B- SST amplifiers driving Martin Logan SL- 3and

low-cost standalone phono stage or aphono stage

outboard ' wall wart' power supply. Whilst looking

Aerius Ispeakers. Asecond system was also used,

built in to an integrated amplifier. The lead vocals

quite humble, this power supply ( also used for the

comprising Musical Fidelity A308 integrated with

of Helen Watson were outstanding, with the X-

X-LPS V3) is tightly regulated and is said to be

A308 CD player, driving ART Loudspeakers Skibo.

LPS doing nothing to mask the control, power and

capable of delivering far more current than either

All equipment was supported on Clearlight RDC

clarity of her stunning voice. The midrange was

the product could ever actually use. On the front

Aspekt racks with cabling from XL0, Chord Co

of the X-Can is a6.3mm ( 114in) headphone jack,

very open and given arecording as well executed

and Townshend Audio. All power was supplied via

as this one, was highly enjoyable. Moving to avery

and a large, milled aluminium volume control. I Isotek 2K Qube and Substation with Isotek Elite
heard many complaints regarding the feel and
power cables.
small size of the volume control on the original, so
Both units required an extensive break-in

different recording, Carly Simon's Spoiled Girl
on this album was very good, solidly locating

it's good to see that Musical Fidelity took care to

period to begin to show what they were capable

guitars and percussion beyond the outer edges of

rectify this on the new version.

of, with the X-Can V3 reaching full performance

the speakers, though keeping them within the

The X-LPS V3 phono stage sports two pairs
of RCA phono inputs, labelled for m- m and m- c

[Epic EPC 26376], the lateral imaging displayed

after about 75 hours and the X-LPS V3 needing

boundaries of the listening room, and illumination

100 hours.

of these instruments was excellent. Instrument

and switched by a push- in selector mounted

Ibegan with the phono stage playing Helen

layering throughout the depth perspective was

between them. A further pair of RCA connectors

Watson's Blue Slipper [
EMI SCX 6710]. The

good, once again extending solidly to the front

above these provides the output. On the front is

perspective of the soundstage compared with my

wall of the listening room, with the only caveat
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being aslight loss of illumination at the rear left
and right corners of the stage. This phono stage
showed its real strength on ' Make Me Feel
Something' which starts very simply and grows in
complexity and stature. I've often noticed aslight
edge to the vocals on this track, with some phono
stages built in to pre-amps guilty of making
slightly uncomfortable listening. With the X-LPS
V3, though, this was improved without obvious
loss of detail or transparency. High hats and
cymbals were heard with all the detail of the
instrument realistically portrayed, and only a
slight blunting of the leading edge preventing
cymbals from sounding scratchy when overtly
prominent in the mix. Even at its busiest, the XLPS V3 still kept the instruments in their own
space, with only a little image smearing at the
outer edges, and proved capable of delivering a
fine sense of focus across the entire soundstage.
When Itried this phono stage in asystem more
in keeping with its price — Musical Fidelity 308
integrated amplifier and ART Skibo speakers — the
X-LPS V3 showed a clear superiority over the
energy, but also the reverberation of the no:e

The X-Can V3 extracted more performance from

lower, with a larger soundstage and the overall
sound balance proved much more agreeable,

around the studio, allowing you to bbild an image
of the recording environment. There was a real
feeling of being connected to the microphone feed

my Sennheisser HD-600 headphones than I
thought possible, and proved capable of driving

removing aslight lower midrange lift I've heard

during this recording, such was its immediacy and

with the 308's own phono stage, which in turn

ability to draw the listener into the musical

built-in phono stage in every aspect of its
reproduction. The noise floor was clearly much

these ' Apogee Scintillas' of the headphone world
with incredible effortlessness and ease. This
combination approached the abilities of my Stax
combination in some respects and transformed
my opinion of dynamic headphones. If you have a

delivered greater transparency throughout the

performance. Ishould also mention the power of

upper midrange and into the high frequencies. In
my experience, the 308 integrated amp phono

the X-Can. The silky- smooth aluminium volume

stage is one of the better examples of its type,
suggesting the X-LPS V3 could be widely applied

incarnation on the X-Can V2 — is calibrated from

qua.ity pair of headphones and are still using the
standard headpnone outputs on your components,

—70dB to Odb. Even with the HD-600s, which are

get down to your dealer as soon as possible and

control — a vast improvement over its previous

First thing that strikes you with the new Xseries is that they're no longer cylindrical

hear what your headphones really sound like.
Botn items earn avery strong recommendation. III
David Allcock

Technology
The X-LPS V3 is an m-m/m-c phono stage offering a

as a cost-effective upgrade to many integrated
amplifiers.
The X-Can V3 replaced a Creek OBH-11 SE

regarded as some of the more difficult-to-eve
dynamic headphones on the market, Icould not
get above the —24dB setting before it became

fixed 600 ohm load to moving- coil cartridges. Using
active RIAA equalisation, the X-LPS V3 has an active
gain stage giving 52dB on the m- m input, with a

which has served me for a few years, but the

simply too loud. I'm convinced the output stage of

second stage which, when engaged by abutton on

newcomer destroyed the Creek in every aspect of

the X-Can V3 could drive some horn loudspeakers;

the rear panel, delivers an extra 16dB for the m- c

its sound reproduction. Starting with the bass, on

it's that powerful.
It looks like Musical Fidelity has worked its
magic again, delivering two high performance,

exotic low output m- ccartridge. The active circuit
depends on acustom Musical Fidelity IC known as

and depth without losing the speed and dexterity

high-value components. Despite using the X-LPS

the SSMF069. The X- Can V3 uses acircuit derived

this track demands. I would go as far as
suggesting that the X-Can V3/Sennheiser HD-600
combination was capable of bass power and

V3 in a system that was absurdly expensive
compared with what it would normally be used in,

from the TriVista SACO, player replacing the 5703

the X-LPS V3 did not disgrace itself; in fact it
acquitted itself very well, earning my immediate

to deliver frequencies from 20Hz to 100kHz with
76dB channel separation and volume balance

respect. 1simply would not have believed such

tracking of 0.2dB, courtesy of the Alps volume

of the OBH-11 SE, the drum kit seemed to lack

performance was available from such arelatively

the explosive energy release Ihear from my SL-

low-cost phono stage. Used as areplacement for

control. Afull 1W is available with an 'A' weighted
signal-to-noise ratio quoted as 108dB at full output.

3/Bryston combination, but with the X-Can V3

built-in phono inputs, or to replace a cheaper
device, this is a highly impressive phono stage

'Take Five' from Dave Brubeck's Time Out [
Classic
CBS 81921, the drum kit carried far more weight

speed comparable with my Stax Lambda
Signature/SRM-T1 combination. Under the control

this power was delivered by dynamic headphones
for the first time. The X-Can V3 isn't all about
muscle, however, as you can hear in the subtle
nuances Dave Brubeck brings to his piano playing

delivering excellent value for money and leaving
me struggling to find anything at double the price
The X- Can V3 headphone amp was simply
stunning, and once again Musical Fidelity has
made life for manufacturers of more expensive

rimshots, you hear not only the initial release of

headphone amplifiers more difficult than ever.

www.hifinews.co.uk

`TriVista' valve with an ECC88. The circuit is claimed

Features
Ill Hugely impressive sound

which could better its performance.

played, but you can clearly hear when the pedals
are being used on the individual notes. With snare

on this track — you not only hear the notes being

input, for atotal of 68dB — enough for even the most

II Excellent value for money
Ideal upgrades
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CSA29
integrated amplifier
Sleek, stylish, sanely priced: will this Danish hybrid bring home the bacon?

Copland CSA29
PRICE

£1900

SUPPLIER

Absolute Sounds

CONTACT

020 8971 3909

WEBSITE

www.copland.dk

control operation and svelte styling are merely
icing on the cake. To succeed, the Copland has to
sound not just good, but wonderful.
It certainly looks and feels the part, and no
audiophile who's moved from, say, aNAD or Rotel
will feel like the wardrobe has suddenly been
filled with hair shirts. The front panel is very

Amidst the myriad brands that fill the pages of

much in the Northern European Minimalist vein,

hi-fi magazines are countless that have
(seemingly) dropped below the radar. You just

bearing only two knobs (source select and
volume), two buttons ( tape monitor and power on

don't hear about them as much as you do, say,

from stand-by) and adisplay showing power on or

Linn or Krell. The reality, though, is that they've
carved out niches for themselves — 'oddball OTL'
or low-power solid-state' or other topologies —
and they tootle along merrily, knowing that they
have what's as close to acaptive audience as is
possible with audio components. The downside is
that some, like Copland, deserve wider exposure.

standby and the name of the chosen source. As
finesse that the products are most often likened
(favourably) to the now-departed Cello.

you can see from the photographs, this is one sexy
little amplifier.

What does this mean to those who don't recall

Copland's back panel layout is straightforward,
starting from the left with a binding post and

that extreme high-end brand? Cello products were
known for their wholly functional yet still elegant

Copland's niche? It's adouble, rather than lone

appearance and build-quality that reflected fivefigure price tags. By my reckoning, the only other

trait that identifies this brand. The most obvious

marque to achieve this is Nagra. With Copland,

inputs labelled RIAA for LP playback through the
optional plug-in phono module for LP sources.
(Note that: the phono input board, expected to
sell for around £ 200, was not yet available as the

is that the company excels at making sleek and
modern solid-state/valve hybrids. Copland

you get more than ataste of the high life, and

certainly wasn't the first to marry the two

from acatalogue with aprice span of only £ 1299

review was being written, so Iused the pre- amp in
line- input only form.) Next are two pairs of

technologies in equal measure, but it certainly

to £ 2249. To put it into perspective, that's like
Arcam money.

sockets for Tape In and Out, followed by four more

made the marriage viable, credible and desirable;

Copland has been regrouping over the past few

and Aux 1and 2. Next to these are two 12V DC

you can see its children' in the wonderful
amplifiers from Unico, Croft and others. But it's
the other forte that marks Copland's turf for some,
agroup to which it's even more appealing than
the tube/tranny nuptials: quite simply, the Danes
at Copland have mastered the art of combining
styling and construction at sane prices with such
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years, consolidating its line-up and — with the

pairs for line sources; they're labelled Tuner, CD

CSA29 integrated amplifier — staking aclaim in
the hotly- contested ' second upgrade' sector:

jacks for remote on/off operation of CD player or
other devices, a pair of multi-way binding posts
and an IEC mains input.

£1500-£2000. What's tough about it is that this
is where you expect to start seeing separate pre-

the Wilson WATT/Puppy System 7 speakers, fed

and power amplifiers, so integrateds at this price
have to be special. And in some ways, remote

Two minutes out of the box, and Ihad it driving
by the Marantz CD-12/DA-12 CD player and the
SME 30 turntable, Series V arm and Koetsu

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Urushi, through the EAR 324 phono stage. (
It
also loves LS3/5As, and you may want to find a
pair of Quad 10Ls tor asimply blissful pairing.)
Taken out of standby, the unit requires aminute
or so for the ' power' label to stop flashing,
indicating full operational status. And it sounded
good from the get-go. But not in the way that
you'd expect.
It's as if Copland had some guy working in the
back room. de Paravicini-like, actively pursuing
the narrowing of the gap between tube sound and
transistor. While the temptation with affordable

only reason Igo on about this is to point out that

throughout, so that wasn't an avenue open to me.

we now have asimp'y amazing ' pecking order' for
those who aie tending toward hybrids, apecking

Suffice it to say, the Copland needs greater
system- matching than the Croft ( or the Unico),
and, Isuspect, it will prove less forgiving of the

order that proves 'you get what you pay for':
Unico, then Croft, then Copland, in ascending
order of price. And all three are winners in their

partnering equ,pment.
But all of this is unimportant, and for acouple

respective price classes.
It's mainly about refinement, once you factor
out the
non- audible
differences.
Quite

of reasons. For one thing, Idon't suspect that
many buyers would spend £ 1898 on an amp, only

unabashedly, the Copland 'wins' in terms of
perceived value, so the price is apt. But it's also

simply such a joy to operate that you may be

to use it with cheap ancillaries; for another, it's
willing to trade of ashade of rosy tube tint. And
purists may balk at this, but I've no doubt that a

hybrids sto 'tune' the unit to sound more tube-

capable of slightly greater retrieval of low level
detail, its soundstage is blessedly large and

like and therefore more melodiously euphonic,

there's an unmistakable sense of precision,

tactile delight in using an amplifier that makes

Copland has opted for a less readily-definable

especialy its transient attack and the control in

prejudice. As with Unison Research's all-time

the lower registers. Iplayed alot of live recordings

you think there's aPorsche Carrera 4 in the drive
and a Dufour on your wrist. Only this time, you

bargain, Ito Unico, the CSA29 cannily blends the

through the system, vinyl Dylan and remastereo

didn't pay Cello money. •

It's as if Copland had some guy working
in the back room, actively narrowing the
gap between tube sound and transistor...
best of the two technologies, so you get rocksolid
(as in solid-state) bass with a warm-totheear

Allman Brothers on CD, and it was able to convey

mid- band and non-aggressive treble. Copland,

venues and concert- like levels. Moving to studio

however, has upped the ante with the power

recordings, including the back-to-the-original Let

delivery - this amp has serious grunt - and thus
produced a serious challenge for the lessexpensive Croft GCi.
What you get for £ 1898, or £ 648 more than

audience ' mass', a wide-open sense of large

It Be... Naked on vinyl, the Copland proved
masterly with piano, electric bass and George
Harrison's delicious guitar work: the right

major part of the Copland experience is the sheer

Technology
Compact dimensions of 430 x110 x390mm ( whd)
disguise ashipping weight of ahefty 15kg. No small
part of that is L'ue to CSA29's chunky 600W toroidal
transformer and overkill power supply; then again,
Copland always uses top- grade parts and : he
interiors of its amplifiers will not cause agoraphobia
amongst the capacitors and resistors. Two 6922
valves operate in the input differential stage, while
MOSFETs deliver 85W/ch from the output section;
Copland expects users to get around 4000 hours use
from the tubes.

Features

the Croft, is a mix of the sonic and sensual.

textures, and perfect decay.
What it's never going to do - and what the Croft

However much improved the GCi is over • ts
predecessors in terms of looks and build, it's still

can do on occasion - is fool you into thinking you
have an all-tube unit. Although the midband is

II Superb value for money hybi id

kinda garage-built funky. The Copland oozes stye

deliriously lifelike - Iused Joss Stone's soulful
vocals to torment the Copland - the extreme

• Oozes quality

treble , sashade too crisp, and almost enough to
send you to your cable vendor to tame atiny trace

• Detailed aid precise sound

and grace from every angle, and imparts afeelirg
not unlike the twiddling of a Leica's ( or, more
accurately, aNagra's) controls. And it had ashade
more pureh, though the Croft is no slouch. The

www.hifinews.co.uk

Ken Kessler

of excess sibilance. Iused Transparent cables
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CEDIA
Founder Member

3times award winner
Home Cinema Choke
"Best Multiroom Installation"

Intelligent Homes
in the Making
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r
eDVDs, Plasma Screens, Projectors, Loudspeakers, TVs, Receivers, HiFi.
For an amazirig collection of seasonal special offers and ex-demo bargains on the biggest names in
Home Entertainment visit Musical Images now! With luxurious demonstration suites, professional staff and
adedicated installation service, there's no beating the experience at Musical Images award winning stores.

Don't buy until you've experienced the best winter sale in the business*.

EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE AT MUSICAL IMAGES
BECKENHAM BRANCH

COVENT GARDEN BRANCH

126 High Street,
Beckenham, Kent BR3 1ED
Tel: 020 8663 3777

EDGWARE BRANCH

18 Monmouth Street,
Covent Garden, London WC2H 9HB
Tel: 020 7497 1346

173 Station Road, Edgware,
Middlesex HA8 7JX
Tel: 020 8952 5535

E&OE. Please call your ocal branch for opening time details. Audio Visual Lifestyle Ltd Va Musical Images. E-mail: sales@musica4-images.co.uk
*Sale must end 28th February 2004 - call your local branch for details.

Show Report

ALINIENTAZIONE OF
BATTERIA VIRTUAL
MM/MC CON RES'S'
CAPACITÀ cot deeaorIrS
ouADAGNO PAC SE,«3
COMPONENTISTICA

SEL

NUOVA ESTETICAJM
TOO IN ALL,40.0 LAVO.
',YEMENITE sosAzior AT.
ISTONOAT,

Clockwise from top
left: Audio Analogue's
new prototype arm;
Vismara's CD/DVD/
wine storage coffee
table; the radical
Armonia speaker from
CDSDesign; Audio
Analogue's Inciso and
Unison Research's
bargain Unico P
integrated amp

Ken Kessler eports from la ys íg en
show in Europe's fashion capital, Milan
TOP Audio's organisers figured it out a 80mm se:ttions of MDF, damped with
few years ago: the sign over every door Sorbothane, the platter is acrylic — 50mm
tells you not just the exhibitor's name, thick — and the standard arm is a modified
but the country of origin of the equipment

Rega 250/300. Audio Analogue also showed a

(something to

prototype l'onearm,

appease

xenophobes)

and

whether or not the room is demonstrating twochannel, multi-channel or both. So you know
which rooms to skip.
This year, there were some serious scoops

finished

in

a fetching

instead, they were marking 20 years with a
fantastic display of early products, including
the rare and radical Snail, a precursor to
current sub/sat systems, with the satellites
held out on wooden arms. But there are things
a- brewing. SF president Cesare Bevilacqua

shade of bue.
Not their fist but their third is Audio Note's

did whisper one irnportant word to me, and I

Turntable Tnree. This gorgeous beast — the UK

hope the silence

price

'Stradivarius!' Also seen was Nagra's first- ever

is £ 10,000 —

uses three

motors,

implies a CES

arrival:

because it preceded the London show by a

endowing the device with a mass- inertia

loudspeaker, the HP, though it was a passive

week. T&A arrived from Germany with the

equivalent to an 800 kilogram platter.' The

display; it was part of SAP's exhibit, the

V-10 tube amplifier and G-10 turntable, both

speed stability is said to be unmatched, and

Italian

firsts for the company, which is celebrating its

the suspension is tuned to 2Hz. We heard it

the Swiss.

first

with the AN- 1S arm, 10 Gold cartridge and AN

quarter- century

in

style.

The

V-10

[reviewed this issue] is an integrated amp with

company

manufacturing

it

for

As TOP Audio is filled with wild furniture
and fittings — leather or wooden trims for your

S-8 step-up transformer.
to

PC or plasma display? — it's hard to single out

from four EL509s, and its looks alone will find

speakers was CDSDesigns' ['Alba (
The Dawn).

a design that stands above the others. From

remote control, capable of delivering 80W/ch

Typical

of

Italy's

radical

approach

it afollowing. The G-10 turntable matches the

This

bass reflex design

Omicron's tubular racks to Sensorial's whole

amp's styling, with blue glass top plate and a

features an Sin woofer and a cone tweeter in

walls, its a delight for those who love Italian

pillar in each corner. A few months away from

a complex cabinet that consists of separate

furnishings. But mention must be made of

production, it was seen sporting the all- new

staves of wood bonded together, with a hole

Vismara's solution to CD and DVD storage:

SME tonearrn — the first record deck to do so.

running through it. Fortunately, CDSDesigns

they've combined the racks with a coffee

Italy's Audio Analogue also showed its first

also displayed the bare cabinet. As for the

table. And it just happens to hold five wine

ever turntable, again in pre- production form.
The Incisos chassis and feet are made from

www.hifinews.co.uk

unusual

Godfather of

two-way

Italian

speaker companies,

Sonus Faber wasn't showing anything new;

bottles and al the necessary glasses, too. Can
you really live without one?
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Group Test

Six affordable floorstanding loudspeakers priced from £ 350 to
£900 are given the listening panel test and lab test treatment.
Review by Alvin Gold, lab test measurements by David Berriman

or

his is the latest in an occasional series of loudspeaker tests
and we've chosen to compare six modestly- priced
floorstanding models. There are examples from some of the

industry leaders and from smaller specialists. Although all
six models are based on moving-coil drivers and ported
(vented) enclosures, there is aconsiderable variety in the
specific geometry used, and the approaches to dispersion
and bass extension. We have models from Mirage, Monitor
Audio and Tannoy that are finished in wood print vinyl,
while those from Ruark and Mission that are veneered in
real wood. The Opera Platea is constructed from solid
wood, agenuine rarity for ahi-fi loudspeaker at any price.
But they do all have one important thing in common. All
are roughly similar in size, consuming about one square foot
of floor space, and work best a little away from room
boundaries — just how little varying from one design to the
next and also according to personal taste and room
acoustics. All six are nominally full-bandwidth designs,
though there is something close to an octave difference in
the bass extension from model to model, which can be very
significant in astereo system where the use of asubwoofer
is unlikely. Otherwise, it's all down to performance, and
this is explored in this test with the help of the most
thorough test programme of its kind.
TEST PROCEDURES
This group test was based on athree-prong approach: panel
listening under blind conditions using an experienced
group of listeners; a programme of test measurements
conducted by David Berriman; and extended hands-on
listening by the author. For the 'blind' testing, the
loudspeakers were hidden behind an opaque screen, and
played aset programme music at identical volume levels.
The hands-on testing of course was not limited to afixed
test programme, or to the standardised set of partnering
equipment used for the blind testing, which involved a
Arcam DiVA CD73 CD player and A80 amplifier with
Nordost Valkyrja Reference speaker cables and
interconnects. Additional equipment used in the hand on
testing included Krell KAV400xi and Arcam FMJ A32
integrated amplifiers.
My thanks for their time and considerable expertise go to
those who volunteered for the listening panel. They were
Stephen N Harris (of Audioplus), Mark Hockey (Harman
UK), David Inman and Krestian Pedersen (B&W).
MIRAGE OMNI 250
Unless you've been doing aRip van Winkle for the last year
or so, you may know something about Mirage Omniguide: a
vertically-oriented time-aligned mid/treble drive unit
combination, optimised to present the listener with amix of
direct-to-reflected sound that approximates to the balance
you would expect to hear in alive music environment.
The main difference between the Omni 250 and the
senior 260 model [
HFN, Sept '031 is that the former uses
slightly smaller twin 130mm polypropylene woofers. The
tweeter is the same 25mm titanium deposited polymer
dome, and the enclosure avinyl wrap box in black ash or
cherry made from 19mm MDF, fitted with well designed
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outrigger feet for stability, and asingle pair of quality 4mm
binding posts near the base.
Used as is, with no covers over the drive units, the system
looks distinctly high tech, though the Omniguide has been
cleverly integrated into the column. If you prefer something
more traditional, simply clip on the front and top halfcovers, and the 250 is transformed. Nominal impedance is 8
ohm, and the response is —3dB at 40Hz (arespectable figure)
and 20kHz. Maximum power handling is 150 watt, and the
enclosure measures 970 x200 x330mm (hwd).
This model received mixed notices from the panel. One
described the treble as lacking height but with plenty of
width — arather spooky comment given that he had no clue
to its identity — and another thought the top sounded
'detached'. 'It is living its own life up there' he noted, and
image scale was deemed as ' small', and dynamics
'disappointing' despite astrong bass.
The 250 has the feel of astrategic addition to the Omni
range, alittle too close to the 260 for comfort, and the reality
is that it seems just slightly less well balanced overall.
Where the larger model flows and sings, the 250 lacks
weight and force, and overall its music making style is
slightly restrained — sanitised was aword that cropped up
in the blind testing — thanks to arather distant midband.
Imaging has the properties that are associated with
Omnisat: namely consistency off axis, good depth
differentiation, and a very focused presentation in the
vertical axis, so focused indeed that the relationship
between the height of the driver and ear height becomes
critical, and the impression of image height is palpable.
Perhaps the slightly shorter stature of the 250 is the
explanation for its diminished sense of scale. On the
positive side, timbrai accuracy and stereo imagery is
maintained when listening from well off the normal axis.
MISSION 782SE
A great deal of detail design effort has gone into the 782se
The tweeter is a selected version of the standard 25mm
microfibre dome, fluid cooled, with aneodymium magnet
which is compact enough for the tweeter not to project
behind the baffle. The tweeter operates down to 2.5kHz,
which guarantees wide dispersion at the top of the
midband. The tweeter is partially decoupled from the baffle
with acompliant cradle, and the face plate is shaped to
provide better integration around the midrange dome. The
midrange unit, a130mmm unit with afixed polepiece and
an ultra stiff Keraform ceramic impregnated fabric cone,
covers the range down to 195Hz. As usual for Mission the
drive unit configuration is inverted, but this does mean that
the tweeter is rather low for typical seated positions.
The Nomex cone bass unit covers down to arelatively
modest 48Hz (-3dB), and is mounted with areflex port on
the side panel near the back, mirror imaged for symmetry.
Normally the bass units should point outwards to maximise
image scale, but the left and right speakers can be swapped
so that the bass drivers face inwards, which is suggested for
rooms with limited width. The 782se enclosure is made
from 19mm and 30mm MDF panels and fabricated using
Mission's Transverse Folded technique, which gives a
www.hifinews.co. uk
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mechanically stable baffle. The reamed out internal panels
help disperse internal reflections. The 782se is supplied
with an exclusive alder wood veneer.
Fit and finish are of the highest standard, easily the best
in the group. The plinth is fully integrated (though it still
provides arather narrow footprinti, and the bi-wire input
terminals are mounted where they belong, near the base.
Higher quality wiring is specified along with acustom 2ndorder hard-wired crossover. Impedance is nominally 8ohm,
power handling 200 watt and sensitivity according to
Mission is 89dB/W/m from an enclosure measuring 795 x
/65 x295mm (hwd).
Here is aloudspeaker that sounds so obviously correct, so
tonally neutral, so lacking in obvious distortion products
that there could be no doubt that it would sail thorough the
lab tests, which by and large it did. Yet when playing music
it somehow simply failed to excite or to enthuse — and it's
hard to say quite why. This was aconclusion Ihad come to
during my own hands-on listening, and subsequently it is a
judgement that the panel was unanimously agreed on.
Aside from the specific observations about the bass, atest
track (from the blind test programme) from Tracy Chapman
was described as 'reined in', with a 'small soundstage and a
thin balance lacking in excitement', and these comments
were only too typical. Somehow this speaker punched
below its weight.
With the speaker used clear of walls, the bass was neither
as deep or as powerful as might have been expected, but the
full mid/upper bass gave the speaker arather 'Ioudish, fat'
bass to quote one panelist, and a ' plummy' quality
according to another which was not helped by placing the
speakers near the back wall. A recording of Stravinsky's Rite
of Spring sounded 'refined with good timbre', but the
strings 'lacked bite', with 'soft' bass transients, and the
sound overall was ' lacking in power'. The low sensitivity is
also a factor that should be borne in mind. The Arcam
amplifier used for blind testing was adequate given the
carefully controlled maximum SPLs, but the much more
50
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powerful 200W/ch Krell KAV400xi used for much of the
hand's on testing confirmed the limited loudness capability
of the Mission before the sound failed to respond cleanly to
hotter inputs.
MONITOR AUDIO BRONZE B4
After the radical Mirage and the Mission's chic, the Monitor
Audio B4 may look disarmingly matter of fact. But the
company claims to have put alot of effort into refining 'the
new age of Bronze'. It is by far the least expensive model in
this group, by afull £250.
The redesigned mid/bass unit has avented rear section,
allowing improved cooling and reduced dynamic
compression, as well as higher level operation. The original
gold anodised aluminium dome has areprofiled surround
and front plate, with claimed better dispersion and a
smoother response. Even the ports. of which there are two,
one on the front, the other near floor level at the back, have
been changed, with arubberised coating, claimed to reduce
turbulence and noise. The rear vent can be blocked with a
foam bung (supplied) to provide some control in the bass.
The low crossover frequency helps ensure a wide
dispersion through the upper midband.
Last but not least the enclosure, which measures 850 x
185 x255mm (hwd), has been strengthened with improved
damping. One less than impressive element is the vinyl
wrap covers, which are well applied and finished, but not
the most realistic I've seen. Positioning the bi-wire
terminals amidships on the back panel can create atripping
hazard, and could have been easily avoided. Power
handling is quoted at 150 watt, sensitivity 91dB/W/m and
nominal impedance 6ohm.
There's plenty of bass from the B4, but it rather
overwhelms the midband, resulting in a 'heavy, lumpy'
vocal quality (Tracy Chapman) and 'muddled arpeggios'
(Beethoven piano) according to the panel. There were also
some complaints about ametallic quality from the tweeter —
the 3.8kHz peak perhaps? — and observations such as ' edgy,
www.hifinews.co.uk
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raw' strings, and 'alack of bite and edge' from vocals.
In my own listening with another sample and with this
one, the bass excess was not aserious factor, and it turns out
that positioning of the speakers and to an extent the listener,
has a significant impact on bass balance. So does using
foam bungs in the rear port, but the B4 sounded better
without the inserts, and this is how it was used. The tweeter
is not bad as metal domes go. but its undoubted fine detail
should be set against an occasionally slightly glassy quality.
Overall this is aspeaker that is not as disciplined as well
it could be, but the naidband is open, fluid and detailed,
with excellent dynamics and resolving power, and imagery

not large, with dimensions of 900 x190 x200mm (hwd,) but
stability is helped by the plinth. Unfortunately, the singlepair wire terminals are mounted near the top of the
enclosure, so the trailing wires could be adomestic hazard.
To suit the compact enclosure, the single bass unit is a
custom-designed small-diameter driver with atransparent
co-polymer cone unit just 130mm across, which is clearly
going to be a major factor in circumscribing its bass
extension and output level. The tweeter is a silk dome
25nam unit from SEAS which is customised to Opera's
requirements. The specifications available from the
importer are limited to sensitivity, 89dB/W/m, and nominal

on the whole is nicely three-dimensional, and holds up
quite well off-axis. Overall there is much more here to like

impedance, 8ohm.
The Platea was not agreat success on audition by the

than to dislike. Wrong but interesting' and ' apleasure to
listen to' were typical sum-up comments from the panel.

listening-panel. The bass line was variously described as
'absent', ' unextended', ' inaccurate' and ' uneven'. It is
certainly somewhat lacking in extension and power, though

OPERA PLATEA
Opera was meant to express asynthesis between old world
Italian craftsmanship and British audiophile sensibilities
and acoustic technologies. The company has a working
relationship (an understanding and mutual sympathy) with
another Italian brand, Audio Analogue, and each company
has traditionally used components from the other to help in
the voicing of its products. As aresult, they often show real
musical synergy, and although it wasn't possible to use an
Audio Analogue amplifier for this test (or even desirable,
given the nature of the group), it is apoint for potential
users to bear in mind.
The Opera Platea is made from solid wood, a form of
construction almost unique to ahandful of Italian brands,
most famously Sanus Faber. The cabinet is based on 25mm
hardwood stock, mahogany in this instance, with cherry
and walnut as options, which is (Iquote) fully interlocked
and braced in the traditional furniture-making manner. The
edges are smoothly radiused to discourage diffraction
problems, but this also has athe effect of giving very clean,
smooth and friendly lines. The enclosure's cross section is

www.hifinews.co. uk

it has a certain welcome tautness. However, one listener
remarked that he really enjoyed the Platea, and that he
'found it involving, despite the obvious faults'.
Despite this, overall voicing was clearly rather dull and
lacking in drive. A live recording of Marianne Faithful was
deemed 'tight but coarse in texture' by the panel, and there
was some excess sibilance.
The hands-on listening showed the Platea to be dry and a
little bright, and presentation overall is unexpansive and
even slightly coarse, with suggestions of phasiness with
some material. Tonal colours, especially those produced by
wide ranging instruments or groups of instruments —
pianos, orchestras for example — often sounded unfamiliar.
and the sound became congested at higher volume levels.
RUARK PRELUDE II
The gently tilted back baffle of the Prelude His an important
feature, which has anumber of benefits. It aids stability by
lowering the centre of gravity, and it reduces the number of
parallel internal surfaces, and with it internal resonances.
Finally, it helps provide adegree of time alignment in the
HI-FiNews FEBRUARY 2004
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For this speaker, the composite frequency response
curve above 300Hz, which is effectively anechoic,
shows aslight dip between lkHz and 7kHz onaxis, and arise below 400Hz as shown by the
spliced near-field bass plot. Overall response is
down 6dB at 38Hz ref lkHz, or 43Hz ref 200Hz.
The off-axis vertical consistency is good, due to
the time-aligned geometry of tweeter vertically
above midrange. Further horizontally off-axis,
output ( not shown) is also well-maintained as
expected, with multiple side wall reflections much
in evidence. Above the mid/tweeter axis, at a
typical listening height, the anechoic response is
flatter. In-room third-octave pink noise tests
showed that the lkHz-7kHz dip filled in nicely
and bass was well maintained to 30Hz or so, while
bass is only 2or 3dB down at 30Hz.
Sensitivity is about 83dB anechoic for
2.83V/1m, which is average, but then bass
extension is good and impedance not
compromised. This measures a4.3 ohm minimum
at 220Hz and so is strictly asix-ohm ( min 4.8
ohm) design. Phase of impedance is held within a
range of +31° to -32°.
A ' waterfall' of energy-versus-time showed rapid
fall-off of energy, with minor ridges at 2.3k, 3.2k,
8.9k and 14.5kHz and arising response above
20kHz. There was aminor dip and bounce- back at
640Hz and aminor lump at lkHz due to some
energy storage, but really nothing of consequence.
Considering the high ratio of reflected to direct
sound, it's difficult to predict the sound of this
speaker. The ear should lock on to the first arrival,
but reflections may fill in to influence tonal
balance. I'd expect deep bass, possibly with a
warm overall balance and tidy treble.
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The Mission 782se's frequency response is
creditably smooth and flat over most of the 300Hz
to 22kHz range, peaking only at around 15kHz by
7dB. The off-axis curves are remarkably close. The
composite curve combines bass as measured at
0.45m, equidistant from bottom woofer, port and
top woofer ( however, this measurement is not true
near-field, as with the others tested, but includes
some room peaks, so is abit lumpy). In the thirdoctave in-room tests, bass rose alittle at 70-90Hz,
but there is useful in-room output below this, only
6dB down at 30Hz. There's asmall dip at 2kHz,
contrary to the anechoic results. Note that the
floor-mounted woofer completely avoids the 150Hz
suck-out, caused by floor reflection, which is
shown in many of the other speakers' in-room
curves. Sensitivity ( 2.83V/lm anechoic) is low at
79dB - so low, Ihad my measuring mic's
sensitivity checked against astable reference to
check accuracy. Surely the 89dB figure in
Mission's spec must be amisprint.
Impedance rates as 6ohm nominal, with a
minimum of 4.8 ohm at 350Hz and electrical
phase within +25° to -21°, avery innocuous load.
Aset of 'waterfall' plots showed rapid decay at
high frequencies, to -27dB within lms above
2.7kHz and only minor ridges (at 3.5kHz, 7.1kHz
and 12.2kHz). There was also asmall 1.2kHz
lump and another dip with bounce-back at 849Hz,
indicating minor energy storage.
Overall I'd expect the Mission to sound neutral
through the midrange, with lifts at the extremes acrisp treble and slightly peaked bass, with good
low-end extension, but low sensitivity will require
greater input power. Bass to mid integration will
most likely be superior to most in this test.

100Hz

1010Iz 20101z

Frequency response for the 84 measured quite flat
from 300Hz to 22kHz. The off-axis family shows
very good consistency, apart from below the main
axis, where there's awide dip just above 3kHz.
(This will be less audible in practice than would be
asimilar dip afew degrees above-axis.) Treble falls
off above 10kHz in all these curves, so it's not just
an off-axis effect. Sensitivity is 85dB.
The composite curve shows little or no floorbounce dip, due to the two vertically spaced
woofers handling the same range. Nearfield bass
peaks at around 100Hz by 4-5dB (about 2dB of
this is due to the 2- pi near-field response being
higher than the far field) and falls gently below.
The in-room curve is similar, with less of abass
peak and with output down to 30Hz. It is
commendably flat to 10kHz or so. Impedance
drops to around 5ohm at around 150Hz (the port
tuning dip is at around 40Hz). At around 12kHz,
impedance drops to 4ohm. Ignoring this upper dip
-which shouldn't cause any problems to any
decent amplifier - the Bronze 4is a6-ohm
loudspeaker (4.8 ohm minimum), though strictly
speaking it's a4-ohm design.
A 'waterfall' showed small high-frequency ridges
which die away quickly. The largest, at 3.8kHz,
dies to - 18dB in lms, -30dB in 2.1ms. At 976Hz,
there's adip which bounces through atrough and
then to apeak. Delayed energy is likely the cause,
but it's not serious.
With its smooth overall response and tidy tweeter
waterfall, I'd expect the B4 to sound fairly neutral,
with bass and mid well integrated and perhaps a
little extra bass punch but it may lack the deepest
fundamentals. The roll-off above 10kHz may rub
off alittle 'air' from the highest harmonics.
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For the Platea, the composite frequency
response curve was reasonably flat, apart from
some minor wiggles around lkHz and agently
rising treble above 4kHz. Bass gently declines
below 200Hz and falls fast below 60Hz to
around -6dB at 49Hz. The dip at 956Hz is due
to avery sharp port resonance as shown by the
second ( unsmoothed) green curve. This notch
disappears if the port is blocked or heavily
damped, and this will also flatten the wriggles.
The off-axis curves are all commendably close
together indicating very good driver integration:
the glitch (so visible on, above or below axis)
virtually disappears horizontally off- axis.
The in-room curve mirrored the near-field,
with bass trailing off slightly, showing the
150Hz floor dip and output loss below 60Hz
(about 10dB down at 30Hz, compared to the
mid). The in-room curve shows extended treble,
but also alargish dip around 2kHz which may
indicate lack of mid-treble integration in-room.
Sensitivity is average at around 83dB mid- bard.
Impedance is benign, aminimum of 3.9 ohm at
150Hz, equating to a4-ohm nominal load, and
phase held within + 21° to - 56° ( agreater range
than some, but not aproblem).
The waterfall shows rapid energy decay in the
tweeter, down 19dB in lms, with no significant
ridges. At 956Hz the out-of-phase energy from
the port creates an initial dip which bounces
back to form aridge, with another at 570Hz.
I'd expect aneutral balance and slightly
crisp but clean treble. Iwas interested to see
how audible narrow midrange port effect might
be, especially on vocals and speech. Bass is
likely to be tidy, ashade light, not super-deep.
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Frequency response of the Ruark Prelude II as
shown in the composite curve is very even
across the bass and mid- band, with aslight
treble rise on-axis above 4kHz. Here the nearfield bass curve has been spliced at 300Hz with
the effectively anechoic curve for mid and treble
above that frequency. As you can see, the nearfield bass response extends flat to 60Hz and
drops by 6dB at 45Hz.
Off-axis responses are close, apart from at
10° below axis, ( which is less audible than
above-axis). Sensitivity ( 2.83V/lm anechoic) is
83dB, fairly typical for the genre.
The in-room curve showed the same trend as
the composite graph, with bass only adecibel or
two down at 80-90Hz compared tc the midband, but with some useful output (- 10dB) at
30Hz. It's nice and even through the mid/treble
crossover region and treble is well maintained.
The impedance minimum, at 3.9 ohm, places
this as 6-ohm model, while the phase stays
within +42° to - 56°. Bass port tuning
resonance is around 50Hz.
Aset of waterfall energy-versus-time curves
showed rapid decay of energy in the tweeter,
which decays by 20dB in one millisecond at
15kHz. Another minor ridge, at 3.6kHz is 18dB
down at this time. A little energy storage at
1.2kHz shows as adip in the frequency
response, then drops and bounces back to a
peak after 1.4 milliseconds
From the measured results I'd expect the
Ruark Prelude in its latest form to have anicely
balanced mid and treble. This speaker's bass
should be tidy and with reasonable, though not
outstanding, depth.

1011,
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Here the composite curve shows areasonably
flat midrange, with minor wiggles from 600Hz
to 2kHz and apeak of around 7dB at 16kHz,
on-axis. The near-field bass peaks alittle at
90Hz but extends with only agentle roll-off
down 4dB at 20Hz. ( I'd expect the bass to peak
somewhat less at further away into the far-field).
Off-axis, the curves improve in smoothness,
showing no integration problems whatsoever - a
fine result - and high-frequency output appears
to sail on above 22kHz. The in-room thirdoctave curve supported these findings, with bass
at 20Hz at mid- band levels, aslight peak at
80Hz ( the usual 150Hz floor dip), very smooth
mid and treble ( with no crossover energy dip)
extending almost flat to the third-octave centred
on 20kHz. The supplied foam bung to the port
gave about 4dB less bass at 30Hz.
Sensitivity is 82dB, but this is achieved with
very respectable low- frequency extension.
Impedance drops to 3.2 ohm minimum at
100Hz, which really is a4-ohm nominal ( IEC
rated) load. Electrical phase is higher than the
others, at + 52, -62° ( peaking to 39 ohm) but
should cause no decent amplifier any trouble.
A 'waterfall' plot showed some minor treble
ridges on axis, including one at 16kHz, which
drops by 15dB in lms, and there's asmaller
one at 5.2kHz. Otherwise, decay at high
frequencies is rapid. There's some energy at
1.1kHz - initially out of phase, but which
bounces back later — and asmall eiergy lump
at around 1.6kHz, but nothing untoward.
With its extended low- and high-frequency
output, this speaker should sound wider in
bandwidth than the others in this group.
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Group Test
Mirage Omni 250

rvlission 782se

Placed directly alongside the larger Omni
260, which has been reviewed previously in
1-IFN, you'll notice the difference between
the two. Otherwise you probably won't. The
radical- looking Omni 250 is amedium size
floorstanding speaker, one of the first to use
the near omni-directional Ornniguide
tweeter/midrange module in afloorstanding
apphcation, with aseparate reflex-loaded
bass unit mounted conventionally along
with afront-facing flared port.

normal

listening

axis.

Monitor Audio B4

Mission's compact 782 floorstander is along
running and popular model, with sharp
styling anda quality wood veneer finish to
distinguish it many of its peers. It is athree
way design with an ultra narrow baffle,
facilitated by placing the bass unit on the
side panel. The 782se is more than agofaster version. It is an ultra-refined variant of
the 782, made with superior components,
introduced to mark Mission's expertise in its
25th year of operation.

The

stability

advantage

is

compromised by placing the speaker terminals at the centre
of the rear panel. On the plus side, the terminals are
mounted directly on to asolid wood sub-panel, rather than
a thin, resonant plastic tray. Additionally, the bottom
section is compartmentalised internally, and fitted with a
capped access hole so that it can be mass loaded.
Ruark loudspeakers have long been known for unusually
well-made enclosures. In this case mechanical integrity is
ensured by asymmetric bracing, and an external build with
ahigh standard of finish, with excellent edge detailing. A
contrasting plinth is supplied. Mirror image offset tweeters
should help distribute cabinet-edge diffraction effects,
The drive unit complement consists of a180rum surfacetreated pulp cone unit which hands over at 3.21d-lz to a
slightly larger than average 27mm textile dome fluid-cooled
tweeter with arear damping chamber. Frequency response
is quoted as 45Hz-22kHz (±3dB), impedance 8 ohm,
sensitivity 88dB/W/m and power handling 120W. Overall
dimensions are 880 x210 x220mm (hwd).
The sins of the Prelude II. such as they are, are of
omission rather than addition. Bass quality is good, but
lacks the depth and authority of the Tannoy DC2, and there
is some loss of upper frequency harmonics and 'air'. That
said, the bass was tuneful and well integrated, though one
panelist felt that the bass became incoherent under drive'
and another thought the bass 'too big and nondescript'. The
treble was clearly good, and seamlessly integrated with the
midband. helping give the speaker areal sense of 'air'. This
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The recently revised B (= Bronze) series from
Monitor Audio has been subject to anumber
of running improvements, but in essence this
is arelatively conventional two-and-a-haif
way reflex loaded floor standing loudspeaker
with avinyl wrap enclosure, based on two
160mm aluminium cone units. One of these
covers the bass and midband up to the
2.6kHz crossover point, while the other is run
in parallel with the mid/bass unit over the
bass range only.

is aspeaker that is easy to listen to. and which does most
things well. The bass can indeed sound overwhelmed if
pressed too hard, but at moderately high volumes and less,
this is amodel with consistently good detail, and which
images in the lateral and the depth planes. It has, as the
panel acknowledged, 'good resolution and dynamics' and
'an accurate tonal balance'.
TANNOY DC2
The DC2 is a rather four-square floorstander, with no
concessions to fluidity of shape by rounded-off edges. and
with acontrasting front baffle giving the speaker arather
old-fashioned appearance. The one feature that does stand
out is the SuperTweeter, aversion of the titanium dome unit
which Tammy introduced about three years ago, but in a
simplified housing. This unit takes over the reins above
16kHz, and is claimed to extend the overall frequency
response to around 51kHz. It's said that the SuperTweeter
also improves phase and transient performance in the
normal audio band (below 20kHz) too, but there is an
implied synergy with the extended frequency range
possibilities of SACD and DVD-Audio.
The other notable feature of the design is alatest iteration
of Tannoy's traditional Dual Concentric combination drive
unit, in which adome tweeter is mounted in the centre of
the bass cone, the sound appearing from the mouth of a
flared, horn-like wave guide where you'd normally expect
to find adust cap. The Dual Concentric is supplemented by
another 175mm driver which is limited to bass frequencies
www.hifinews.co.uk

Opera Platea

Italian hi-fi, like many other things from that
country, tends to be have averydistinctive
style, and Opera loudspeakers, which come

Ruark Preluie II

I
One down from top al the Conlemporary II
range, which ncludes acentre speaker,
direct radiating surround/compact stereo

from an independent producer only about as
old as areally good Scotch — the company was

speakers and apowered SJbwoofer, the
Prelude Il has an elaborate enclosure

founded in 1989 — are no exception.
Unusually, the Platea is made from solid wood,

intended to reduce cabinet talk and provide
some time alignment on tne design listening

giving it apleasing appearanceand finish.

axis. The active hardware is aconventional

Tannoy Sensys DC2

The final loudspeaker in the group is as
radical any of the others, and in some
respects more so. It is also athoroughly
contemporary design which includes aDual
Concentric main driver along with a
supp ,ementary bass driver which is

Acoustically the design is aconventional two-

but carefully voiced two-way system with a

way, with asmall diameter reflex- loaded bass

front mounted port. Acavity sincluded in

configured as a2.5-way system. In addition,
Tannoy has included its ultra high frequency
SuperTweeter which is fitted in an external
pod on top of the speaker, where the flower

unit and asilk dome tweeter.

tne base for mass loading.

pot traditionally lives.

only, making this a 'three-and-a-half-way' design.
The enclosures measure 966 x 210 x 293mm (hwd).
Relevant numbers from the spec sheet include an 8 ohm

VERDICT
If you are into quality furniture, you'll have

enthusiastic about this male, as Iwas

impedance, 125W power handling and a frequency
response of 34Hz-51kHz (-6dB). The five-way terminal

to go along way to beat the Opera Platea,

about the senior one.

constructed from solid mahogany panels,

block, which includes an earth connection, is fitted near the

with neatly-rounded edges ano integrated

The Monitor Audio B4 was criticised by
the panel for a sometimes rather unruly

base, just below the flared reflex port.

plinth. But bass output is limited, and it is

This model made astrong impression on the panel. The
right kind of strong that is. 'Wide, big sounding. believable

less than neutral, with arather edgy, lean

quality at the frequency extremes. But it
has aflnid, engaging midband, and at the

balance and atrace of phasiness.
Ihad been looking forward to trying out

the money, and one that by and large the

end of the day it is alot of loudspeaker for

tonal colour and good articulation' referred specifically to a
Beethoven piano sonata recording, but was little different in

the Mission 782se: Ifelt that the original

tone to comments made about all the blind test programme

782 showed great promise, it somewhat

panel enjoyed.
Which brings us to the high-rollers in

material. Try this, on the five Marianne Faithful recording:

emasculated and lacking in dynamics. The

this test. The Ruark Prelude II is an

'Good at depth of image, very natural sounding applause, a

782se seems to perpetuate the same
qualities, both good and bad. Perhaps in a

excellent all-rounder. It doesn't have the
deepest bass or the greatest resolution.
But it's well balanced and clean sounding,

well integrated sound picture... the voice has expression
and sounds very unbox-bound'. The bass was consistently

direct comparison, it would have shown

praised for depth and tunefulness, and for the contribution

the 782 a clean set of heels. But it

it made to the sense of timing, space and openness.

certainly doesn't appear to offer asolution

competent with most music types.
Finally, the Tannoy DC2 fulfilled its high

Of course there were criticisms. The ' voice is a bit
recessed' wrote one in response to aTracy Chapman track,

to the limitations of the base model.

tech potential. The new iteration of the

The Mirage Omni 250 could also be
seen as aderivative of another model, in

Dual Concentric driver used in the DC2 is

this case the Omni 260, but in aslightly

SuperTweeter

smaller enclosure and with ascaled down
price to match. It has the same three
dimensional seundstaging, both on and

intriguing

thoroughly worthwhile addition to the

off-axis, but the overall sound is less even-

About the only remaining criticism is that

but to a lesser extent. The super tweeter seems to have

handed and comfortabie than the 260. It's

four square, old-fashioned enclosure — a

contributed something too, resulting in the most precise

afine loudspeaker, but it is hard to get as

sop to US market requirements perhaps?

but the negatives were generally mild and not focused on
any particular performance area, and overall the DC2 came
out smelling of roses. In hands-on testing too it impressed
as aclean, agile and wide ranging loudspeaker, with atreble
quality that has some traces of the upper midband
colorations associated over the years with Dual Concentric,

less. coloured than its predecessors. The
and

assisted
on

treble

this

is

showing

an
a

speaker. The bass is well extended too.

and finely detailed performance of the six. U

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Hawk
The HAWK exemplifies total involvement with all
your senses. Truly full range, extremely compact
and aesthetically balanced, it has incredible
attributes and strengths that will envelop you like
no other. Detail, continuity, harmonic nuances,
timbre precision and its self- efficient holography
all point to an experience that will never cease to
amaze and fulfil your aural needs. A soul mover
of the highest calibre.
The " Claw" decoupling system, W.B.T Bi-wirable
terminals, exquisite cabinetry and incredible
unique drivers just hint at the magic behind the
facade. Soar to new heights with this powerful
Totem, you will never forget its true character:
elegant, simple, extreme high end.

To receive information on our full range
of products, please send your address to
info@joenit.com or call 003215 285585
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Opinion

John
Crabbe
H

aving often pondered the proplems of suppressing
resonances in the bowl- like objects known as loudspeaker

cones, Iwas recently prompted by aTV programme on
singing glasses to examine how those rather different bowls'
follow the very opposite course by resonating
as conspicuously as possible.
I'd long been aware that two particular wine glasses on my
shelves would ring pleasantly if tapped, but they differ from their
run-of-the-mill companions in being cut-glass vessels of greater
weight and thickness. While conforming to the conventional longstemmed, tulip-shaped design, with acapacity of around 220m1,

simple matter, and if such capriciousness is the norm, one can

they are very much apair for use on special occasions.
Apart from some subtle differences in the floral patterns

see that while rrus.cal glasses haa along anc honourable history,
their production must often have been asomewhat long-winded

incised on their surfaces, they look identical. Yet — and here's

Had Pythagoras
used bronze
goblets rather than
stretched strings
then early musical
theory might have
taken avery
different course

affair when it came to assembling an accurately tuned array of

the rup — they resonate at quite

the sort found ir the once- popular glass armonica.

different frequencies, an octave

At one time, though, fine tuning was accomplished by adding
water, and it seemed worth trying ths with my pair. The A-flat

above the treble stave near A-flat
at 1660Hz and Bat 1975Hz,
aratio of 5:6 or an interval of a
minor-third.

glass went down by acomplete octave when filled to the brim,
but its B- pitched partner fell only as far as Fat 1400Hz, the
halfway point. However, with neither was there any noticeable

after excitation, remaining audible

fall in pitch until the water was more than halfway up its 90mm
climb, and change didn't then become appreciable until within
25mm of the top, with avery rapid pitch gradient at the end.

for nearly four seconds if the rim

This was totally at odds with my cheaper/lighter glasses, which

is struck, say, by ateaspoon

resporded in amuch more linear fashion as the water level rose.

handle. This signifies avery high

Perhaps there's an optimum type of vessel between the two,

Q-factor, in contrast to their cheap

providing easy aquatic tuning while delivering apleasing tone.

The tones are also characterised
by an exceptionally slow decay rate

thin-walled brethren, which while

Wet or dry, the whole business is clearly very complex, and

still providing an identifiable pitch,

while : he Chinese were making bells with predictaoly accurate

sound unmusical in comparison,
delivering something more akin to

tuning by the Sixth Century BC, Iwonder what Pythagoras would
have come up with if his pioneering discoveries re ating musical

muffled clonks.

intervals to measurable parameters had been concerned with

But although the ringing tones of the two high-grade
performers are adelight to the ear, that frequency gap really

bronze goblets rather than stretched strings. He surely wouldn't
have found any of the simple number ratios to wh ch he and his

puzzled me. What physical differences were there to explain it?

sect attached such significance, and early musical theory might

All the parameters Imeasured were the same except for cubic

have taken adifferent course.
Eventually, though not for another two millennia, the concep:

capacity, where the above 220m1 was the averaged figure, with
partner — amargin of about 4%, which might indicate less glass

of vibration-rate (frequency) was properly formulated, and
modern acoustics was born. Which brings me back with abump

and thereby alower mass.

to the present, not via musical glasses but in response to a

the higher- pitched vessel some 9m1 less capacious than its

Reduced mass would normally raise the frequency of a
resonant system, which pointed my attention to weight, the one
crucial feature I'd not investigated. Icould detect no difference
by handling, but quick resort to the local post office scales
revealed that the higher and lower pitched candidates weighed
270g and 300g respectively.

question triggered by my December ' 03 piece concerning the
manner in which soundwave levels vary at our ears with direction
and frequency. My note had mentioned an interaural difference
of 11dB for asource 30° off-centre, and I've been asked to
cite the authority for this. It was an investigation by Sivian &
White as dep cted on page 7of Stereoptrony by N FFranssen

mass/compliance scheme could at best only raise the frequency

[Philips/Eindhoven, 19641. The data there spans 300Hz-15kHz
in ten graphs covering 0-180°, from which Iextracted the

by 5% because an inverse square-law applies), plus dimensional
discrepancies invisible to the naked eye, and perhaps marginal

figures for 30° as given at five spot frequencies between 2.2kHz
and 10kHz, where the average JR differential indeed works out

Thus it seemed that 10% less glass (which in asimple

effects from tiny variations in the surface etchings, had produced

at 11dB. That's apressure ratio of 3.55, an very unpythagorean

a20% change in the resonant frequency. So it's evidently not a

figure, like pi not equalling exactly three, but that's lifel

www.hifi news. co. uk
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any if not most of Tannoy's massive Prestige Series
loudspeakers are destined for Japan and the other
Asian markets. But the pair of Westminsters you see

here haven't travelled quite so far east. They're a key
element in an unusual and exciting system put together by
Carl Beckwith of Leigh-on-Sea, Essex. As aboy, Carl's first
encounter with hi-fi came through aschooffriend.
'He said he had ahi-fi system, and even at the age of 10 I
knew that hi-fi was something special. So he took me to his
58
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house, and there was his dad's system — Goodmans M Series
speakers, Bush Arena receiver — this was all quite
impressive compared to my mum and dad's early 1960s Pye
stereogram and my Fidelity Master. Then we went up to his
room and he had what his dad used to have, and what was
interesting was listening to FM in stereo on headphones. It
sounded very impressive! Iwent back home and Ithought
"this isn't much good". So Iwent down to the local TV
shop, that did accessories and Roberts radios. Ibought a

www.hifinews.co. uk

Sweetspot

munster

chimes
This spectacular system makes the most of a
pair of Tannoy Westminster speakers. Interview
by Steve Harris, pictures by Roger Phillips

headphone adaptor, got apair of headphones. Ithink Ihad
quite agood quality transistor radio.
'And then I pestered my dad each Christmas and
birthday, for abetter system. Years later, when Iwas at
secondary school, my friend and myself clubbed together to
buy a system. We were probably Alan Sugar's best
customers. Comet's discount prices on Amstrad meant that
you could get an amplifier for £25, and we got Amstrad's
copycat of aRega turntable, the TP12D, which rotated at
www.hifinews.co.uk

about 34rpm. You could fatally knock your cartridge out if
you weren't careful, playing 7inch singles!.
'It wasn't until Ileft school, in the long summer holiday
between school and college Ihad apart-time job at Essex
HiFi. They did Trio separates. the big heavy LO7D
turntable, the Luxman vacuum-platter turntable, IAS
speakers from Southampton, Revox tape decks — all the best
demonstrations were done on the Revox with LPs taped
straight off the Trio. But Iwas looking after the rack systems,
HI-FINews FEBRUARY 2004
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The two Grundig
3028 3D sound'
radios with end mounted mid/treb:e
units and equaliser
aren't just decorative.
Either set will happiy
produce agreat,
room-filling sound
from Radio 3 FM

'It might be slightly magnif ied... but
you do get this wonderful s nse of space'

re]

a
â

lq

which were better than the mini
systems of today. But at 16, Iwas
rather intimidated by the manager, a
flash chap in his late 20s, and Iwas
terrible at doing the paperwork,
especially when we started doing
interest-free credit, so Ileft in the end.
Back then, when Iheard the systems
and went to hi-fi shows my idea of

contractors we'd used didn't quite have the wherewithal.
And then Istarted doing private work. An interior designer
came along one day: Iinstalled asystem at her home, and
then she gave me some work. And Idecided to go it alone.
That was nearly seven years ago.A lot of the work is through
department stores, and alot of it is now home cinema. The
bit that's interesting really is the people I've met since Iset
up. People like Dave Smith who is at Elm Park in East
London: he repairs speaker suspensions and repolishes

sound was based on that sort of

cabinets on speakers that are worthy of being restored. Mike

equipmem, with the bass and treble turned right up. These

days, people like the bass, but in those days, with mediocre
equipment, it was often acase of, if you had the stuff on flat
it would sound so dull and lacking in anything. So the
goalposts of what could be achieved have moved.
'But Istarted to take real notice of sound quality later
when Iworked for alocal engineering firm. Two colleagues
there were very keen on their music and hi-fi. One of them
was aSteely Dan fanatic, and I've been hooked on Steely
Dan ever since. He had aLinn LP12, ProAc Tablettes and a

'Now the new technology, Class D
amplification, has come in to the
arena, I've started experimenting '
Nytech receiver. Iat the time had some (budget) Trio
equipment with big speakers that I'd built using piezoelectric tweeters and 12 inch drivers. He sold me some
Diesis speakers, and changed the rest of the equipment. I
then bought another pair of bigger Diesis speakers, which,
sadly, showed up the shortcomings of the equipment Ihad.
'Then Iwent to Rayleigh HiFi and Ithought: "Good
opportunity here. Buy agood system and put it in mum and
dad's sitting room, so when they're out Ican enjoy music in

Price, aretired BBC producer, he's got avery keen ear, an
encyclopaedic knowledge of classical performances...
'When Istarted doing demonstrations in the store, I
managed to get rid of the comparator, and hook things up
manually instead. And when you did demonstrations
comparing two or three products, you really got to notice
the difference. And Iknew that speakers made adifference,
Iknew that the source was always important. But what I
came to realise, late in the day, was that amplifiers made
differences. There is still alot more distance to go. And now
the new technology, Class D amplification, has come into
the arena, and I've started experimenting with that.'
Carl had owned other Tannoys before the Westminsters.
It it was one particular life-changing experience that had
first led him to splash out on apair of Tannoy Buckingharas.
'I walked into a studio where a friend of mine was
working and as we were going through adoor Ithought we
were going to see alive drummer playing. But instead we
saw apair of Tannoy Monitor Reds. We were in the control
room: the drummer was playing behind the triple-glazed
window in the soundproofed studio. And tthought that was
just incredible, that with the sound of something loud and
dynamic I'd been fooled by aspeaker.
'Of course, Ilater came to realise that in astudio, with a

the bigger room". Ibought aCreek 4040, Rega Planar 2and
Diesis speakers... to this day, it's the only system that really
sounded good in that room. I've tried other equipment there
but it never worked. And 19 years on, with aCreek tuner
now, that system still sounds wonderfully balanced. So that
was the first success Ihad in building asystem.'
Later, Carl moved to London and joined a major
department store chain, working at a prestige Chelsea
branch for five years and then in Oxford Street.
'In both branches Iended up running the hi-fi section,
and going out troubleshooting installations where the
60
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Sweetspot
away with it, but as with most of us chaps, the lady of the
house has the last word.'
'In fact Ihave apair of Quad ESLs which Iused to fish out
and alternate with the Tannoys. But since I've made the
latest alterations here I'm using the Quads less and less.
'Over the years, I've had many fancy cars. I've had quite
afew different pieces of hi-fi which Ihaven't mentioned
(often they weren't in the system very long, or Ihad them on
loan), but there comes apoint where you get used to hearing
through the magnificence of a product and noticing its
characteristic, that actually sits on everything that you

View of the listening end of Carl's room, with part of his

listen to. And alot of the time, Ifeel that these products are
actually causing aveil.
'But with the Tannoys, the coloration is something Ican
actually brush to one side. It's become more and more mild

'But anyway, Isaw the Tannoy Buckinghams, half-price,
couldn't resist. I had a demonstration — not an ideal
demonstration, it was in Tottenham Court Road, lots of

since the changes I've made to the components in the
crossover, shortening the lengths of silver wire, the built-in
amplifiers and so forth.'
There's no doubt that Carl's modified Westminsters
deliver the goods. There is indeed ahuge soundstage, along
with convincing dynamics and tremendously deep, but
unexaggerated, bass performance, which he demonstrated
with some Liverpool Cathedral organ recordings.
'When Ifirst went to aconcert on my own (as opposed to
going with my parents), to the Royal Albert Hall, the first
thing Inoticed was the timpani, and how deep they went.

other speakers in the shop, took in aCD that I'd borrowed
frm afriend because Ididn't even have aCD player then —

'I can understand the idea of having aneutral sound, but
the quality that Iget out of this system is that it's such abig

Ihad aLinn LP12/Ittok/Troika which was asix-months old
bargain from an employee of Cam Audio in Cambridge. as it

window. Maybe sometimes, it might be slightly magnified,
aCinemascope impression of the soundstage, but you do get
this wonderful sense of space. And sometimes — with my
Graham Tricker-modified Leak Troughline tuner — late at

immaculately- kept LP collection. The relatively
modestly- priced Rega Planar 2/RI3250/Bias analogue
front end puts up a fine performance in this system

live feed, everything leans in favour of the equipment
sounding good. By comparison, adomestic replay system
has so many pitfalls to knock back the performance.

was then. Idrove up there in my MG convertible and came
back with this Linn, which replaced my Heybrook TT2
(thinking back now, maybe Ishould have kept the TT2, it
had a better arm on it!); Ithen bought a new Quad 606,
which had just come out, with a34 and an FM4.
`The Buckingham was avery robust cabinet. If anything,
it could be seen as an early version Kingdom speakers: two
12 inch bass units and then a10 inch Dual Concentric. It

night, something will come on, and the soundstage and the
depth... It's just spectacular.•

The sstem

was avery pleasing sound once you got used to them. The
midrange was very coloured. Internally, with crossover
components and so on, things have moved on since then.'
Although Carl sold his first pair of Buckinghams when
moving to London, he couldn't forget them. It wasn't long
before he bought another pair. And eventually he moved
up to the Westminsters. These have been progressively
modified with improved crossover components and
wiring, and ultimately made active with in-built Class D
amplification. The amplifier modules are built from
evaluation boards, not exactly dissimilar to those used by
ESLab and others in their well-received Thpath designs.
These power amplifiers are fed via long hardwired
interconnects from amuch-prized EAR 834 pre-amplifier.
Carl intends to replace this with ahand-built pre-amplifier

---

from fellow enthusiast Rupert Robertson.
The main driving force behind all of this is that Ienjoy
music. I have an interest in things mechanical and
engineering, so hi-fi's always been an interest, but it's still
ameans to an end — rather than "Here's my selection of
test records, listen to bow good my hi-fi sounds!" — I've got
many recordings which wouldn't bear judging asystem on
at all and I've even gat some of my late grandfather's 76s,
which Iplay on aPye Black Box record player!'
'I've realised that my liking for the Tannoy sound is not
shared by everyone. Some of my friends, including one
who's ex-BBC, swear by the original Quads. The sound he
goes for is total neutrality, and he's using a pair of B&W
Matrix speakers now. He'd have the Quads if he could get
www. hif i
news.co. uk

Rega Planar 2turntable
Rega RB250 tonearm
Rega Bias cartridge
Meridian 506.24 CD player
Leak Troughline tuner (rebuilt by Graham Tricker)
EAR Yoshino 834 pre-amplifier
Robertson pre-amplifier
Tannoy Westminster speakers (active)
Chord Company Chorus interconnect
(hardwired to amplifier modules)
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Schiff's live J S Bach a Eschenbach rediscovered
Maag's
Mendelssohn on vinyl aBryn's favourite songs The choicest
rock selection from Johnny Black Audiophile treats from Bob
Marley 11 And something for Dead- heads' and 7ep-heads'

Classical
BEETHOVEN

=

Violin Concerto
Jascha Heifetz/Boston SO/
Charles Munch
JVC JM-XR24003
37m 48s ( especial)
I
had forgotten that this John
Pfeiffer/Lewis Layton Symphony
Hall stereo recording dates right
back to 1955: the sound is really
amazing (at least, in this transfer).
Charles Munch, whose conducting
on records was often criticised as
rough and ready, in this case had
evidently thought out an
accompaniment which would
tailor-fit the playing of Heifetz: the
alternation of brusqueness and
lyricism in the opening, for
example. Heifetz himself spins out
long, perfect threads of sound
encompassing everything in the
music with unique precision; but
this is asoulless account of
Beethoven's Concerto, replete with
viol i
nistic tricks that suggest an
imposed, alien style arguably more
suited to later composers.
The first-movement cadenza is
Auer/Heifetz, that for the Rondo
derived from Joachim's. CB
PERFORMANCE SOULLESS APLOMB
RECORDING :, MAZING FOR 1955

BEETHOVEN
Symphonies 2 and 7
Philharmonia/Eduard van
Beinum
BBC Legends BBCL 41242
73m 06s mono (a)
Although he worked extensively
with the London Philharmonic, van
Beinum only conducted the
Philharmonia once, when in
November 1958 he stepped in for a
Beethoven programme when Otto
Klemperer had fallen ill. As it
happened, I
was there and I
have
always lived with amemory of
'walking on air' as I
crossed
Hungerford Bridge after the
Seventh Symphony. I
never
expected to be confronted with any
tape recording of that performance
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JS BACH
Goldberg Variations
Andras Schiff
ECM 4721852
71m 03s (£££)

Andras Schiff's
earlier Goldberg
Variations, one
of the better
versions with
pianoforte, has
found aplace in
the Decca
Penguin series.
This new, live
record ng was chosen from aseries of taped recital
performances given in autumn 2001, played on both
Bósendorfer and Steinway instruments (the ECM
notes omit this fact but we hear aSteinway). The Basl
concert hall acoustic creates an intimate sound and
there's no trace of audience noise. Schiff's elegant
statement of the Theme seems to hint at its huge
potential, and he brings perhaps asurprisingly wide
range of moods to the Variations, never at the risk of
over-characterisation (acriticism one might level at
Glenn Gould) although at times unexpectedly
exuberant. Inner parts seem to function as if played
by another pair of hands; and one is always aware of
this pianist's personal style— one, as it were,
untouched by fashion. Schiff's descriptive notes area
real bonus. CB
PERFORMANCE ALIVE AND PERSONAL

ANDRAS SCHIFF

yet here one is — and happily it
confirms the greatness of that
evening's performance. Van
Beinum strikes abalance between
strength and lyricism — and for
once the trio sections in the
scherzo flow nicely.
Acouple of years ago I
switched
on the kitchen radio partway
through arecording of No.2; I
was
compelled to discover who was
conducting and it turned out to be
van Beinum (the CD already
deleted by Philips). When first
released here on abudget LP it had
attracted hardly any attention; now
at least we can enjoy this live
alternative — rather massive in the
introduction, but with adriving firstmovement allegro and, in the
La rghetto, string playing with a
warmth that seemed to desert the
Philharmonia after Klemperer's
time.

RECORDING INTIMATE SOUND

The mono tapes have come up
reasonably well; unaccountably,
the Seventh is cleaner intextures
(in No.2 it sounds as if reverb has
been added to counteract the dry
hall acoustic). Another exciting
concert performance, this time of
EMI

Brahms's Second Symphony,
comes in EMI's recent 2CD Eduard
van Beinum set ( 575941 2). CB
PERFORMANCES OUTSTANDING SEVENTH
RECORDING SOME CONGESTION

GRIEG
Piano Concerto
SCHUMANN
Piano Concerto
Leif Ove Andsnes/BPO/Mariss
Jansons
EMI 5 57562 2
59m 03s (£££)
When EMI issued its 1953
Moiseiwitsch recordings of these
two concertos, it set apattern for
the LP era. Several HMV or
Columbia couplings followed but it
was some time before the two
Lipatti recordings from 1947/48
(with Ga II iera and Karajan) were
paired as an enduring
performance benchmark.
Andsnes's new disc might be
regarded as amodern counterpart:
the Schumann is live, although you
would not guess that, and as with
Li patti's, is very slightly inferior to
the Grieg. ( Ka rajan's pa rtershi p
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Music Choice

Beethoven as founder of anew

BEETHOVEN

There have been one or two 1996 recordings with

balance between keyboard and

Piano Sonatas 29-32 •

Christoph Eschenbach in an accompanying role, but
he is more prominent today as aconductor than as a

cello was not entirely justifiable,
citing the W51fISonata in Dminor

pianist. His 1965 DG debut was in Schumann; in

here — though croesn't its long
Andante outstay its welcome?
Sebastien Comberti and Maggie

Bagatelles Op.126
Chnstoph Eschenbach
EMI 5 85499 2

1971 he made aremarkable LP of Beethoven's
'Hammerklavier Sonata, with the Adagio sostenuto
spanning 24m. Similar movement timings occur in

2CDs, 141m 28s (££)

this 1976 remake for EMI, issued for the first time with
the three last sonatas and set of Bagatelles, produced
at Abbey Road

'alla Monferino', apparently based
upon aSavoy Alps air.

in 1978.
Perhaps this was

Not music to change your life but
eminently civilised, very finely

because the
articulation is

presented by alists who clearly
work well together; they play

occasionally
blurred ( though

respectively acirca 1845 gutstrung Vuillame and afortepiano

nothing like
Schnabel's

modelled on an Anton Walter. CB
PERFORMANCES PWAYS MADE INTERESTING

Beethoven!),
although

RECORDING HARD TO FAULT

Eschenbach's
interpretations ee compelling and original. Some of
his tempi for var ,
ations in Op.109 and Op.111 may
surprise, and perhaps there is aSchumannesque
cast to the shading he brings tothe music. Yet there is
real innigkeitto Be slow movements and aheartening
alignment with Beethoven as hero-figure ( even if
Brendel warns against such aview). These are
unquestionablymy ' Records of the Month'. CB
CHRISTOPH ESCHENBACH ( 1976)

Cole end their programme with
Hummel's lively set of variations

RIMSKY-KORSAKOV
Scheherazade
TCHAIKOVSKY
Marche Slave
LSO/Leopold Stokowski
Cala CACD0536
78m 40s (££)
Stokowski, as we know, was much

PERFORMANCES PROVOCATIVE AND ABSORBING

taken with any new recording
technology and when Decca was

RECORDING GOOD SOUND

wondering how to further exploit its
'Phase 4' studio techniques ( its 20channel mixer used hitherto for

with Gieseking I
have come to
prefer.) When I
say ' inferior', the.-is

'sometimes... too much
Fu rtwâ ngler'). Sadly, he died only

engineers' best night in the Festival

pop productions) Stokowski — then

Hall: as the notes admit, the tenor is

82 — signed up immediately at the

because ) question the way

months after his BBC
appointment. He by lo means

far too out of the sonic picture in the

Jansons tends to push the finale;
the old readings by Kempff/Krips or

came to Mahler after the various

improves in ( iii) and ( iv). Spiess has

Backhaus/Wand have acertain
wisdom for all their failings. It is,

recorded symphony cycles began
to accumulate: in 1955 he had

however, acredit to the Berlin
Philharmonic that so much iiner
detail is clearly articulated. In both

taped Kindertotenlieder with
Fischer-Dieskau; and BBC
Legends has an interesting live

the right dramatic ring but misses
the irony in the part. CB
PERFORMANCE RATHER MISSES THE IDIOM

woks, Andnes's clean,
straightforward way with the music

'Resurrection' Symphony with the
Munich PO in its catalogue. But

is immediately attractive and the
sound is acceptable, if alittle

this Das Lied, from October 1975,
although beautifully executed by

MOZARTIANA
Works by Hummel,
Liebmann, Mozart and
Wolf I

opaque — the Philharmonie
remains adifficult venue for sound

the orchestra ( notably its principal

Sebastien Comberti/Maggie

suggestion of re-recording

oboe) is alittle too even-tempered

Scheherazadein this upfront way.

engineers. CB

to please other than Kempe

Cole
Cello Classics CC1011

PERFORMANCES WELL WORTH HAVING
RECORDING IN NO WAY SPECIAL

admirers. The idiom isn't quite
caught: particularly midway in the

59m 15s (£££)

session tapes have been edited as

The Mozart is acompletion by

a22m complement to the reissued

'Apschied' which sounds more

Annette Isserlis of ashort

1964 recording. The orchestra,

Staussian than Mahlerian.

Andantino fragment; Joseph Miff'

then led by Er'ch Gruenberg had

Featured on the cover, Dame
Janet Baker was even better in a

studied with that composer's father
and with Michael Haydn; Hummel
was aMozart pupil and later aclose

had time to become acquainted
with the conductor in preparing a
broadcast performance just

friend. The Grande Sonata for cello
and pianoforte by Hélène

beforehand. Even so, Stokowski's
insulting manner must surely have
soured some of the musicians —

MAHLER
Das Lied von der Erde
Janet Baker, Ludovic Spiess,
BBC SO/Rudolf Kempe
BBC Legends BBCL4129-2

Kubelik/Bavarian RSO live
performance on Audite, whilst her

78m 42s with interview (££)
Areticent man, Rudolf Kempe tel s

'Der Einsame in Herbst' in the
Philips recording with Haitink was

Gillian Widdicombe in ashort
interview from 1974 that he would

one of the most beautiful things she
ever did. Here, her German diction

like to conduct more Bruckner,
more Mahler ( he also reveals that

is rather studied and an echochamber halo around the voice s

as an orchestral player he found

distracting.

Furtwârrgler performances

www.hifinews.co.uk

This was simply not the BBC

first song, abhough his balance

8

r...4....»-nwerw.......... od welled..

STOKOWSKI

RI \ 1, 1,1 KORSA KO \

.Scheherazade
TCHAIKOV:K
51

t

ik

RECORDING BALANCE PROBLEMS
5,
toku. ,

Liebmann also has aMozart link,
since her finale variations are
based on ' Là ci darem la mano'
from Don Giovanni; at 4m 07s the
cello part turns back to Liebmann's
own Adagio material.
The notes suggest that crediting

Rdlear...1

Kingsway Hall was the venue and

and may surprise devotees.
Separating the rehearsal
snippets ( Iuse the word
deliberately: we never hear how
one take might show aclear
improvement on the one before it)
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and complete Scheherazade is
the Marche Slave encore which
concluded a1972 LSO concert,
arepeat of his debut programme
with them 60 years earlier, given
at the Albert Hall and produced
for LP in Phase 4' stereo.
The Rimsky-Korsakov
production prompted an angry
polemic in Records& Recording
(April 1965) by Thomas Heinitz,
who found it a ' betrayal'. Later we
became inured to Phase 4
distortions and ludicrous balances,
which in truth do Stokowski's
already laboured reading (with its
own additions and score changes)
no real favours. What he got from
the LSO was remarkable; my own
musical preference— if one must
have Scheherazade at aII!— is for
the more restrained, much more
interesting accounts by Fricsay,
Kempe and Ozawa, or Svetlanov
on BBC Legends. CB

MENDELSSOHN

STERE.

This 1960
Decca
coupling
gained a10:10
top rating in the
MEND II.SSOF I \
\( () II \\ I
Robert
Moon/Michael
Gray ' Full
Frequency
Stereophonic
Sound' Guide
and is further enhanced in this remastering a:; four
45rpm single-sided, heavy vinyl discs. My 12in
'Jubilee' copy sounded well enough, but is utterly
superseded by these Speakers Corner pressings (the
overture on one side, the symphony split across
three). The LSO is wonderfully responsive to Maag's
conducting and the Kingsway Hall acoustic plays its
own seductive part! As luck would have it, Otto
Klemperer's Ph il harrnon ia recording, made at Abbey
Road in the same year, exists as avinyl alternative
(Testament SAX2342): quite like old times. His is a
more objective accountwith slower tempos; it has the
one clear advantage of divided strings, however.
Like the earlier La Fille mal gardée set, the
Mendelssohn is slipcased with facsimile artwork and
labelling. It's expensàve butgo on: treat yourself! CB

Symphony 3 Scottish' • Hebrides
Overture
LSO/Peter Maag
Speakers Corner SX L2246/45
4LPs ( especial)

,

PERFORMANCE HEAVILY OTT
RECORDING OUTDATED METHODOLOGY

SAINT-SAENS
Le Carnaval des animaux
• Septet etc
Capuçon/Braley/Pahud/Meyer
and others
EMI 5 45603 2
62m 59s (£££)
The artwork suggests achildren's
record ( but might they not find the
animal heads on human figures a
little scary?) but Saint-Saens was
one of the most sophisticated of
19th century composers — look at
the Septet, scored for trumpet,
CmitiMANA IL

Di S. AllitiNiA tix

Strum's«. FAMTAItiff

=
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piano and strings, where the
melodic phrase over asoft motoric
rhythmic figure in the Intermède is
something Shostakovich would
later trademark. The pairing of harp
with solo violin, in the Op.124
Fantaisie, is another innovation:
one of four short, engaging but
slight pieces set between the two
main works. This lively Carnaval is
perhaps alittle too garlicky for all
tastes ( I
recall the finesse of a1978
CBS chamber version recording
under Entremont, with Ca ussé, Ma
and others, which went into the
Sony ' Essential Classics' series) but
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PERFORMANCES STAND THE TEST OF TIME
PETER MAAG

that may be partly theresult of
recording balances. In the Fantasy,
for instance, the fiddle enlarges
and shrinks ala rmine according
to context. CB
PERFORMANCES LIVELY AND ENGAGING
RECORDING SOME FIDDLING WITH CONTROLS

R STRAUSS
Ein Heldenleben •
Symphonic Fantasy Die Frau ohne Schatten
VPO/Christian Thielemann
DG 474 192-2
69m 13s (£££)
Like the VPO/Thielemann Alpine
Symphony, Ein Heldenleben—with
awonderfully detailed solo violin
part given by Rainerl-toneck — and
the 22m Fantasycoupding were
recorded live. Has there ever been
amore sumptuous sounding yet
insistently detailed account on
disc? (The timpanist's part as the
Don Juan theme is sounded after
The Battle is atypical example.)
Superb playing; remarkable
conducting. Yet there's aproblem,
for Thielemann seems to realise
every phrase with the same weight
of tone, the same expressive
significance, and consequently the
music never seems to flow in any
varied way, never engages the
listener's ( or at any rate, this

RECORDING

DECCA CLASSIC

listener's) emotions. Despite its
unpleasant early digital sound,
even Ka rajan's 1985 DG recording
works its magic. But then, he
understood that in aStrauss tonepoem not every note was intended
to sound! CB

the recent DG box-set (474 383-2)
and you are confronted by the real
thing. The mildly pleasing but
unmemorable 8m Apotheosis by
Rautavaara adds little to tip he
scales. CB

PERFORMANCES CONTENTIOUS

RECORDING UNDISTINGUISHED

RECORDING

PERFORMANCES SINCERITY IS NOT ENOUGH

MPTUOUS

TCHAIKOVSKY
Symphony 6 ' Pathétique'
RAUTAVAARA
Apotheosis
Swedish RSO/Mikko Franck
Ondine ODE 1002-2
62m 57s (£££)
To think of recording the Pathétique
at twenty-three is bold ( Franck
describes in aforeword how the
work helped bring him through a
serious childhood illness) — even
Karajan was 30 when he made the
first of his seven commercial
recordings! But Franck has plenty
of ideas about the symphony: not
all of them convincing (those long
held pauses at the beginning); the
march—scherzo is about as flatfooted as it gets; and the orchestral
playing far from the top echelon.
There's an obvious sincerity to the
conducting but as acompetitive
version of the Tchaikovsky Sixth this
Ondine CD fails. Turn to Fricsay's in

MIKKO I
KANCK

VIVALDI
The Four Seasons
COR ELL I
The Christmas Concerto
Red Priest
Dorian DOR-90317
50m 33s
The four players comprising Red
Priest, led by Piers Adams on a

www.hifinews.co.uk

range of recorders, are
extraordinary virtuosi and I
don't
underestimate the musicianship of
this undertaking. ( Incidentally, a
few years ago Harmonia Mundi
issued a ' Four Seasons' arranged
for five recorders.) But when we
hear woodland sounds and the
cuckoo within seconds of Spring,
it's obvious that this is going to be
another of those let's show em (or
'Let's murder Vivaldi')
performances currently in vogue.
And Red Priest pulls off one trick
after another- wearyingly I
feel,
with yet more speed- limit breaking
allegros, and ahost of added
effects, shouts, imitations of an
Irish band, strange snores from the
sleeping drunkards, Winter's rain
falling to acalypso beat, and
harpsichord twirls.
The Corelli concerto gross° is a
more straightforward adaptation,
and many will find this all great
fun... just call me Eeyore! CB
PERFORMANCES EXHAUSTINGLY INVENTIVE
RECORDING WIDE DYNAMIC RANGE

VIVALDI
The Four Seasons •
Double Concertos RV511
and 522
Nigel Kennedy/Berlin
Philharmonic Orchestra
EMI 5 57666 0
61m 47s with bonus DVD
Nigel Kennedy returns to the work
which made him ahousehold
name: Vivaldi's ' Four Seasons', this
time in arecording made with
string players of the Berlin
Philharmonic and produced at the
JesusChristus Kirche. We see
musicians and venue (with its
pretty stained glass windows) only
briefly in apretentious film by
Kennedy's ma nager John Stanley
where he is described as having
'unparalleled understanding' of
Vivaldi's music. Kennedy himself,
whilst speaking of the ' level playing
field' of working with colleagues of

RACHEL PODGER

CHRISTOPHER BREUNIG

such muscianship and intellect,
nevertheless allows himself to be
filmed solo with abackground of
around 60 white flickering candles;
at one point amodel (Jenne) drifts
into view, staring steadfastly into
camera. Chacun ason gout!
Kennedy's at times feverish
bowing and in yer face approach
hasn't changed that much, but the
Berliners provide amore luxuriant

IimjIgd

edition

vivaldi
berliner pralharreoniker
.
111111e

string sound than the ECO - at one
point they are asked to use the
'Bartók pizzicato' and they are
frequently bidden to pianissimi
which are barely audible. Kennedy
relies too much on extreme
dynamic contrast, and ( in away
reminding me of his later Elgar
Concerto/Lark Ascending
coupling) juxtaposing drawn out
phrasing of sheer refinement in
slow movements with abrupt
displays of ferocious energy in
allegros. In fact, the overall result is
more chaotic than engaging; the
Double Concerto in Aminor, with
leader Daniel Stabrawa, is much
the best item on the disc. An
extended Kennedy Vivaldi project
is promised: we shall see. CB

•

PERFORMANCES RELAXED
RECORDING HIGH PRODUCTION VALUES

RECORDING GOOD

VIVALDI
La Stravaganza, Op.4
Rachel Podger/Arte dei
Suonatori
Channel Classics CCS SA
19503
103m 36s (£££) two discs
SACD hybrid
It is something of arelief to turn to
some Vivaldi which is sensibly
paced yet lively, well proportioned
and finely played. Pleasingly varied
continuo parts, too. No wonder
Rachel Podger's Op.4 won in the
Gramophone cha mber music
category for 2003. She is partnered
by aperiod- instrument group
formed in Poland in 1993 but now
BEN WATSON

JOHNNY BLACK
NEWS CD SERVICE

£££ full price; ££ midpnce, £ budget Especial PUA

www.hifinews.co.uk

arrangemerts mostly by Chris
Hazell.
You get all the wardsunnecessary for the English
lyrics, given Terfel's fine diction
(rather dodgy French in the
Toreador's Song from Carmen
though) - plenty of colour photos
and arespectful Welsh booklet
introduct.on. Asurefire package
for thefans. CB

PERFORMANCES THE SEASONS' MISFIRES

KEN KESSLER • ALL DISCS MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE
Tel 01234 741152

BRYN
Favourite popular
classics
Bryn Terfel and guests/
LSO/Barry Wordsworth
DG 474 703-2
73m 38s (£££)
If I
say that in Bizet's duet from
The Pearl Fishers, Bryn Terfel
sings with Andrea Bocelli, do I
really have to write more? ( I
feel
hardly qualified when I
cannot
even say who Sissel is: she joins
Terfel in the Bach-Schubert Ave
Maria.) The Lord's Prayer, Abide
With Me, Danny Boy, the love
theme from Titanic, Goin' Home
(from Dvorak's New World),
Bella Notte ( The Lady and the
Tramp), If I
Can Help Somebody,
and ten other tracks- this is all
what we might expect in the
wake of Bryn Terfel's homely
Desert Island Discs choices,
served up in lush orchestral

BRYN TERFEL

international in makeup.
These 12 concertos have more
variety than L'estro armonico (
from
which Bach drew) so one can listen
to four or so at atime. The session
photos show aforest of
microphones and the Good CD
Guide com plains of bass
heaviness; I
quite enjoyed the

sound but the SACD stereo layer
doesn't bn rig any obvious benefits.
Asmall point: Concerto 10 breaks
the Spirituoso fi rst movement
abruptly, so surely no edit should
occur at its junction with the
Adagio, as here. GB
PERFORMANCES SUPERB, CAPTIVATING
RECORDING SYSTEM DEPENDENT
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PINEWOOD MUSIC
Suppliers of the finest Audio
and Video Equipment from

;iin

TIMM ILJEACMR1 IPA AAJ01110 MIU01111/WIIIMPIONICII

AvIcioV- 1/w1 bespoke audio visual consultants
36 Queen St.. MaidEnhead
Berkshire SL6 IHZ
01628 633 995
info@aucluovenue.co.uk

WHY?

Why choose Pinewood Music for your Krell, Sonus
faber or Martin Logan purchase?
Firstly, we have the widest range of Krell equipment
in the UK, from the KAV-400xi integrated amplifier up
to the reference [AT loudspeaker range. With their
progressive technology and superlative build quality,
Krell have always been at the core of our 16 years of
high end dealership.
Secondly, although the loudspeakers we sell are
chosen primarily for their musical ability, their
appearance is also very important. Who wants their
living space invaded by ugly sharp- cornered boxes?
That's why we love Sonus faber and the Martin Logan
Design Series - especially the ultra- cool ML Fresco
which can be stand or wall- mounted for abeautifully
discrete two- channel or cinema system.
Thirdly, you're in safe hands: so that you don't
take any chances with your purchase, we like first
to do ademonstration in your home. Your system
may become apart of your room, but your room is
very much a part of your system - and all rooms
sound different.
With Pinewood you will also get a personal and
enthusiastic service with the kind of after- sales
service you would hope for at this level.

The finest products

HOW?

Contact Brian Rivas by ringing 01460 54322,
our mobile on 07850 351113 or by e-mail at
brianriv@mac.com for adiscussion on your plans for
that special system.

WHEN?

Martin Logan Canty

Selection of our partners.

Arcam •

Artcoustic • Audio Access •

Why not right now?

Audio Analogue • Audioquest • Audio Research • BCD Engineering •

THE PINEWOOD MUSIC COMPANY

Screens • Final • Fujitsu Plasma • Graaf • Krell • Harman Kardon •

Knights • Broadway Road • Broadway
Ilminster • Somerset TA19 9RE
Telephone: 01460 54322
Email: brianriv@mac.com
Consultation and Demonstrations by appointment only
Please telephone
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BEyerdynamic • Bryston • BOSE • Boston • Chord Cables • Clearaudio
• Copland •

Crestron •

Definitive Technology •

Denon •

Draper

Integra Research • KEF • LEXiC011 • Linn Classic • Living Control •
LOEWE televisions • MichEll Engineering • Miller E, KrEisel • Monlor
Audio • Musical Fidelity • Martin Logan • Nad • Nordost • Nakam chi
• Onkyo • Opera • Ortofon • Panasonic plasma •

Parasound •

Pioneer plasma • PMC • Primare • Proceed • Project • OED • Ouad
• Ouadraspire • REL • Revel • REVOX Screens • Roksan • RLnco •
SennhEsier • SME • Sonus Faber • Spendor • Stands Unique •
Stewart Screens • Straightwire • Sumiko • Tag Mclaren • Townshend
Audio • Theta • Transparent Audio •

Unison Research •

Vienna

Acoustics • Vutec Screens • Wilson Audio and other leading components and accessories
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Rock
ASTRID
ASTRID
INCARNATION INCACD001
53m 53s (Er)
Astrid Williamson grew up in the
Shetland Isles where, as is the case
in all the fringe areas of our island
state, agreat tune and athoughtful
lyric are still considered the main
requirements for anyone trying to
provide musical entertainment.
Astrid first came to public attention
in the under- rated duo Goya Dress,
and her first major label solo album
drew nothing but raves in 1998,
despite which, lack of sales has
obliged her to release this follow-up
as an independent project. It's a
much less produced sound than
she's used before, some tracks
featuring nothing more than
acoustic guitar and voice, but it's
none the worse for that. ' Bye And
Bye' is one of the most hauntingly
lovely songs I've heard in ages, and
'Call For Beauty', one of the few
tracks to feature drums, rises and
falls in powerful surges perfectly
matched by Astrid's voice. With all
this and four bonus demos thrown
in for good measure, it's hard to
resist. If any of those folks who took
the last Dido album to Nol are
looking for something every bit as
gorgeously aching but in adifferent
style, here it is. JB
PERFORMANCE HEARTFELT AND HAUNTING
RECORDING GENUINE

BEAUTIFUL: OR JUST PLAIN PRETTY?

BEAUTIFUL: A
TRIBUTE TO
GORDON LIGHTFOOT
VARIOUS ARTISTS
BOREALIS
62m 15s (£££)
Gordon Lightfoot is known
worldwide for his songs Sundown'
and ' If You Could Read My Mind',
but in his native Canada, the man
has become anational treasure
and an inspiration to several
generations of singer- songwriters.

www.hifinews.co.uk

It's no surprise then to see such
Ca nuck stars as Ron Sexsmith,
Cowboy Junkies, The Tragically Hip
and Blue Rodeo paying sincere
tribute to him on this set of fourteen
of the man's best- loved songs. It's a
solid, reliable set of interpretations
but, unfortunately, not particularly
stimulating. Maybe that's because,
in the final analysis, Lightfoot's
songs are very good indeed but not
truly great. PJt him up alongside
fellow Canadians like Neil Young,
Joni Mitchell or Leonard Cohen,
and much of his output seems
worthy but pedestrian, richly
melodic but lacking the emotional
edge or the lyrical perception that
turns anice tune into an all-time
classic. Anyone who really wants to
investigate Gordon Lightfoot would
be advised to buy aBest Of. JB
PERFORMANCE PROFICIENT
RECORDING EARNEST

DIXIE CHICKS
LIVE
OPEN WIDE/COLUMBIA
42m 08s + 54m 18s (£££)
I
have to confess to not knowing
much about the Dixie Chicks
except that I
felt heart-sorry for
Natalie Maines when she got
stomped on for having the guts and
honesty to criticise George Bush.
US radio stations immediately
began dropping Dixie Chicks
records off their schedules in yet
another example the kind of braindead right-wing censorship that
previously caused them to drop
Imagine by John Lennon in the
wake of the World Trade Center
attack. This is alive double-CD set
recorded on their recent Top Of The
World Tour and, as an example of
stirring, straight-ahead country
rock with classy vocal harmony
work, it's pretty good. Not knowing
the originals, I
can't compare them
to these versions, but it's hard to
criticise the fancy fiddle work of
Ma die Maguire or the banjo pickin'
of Emily Robison, and the effect on
their audiences seems to be to
pretty damn cataclysmic. None of
the songs really jumped out at me
as anything more than perfectlycrafted slabs of contemporary
Nashville crossover country, to be
honest, but that's presumably why
their fans love 'em so darn much.
Essentially, I
suppose, they're the
equivalent of The Corrs for
American men in cowboy hats, and
this is afair souvenir for anybody
who saw the tour. JB
PERFORMANCE REAL PRO
RECORDING CLINICAL

BIKINI ATOLL
MORATORIA
BELLA UNION
44m 07s (
EE£)
Bella Union, the London- based
independent label set up by Robin
Guthrie and Simon Raymonde of
the Cocteau Twins, is determined
to carry on that band's adventurous
spirit with this latest release by
newcomers Bi Kin i
Atoll. ABritish
quartet named for the Pacific
island wiped out by one of the first
atomic tests, they don't fit into any
obvious category, and
start out with three very
spiky, aggressive pieces
before cooling off alittle
for ' Black River Falls' — at
which point it suddenly
becomes obvious that
they know who Lou Reed
is, and they've heard
some of his New York City
intellectual avant-garde
descendents, such as
Fountains Of Wayne.
Vocalist Joe Gideon
specialises in adeadpan delivery of
lyrics that are grim to the point of
ghoulishness: in 'Then Amplify' he
intones the line 'All I
need is ahot
knife in my glass eye,' as if it bores
him silly. Still, there's agood deal of
musical imagination going on in
their smart combinations of spooky
electronics and elemental rock
guitar rhythms and, given acouple
more albums, this could be avery
interesting band indeed. JB
PERFORMANCE ADVENTUROUS AGGRO
RECORDING JUTTING

THE
SCOUNDRELLES
ORGANIC MOLECULES
IN ACTION
NEGATIVE NGVCD08
37m 57s (£££)
It's hard not to feel affection for a
band with enough of asense of
humour to open an album with a
rampaging mindless rock'n'roll
instrumental called ' The Many
Moods Of Charles Bronson'. The
Scoundrelles are the latest
incarnation of Tony Thewlis, the
London- based garage rocker
whose band The Scientists drew
much acclaim about adecade ago,
but never sold any records. The
likelihood is that The Scoundrelles
won't either, but that's no reason for
you not buy to this CD, if the idea of
Wreckless Eric fronting The B-52s
sounds like fun. (Or maybe it's
Jonathan Richman singing with
The Cramps.) The songs are often
wilfully silly, including one about

building arobot girl but leaving out
apart by mistake, and one called
'Don't Forget We're Visiting Kim's
Website For Christmas' which is
about, well, who knows? Mr
Thewlis has avivid imagination and
songs like 'As Demons Go' or 'The
Only Good Cert Is ADead Cert hint
at the kind of dark depths that Neil
Young might explore if he was a
junkie. Uneasy listening. JB
PERFORMANCE JOLLY DARK
RECORDING FAITHFUL

SCOUNDRELLES: QUEASY LISTENING

THIRD EYE BLIND
OUT OF THE VEIN
ELEKTRA 7559 62888 2
61m 08s (E££)
Their deservedly massive hit 'SemiCharmed Life' propelled their debut
album to six-times platinum status
and, as is often the problem with
such agigantic smash early in a
career, 3EB have struggled to live
up to expectations. Their second
album was excellent, but didn't
have ahope of living up to the hype
surrounding it. But three years have
passed and this third album (which
was lost on my desk under apile of
papers for several months) can now
be taken on its own merits, because
there's awhole generation of kids
out there who haven't the foggiest
idea who this band are. Stephan
Jenkins is afascinating songwriter,
whose tunes veer wildly between
richly melodic and high-speed
jackhammer attack. His lyrics too,
are pretty neat. ' I
keep on going
from week to weakness' he sings
with sly humour in 'Crystal Baller',
but he's also capable of getting
deeper with lines like, 'We become
the things we do' in ' Blinded'. As
well as high octane rock, there are
unexpectedly tender ballads like
'Self Righteous', and even an
invigorating Caribbean swagger in
'Wake For Young Souls'. Don't miss
the hidden track, ' Another Life'
either— it's wel worth it. JB
PERFORMANCE INTENSE, INSPIRED
RECORDING ECLECTIC
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NOW YOU CAN MASSIVELY UPGRADE YOUR DECK
Whatever your current turntable, the results
of upgrading to our DC motor & PS unit are
simply astounding. Designed as adrop in
replacement for almost all turntables, the
Origin Live upgrade kit offers vast improvements to all versions of Linn, as well as:
Rega, Systemdeck, Roksan, Rock, Oracle,
Michelle, VPI, Clearaudio, Accoustic Signature, etc.

"It's value is nothing short of tremendous!"
Listener Magazine on Advanced DC Motor Kit

The kit consists of ahigh grade DC motor,
aluminium electronic control box and offboard
power supply. All this provides an extremely
cost effective route to truly high- end audio
and is significantly superior in performance to
PS upgrades at three times the price.

"The single most important upgrade you can
ever make to any record deck concerns the
motor drive.. nothing can prepare you for
the shock of going DC. In aword, gobsmacking."

Common Ground Magazine.

"...if you are thinking of upgrading your
system...the OL DC Motor Kit should be high
on your list for consideration."
TNT Audio

Advanced DC Motor Kit - £339.00
Ultra DC Motor Kit - 570.00
Upgrade Transformer (optional) - £175

HAVE YOU EVER WISHED YOUR RECORDS GAVE YOU MORE?
Well now they can! Why not transform the performance of your vinyl replay with anew generation, groundbreaking tonearm from Origin Live. If
you currently own an expensive super- arm it will
shock and delight you to discover how much more
performance is available from abetter arm. We
urge you not to miss out and to arrange an audition now. The "Silver" arm at £599 is well attested
to outperform the best of super arms at afraction
of the cost. As you move through the range the
performance gets better and better - the performance of the Illustrious Signature is simply
"...the highest of recommendations for the
Encounter tonearm: anew benchmark for
musical communication, natural detail and
timbrai truth." Stereo Times 2003

" the best tonearm I've heard... "

Hi Fi World 2003 on the Illustrious
OL1 Fully Modified - £ 359.00
Silver Tonearm - £ 599.00
Encounter Tonearm - £ 970.00
Illustrious Tonearm - £ 1570.00
Signature Tonearm - £ 2500

www.originlive.com
Origin Live, Unit 5, 362b Spring Road, Sholing, Southampton, 5019 2PB tel/fax: + 44 ( 0) 2380 578877

EST. 1978

=VA

9Holywell Hill, St. Albans,
Hertfordshire, All lEU

tr- 01727 855577

Now the home cinema bubble has burst

-let's get back to the music

FAX: 01727 858 727
We stock fine equipment from:AE * ASH * ATC * AUDIO ANALOGUE
AVANTGARDE * AYRE * BRYSTON
CABLE TALK * CHORD CO
COPLAND * DENON * DIAPASON * EAR
HARBETH * ISOTEK * JBL * JM LAB
KEF * LEXICON * LYRA * MARTIN LOGAN
MADRIGAL * MARANTZ
MARK LEVINSON * MICHELL
NAIM AUDIO * NORDOST
NOUS ANALOGUE * OPERA * ORTOFON
PMC * PROAC * PROCEED * PROJECT
REGA RESEARCH * REL
REVEL * RUARK * ROMAN
SME * SONUS FABER * SPENDOR * STAX
SUMIKO * TANNOY * TEAC
TUBE TECHNOLOGY * UNISON
WWI * VERDIER
MOST ITEMS AVAILABLE
MAIL ORDER CARRIAGE FREE

vv.radlettaticlio.co.uk
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Tube Technology
"Fusion" System
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Music Choice

Audiophile
MARSHALL
CRENSHAW
FROM THE FRONT
ROW...LIVE!
Silverline 288-195-9

if you're intruding.
Simply the finest

JVC SVCD1041
59m 12s, XRCD24 mastering

Screen Music

navel-gazing

Masterpieces: The Western
JVC SVCD1042

singer-songwriter
at work today.

59m 55s, XRCD24 mastering

Investigate if you're

Abrace of fine-sounding yet lifeless

past Alanis and
Tori. KK

orchestral covers of cinematic

50m 10s, DVD-A 5.1, Dolby
Digital 5.1
One to die for: Crenshaw
unplugged, at the legendary Stone
Pony in New Jersey, in early 2001.
Not just his magnificent hits sublime pop like ' Someday,

PERFORMANCE HEART-

greats. The first range's from West
Side Story's ' Tonight' to the theme

WRENCHING
RECORDING INTIMATE

from Star Wars, while the westerns
set tackles giants from Shane to Rio

BOB
MARLEY &
THE
WAILERS

Bravo. But however wonderful the
sound, there's aclinical lack of
spirit. More for audiophiles than

Someway' and ' Cynical Girl' - but

film buffs. KK

astounding covers of 'Walk Away,
Renee' and ' Endless Sleep'. MC is

PERFORMANCE PERFUNCTORY BUT REVERENT
RECORDING LUSCIOUS

African
Herbsman

the quintessential Yank-caught- bythe-60s- British- Invasion. KK
PERFORMANCE HEART-WARMING
RECORDING ATMOSPHERIC

GORDON
GOODWIN'S BIG
PHAT BAND

2882059
78m 13s, DVD-

Silverline

XXL

AL DI MEOLA

Silverline 2882069

FLESH ON FLESH
Telarc SACD-63543 ( 51m 18s)
SACD multi-channel
Like an antidote to the profusion of
Europap chill-out sessions' that

73m 17s, DVD-A
Seriously swinging jazz from a
group made up of 180f LA's best
session players. Bold and brassy,
and just loving the new format, this

traits without removing the passion.
His guitar work moves from sizzling

set reminds one of certain
audiophile discs of yore,
particularly some of the better
Sheffield Lab titles. Look out for top
rankingguests, including one

to languid, this set touching more
than afew of the genre's bases;

Johnny Mathis. KK
PERFORMANCE COOKIN'

think of him ( if you're new to the
game) as mellowed but more

RECORDING I/ZLIN'

are turning Latin music into an
aural soporific, Di Meola continues
to provide all of the unique sonic

electrified Forcione. The surround

GRATEFUL DEAD

mix is clean and open, while its
transient attack and detail might

American Beauty

push this into your demo pile. KK

44m 30s, DVD-A

PERFORMANCE MATURE

Their other half-decent album, and
the second from 1970 to depart

RECORDING MODERN

Warner R974385

from acid-casualty drivel for rootsy
Americana. This one will either

FILM STUDIO
ORCHESTRA
Immortal Masterpieces
Of Screen Music

challenge or upset dyed- in-the
wool Deadheads, as it has been
remixed, but please view the bonus
interview
with Mickey
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umml

Waterloo Sunset
Linn AKD222

please the myriad fans of the

Looks like Linn has its answer to

genre. ihis set is an expanded

Christy Bafon, asuitaolywisoy jazz

versior of the 1973 anthology, with

vocalist edgy enough to endure
comparisons to past greats
because she's brave enough not to
cover the obvious. If you can get
past the bizarre, self-penred
opener- Jungr's abettei-singer
than composer - you're in for a

stal to finish. KK
PERFORMANCE WORLD- CLASS WORLD MUSIC

LED ZEPPELIN
How The West Was Won
Warner ( promo)
149m 50s, DVD-A
Every Zep fan will have already
bought the three- CD set last spring,
but they'll wish they'd waited for
this DVD-A double-d.sc package:
the sound is simply biblical and all-

PERFORMANCES BLINDING

did. And,
yes, this is a

RECORDING lEAVY DUTY

RECORDING
DOWN STUDIO

INDEED!

PERFORMANCE MOODY, EDGY AND JAllY
RECORDING ATHE ROOM

did what he

DOWN-HOME

RECORDING

Davies title track. Delicious. KK

visual) aemcnstration oftne band's
sheer magnificence. KK

have to be
pretentious.
PERFORMANCE

And Marley was ( and for some, still
s) the God of reggae. Classics from

songs, the Everly's ' Cathy's Clown'
and amournful version of the Ray

heavens to
learn why he

showed
hippies that
they don't

10 oonus tracks from the
Upsetters, Tommy McCook and
Marleyand the Wailers. Never a
source for breathtaking sound, this
is about the music.

treat: left-field takes of two Dylan

envelopfng. ustifiably billed as the
'definitive live set, it's afire ( non-

seminal
album that

A 5.1, Dolby Digital 5.1
Reggae hasn't exactly been
exhausted by the audiophile
formats, so this bass- buster will

54m 46s, SACD multi-channel

you curse the

Hart before

TH:

BARB JUNGR

AIMEE MANN
Lost In Space
Mobile Fidelity UDSACD 2021
43m 04s, SACD twochannel
This album soundec wonderful on
'normar CD; here you getto taste
the benefits of the new medium.
Mann recordings are always
intimate, like listening into
someone's session with ashrink;
with another veil lifted, Ws almost as

JOHN PIZZARELLI
TRIO
Live At Birdland
Telarc SACD63577
123s 16m, SACD multichannel
With alive two-disc set marking the
guitarist's trio's 10th Anniversary
with awonderful series of
standards, JP shows deep respect
for the great songwriters and
performers. Highlights include a
pair in homage to the late
RoseriaryClooney and acouple of
James Taylor songs. Subtle
surround, no trace of digititis. KK
PERFORMANCE SOPHISTICATED
RECORDING SILKY
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Feature

Trial and

error

Squaring up to arm geometry, Part Two.

In the second part of his exploration of tonearm geometry,
Keith Howard looks at the vagaries of vertical tracking error

T

hose of you who badgered the HFN office for the second
of my articles about pickup arm/cartridge alignment (the
first, about lateral tracking error, appeared in the

disc centre

September 2003 issue) may be about to regret your
persistence. Because the news about vertical tracking error is
both good and bad.

45'

boils down to this: such a theoretical ideal can never be
approached in practice. It's abit like that famous re-casting of
the three laws of thermodynamics — the first law says you can
never win, you can only break even; the second law says you
can only break even at absolute zero; and the third law says
you can never reach absolute zero — except that your chances
of getting even close to the absolute zero of vertical tracking
error distortion are far more remote.
In what follows I'll explain why this is so, and why clever
mechanisms to adjust vertical tracking angle by minute
amounts, however beneficial they may be in wringing the best
sound from aparticular LP, can only ever scratch the surface
of what is a complex problem. It's a story that inevitably
involves alarge slice of history, which is why Ibegin by taking
you back to the 1950s and the birth of the stereo LI3.

right
channel

Figure 1: Cross-section of a stereo record groove showing
the channel dispositions

When both channels carry the same signal, in-phase and at
equivalent amplitude, the resulting groove shape is as
illustrated in Figure 2a. The overall groove modulation is
purely lateral, which is equivalent to saying that the groove
width remains constant. This corresponds to avirtual sound
source dead centre in the stereo image. If instead the two
channels carry the same signal at equivalent amplitude but
now in anti-phase, the result is as shown in Figure 2b. The
overall modulation is now purely vertical. Although this
situation doesn't correspond to awell-defined position in the
stereo image, the difference signal (left channel minus right
channel), represented by the vertical modulation, is related to
the width of the stereo image and, in recordings made in
natural acoustics, contains important information about the
ambience of the recording venue. (Readers of sufficient
vintage will recall that this was exploited in the Hailer
ambiophony technique, where arear speaker was connected

Although various methods were suggested for carrying two

across the positive terminals of the amplifier's left and right
channel speaker outputs. In fact this is ameans of isolating
the vertical component of groove modulation when listening

channels on asingle gramophone record — including using
one groove per channel, cut side by side — the system

for the effects of vertical tracking error.) Figure 2c shows a
third case, where one channel carries the signal and the other

eventually chosen was that originally proposed by the great
British audio pioneer Alan Blumlein. Understanding this
system is key to appreciating the source of vertical tracking
error and how the distortion that results from it will manifest

does not, which corresponds to an image position at one or

BLUMLEIN SYSTEM

itself in the reproduced sound.
In order to ensure that two channels cut in asingle record
groove are independent of one another, their modulations (in
this context, the wiggles in the groove wall) must be aligned
at right angles (90 degrees) to one another. This could have
been achieved using a 'hill and dale' system where one
channel is represented as lateral modulation and the other as
vertical, but in the Blumlein system each channel is
modulated at 45 degrees to the vertical, at right angles to its
respective groove wall (Figure 1).
70

45 °

left
channel

I'll get the good out of the way first because it can be
delivered in asingle sentence. Unlike lateral tracking error
which, even with a parallel tracking' or 'linear tracking' arm,
can never be held at zero across the whole playing surface of
adisc, vertical tracking error and the distortion is causes can,
in theory, be zero from the beginning to the end of arecord
side.
The bad news, which fills the remainder of this article,

disc rim
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other loudspeaker. Here the resultant groove modulation is
both lateral and vertical.

plan

cross-section

plan

cross-sstion

plan

cross-section

Figures 2a, 2b & 2c: According to the signals carried on each
channel, the groove modulation can be pure ylateral ( a),
purely vertical ( b) or, more usually, acombination of the two ( c)

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Although we refer to the 'vertical' component of the groove
odulation, this isn't strictly accurate because the vertical
odulation of the groove is generally not aligned at 90
egrees to the record surface. Instead it is offset at an acute
gle to the vertical, called the slant angle, as depicted in
igure 3. Looking from the outer rim of the disc towards its
entre, so that the rotating disc surface passes right to left, the
lant angle is positive if the axis of vertical modulation is, as

slant
angle

ufficient to accommodate the cantilever suspension and
eave enough clearance to the record surface to allow for
ecord warps and ripples. The inevitable consequence is that
the cartridge 'reads' the groove's vertical modulation at an
angle from the true vertical, known as the vertical tracking
angle (abbreviated VTA). VTA is defined similarly to the slant
angle, being the acute angle between vertical and atangent to
the replay stylus' arc of vertical motion, drawn through the
tylus contact patch. Again it is positive when this tangent is
otated anticlockwise from vertical when viewed towards the
ecord centre.
(In passing, note two other things about Figure 4. First, the
geometrical centre of the cantilever pivot may not be the point
about which it actually rotates in practice, hence the
displaced dynamic cantilever pivot depicted. Second, VTA is

Figure 3: A record's
vertical modulation
is aligned at an acute

lustrated, anticlockwise from the normal to the disc.
To understand why the vertical modulation is displaced in
this way you have only to look at Figure 4, which shows a
ery diagrammatic view of apickup cartridge's stylus and
antilever. The point to appreciate is that the cantilever pivot
must be positioned somewhere above the record surface,

normal to
record surface

plane of vertical
groove modulation

—.— record motion . sseen from disc rim

angle to the normal
to the record surface,
termed the slant angle

(which determines its slant angle) and on the construction of
the pickup cartridge (which determines its vertical tacking
angle). Moreover, in normal circumstances we have no way
of determining either; we have, initially at least, to take them
on trust.
eiCN-STANDARD STANDARDS
If that sounds alittle over-dramatic then the history I'm about
to relate may make it seem, if anything, understated. When
stereo records were first produced in the late 1950s, the
importance of vertical tracking error wasn't fully appreciated.
Two cutter head alignments were in common use with
vertical cutting angles of 0 and 23 degrees. By 1961 the
importance of vertical tracking error had been realised, as a
result of which the Record Industry Association of America
(RIAA) issued astandard stating that record slant angle and

a function of cartridge tracking force. If downforce is
increased, VTA reduces and vice-versa, although only by
relatively small amounts. Take, for example, acartridge with
20cu vertical compliance, acantilever length (stylus to pivot)

cartridge VTA should both be 15 degrees. Politically this was
asmart move since neither of the current cutter alignments

of 10mm and arecommended tracking force range of 1.2 to

measured ten pickup cartridges and found their vertical
tracking angles to range from 0to 40 degrees', with seven of

.8g. If the VTA is 20 degrees at 1.5g then it will be 20.3deg at
1.2g and 19.7deg at 1.8g. As we shall see, errors of this order
eadrop in the ocean.)
Because the true vertical component of the groove
modulation is a distorted representation of the vertical
is ovement of the cutting stylus (Figure 5) the slant angle of
edisc modulation and the VTA of the cartridge must be the
same to ensure that the vertical component of the groove
is odulation is read without distortion. On the face of it, this
requirement may sound very similar to what we aimed to
achieve with lateral tracking error, and the distortions which
sult if the alignment is in error are indeed the same in both
cases. But there is acrucial difference with vertical tracking
error distortion, one that will haunt the remainder of this
discussion. Whereas with lateral tracking error it is sufficient

was thereby favoured.
Problem sorted? Not a bit of it. In 1962 E R Madsen

them being 23 degrees or over. Then in 1963 Ben Bauer and
colleagues at CBS Laboratories measured fourteen models and
found arange of 10 to 42 degrees'.
Even worse was to follow when it was discovered that the
record companies were also producing records with wildly
inaccurate slant angles. Although the most popular cutter in the
US, the Westrex, had anominal 23 degree vertical cutting angle,
it transpired that the lacquers it cut actually had slant angles
close to 0degrees. If the Westrex had been tipped backwards
in the hope of meeting the RIAA standard of 15 degrees then
the resultant slant angle was significantly negative!
Two unsuspected factors proved to be responsible for this:
lacquer springback, which has already been mentioned, and
flexure of the cutting stylus itself. To correct for these and

to say that we want the replay stylus to mimic the path
followed by the cutting stylus, you'll note that Ihave carefully
avoided saying this in the vertical case.
The reason for this cautious use of words is identified in
Figure 6: the plane of vertical modulation on the finished disc
(defined by its slant angle) is not the same as that of the
cutting stylus (defined by its vertical cutting angle) because of
factor known as lacquer springback. Because of the elastic

dynamic
cantilever
pivot
\
\ VTA

arc

normal to
record surface

tangent to \

of vertical \
stylus motion \

cantilever
suspension

nature of the lacquer into which the groove is cut, it is
compressed ahead of the cutting stylus and springs back after
it passes. As aresult, the slant angle is reduced significantly
relative to the vertical cutting angle.
This is what makes vertical tracking error a more
intractable problem than its lateral equivalent. Whereas with
lateral tracking error we know what the alignment of the
replay stylus should be — ideally its lateral motion should
occur along aradius of the disc — with vertical tracking error
the ideal alignment depends both on how the record was cut
'www.hifinews.co.uk

record groove
\ arc of vertical
s. stylus motion
‘‘,\

Figure 4: Vertical tracking angle in a pickup cartridge results
from the need to pivot the cantilever a safe distance above
the record surface
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meet the 15 degree RIAA standard, it wasn't necessary to tip
the Westrex cutter back by 8degrees but forward by no less
than 14 degrees — amodification which required anew design
of cutting stylus.

Tests conducted in the early 1970s at an unidentified ' large
record company' showed that Ortofon's DSS 732 cutter head

(nominal 20 degree resultant slant angle) and Neumami's SX
74 (
nominal 18 degree slant angle) both produced lacquers
The uncertainty engendered by all this was reflected in the
with slant angles towards the upper end of the IEC tolerance,
wording of IEC 98 (Processed Disk Records and Reproducing
ie 25 degrees. This vision of consistency was spoilt, though,
Equipment) which was originally published in 1964. Its sub- by Mr Nygaard informing me that Ortofon sold rather more of
clause D.3.2.1 stated: "...The reproducing stylus tip motion
its DSS 731 cutter, with anominal 15 degree slant angle!
shall be... preferably inclined at an angle of about 15 degrees
clockwise to the normal to the record surface through the
stylus tip, as viewed from the record centre. Note — in practice,
angles of between zero and 25 degrees may be encountered."

Figure 5: Because
the plane of
vertical motion of
the cutting stylus
isn't vertical, the
vertical modulation
of the disc is
adistorted
representation
of the cutter
input signal
Pretty inexact language, you may agree, in which to couch an
international standard.
By August 1972 the air had cleared somewhat, allowing the
WC specification to be tightened up alittle with the release of
Amendment No3, in which the same sub-clause now read.

ASUMMARY
1) No record has asingle, well-defined slant angle — it is
signal-dependent and also varies with position across the
record surface.
2) The variability in average slant angle across any but the
most meagre record collection is likely to be anything up to 5
degrees even with modern LPs, and even larger with older
pressings. To put this into context, remember that the
maximum lateral tracking angle error for an optimally aligned
cartridge installed in atypical pivoted pickup arm is less than
1degree at the inner groove radius (where the linear groove
speed is at its lowest and the distortions due to both tracking
errors are therefore at their worst).
Assessing the variability in cartridge VTA is difficult for the
simple reason that it is not routinely measured in reviews,
and I'm not aware of any recent studies that plug this gap.
When Noel Keywood (writing as Philip Mount) reported his
measurements of cartridge VTA in the early 1980s the range
he found was 18 to 30 degrees, so it is quite possible (if
matters are much the same today, which they probably are)
for record slant angle and cartridge VTA to differ by 10

"...The reproducing stylus tip motion shall be...preferably
inclined at an angle of 20 degrees plus or minus 5degrees..."

cutter
stylus

The previous "about" has been replaced by specific error
limits and the Note has been dropped, but the word
"preferably" remains and the target angle has been changed,
overnight, from 15 to 20 degrees.

vertical
cutting
angle
"•• —

With the publishing of IEC 60098 in 1987 (Analogue audio
disk records and reproducing equipment), which succeeded
IEC 98, the goalposts moved once again. Now the relevant
section read: "...these movements shall be.. inclined at an
angle of 20 (+5/-0) degrees anticlockwise to the normal to the
record surface through the stylus tip as viewed towards the
record centre (vertical tracking angle). The resulting

during cutting

slant
angle

modulation shall be optimum for reproducing styli having a
rake angle between 0 and —5degrees." Note that the error
limits have changed again, and for the first time there is now
mention of stylus rake angle — an important development to
which we will return very shortly.
When Ilast wrote about this subject 20 years ago Itook the
trouble to contact Ortofon, which then manufactured cutting
heads as well as pickup cartridges, to ask what it reckoned the

•
•

after cutting

likely variations in record slant angle were in practice. The

Figure 6: When a record is cut, elastic springback in the

reply, from aMr Frits Nygaard, told of abetter situation than

lacquer material reduces the effective slant angle

existed in the early 1960s but it still made uncomfortable
reading.

degrees or more. Figure 7shows curves of second harmonic

For astart, it listed the numerous factors on which the
amount of lacquer springback depends: not just the
composition of the lacquer and temperature of the cutting
stylus, as you might expect, but also the frequency and
amplitude of the modulation and the velocity of the lacquer
past the cutting stylus. In other words, the slant angle of a
finished record is not fixed but dependent both on the
characteristics of the signal and the position across the
playing surface. As aresult, slant angle is always subject to
some uncertainty, typically 5 degrees — a figure which
corresponds well with the IEC 60098.
72
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distortion versus groove radius for vertical tracking errors of 1
to 5degrees; if you think these are hair-raising, the equivalent
levels of intermodulation distortion are very much worse.
Although the disparity between slant angle and VTA can, at
least in theory, be corrected by vertical adjustment of the arm
pillar, this isn't as straightforward as it sounds and not only
because the required adjustment is likely to vary from one
record to the next. In the first place, a10 degree adjustment
for a typical 230min effective length arm entails a height
adjustment of almost 40mm — not something that most arms
can accommodate, particularly if the cartridge needs to be
www.hifinews.co. uk
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What the Risch and Maier study demonstrated was that the
tracing distortion resulting from misalignment of the rake
angles of the cutting and replay styli is generally larger than
that which results from equivalent disparities between record
slant angle and cartridge VTA. So SRA looks to be the more
important factor (unless you use a conical stylus), and
probably has greater influence on the setting of optimum arm
height than VTA. Note that WC 60098 suggests the likely
variation in SRA is the same as for slant angle! VTA.
PRACTICAL ADVICE
Interesting as the SRA/VTA distinction may be academically,
in practice it is immaterial if all you are concerned with is
Figure 7: Percentage second harmonic distortion versus groove
radius for vertical tracking errors of 1to 5 degrees ( recorded
velocity 10cm/s RMS, record speed 33 1/3rpm)

tipped backwards. Even if there is enough travel in the arm
pillar, the arm tube and perhaps the cartridge body are likely
to foul the record. Note too that large adjustments to arm
illar height significantly alter the arm's effective length,
which means your painstaking minimisation of lateral
tracking error will be compromised somewhat.

aligning your arm and cartridge for optimum sound quality.
SRA and VTA are locked in afixed relationship within any
pickup cartridge, so when you vary one you also vary the
other by the same amount.
The rule for aligning your arm and cartridge optimally in
respect of SRA/VTA is that there is no rule. The old maxim
that the axis of the arm tube should be parallel to the record
surface is useful only in that it provides agood point to begin
experimentation; it should not be taken as ahard and fast
rule. Fanatics will want to determine the optimum arm height
setting for each disc in their collection and have an easy
means, preferably remote controlled, for varying arm pillar

STYLUS RAKE
Second, there is another factor to consider, one which appears
be rather more important in practice: stylus rake angle
(SRA). The significance of SRA came to light only as late as

height quickly and repeatably. The rest of us will have to
content ourselves with a fixed, compromise setting which
suits the majority of our records well enough. Either way, that
setting has to be determined subjectively.

the early 1980s, as aresult of research conducted by Jon Risch

Usually what you will find is that the sound is 'muddy' and
poorly resolved when the arm pillar is set too low, and brittle

d Bruce Maier at Discwasher Laboratories'. SRA, as its
name suggests, refers to the vertical alignment of the stylus,
d is relevant wherever the contact patch between stylus
and groove wall is non-circular (ie for any stylus other than a
conical type). It is particularly significant in the case of ' lineontact' styli, where the aspect ratio of the stylus footprint is
deliberately large.
In Risch and Maier's paper, SRA is defined as the clockwise
gle between the vertical axis of the stylus contact patch and
the surface of the record, giving afigure of around 90 degrees
for most cartridges. In WC 60098 adifferent definition is used
which SRA is defined more like slant angle and VTA, with
reference to a normal to the disc surface. This makes
altogether better sense except for the fact that, for reasons only

known to the WC, positive SRA is defined the opposite way
to positive VTA. So SRA is negative if the major axis of the
stylus footprint is rotated anticlockwise from the normal
when viewed from the disc rim, and positive when the
rotation is clockwise. To convert between the Risch and Maier

and fatiguing when it is set too high. Between these extremes
is an optimum height, where the sound is sharp and clean but
not overly etched. Adherents of individual adjustment for
each disc will tell you that fractions of amillimetre in arm
pillar height can make all the difference, but it pays to
remember that for a230mm effective arm aheight adjustment
of linm corresponds to an angular change of only aquarter of
adegree — very much less than the inherent variability in any
record's slant angle is likely to be under the combined
influences of linear groove speed, signal content and signal
level.
If you take just one message away from this article, let it be
that last one: that there can never be a perfect vertical
cartridge alignment, even for one particular disc. The realities
of record cutting prevent it — which is just one of many
reasons why some of us struggle with the regressive concept,
recently mooted, that vinyl records should be regarded as the
'new' hires music carrier.

SRAF.) and IEC (SRA.) definitions the equation is:
SRA.=90-SRARm.
SRA is significant because it influences the quality of fit
etween the stylus and groove, particularly where the

References
1) ER Madsen, ' Vertical tracking angle — asource of IM distortion';

curvature of the groove wall is high (
le at high frequency and
low linear groove velocity). In the audio vernacular, any

Audio, vol 46, p21, November 1962

allure of the replay stylus to retrace the path of the cutting
stylus because of this fit being imperfect is termed atracing

2) Benjamin Bauer, ' The Vertical Tracking Angle Problem in

error, whereas the distortion that results from adisparity in
slant angle and VTA is termed atracking error. The two are,
unsurprisingly, often confused but their difference is (or
should be) obvious from the fact that apickup cartridge that's
perfectly aligned, both laterally and vertically, has zero
tracking error but can still suffer the effects of tracing error.
Think of it this way: tracing error is afunction of the shape
and alignment of the stylus whereas tracking error depends
on the relative alignment of the two 'motor' elements within

Stereophonic Record Reproduction'; IEEE Transactions on Audio, p47,
March-April 1963
3) Noel Keywood (writing as Philip Mount), Vertical Tracking Angle';
Hi Fi For Pleasure, unknown issue
4) Jon M Risch and Bruce RMaier, ' More than one Vertical Tracking
Angle'; Audio, p21, March 1981

the cutter and the replay cartridge.
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Rhyme but no reason for our iDP gaffe
companies). iOP ( interactive digital

Great to see the Sensys DC2 get an ' Editor's
Choice Award' in the latest Awards issue. Iwait

programming

with bated breath for the group test fin this issuel.

equalisation) is the latest cutting edge digital
technology from Tannoy, incorporated into the

Good also to see Tannoy get an

Eyris iDP Home Theatre system, demonstrated

early mention... and indeed apicture in this

to the public for the first time in the UK at the

year's show report. However, as it was

HiFi News show.

mentioned in the show report, Ido need to point

Maybe if Ikeep on whinging, in next year's

out that although ICT rhymes with iDP, the

show report there'll be awhole page devoted to

technologies are light years apart! ICT ( inductive

Tannoy!?! By the way, the new logo and mag

coupling technology) is adriver technology
used by Tannoy (originally developed by GLL,
which, like Tannoy, is part of the IC Group of

which allows very precise room

Our initial mistake: January's show report
mixed up Tannoy's iDP and ICT technologies

style is looking great.
Tim Lount, Tannoy, Coatheld

What's in aword?

Overprotected CDs

copy protection. It is playab'e on most CD players

Ihave recently become aware of an escalating

and can be played on most CD-ROM drives.' ( The

Iam writing further to EALanham's comments on

emphasis is mine). My concerns are opvious.

the new-style record review ratings in the January

development in the production of CDs which could
have amajor impact on the market. Iwondered if
your were aware of the matter and had aview.
Two of my recent CD purchases and a
prospective purchase have indicated on the CD
cover that the CD is ' Copy Protected'. The symbol

Ihave e- mailed the record company associated
with My Morning Jacket and Warner Brothers UK

2004 edition of HFN.
Ihave been reading record reviews in the

regarding the Red Hot Chili Peppers, but have not,

magazine since the merger with Record Review

as yet, received any reply.

from whom the old letter/number ratings were

Ispoke to astore manager at one of the UK's

inherited. Iactually prefer the new 'opinion in

on the front of the CD is awhite circle with ablack

biggest CD retailers, ane he was just as alarmed as

brief' style, except for the need to have some

triangle pointing to the right within which is a

me. He added his opinion that he thought the

consistency — especially in regard to the reviewer

white ' c'. Ialso noticed several other recent release

music industry was panicking regarding the issue

understanding how they work.

CDs with the same logo on them.

of copying and downloading, rather than tackle the

Clearly ' JB' has not quite got hold of the

real reason behind falling CD sales — the quality of

concept that the topic ' performances' relates to the

the latest release by the band My Morning Jacket. I

alot of the ' manufactured music' prevalent today.

artistic content of the disc and ' recordings' the

had to return three copies to three different outlets

With this protection racket' surely the industry is

technical engineering. The latter is not simply an

as each time Iplayed the CD, the sound cut out.

missing the point?

opportunity to give another potted review.

On the back of the CD afurther symbol indicated a

Neil Bloomer, e-mail

The first CD Ibought with CD protection was

tick alongside acartoon of aCD system indicating

So, with regard to the January issue, how does
JB judge the ' recording' of the Pamela Means disc

that it would play on aCD player. Yet none of the

Sound, not specs

three copies would play on my Arcam Delta 250

I've been asubscriber for several years, love the

source that this was the recording engineer's first

transport and an Arcam 500 DAC.

magazine, nice balance. interesting and informative

job? How can the engireering of the new Van

as 'amazing debut' unless he knows from some

articles. But please can you consider more rock/pop

Morrison disc be ' surprisingly light-hearted'? How

Beth Orton, but did not do so when Inoticed the

reviews and fewer classical/jazz. ( Iappreciate you'll

does the recording of Texas result in 'vocals shines

CD Protection symbol on the front of the CD.

have lots of people asking for the reverse!).

(sic) throughout' when it is clear from the full

Iwas intending to buy the recent best of by

Amore worrying development regarding the

Also, in the Hot 100, you have some comments

review that he is referring to Sharleen Spiteri's

issue is linked to the recent CD/DVD package

about the Pioneer DV-757Ai. Ican't help noticing

vocal abilities rather than the efforts of the

Greatest Hits and Videos by the Red Hot Chili

that all the comments relate to the technology —

sound engineers?

Peppers. Because it was such agreat deal — you

with no reference at all to the sound (or picture)

Does this imply that all of JB's reviews using the

get both for the price of aCD. Idecided to chance

quality! Please don't forget that your readers want

old rating system are suspect too, as he

the purchase even when Isaw the dreaded Copy

to know how all this stuff sounds, regardless of

didn't grasp the rules — and that this has only been

Protection logo on the front. Iwas right to be

wnat the technology is like. You regularly have

revealed by the new system?

worried, because the same problem of the sound

reviews of equipment with very high technology,

Pete Rogers, e-mail

cutting out occurred.
Now to the major concern. On the back of the
packaging in really tiny print the two following
sentences alarmed me: 'The disc contains digital

but less-than- perfect sound and vice versa, so
some comment about sound quality should really

• Don't blame Johnny Black, the mysterious 'JR',

be mandatory.

the offending words were inserted by asub-editor,

Ben Lowery, Cumbria

clearly after the mist had descended...

II We reserve the right to edit or shorten letters for publication, which should be addressed to 'The Editor' and should contain no other material or enquiries. Correspondents
using e-mail are asked to give their full postal address (
which won't be published). Letters seeking advice will be answered, resources permitting, and at our discretion, but
we regret that we're unable to answer questions on buying specific items of hi-fi. We regret that we cannot answer hi-fi queries over the telephone.
www.hifinews.co.uk
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essential hi-fi
buyer's shortlist

Hi-FuNews

Welcome to HFN's listing of the finest components that we've
reviewed, updated every month. The emphasis is on real value for
money — though this doesn't just mean that we've always gone for
the lowest-cost options. On the contrary, we've taken pains to
highlight those more expensive — sometimes very expensive — components that genuinely justify their sometimes frightening price tags,
by offering atrue advance in sound quality for the audiophile.
Listed are the issue date ( month/year) where you can track down
the original review, and the author's initials. If you want the full story,
there's no substitute for the full-length review, so you might want to
contact our Back Issues service to catch up on the whole story. Call
0870 756 0000 or find the order form on page 114 of this issue.

CD players
Make/model
Arcam CD33T
Arcam DiVA
CD72
Chord DAC 64

Creek CD50

Price

Tested How we rate it
08/0,

£1300

AH
2001

£450

£1960
£20 ,

u

coaxial digital outputs are provided. This is alively yet truly civilised player, offering awell-balanced performance at the right price.
Chord's now fully-sorted 96k Hzcapa ble DAC features abuffer memory and reclocking system that theoretically eliminates jitter. AH

AH

concluded, ' It's not its lushness and smooth ride that make it awinner, but the way that it treads the mute of musicality and natural timing.'

07/03

We've come to expect bargains from Mike Creek. This one wipes the floor with most budget players and some with much higher price tags,
extracting incredible precision from recordings. Com pare it with some expensive players and you'll ask, why pay more?

£5000/
6500

12/99

Linn lkemi

£1950

04/01

Musical Fidelity
308CR
Nai m CD5

£1200

Naim CDS3

£1050

Perpetual
P-1A/P-3A

WOO/
$000

Primare D30.2

£1500

Rotel RC D-02

nu

Unison
Research Unico

AH

pro-grade electronics. Makes CDs sound wholly belevable elast. Provision for DSD conversion via proprietary use of FireWire link
Midi-size, with all-metal three-motor mechanism, 24/96 Burr-Brown PCM 1732 DAC, switch-triode power supply. Allows focus on individual

instruments easily, with good articulation of fine detail, yeta 'relaxed' treble focus. XLR balanced analogue and XLR AES/EBUdigital outputs.

07/99

The CD12 has apparently changed since our review, when CB felt 'asense of disappointment', reinforced by going back to his Meridian

08/
99

508.24. SH, though, found it ' more like analogue' than most, in the positive sense that i`. seemed to preent more-information.

07/03
DA

AG
10/03

MC

it can't play CD-RW discs or give adigital output, and load hg is ' manual' — but musically, in aclass of its own at the price. imbuing arichness
and life that CD frequently lacks. Asolid, 3D quality, superb dynamics, ano, naturally, amagc sense of timing.
Top-of the-range two-box CD replay from Naim. Physically unassuming but sonically arival for anyother player- high-resolution format or
otherwise - according to Martin Collorns. Sweeter treble, blacker backgrounds and greater all-round ability than its predecesor the worthy CDS2.

11/01
DA

06/

DA was mesmerised by the sound from this 24-bit upsam piing player ills all solid-state, but comes so close to matching its Nu-Vista sibling's
sound quality that you'd swear there were valves in the equation somenner* ' natural' and ' unforced'.

12/00

Diminutive DSP ( P- 1A) and DAC ( P-3A) units that do something s¡Decial. The combination transforms CD, communicating the illusion of real
musicians. The P- 1A is the killer, used as an interpolating upsampler, but wit ,'ca pa bility for room or speaker EQ correction. Mail order only in UK.

9

AG
2002
Awards
02/03

£1100

Purcell is aDID converter that ' upsamples' to 24/96 or 24/192, foe ana ogue conversion by Delius. An impressive input array, upgrade ble
firmware,

AH

£2000

be ajack of all trades - this player is master of one

Based on 24- bit Burr- Brown delta sigma DAC and Sony mechanism, with achassis damped by sound-deadening mater al. Optical and

07/0 ,

DB

£12 , 000

Multi format machines struggle to

Aw ards

dCS Purcell/
Delius

Linn Son de k
CD12

An improvement on the CD23, but now using multiple Wolfson DACs. Strengths are detail, insiffit and agood grip on rhythm. Whie

Kf

Uses the classic Philips CDM12.4 mechanism, with Primare-tweaked software for lower noise, phis decoupling and amagnetic clamp. 8-times
oversampled Burr-Brown 1702 20-bit D/A converters.The balance between ability and srrtoot ness in the D30.2 is about as good as it gets.
Rotel has long been respected for its UK-designed, Far East-built budget payers. Although the company now makes DVD players and AV
receivers, it hasn't forsaken CD/two-channel users. If youie on atight budget th is one is well worth auditioning.
Using atriode valve output stage this CD player aims to combine the baste both worlds, with asound, as KK noted, that comes 'scarily close to
resembling adecent moving-coil, playing mint vinyl through atube phono stage.'

DVD-Video, DVD-Audio & SACD players
Make/model

Price

Arcam
DV88 Plus

£1000

Cambridge
Audio DVD57

£200

Mara ntz
DV8300

£1500

Onkyo
DV-SP800

£1200

Pioneer
DV- 656A

£400

Pioneer
DV- 757A1

£800

Yamaha
DVD-S2300
76

Tested

£900

FEBRUARY 2004

02/03
AG

How we rate it
Ergonomically satisfying DVD-V and CD player features painstaking audio circuit design: separate clocks and power supplies for audio and
video, dual Wolfson 24-bit/192kHz WM8716 DACs.Excetent picture quality and sound on DVD-V, plus CD sound equalling Arcam's Alpha 7SE.

0/03

Made an excellent impression against some heavyweight contenders in our DVD-A player Group Test. Elegant styling and an edremelycompetent

PM

performance for not alot of cash. Don't expect the Earth at ths price, but this player is thoroughlymusical with abit of bite too.

11/02
PM
0
7/03

Afine player based on the chassis of the earliest universal player, Pioneer's DV-747A, but with added Maranta touches such as ' HDAM' output
stages and heavier build. An EISA Award winner in 2002; but now there are other players with more sparkle and clarity.

PM

Based on atried-and-tested Pioneer chassis, the On kyo offers DVD-A, SACD and CD playback, stacks of connectivity options, remote control
and an on-screen display. PM said, 'The On kyo carves out apowerful and atmospheric performance... the best of the first-generation models.'

10/0 7

It took amanufacturer with no vested interests to produce the first universal player, the DV- 747A. Pioneer then followed up with the lower-cost

PM
12/0 7
PM
04/03
PM

DV-656A, which delivers every format to astandard that many single-format payers costing twice as much can't achieve.
This model plays DVD-A, SACD, standard DVD-V and CD. It also has an itink digital interface(IEEE 1394 or ' FireWire), adigital output for highres
data, allowing secure connection toa suitable amplifier (currently only Pioneer'sVSA-AX1(i receiver). Now updated with PAL Progressive capability.
Using Panasonic and Sony technology, this DVD-A/SACE1/CD player is among ;he best of he new breed. Multichannel DVD-A was fine, though
,two-channel PCM could sound plummy and dynamically restrained, but multthannel SACD sound was outstancing.

Hi-FiNews
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Quad QC 24/II-forty
£4000
The Quad QC 24/II-forty is actually aretro recreation of the
classic Quad 22/11 valve amplifiers. It's larger than the
originals were, and it also comes without the original's
filters and tilt/tone controls. The setup is only available as
apair, and now uses KT-88 valves (able to output twice the
power of the KT-66 used previously) allowing it to be rated
conservatively at 40 watts per channel. The pre-amplifier
lacks the noise floor of the original, and also has a new
smoothness and precision.

Turntables & cartridges
Make/model

Price

Tested

Bluenate Bellavista
Signature

£1900

17 ,03
AH

Clearaudio
Champion

from
£1020

13/01
AH

Linn LP12

—
frorin 10/97
HI(
£1015

How we rate it
Italian design, suspended platter weighs à /a
-GyroDec, b..it adual-deck rec.':angulur pill:ill. Agod ulend cl

bronze, ale iihunur

and polyvinyl combiued in avery clean, fast and musical dec K. Borroneo unipivot arrrr(E1000) completes high-performance combination.
and translucent platter ( no dust cover), the outboard AC molar has astepped pulley; manual speed change to 45.

Arich, colourful sound and excellent 3D image stability, the mida little recessed; but eine rhythmic 'groove' and pace. With black acrylic base
Classic three-point s,ispended chassis design, based on AR and Ariston n-odelsbut with tighte engineering. Sin ple AC motor drive leaves
room for improvement with better power suppVes; nowonly available with Lingo power Supply, and with either Akito or Ekos breams.
Updates 1980s GyroDec, itself descenced from classic Transcriptors ard Hydradic Reference, hence the merry-go-round appearance. A

Michell Gyro
SE SP800

£870

05/99
AH

Prolect Debut

£120

n7/00
TB

Simple but effective: price includes tonearm and Crtofonm-m cartridge. ' No nasty toper flaccid bass, just clean. rather crisp and lively sound,'

Ortofon Kontrapu nkt Aand B

£500/
£750

05/01
TB

Two great-value moving-coil cartridges, combining detail, well-defined musical colour and rhyttamicbes, no brittle edges to the music and low

£4255

12/99
Kil

ambassadors yet for the greatness of analogue replay via vinyl... The Model 10 let's you hear the music:and nothing else'.

Roksan
Radius 5

£1150

11/03
Ni

dynamic contrast and timbral colouring, with naturally-sounding frectJency resporse without treble lift or heavytess'. An absolute bargain!

Transfiguration
Tern per V

£2550

12/02
AH

SME Model 10

neutral deck, great sound at a easona tale price. Optiorat upgrades include QC PS4.1(£440) and aclarop - the latest version uses aDC motor.
commented TB. If you need aphono stage, ga for Debut Phomo or Debut Phono SE) (with fine speed control, £ 160).
surface noise. Kontrapunkt Bwith nude FritzGyger 80 stylus on solid ruby cantilever, cgfers more space-and detail. Seriously recommended.
Price quoted includes asimplJied version of the classic Series Vtonearm. So eeriky quiet and ..; ncolotsed sad KK, 'one of the best
Price quoted includes athe Nma tonea rm. This Rnksan deck offers a listen-all-day character that plays mJSiC guilelessly'. Expect 'real

1

l

It's difficult to define atonal character fo• this cartridge; more accurate todesc ribe it as Riusicalanfi transparent:' nordinatelyariculate, able to

enunciate the trickiest of vocal lines... or toshow off ethereal sound effects -with the greatest eae.Challenges5drne cartridges at twice its pr•ce.

Tuners
Make/model

Price

Tested

How we rate it

Arcam DT81

£650

1/02
AH

With better controls than previous models, the' DT81 is arguably superior to the mcreexpensive FMJ DT2E, Comprehensive user'eatures include
engineering mode for interested enthus•asts. • ts cle 3r, distinc; way of opening up abrcadcastmakei. tr ismebivety impartial but accurate receiver.

Creek 143

£400

9/01
111

Asimple fuss-free tuner with excellent FM sound quality, wit,atotal of 64 presetstor FM, MWatad LW. Sigma! strength and multi-path

Magnum
Dynalab MD102

£2200

2/01
AG

Toronto-based specialist Magnum Dynalab stilt maces all-analogue FM-only tuners. This one has opt ona( remote cpitrol for finetuning and

Marantz ST- 17

£600

9/01
1H

£330

7/03
AH

Winner of our three-way group test, tras model brings you DAB, yet basa usable FM tuner in !has:me package. USB connectivity for

£2300

7/00
AH

TAG's high-quality f.:1600 AM1FM analogue ttrer with optional £700 DAB modue offers luxurious finish anc dear display. The T32R has more

PURE Digital
DRX-702ES
TAG McLaren
T32R

distortion are displayed. I
Hfound it fed 'afull-bodied sound loafs nicely articulated and stable... excellent value.'
switching between five preset. AG though: it ' reusicallysupenar to any other tuner that I've heard... In every respeci:

nothing less than stunning'.

Three wavebands and RDS; br I
Hthe-sound was'detaiéd and solid projecting acoherent souncttage with excellent depth eimage' if al
ttle
bright. It lacks independent remote control but 'sounds superb, makes the best of weak signais and exudes aqi‘i et confidence'.
upgrading via aPC; dark, attractive, contoured presentation and thecentrals are simplicity themselves — atop-drawer product.
warmth and body through the midband than Arcam's DRTIO. and aless dgital-sounding treble_ AH called it'Tlielebt way to hear DAB right now.'

Michell Gyro SE

£870

The Michell Gyro SE is an update to the
acclaimed Gyro turntable of the 1980s,
which itself was an evolution from classic
Transcriptor and Hydraulic Reference
machines. This SE version has less
Perspex, a lower price and ( most critically)
abetter sound. The Unique merry-go-round
www.hifinews.co.uk

appearance can distract the eye but the ear
isn't fooled — this is aneutral deck capable
of great sound at a reasonable price. The
Gyro SE can even be upgraded by the
addition of a QC power supply (£440) and
aclamp. The latest version also uses a DC
motor for an even clearer sound.
HI-FINews FEBRUARY 2004
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FREE HiFi Upgrade
hififorsole.com Ltd's AudiophileCandy
004 accessories catalogue
Our NEW Edition Features:

Stockists of:
minmimenpnik,vvis corn

•A
of doss leading
audio accessories from manufacturers
throughout the world
•
leading

and

ON, CRIALOOLIt
IOU
MR NEW

from

•The latest world-wide products
•

tips, advice & F.A.O.

•Over
featuring over

time to try...

pages

AudiophileCandy 2004 is your Fk
_
essential guide to tire very best in audio accessories.

Grab Your Copy INOW
For your FREE copy of our latest catalogue visit
inid fill in our contact form or call;

lioptiilecandy.corn

0870 241 246 9
Advertise your old HiFi for FREE on-line at www.hififorsale.com,
or pick up an audio bargain. Every month we have over 50,000
visits and 4.8 million hits! -What are you waiting for?

Naim Audio
Conrad Johnson
Wadia
J M Lab
bynavector
Rego Research
Cardas
Totem Acoustic
Sugden
Proac
Spendor
Quadraspire
and others

Audio Republic, 78 Otley Road,
Headingley, Leeds, L56 48A
Tel: 0113 2177294
www.audio-republic.co.uk

call us today and find out why boulder
amplifiers have no rivals.

metropoli5music

t. 01892 539245
f. 01892 616383

www.metropolis-music.co.uk
models shown: 1012 pasomplifier doc ond 2010 odvonced preamplifier

7Q

FEBRUARY

2004

www.hifinews.co.uk

essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist
Amplifiers
Price

Make/model

Tested

Arcam FM1 A32

£1100

Arcam A85

£700

Audio Research
VS110

03/02
4G
05/01
AH
03/03

£4000

Audio Research

DB

£10,000

•

AS Passion
Ultimate

£1300

BAT VK-50SE/
VK-60
Bryston 3B-SST

moi
lvic

10/03
GA

MG

£10 "

Croft Vitale

£350

ESLab DX - S4

£2500
n

£ 150 u
£3900
n

McCormack
pre-/power

£5° "

£2590

wic

£1000

Nagra VPA

£9350

Naim NAC 552

£11,150

Naim NAC
112/NAP 150

£625/
£750

Naim NAIT 5

£800

Naim NAP 500

£10,000

Pathos TT RR

£9950
£3250

Primare A30.1

£1500

Quad QC
24/II-forty

£4000

Rote)
RA -01/RA -02

£250/
£350

TAG McLaren
DPA32R

£1500

Unison
Research Unico

£775

www.hifinews.co.uk

Originally using two pairs of Svetlana EL34 output valves, uprated to 'SE' status with 6550 tubes, this 55W stereo power amp shows avein of
the excellence of C-J's Premier range. Anicely tuned upbeat delivery, equally rewarding on ajazz or classical programme.

Creek's remote-control pre gives easy-to-listen-to sound, encouraging involvement with the music, with fast and deep bass. Add m-m or m-c
stages (£50 to £80) for vinyl replay. With bi-Wrable speakers, asecond A52SE power amp gives even better results.

18

Creek's 75W/ch integrated sounds good enough to worry more expensive combinations. All the right elements in place, in tune, intime.
Imaging held instruments rock-steady in awide believable space. Remote control of source and volume: phono stage an optional extra.

AH

021w
RK

11/01
1
H

aim
6K
ioiri
KB
geg
AR

woo
AG

Musical
Fidelity A3.2

Pass Labs
X350

David Allcock was already an owner of apair of 14B-SST power amps, this model's big brothers, when he reviewed this one so it was interesting to
see if he rated 150W/ch (8ohms) model so highly - he did! Fantastic sonic balance and stereo imaging, :bong with lashings of controlled power.

Aspects of C-J's megabucks ART have trickled down to this line-level pre-amp: inside are four 6992 tricdes plus ahuge bank of tremendously
expensive capacitors. Although C-J's 'MV' prefix designates lower cost, the MV60 power amp is aworthy partner.

12/0

,

Linn Kolektor

being astate-of-

on:

£350/
£600

Krell KAV-300iL

' It comes close to

_. ,._ ___ _ _ rin'
_. said MC.
..._ Remote-control version of classic passive attenuator. Control of volume and source is via optical linkage, asingle Vishay resistor leading to
light-controlled shunt resistor. The Ultimate is still top of the class, rivalling active pre-amps that cost four times as much.
Full remote control pre-amp and 60W/ch stereo push-pull valve power amplifier, combine the dynamic. and load tolerance of solid-state with
the finesse, inner complexity and poise of tubes. Sweet-sounding, without the audible severity of some solid-state counterparts.

£3000

Creek
P43R/A52SE
Creek 5350

Despite broadband noise from this valve-fuelled lab-handled design, sound quality was top notch as Wen.

ou9 , Audio meets aerospace engineering. The fully-balanced SPM1200C uses aswitched-mode power supply, yet sounds dynamic and
transparent. 'Has the disconcerting ability to create real sound pressure levels with ease,' said AH, with Ilansparency to music's inner workings.'
AH

£4900

o
o

With eight 6550 output tubes (four per channel in push-pull pairs) this higher-power version of the VS5C gives the sound of classic valves in
spades. DB reported warmth, texture, muscularity and deep bass aplenty... brawn, brain and heart in one glowing package'.

£4040

Conrad-Johnson
Premier 17L

EAR 864

MG

AG

£1125

Chord CPA 3200/
SPM 1200C
Conrad-Johnson
MV6OSE

03/00

07/00

£6125

How we rate rt

This top-of-the-range integrated offers 100W/ch, thanks to an uprated power supply. AG found it sound ng confidently in charge, making the
most of speakers it was used with, reproducing the life and vitality of aperformance. It also offers tone controls.
Remote-control 85W/ch amplifier, using bi-polar output devices (not MOSFETs). Its clean and detailed sound nimbly communicates music.
Microprocessor-controlled source switching, tone controls and input trim facility (to &valise source levels). 9nest integrated amplifier at the price.

05/03
DA
04/39

KI%
06/03

1

03n2
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02,01
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MC

0200

AG
08 ,59
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Classic hard wired pre amp, true to the minimalist ideal: 'vintage' in its warmth and preclusion of edginess and grain, yet big, palpable and
commanding. With some low level noise anc fuzziness, it's still quieter than even amint Quad valve pre amp.

Not so much an amplifier as a200W digital speaker driver, based on Tripath's Class Tcircuit.1H praised the tangibility it can bring to music,
and 'surrounding ambience beautifully articulated and stable, regardless of volume or transient requirements'.
Aphonoinclusive pre-amplifier to satisfy audiophiles and studio professionals ,wih its XLR balanced . nput and output. Balanced operation
offers improved dynamic contrasts, slam, overall control and coherence, as well as virtually noise-freeoperation.
A300W/ch integrated. Hooking up 1ohm Apogee Scintilla speakers, KK found it 'produced the very best sound I
have ever heard from the

Scintillas...lwould take the KAV-300iL over any solid-state amp I
can name south of the Theta Dreadnaught'.
Awell-equipped partner for LK85 or LK140 power amps. Includes m-m phono, ore of 10 inputs which can be tailored to suit the user, remote
control, headphone socket and tone controls. There is alittle 'grain' and constriction, but overall it sounds fine.
Power amp uses an unusual 'distributed node' power surely; the unity-gain pre-amp offers passive ce buffered output, the latter oreferred.
Despite adryish balance and atouch of'grey', this combination is bold and tansparent, combining real solidity with fine detail.
DA felt that the 3.2 pre-amp offered sound quality well beyond its price tag, and the 130W/ch-rated power amp is claimed to drive any
domestic speaker. Concluded DA, 'At this price point I
can think of nothing I'd rather build asystem around.'
Built around apair of 845 output tubes, this push-pull monoblock power-amp is rated at 50W into 4, 80r 16 ohm loads, with zero negative
feedback. KK praised its commanding and authoritative presentation and abass control of which Ongaku owners can only dream.
This is Naim's current flagship pre-amplifier and according to Jonathan Gorse, ' it gets closer, by adramatic margin, to that "live" experience than
any other amplifier'. Don't expect it to make music sound 'comfortable', instead you get ' bombastic majesty and delicate beauty'. Awesome!
This 150W combination delivers the 'Naim sound' with an obvious freedom from artifice, 'with little of that unnatural glare and haze that afflicts
products that try to give too much in terms of detail and clarity' (AH). Difficult to tromp for unflustered sound and musical satisfaction.
Rated at only 30W (we measured 36W), bun adynamic performer. With avery convincing decay to treble notes and harmonics, an easy -going
amp that didn't fatigue after continued

listening. Stereo detail not as explicit as some, rhythm and timing its real strengths.

An impressive outboard power supply and Semelab output devices so powerful hat protection circukry isn't required. The circuit is bridged to
give 140W/8 ohm (doubling into 4), with prodigious current. Sound quality is thrilling, and driving Nairn NBLs there's real synergy.
Rated at 350W/ch, the X350 eschews feedback, giving it alower than normal damping factor, and is biased strongly towards Class Aso runs
very warm. The level of detail, authority and naturalness places it among the finest at any price.
MOSFET output stage fed by asingleended, zero NFB tube driver stage: downside is relative inefficiency and high heat dissipaton. Loads
below about 5ohm ' make it cry', said KK, who still called this 'one of the finest a
mpfifiers I've heard, regardless of price'.
Primare's A30.1 bi polar amplifier, rated at 100W/channel but seems more powerful, looks like amain dollars, and is remote-controllable. The
volume control is afine 100-step-ladder type, with extremely low distortion and accurate channel balance throughout its range.

ivou
10ç

Retro recreation of the classic Quad 22/1Iva lye pre-/power combination ,using KT88sto give twice the power (40W/ch) of the KT66 original.
Pre-amp lacks the 22's filters, but is also free of noise, and has anew smoothness and precision.

04/03

Quality needn't break the bank. Rotel's remote-control RA-02 and otherwise-identical RA-01 share the same 40W/ch (8ohm) output, six line

TB

inputs, and asound that TB called 'smooth and fatigue free'. Don't expect the earth at this price but you will be pleasantly surprised.

Imo
„

This pre-amp can operate both as adigital encoder and as D/A for digitalsources ,and connects to otner TAG components via asystem bus.
TAG'S DAB radio module can be added. Solid performance at afair price, and above-average sound.

07,/02
KK

and warm region' replicated only by all-tube amps unlikely to match its generous power delivery. There's a £50 phono option.

Hybrid integrated, valves in the pre- stage and 80W/ch MOSFET output stages, plus remote volume control. Its mid band, said KK, is 'alush
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throughout the UK. For your nearest stockest
call Activ Distribution on 01635 291357
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The new Gamut
D200 MkIII is now
available
the absolute sound: "... in some respects,

it's hard to beat for any amount of money",
...and... "
the GamuT D200 has the best
soundstaging I've yet heard from any amp
... superb width, depth and layering .."
In the UK HiFi Choice wrote: "
The

BRITISH VALVE
AMPLIFICATION

Gamut digs all the way down and reveals
the full scope of low notes - harmonics as
well as fundamentals" ... and... "If you are
after the best power amp money can buy,
don't ignore it just because it doesn't cost
the earth."

4 11111111111111
the absolute sound says of the CD- 1:

Shown above is our BVA 25W/25W Triode
£2,250 including VAT and P&P
• All amps come with a full 2 year written guarantee
• BVA Amplifiers are currently available in a selection of elegant
designs, ranging between 15 watts to 70 watts per channel.

"...what the Gamut does let you hear, on
disc after disc, is the music" ... and... "The
music lover says, this thing is ajoy and,
for the money, a dream."

For more information:

• All BVA Amplifiers are hand crafted in the UK and all are
rigorously tested to offer the listener a lifetime of pleasure.

UK Distributor on 01252 702705
or email: info@audioreference.co. La k

• We are so confident of our new exciting range of products that
we are happy to offer you, our much valued new customers,

Visit our new web site:

a no quibble money back one month trial on any product.
• Visit our website for more details about our range of products
• Order now by phone or ask for our illustrated leaflets
•

Email: daveca bbamps.co.uk
Web: www.bbamps.co.uk
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Demonstrations happily given by appointment

Tel: 01246 850151
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essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist
Loudspeakers
Make/model

Price

Avantgarde
Uno

£1350

AVI Ne utron III

£500

Blueroom
Minipod

£260

B&W DM303

£180

B&W
Nautilus 802

£600 11

Castle Acoustic
Stirling 3

£730

Dynaudio
Contour T2.5

£2460

[lac CL82 Mk II

£340

Energy
Encore 2

£750

Epos MI
2
Harbeth
Compact 7ES
lamo 0830

£500
£1300
£1500

1Mlab
Cobalt 816

£860

L
L'

£635

MartinLogan
Prodigy
MartinLogan
Clarity
Mira ge MRM-1
Mission m53
Mission fs2-AV
Quad

ESL -989

Ruark Etude

£8970

£2500
£2200
£550
£800
£4000
£500

Rua rk
Prologue R

£950

Sonus Faber
Cremona

£5000

Tannoy
Dimension TD12

£6500

Totem Arro

£840

Wharfedale
Diamond 8.1

£120

Wharfedale
EVO10

£320

Vii I
son

Benesch ACT 2

Olson Benesch
Discovery

Tested

£9000
£55 00

Wilson WAIT/
£22 ,
500
Pu
Sstem 7

www.hifinews.co.uk

How we rate it

itwantgarde's smallest loudspeaker atMcm high, has horn-loaded midrange and tweeter, and aself-powered subwoofer, with aclaimed system
SH

sensitivity of 1C0dB/W. SH said it gaveimmediacy, impact, emotional communication, without the cobration that spoils other horn.budspeakers.

o101

With its 5litre volume, this miniature ( 265 x140 x205mm) update of the Neutron uses aScanSpeak fabric dome tweeter and 127mm Vifa

IH

pulp cone mid/bass, crossover 2.8kHz. Easy to drive, if insensitive, it builds on its predecessors' stable imagery, tonal accuracy and detail.

0:/no

kil
12/01
l
iG

Though small, the Kevlar-coned bass/mid unit in this moulded speaker produces acertain bass weight, even erring on the warm side. Overall
,
esolution

nAG's group test of £200 models, the 303 sounded powerful, authoritative and had amore 'grown-up' quality than the rest. Tretilecan get
harder when pushed. Overall, it has atight, fast and slightly overdamped sound tha: makes it keep contn3I at higher vol umeti.

0
9
/01
fo

simply won't. First class stereo imaging, bass, midrange clarity and smooth, transparent extended treble, not to mention killer looks.

0'/02

TB described the Stirling 3'spredecessor, Severn 2, as 'detailed but gentlemanly': the Stirling 3builds on these strengths and gives greater

TB
02,/00
AK
um
AG
08/01
AG
mor
Awards

05m
mc
c5/02
AG

CD
(j)
(I)
CD

is not especially high, and treble occasionally stood out, butthere was arefreshing lack of woody coloration.

One of B&W's finest ever loudspeakers, it carnes the authority and finesse of the big Nautilus 80 1,
but will work in room spaces where the 801

vividness and more precise imaging. Afine speaker and worthy winner of a2002 Editors' Choice Award. (Special finishes available at extra cost.)
The Contour T2.5 put KK ir mind of the larger-classic British speakers of the

1970s
,but with

far greater power handling andspeed. Has the

capacity to sound huge, but with holographic imaging, 'deliriously wide' soundstaging, and above average depth.
Elac's aluminium composite bass unit ( in awood cabinet rather than ametal one, and with dome rather than ribbon tweeter) can deliver high

CT

volume levels with negligible compression or distorion. Basslines are parlcularly well projected; overal' sound is very well integrated.
Satellites use aluminium dome tweeters and synthetic cone bass/mid, the sub a150W amp and 200mm reflex-loaded driver. Well able to

CD

reproduce subtle solo instrumental playing orfull-scale orchestra at realistic volumes. All in all, simply agreat find.
An enthusiast's hi-fi music speaker, but also adaptable for home theatre use, the M12 uses the well-tried Epos bass/mid driver and asimple
crcr;sover. With an open, lively and exciting sound, this is avery fine speaker for the money.

'Compact' only by bam-door standards, the thin-wall enclosure is viscoelastically damped to BBC standards using composite counterlayers, with
Something of abenchmark. SEAS Excel drivers in awell-braced cabimet provide crisp, detailed and thoroughly musical sounds, wth little
strain even when pushed. Bass is competentand extended, although higher up the sound can be atouch forward.

'
'or

Inverted-dome Focal tweeter plus two 160mm drivers (one bass, one bass/mid), in afront-ported cabinet. It had asomewhat bright treble, but

AG

thesound starts and stops when it should. Everything hung together, and it excelled on all kinds& music.

11/01

Versatile descendant of Kan and Tukan feattres non-parallel sides tareduce standing waves and clever lock-down crossover board which,

All

when reversed, switches to bi-wire-/bi-amp-ready mode. Sound proved very stable, with unusual (for Linn) 'airy' audiophile quality to boot.

08/00
MC

Abig hybrid electrostatic, and arguably MUs most successful, musicaly. MC found thad 'stature, presence and tonal accuracy... exceptional
spatial qualities and fine sense of air'. If subtlety/refinement matter mare than impact, this MartinLogan may be the one for you.

08/00

This is another ML hydrid, capable of runningin pure electrostatic mode, hut also featuring arear-mounted 25mm tweeter - for better off-axis

DA
,
4/00

soLnd dispersion - and a200mm auminium bass driver. Needs careul amp matching but afartastic lo_dspeaker!
Heavyweight miniature two-way: the two-layer enclosure has steel lining and aCorlan machinable-polymer baffle. Demands alot of power,

AG

but free of the usual box coloration artefacts. Its precision and detail are difficult to match, but It really needs asubwoofer.

rto

2Areal find in our Nov'02 Group Test, this Mssion m53 floorstander sounds just Ike its little brother but with much more ester-won to the

AG , ow-frequencies. Asuperbly balanced all-rounder that'll work just as well with pumping rock or subtle jazz.

.
Inc
AG

The most credible audio application so far for NXT flat panel technology. An AV system (it's also available as atwo-channel sub-sat system), the
fs2-AV consists of acorner subwoofer and five identical satellites on detachable, rotatable stands. Sound is smooth, easy and mellifluous.

32/0c :_arger, wider-bandwidth take on the ESL-63 electrostatic (which itselfreplaced the classic ' 57') with an additional bass panei. Andiophile

KK
c5/0 AG

iwor
AG

components and more rigid construction. Speaker needs room to breathe, but still does the 'disappearirg act' so beloved of the orignals.
Compact bookshelf speaker, an easy 8ohm load and reasonably sensitive (86dB) :and aclean and neutral sound: amildlylaid-back
presentation, but one thatmany prefer for long-term comfort, nct entirely un-LS3/5A-like, with sim i'ar lean bass and open mid band.
Asymmetric 905mm-high enclosure (supplied in mirror-image pairs) using two 140mm paper pulp bast/mids and a28mmsilk dome that
takes over at 1.8kHz. Slightly drooping frequency response, but its consistency of voicing and musical expressiveness are oLt of the ordinary.
Another beautiful 'boat-tailed' floorstander from the Italian masters. The sound has soul: it's vibrant and bold,' as we said in our 2002 Awards
issue. You shouldn't expect the ultimate refinement of the even more expensive Amati, but this speaker is extraordinarily good.
With a12in (305mm) Dual Concentric ( horn-loaded dome tweeter 'mat into the centre of the main oass/mid unit), the TD12 also has

loc,

Tannoy's Supertweeter mounted on top. MC was wor over by the speakes dynamics and expression, and high sound levels.

7gri

Thin enough to slip into the smallest listening room, the Arm has an outstanding ability to cast asteteo ,mage across, behind and around the
speakers. Integration between thetwo small drivers is excellent, the seamlessness helping draw the lieener into the fluid ro id band.
An opinion divider. KK found 'asoundstage so wide and so deep that one listener thought he was hearing the massive Apogee Scintillas'.
AG and his panel thought .ts 'strengths subsumec by an uneven balance'. Probably best suited to lowish volumes in smaller rooms.

06/01
AH
10/9º
AG
93/0i
All
12/02
MC

(f)
o
(I)

the toundaries between main shell and screwed-on panels damped. Balanced, articulate, transparent sounds; easy to recommend.

Exceptional finish, real wood veneer over anon-square box, and the ting on the cake is the excellent sound — weighty bass, open mid band
and smooth treble from aKevlar cone bass/mid and soft-dome tweeter. One of the best at the price.
High-tech carbon- loaded WB Tactic drivers replace the Scan drivers used by the otherwise sirr ilar AC1 One. Listening results suggested a
rasher bright balance with superb articulation and class-leading resolution. Magic in the right system, analytical and controlled to afault.
A150mm Tactic bass/mid and 28mm soft-dome tweeter face forward: underneath are two bass drivers in an isobaric clamshell arrangement.
Choir voices were awonder to behold, and the Discovery stayed clean and unflustered on testirgtechno and dance.
Even compared with the excellent System 6 the re-engineered System 7was thought substantially more transparent, with faster and more
dynamic bass. The '6was afarly tough load, and the '7is alittle more demandingstill, so avery gond amplifier is anecessity.
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audio research
audioquest
b&w(inc. nautilus)

coustic

beyer
blue room

rts

boston
clear audio
copland
densen
denon

Acoustic Arts has been an independent consultancy for 23 years. We

gamut

pride ourselves on our knowledge and experience. We can offer you

grado
harman kardon

first class service with attention to the smallest detail.

hutter
jm labs

The latest products in our showroom include the new Krell KAV400xi

kef
keotsu

integrated amp, and the new Martin Logan Clarity electrostatic speaker.
Both of these products utilise the latest technology and offer oustanding

krell
martin logan
michell
nordost

performance. At last affordable products from Krell and Martin Logan.

ortofon
project
primare
quadraspire
qed
roksan
rotel
sennheiser
sonneteer
sonus faber
sumiko
theta
transparent audio
vibe
vertex aq
Wilson audio

WE

LOVE

TO
Oxford

Oxford Audio Consultants are devoted entirely to

Audio
Consultants

your listening and viewing pleasure.

Ltd
Opening Hours:
10am-6pm,

Monday- Saturday.

Oxford Audio
Consultants,
ince Oxford Audio Consultants
were established in 1988, we have

Cantay House,

built a reputation as one of the
leading specialists in audio, home

and commercial premises, we can
even provide outdoor loudspeakers

Park End Street,

cinema, audio-visual
media installations.

for your garden that look like stones
and sound magical! We are happy to
arrange site visits and surveys and
quote for most domestic and

Oxford OX1 1,11)

and

multi-

We are constantly striving to find and
stock
the
best
equipment
in
established and new technologies
ranging from record-decks and valve
amplifiers to digital radio tuners,

your purchase is, we provide awide
range of solutions that are both
imaginative and of the highest
quality.

where you will be able to experience
the best projector, plasma and TV
based systems. We have awide range
of décer and invisible loudspeakers

multi-room

Our staff arc knowledgeable. frank
and friendly and will assist you

systems,
state-of-the-art
home
cinemas and fully computerised

Oxford Audio Consultants provide a

with your purchase: they will be
able to advise you on everything

lighting and ' smart-home' controls.

full range of custom installation
services for the home as well as hotel

tom the replacement stylus for

Our equipment and installations
range from the ' modest' to the

your turntable to the installation of
a multi-room audio and lighting

'magnificent' but no matter what

system. We an demonstrate a
wide range ofequipment in one of

inteiriet-connected

our three listening rooms, one for
11111111

small ' lifestyle'
audio
and
surround sound systems, one for

throughout our store.

commercial

applications.

Our

installations range from the invisible
to the dramatic, but no matter what
you choose we aim to provide
something that is beautiful for both
the eye and the ear!

Tel: 01865 790879
Fax: 01865 791665

Email: oxford.audio@
btconnect.com

Website:
‘V NV W.0

)
rd audio . co

audio, and one for home cinema
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Ithink the Mark Levinson No. 39 is a hell of a machine. It is
fabulously built, operates like adream, is extraordinarily versatile
and best of all is in total ' simpatico' with the music.
Chris TI-bomas, HiFi+ - April I
999

Mark Lev:nson's gamble of going against their traditional product image
is likely to pay off. Be sure to get in on this sea-change: Audition
the No. 383.
Larry Greenhill, Stereophile - July 2000

The Performa M20 offers virtually Class A performance at an
affordable price.
John Atkinson, Stereophile - January 2002

Heatherdale Audio has put together asystem for everyone who wants
true high-end audio from a compact package at a realistic price.
Heatherdale Audio's System Number I:
•Huge Power • Superb build • Stunning looks • Compact size.
Speaks for itself really.

Heatherdale
*audio limited
Tel: 01903 872288 Fax: 01903 872234
Heatherdale Audio, 202 Findon Road,Worthing BNI4 OEJ -«heatherdale©hifi-stereo.conn www.hifi-stereo.com

Digital Driv
f•PI
cl

WHITE NOISE
r

The world's ultimate subwoofer

AUDIO KITS, MODULES, COMPONENTS

• Inbuilt room calibration software utilising the supplied
microphone and signal generator
PRODUCTS

• Optimisable for any room shape, size and structure
• Complete control over crossover points, ,
;
lopes, phase and polarity
• Servo controlled drive units
• Custom die-cast aluminium baskets and Kevlar-reinforced Cones

INCLUDE:-

Power

Amplifiers

30-250W.

Preamplifiers, Phono stages, Active Crossovers, Power
Supplies, Buffer Amplifiers, Balanced line drivers / receivers,
Stepped attenuators, Gold plated connectors, Cables.
Capacitors,
Resistors,
Semiconductors,
Subwoofers, Loudspeaker drive units

Transformers,

• Inbuilt 1250w Class D Digital amplifiers
• Range of driver sizes from 10" - 18"
• Variety of finishes including maple, cherry and lustrous gloss black
redline

Distributed in the UK by Redline Scotland Ltd, 0131 555 3922
info.redlineevirgin.net

www.red-line co.uk

eelbEichmann Velodyne

0155,111.1T11.5

50.1110

WHITE NOISE
II STATION ROAD
BEARSDEN
GLASGOW
G61-4AW

http://www.wnaudio.com
Email:- david.white38

ntlworld.com

Tel:- 0141-942-2460 ( until 9pm)
Fax:- 0141-587-7377

IVICICIN

PATIOS

hne
New B & W 805
Nautilus supports
In a range of leath
granite finishe

"The Pathos Acoustics Classic One is one of the
finest sounding amps Ihave ever heard, of any
era, from anywhere..."
Sam Tellig - Stereophile, Nov 2003

UKD Ltd
23 Richings Way, ! yen Bucks
Tel: 01 753 652669
www.ukd.co.uk
post@ukd.co.uk
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Accessories Club
THE BOOKLIST
Quad: The Closest Approach: Kessler

New reads for the New Year

£ 50.00

Ribbon Loudspeakers: Verhagen

£22.00

Miller's Collecting Vinyl: Stanley

£ 13.00 D

For your delectation, here's

£20.00 D

some reading matter for the

type of design, offering a
complete grounding, both

Sound Design: Atwood

regarded as
the ' bible'
of Digital

long lonely watches of winter,

theoretical and practical, for

some small fillip to reawaken
your interest in life in general

the building of avariety of two
way loudspeaker systems.

Audio.

Electrostatic L/S Design & Construction:Wagner £ 18.00 O

and matters audio in

even more

Loudspeaker Design Cookbook: Dickason

particular. To make our lists

Once your speaker has been
designed, built and
produced, it's Joseph

the month of
January only, we are offering
the following list of books at a

Acoustical Engineering: Olsen

£ 55.00 O

High Performance Audio Amplifiers: Duncan £40.00 El
GEC Amplifier Design: GEC UK

£20.00 CI

£35.00 O

There's
good news! For

Home Theatre for Everyone: Harley

£ 18.00 0

even more interesting, as well
as awhole raft of new titles,

Audio Anthology Vols 1-6 ( Each)

£ 17.00 0

we have some sale offerings,

D'Appolitos' Testing
Loudspeakers (£30.00) that

up to 50%!
The very latest addition to

comes into its own, The
authoritative book on the

our lists is Ribbon

subject of loudspeaker

Export orders will be subject

testing. If it's Electrostatics

to shipping at cost.

Complete Guide To High End Audio: Harley

Audio Glossary: Holt

£25.013 O

£ 10.00 LI

Valve Amplifiers: Jones

£28.00 n

Power Amplifier Projects: Audio Amateur

£20.00 O

Beginner's Guide to Tube Audio Design:Rosenblit £22.00
Audio Power Amp Design Handbook: Self

£26.0012

Principles of Electronic Tubes: Reich

£35.00 0

discount. All our prices
include p&p within the UK.

that interest you, the choice is
either Electrostatic Design &
Construction (£ 18.00) by

Sale prices:
Millers Collecting Vinyl (
John

Ronald Wagner, or

Stanley) £ 10.00

Electrostatic Loudspeaker
Design Cookbook (£ 28.00)
by Saunders and McLune,

Acoustical Engineering

£16.00
Microphone Cook Book

Modern Recording Techniques: Huher&Runstein £ 25.00 O

together acomprehensive
coverage of the genre.
We have recently added the

Studio Monitoring Design: Newell

2nd edition of Acoustics and

Mullard Tube Circuits: Mullard UK

£ 17.00 O

Electrostatic L/S Design Cookbook: Saunders £28.00 O
High performance Loudspeakers: Colloms
Audio!Audio!: Hill

£35.00 0

£ 12.50

Loudspeaker Projects: Audio Amateur

£ 18.00 O

Audio & Hifi Handbook: Sinclair

£30.00 0

Electronic Classics.Collecting & Repair: Emmerson£21.00

£ 55.00 O

The Williamson Amplifier: Williamson

£8.00

The LP is Back!: Audio Amateur

Loudspeakers by Justus

£8.00 D

Psychoacoustics (£30.00) by
David Howard, apractical

(Olsen) £44.00
Sound Design (
David Atwood)

(Tasel la) £ 11.00
The VHF/UHF Book (
RSGB)
£10.00
Mullard Tube Circuits
(Mullard) £ 13.00
Our apologies for the
omission of our regular

Life & Works of AD Blumlein: Alexander

£ 15.00

Verhagen (£ 22.00), an
authoritative look at the world

Horn Loudspeaker Design: Dinsdale

£28.00 D

of ribbon drive units past and

description of how sound
behaves and is perceived in
real space, Modern Recording

present, their engineering,
they can be constructed with

Techniques (£ 25.00) by
Huber & Runstein - the most

The Microphone Cookbook:Tasella £ 14.00 O

aminimum of tools, and

authoritative recording guide

For further information on our
full range of products, and

Testing Loudspeakers: D'appolito

application. Vance Dickason,

we have come across- and

further information on all of

in his Loudspeaker Recipes
(£18.00) is concerned with
an altogether more traditional

the third edition of The Art of
Digital Audio (£ 55.00) by

the books featured here, see

Audio Electronics: Hood

£26.00 O

Firsts in Hifidelity: The Leak Story

£20.00 El

Glass Audio Projects: Audio Amateur

£28.00 D

5.1 Sound: Up & Running: Holman
Self on Audio: Self

£8.00 El

£25.00
£25.00 D

Back to Basics Audio: Nathan

£32.00 D

John Watkinson, generally

Accessories Club price list.

our website: www.
hifiaccessoriesclub.com

Loudspeaker & Headphone Handbook: Borwick £65.00
Valve & Transistor Audio Amplifiers: Hood

£21.00 O

Art of Digital Audio: Watkinson

£ 55.00

Acoustics& Psychoacoustics: Howard

£30.00 Li

The Microphone Book: Eargle

£30.00 O

Newnes Guide to Audio & HiFi: Beer

£ 15.00

Build Your Own Home Theatre: Wolenik
The VHF/UHF Book ( RSGB)

•Visit www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com - email orders welcome

accessories club order form

£ 20.00
Name

£ 20.00

Address_

EXCLUSIVE TO HI-FI NEWS
HEN 001 FLUXDUMPER Magic Brick' for valve amps

£25 O

HFN 002 TEST LP The Producer's Cut'

£25 0

HFN 004 BLACKHEAD: Moving- coil transformer

£70 D

HFN 005 SPIKE SET 8 x M6 spikes for wood/steel

£11

D

Postcode
Tel

HFN 012 STACK STORAGE Black MDF 465mm-wide
LP Store: 120-18, 2- divider, 360(h) x340(d)

£80 CI

CD Store: 160- CD, 4- shelf, 720(h) x 165(d)

£99 D

CD Base: 160- CD, 4- shelf, 720(h) x 165(d)

£99 D

HFN 017 WALLNUT II Wall- mounting 2- shelf table
HFN 022 SORBOTHANE Damping sheet r
50z150x3mm

£70 O
£13

HFN 023 LP INNER SLEEVES per 50

£10 D

HFN 026 LP DIVIDERS Set of 25, tabbed

£12 D

HFN 027 CD DIVIDERS Set of 25, tabbed

£12 0

HFN 028 SOFTSHOES Isolation feet, pack of 12

£18 0

HFN 030 4MM BANANA PLUGS Set of 4

www.hifinews.co.uk

£

( pounds sterling) made payable to:

'HEN Accessories Club' or please charge my AccessNisa/Diners/Amex ( delete)*
Card Number

H
Expires ( date)

I

II
Signature__

£8 D

VINYL CARE & PROTECTION
MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE MkI

Cheque/postal order enclosed for

TO ORDER Please send completed order form ( or aphotocopy) to:
£400 D

Mk1 Kit

£225

Mk11

£450 O

Mk11 Kit

£255 ID

Mk11 Pro

£500 n

HFN Accessories Club & CO Service
PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH. UK
OR Fax your order form to: 01234 742028
OR Telephone: 01234 741152
OR E-mail: sales@hifiaccessoriesclub.com
OR Visit the secure order facility at www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com

UK SALES All prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices
include postage and packing for all items, whatever their size,
anywhere in the United Kingdon.
EXPORT SALES Export sales are very welcome.
Where applicable they will be free of VAT ( Sales Tax), but will
be subject to additional shipping at cost. Please contact
us for quotation. Delivery subject to availability. E&OE.

Hi-FiNew
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Subscribe
CMS an DUO

tk.

For
gifts and savings

worth over
(113

TM IMAM

'seTek
'

£40:

DVD-A & SACD
for £250

WIN!

1111

Tannoy's
new speakers
worth £2000

Pioneers DV- 565
gets its test lab test

Focal 1Mlab
Micro U1013. page 30

Avid for vinyl?
Avid's Whew Sequel
turntable: page 24

FREE IsoPlug
worth £ 29.95!

The

UP TO 25% off
the normal
subscription rate

Ban
&Olufsen

Offer Rate

Full Price

Saving

UK 6 Month DD

£16.20

£21.60

25%

UK Annual Chq/Credit Card

£36.72

£43.20

15%

68.40

91.20

25%

North America*

S91.55

$122.07

25%

Rest of World*

£57.52

£76.70

25%

Western Europe*

HOTLINE: 0845 676 7778
UK SUBSCRI3ERS SEN: YOUR ORDER TO:
HiFi News Subscriptions, FREEPOST CY1061, Haywards Heath, West Sussex, RH16 3ZA
OVERSEAS SLBSCRIBEPS SEND YOUR ORDER TO:
HiFi News Subscriptions, PO Box 272, Haywards Heath, West Sussex, RH16 3FS, UK

YES!

IWOULD LIKE TO SUBSCRIBE TO HI-FINEWS:

Direct Debit ( UK only). Pay only £ 16.20 every six
months, saving 25% off full price of £21.60
Aone-year subscription, saving up to 25%
(See price panel above)

Mr/Mrs/Ms/Miss

Ij Debit
For office use only. Originator's reference — 764 221

(Please attach correct postage)

PAYMENT DETAILS:
I
enclose acheque/international money order made

Name of Bank:

for

the amount of C/e/$

Address:
(see price panel above)

Visa 0 MasterCard E Amex

JK ONLY)

Switch

Card No,

Forename:

Surname:
Address:

EIDEIDDIMEMITEEDU DEEI
Expiry date:
/
Card issue No. 1:111
Signature:
aam mar 18)

ZipAPostcode:

Would you like to receive emails from Hi Fi News and IPC containing news, special
offers and product and service information and take part in our magazine research
via email? If yes. please tick here [7

Email:

Hi Fi News and IPC would like to contact you by post or telephone to promote and
ask your opinion on our magazines and services Please tick here if you prefer not to
hear from IPC

Ore. canary /

II

Postcode:
Account name:
Sort code:

EE

Date:

Home tel:

Date of Birth:

AlCno.1113.111.11.1111

CODE: 25L

payable to IPC Media Ltd

Please debit my:

YOUR DETAILS

PAYMENT DETAILS: DIRECT DEBIT

(
No stamp needed)

IPC may occasionally pass your details to carefully selected organisations so that
they can contact you by telephone or post with regards to promoting and researching
their products and services. Please tic, here if you prefer not to be contacted 0

Account no.

Please pay IPC Media Ltd. Direct Debits from the account detailed
on this instruction subject to the safeguards assured by the Direct
Debit Guarantee. Iunderstand that this instruction may remain with
IPC Media Ltd. and if so, details will be passed electronically to my
Bank or Building Society.

Signature:
Il am cam 18)

Date:

Sevenoaks

SOUND & VISION

Sevenoaks Sound & Vision stocks a wide

BEDFORD

range of Hi Fi separates, DVD players,
amplifiers, speakers, plasma screens. LCD

BIRMINGHAM

televisions and projection systems from all
the leading manufacturers.
From starter systems to custom designed multi- mom and
home cinema installations, our friendly staff are available
in all stores to advise, demorstrate and guide you through
the home entertainment jungle. If you're interested in
home entertainment and want to avoid the confusion,
contact your local Sevenoaks Sound & Vision store and
experience more.
0% interest free option* is available on most products.
'Written details on request. Licensed credit brokers.
Minimum balamce £400. Subject to 3tatus.

WINTER

SALE

Custom Installation experts are fully trained in all areas

OPENING 1-gDURS
SUNDAY • 21 DECEMBER _
MOST STORES OPEN

Irb,

CHRISTMAS DAY>
ALL STORES CLOSE
HAPPY CHRISTMAS!

4

EVENOM

SOUND

L V15101

STAINES &
WEYBRIDGE
We are please to announce, the
new stores in Staines and
Weybridge are now open.
Contact details for these stores
are as follows:-

•WEYBRIDGE
43 CHURCH STREET,
THE QUADRANT
01932 828525
• STAINES
4THAMES STREET
01784 460777

www._;evenoakssoundandvision.co.ruk

EPSOM
GLASGOW
GUILDFORD
HOLBORN
HULL
KINGSTON

CHRISTMAS

NEW STORES NOW OPEP

CRAWLEY
CROYDON

IPSWICH

Home Cinema or Hi Fi System into your home? Our

system, Sevenoaks Sound Si Vision has the solution.

CHELTENHAM

EXETER

www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk

screen and built-in speakers or an integrated control

CARDIFF
CHELSEA

We have hundreds of unmissable barga ns
available in our fantastic WINTER SALE.

• Are you lopking to neatly and seamlessly integrate a

dedicated home cinema installation with a retractable

CAMBRIDGE

EDINBURGH

CUSTOM INSTALLATION

Whether you're looking for lighting control systems, a

BRISTOL
BROMLEY

20/12/03 - 31/01/04
For : nformation on ail the latest offers, call
your nearest store or visit our website.

and provide a prompt, reliable and professional service.

BRIGHTON

BOXING DAY
ALL STORES CLOSED

LEICESTER
LEEDS
LINCOLN
LIVERPOOL
MAIDSTONE
MANCHESTER
NEWCASTLE
NORWICH
NOTTINGHAM
OXFORD
PETERBOROUGH
PLYMOUTH
POOLE

SUNDAY • 28 DECEMBER
MOST STORES OPEN

PRESTON

NEW YEAR'S DAY
ALL STORES CLOSED
HAPPY NEW YEAR!

SEVENOAKS

MANY STORES WILL CLOSE EARLY ON
CHRISTMAS EVE AND NEW YEAR'S EVE

SOUTHAMPTON

PLEASE CONFIRM OPENING HOURS
BEFORE TRAVELLING

READING
SHEFFIELD
SOLIHULL
SOUTHGATE
STAINES NEW
SWANSEA
SWINDON
SWISS COTTAGE
TUNBRIDGE WELLS

SUNDAY OPENING
Many of our stores are open on Sundays
during December and January.

WATFORD
WEYBRIDGE
WITHAM ( ESSEX)
WOLVERHAMPTON

FOR UP-TO-DATE INFORMATION,
PLEASE CALL YOUR LOCAL STORE
OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE.

PLEASE SEE PAGE 7
FOR ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE
NUMBER DETAILS

WINTER

Seven oaks

SALE

SOUND & VISION

20/12/03 - 31/01/04

PRO-JECT 1XPRESSION
TURNTABLE ( BLACK) SALE £209.95

"Compared with a £200 CD player this deck

114:1 e

sounds remarkable: dig out your %thy' and
give the Xpression aspin."

iretvdeallel

:MUM

Best Buy
t

2003 e

'4,temee

SALE INCLUDES FREE GOLDRING EXSTATIC CLEANER'

TURNTABLE / RB300 TON FARM

—

ARCAM CD73T CD PLAYER £399.95
Product
2003",
1hl
Best Buy
2003

The Gyrodec SE sounds great, combining the best sonic characteristics of
rivals... Quite simply the Michell Gyrodec SE is terrifc. Nothing compares at this
price point - its well deserving another Best Buy.'

SALE INCLUDES FREE INTERCONNECT CABLE WORTH £60"

CLAIM MO TOWARDS THE
CARTRIDGE OF YOUR CHOICE .

PnTFI
RCD-02 CD PLAYER
RA- 02 AMPLIFIER
PSnA/
PRO-JECT DEBUT II TURNTABLE*

DM601 S3 SPEAKERS
Ro:el electronics and B8iW speakers are natural

partners for each other, giving excellent sound quality
and stunning looks. So what better than this
combination of cless-leading detail with an even and
robust sound.

SYSTEM PRICE

But at Sevenoaks we always aim to offer you more and

£949.95

this means What IliFi? Sound and Vision's Awardwirning Project Debut Il turntable is thrown in FREE.
M1211W:MI

o

-anal

HI F SYSTEM 1 - NOT IN CONJUNCTION YVITH ANY OTHER OFFER OR PROMOTION

1

HI-FI SYSTEM 2
MUSICAL FIDELITY
A3 CD PLAYER & AMPLIFIER

MARANTZ

MONITOR AUDIO

CDF400 CD PLAYER

SALE £ 119.95

SILVER S8 SPEAKERS

SAVE £30

One of our most popular systems at an
amazing sale price Full-scale dynamics
with a lightness of touch makes this
combination stand out

o fl .nt'
66

SYSTEM PRICE

MARANTZ
PM 7200 AMPLIFIER

SALE £269.95

SAVE £60

'This is one of tne most powerful amps in its class, at 95w per
channel, and it sounds it with anything from can:e tp abig orchestral
work, offering adelicious combination of poise and mpact. Stick with
fast, dynamic speakers such as B&W DM601 S3s or KEF's equally
capable C)1s and the results will amaze."

£2399.95
PReE EXCIOXIEE CABLESO SW.NOS

141-F1 SYSTEM:2
NOT IN CONduNCTION

vvrrHAu.Y 01'1Ela

OF, ER OR PROMOTION

rSAVE £379

MISSION
780 SE SPEAKERS

SALE £ 349.95
'The revamped Mission 780s are hugely
enjoyable anyone with up to £400 to spend
should consider these standmoun:ers Mission's
clever move has paid oft.'

PURE DIGITAL
DRX-702ES ANALOGUE/DAB TUNER

SALE £299.95

*****

US

SALE

INCLUDES SPEAKER CABLE
WORTH £50 FREE OF CHARGE .

SAVE £30

PRICING POLICY
We always try to ensure our prices are
highly competitive.
In the event you can find title same products
and excellent service at

E.

bwer price, please

bring it to our store maragers .attention.

FINANCE OPTION*
Spread tie cost of buying.
0% finance option is available
on the vast majority of products
we stock.
•Wntlen debits on repots! Licensed credit
brokers. Minimum oalan,e I:400 Subject to status.

MISSION
782 SE SPEAKERS

SALE £899.95
Well, with the exception ot

engineers have excelled in

the alderwood-veneer

this area: these elegant

finish, these floorstanders

floors:enders sound

look ident cal to the

beautifully balanced and

standard model, although

few rivals under £ 1000 can
match their wonderful

there's anew tweeter and
crossover design One of
the advantages of the

levels of clarity.
The ' special edition' tag is

three-way configuration Is

overused but these

that each driver deals with
only ararrow section of

talen:ed floorstanders are
bona fide sonic stars"

the frequency range, and
the designers optimise
each unit to perform its
respective task Mission's

Please Pote: Some products may not be available at all stores.
Please call before travelling. Cable Offer - From range avaiiabie in-store.
Not in conjunction with any other offer.
Advertisement valid until at least 31 01 04, E&OE.

INCLUDES SPEAKER CABLE
WORTH POO FREE OF CHARGE.

SALE

Sevenoaks

SOUND

& VISION

09:0
000
000
000

HI-FI SYSTEM 3

SAVE £ 169

ROKSAN
KANDY KD1/11I CD PLAYER
KANDY KA1/11I AMPLIFIER

ri or sAil

QUAD

9

11L SPEAKERS
If you're after detail and excitement in your music

then this system's for you. Here we've combined
the Quad 11L speakers - Product of the Year
2002/2003 - with Roksan's double Award-winning
Kandy I<A1/111 amplifier and its ideal partner, the
Kandy KD1/III CD player.

SYSTEM PRICE

Awarded five stars in arecent What HiFi? Sound
and Vision group test, the Kandy KD1/11I CD

£1399.95

player was described as " offering agreat array of

ERICE ExCWCES Glare RYTA[Y.

talents - team it with its amp stablemate and you
have something close to the ideal visual and
sonic combination."

WHARFEDALE PACIFIC

•

EVOLUTION 30 SPEAKERS

«so
gliaggaw

But don't just take our word for it; corne in for alisten.
M 3 - NOT IN CONJJNCTION WITH ANY OTHER
OFFER OR PROMOTION

SALE £649.95
'Evolution? This is
more like arevolution:
Wharfedale's new
range is more than
an upgrade of its

HI-FI SYSTEM 4

SAVE £399

CYRUS CD8 CD PAYER & 8AMPLIFIER
MONITOR AUDIO SILVER S6 SPEAKERS

Pacific series
Listen to the
Evolution 30s arid the

Mother very popular combination that's more

sonic changes leap

than the sum of its already talented parts - and

.out at you. Sitting on

that's before you've examined the upgrade

their chunky spikes

options. The CD8 is amagnificent player (Best

and situated in free

Buy - What HiFi? Sound and Vision Awards

space, he speakers

2003) and like most Cyrus products its

sound wonderful: low

performance can be maximised with the addition

frequencies delve

of aCyrus PSX-R power supply

beep and delivery is
punchy and fast
You'll have gathered

The beautifuly crafted Silver S6 speakers from
British speaker specialists Monitor Audio
complete the package.

by now we love the
HI-FI SYSTEM 4 - NOT IN CONJUNC110N WITH ANY OTHER
OFFER OR PROMOTION

•
Evoluten 30s.
They're beautifully
imade and great
all-rounders"

SALE

INCLUDES SPEAKER CABLE
WORTH £8C FREE OF CHARGE .

Please Note: Some products may not be available at all stores.
Please call before travelling. *Cable Offer - From range available in-store.
Not in conjunction with any other ode,.
Advertisement valid until al least 31,
10VO4, F&OE.

(n
- £ 1999.95
PRICE ExCcuix, ÇAX&IS USTMI),

experience rriof

SAVE £ 169

LINN CLASSIK
MUSIC SYSTEM

(
EX SPEAKERS)

SALE £749.95

SAVE £ 100

CD73T CD DLAYER & A65 P_US AMPLIFIER

un /AUDIO

IVIL.J1`41 I

The Classik sounds simply marvellous. Boasting fn3 impact end drve
it retains its grip even as it thumps out rocs and dance tracks Ask it tc

. BRONZE B2 SPEAKERS

play quiet acoustic music and its smooth. leuid presentation impresses
still further. The Classik Difers the perfor-namce yo_ii expect

from

high

quality separates; in one .cvely package - -this is avery superior oroduct."

YAMAHA CDR-HD1300
CD-RW/FID FIECORDEF'

SALE £499.95

SAVE £30

SYSTEM PRICE

£799.95
BRICE DCLJDES UBLES IlLC

Arcarr and Monitor Audio both have an
enviable reputation for producing great
sounding lilt without breaking tne bank This
system shows why with awell balanced sound
that's Doth musically involving and enjoyable

At the front of the, aackage is Arcam supgradeable CD73T CD player - aWhat Hi Fi'? Sound
and Vision ' Product cf the Year 2003' We've coupled this with Arcam's complementary A65
Plus integrated amplifier and Monitor Audio's beautifully balanced ' Best Buy Bronze B2
speakers According to What 1-11-A 9 Sound and Vision (Awards 2003), these compact
speakers " Sound superb

PIONEER PDR-609
CD-RW FECORDER

Pro uct
of the year

SALE £ 159.95
DENON DM31
UD-M31 CD RECEIVER

SALE £ 184.95

SAVE £45

"The D-M30 was exemplary, as its three What Hi-pi? Sou -ii and Vision
Awards clearly show. The D- M31 is even Defter, making kphenomenal •«""""
value for money"

OPTIONAL RECOSE ERS: DMD-M31 MINIDISC RECORD= • DRR-M.31 CASSETTE DECK
NB - PRICE EXCLUDES SPEAJCItS

Speakers don't get much better than the B2s"

HI-FI SYSTEM 5 - NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFEROR PROMOTION

Sevenoaks

j_

SOUND & VISION

TeL

Cynis 8
Cyrus Pre XPre
Cyrus Mono XPower
Denon PMA355
Linn Kolector Pre
Linn LK85 Power
Marantz .".;14400
Maranta '
30
Musical
Musical
Musical
Musical
Musical

PRODUCT RANGE
An outstanding selection of products
are on display and available for
demonstration at all Sevenoaks
Sound & Vision stores. However,
some products may not be available
at all stores.
Please call to check availability
before travelling.

TURNTABLES
Goldring GAI
Michell Gyro SE;f18300n0 TOWARDS
Michell Tecnv.Dec
Project
Project
Project
Project

CARTRIDGE •

Debut Phono SB
Debut II (Black)
Debut II (Colour.)
1Xpressei FOIE EittrATIC CLEANER

Project RPM4

£1049.95
ESALE
£ SALE
£ Stu
£209.95

£ SALE

TUNERS
Arcam DIVA 461
Cyrus FM X
Denon 402601. tokii
Marantz ST410C
Pure Evoke 1DAB .
Pure DRX-70 ,ES DAB
Pure DRX-702ES Analogue/DAB

£ SALE
£ SALE
£99.95
£ SALE
£89.95
£ SALE
£299.95

CD PLAYERS
Arcam VA CD73f FREE £60 INTERCONNECT' £399.95
Arcam VA CD821
E SALE
Arcam iVA CD9.31.
.
1 SALE
Arcam MJ 03331
£ SALE
Cyrus CD6
£ SALE
Cyrus CD8
I SALE
Denon DCD485
£119.95
Linn Genki
ESALE
Linn Ikemi
.£ SALE
Marantz CD5400
£119.95
Marantz CD17/1IM
I SALE
Meridian 507
.£ SALE
Musical Fidelity A3 2
.£ SALE
Musical Fidelity A308'
I SALE
Musical Fidelity Tri-VisaSACD
I SALE
Quad 99 (. 1
.£ SALE
Roksan Kanilv isE) . MKIR
£ SALE
Roksan Caspén M
£ SALE
Rotel RCD02
ESALE
lintel 0001072
£ SALE

RECORDERS
Pioneer POREN CD RW
£159.95
Sony
W3 CD-RW
£169.95
Yamaha X393 Cassette-C.0cl(
£99.95
Yamaha - X580SE Case> Deck
£ 179.95
Yamaha CDR-HD1300 CD-RW
£499.95

AMPLIFIERS
Arcam VA A65 Plus
Arcam VA A80
Arcam JA ROS
Arcam
A90
Arcam '.I1 N.42

£
£
£
£
£

Cyrus

£ SALLE

o

SALIE
SALE
SA1.11.
SALE
SALE

£ SALE
£ SALE
(Each) £ SAL E
£189.95

SALE
20/12/03 - 31/01/04

Toshiba SD330E
Wharfedale DVD M3

£79.95
£69.95

Yamaha DVD-S540

£99.95
£69.95
£SALE

£ SALE

DVD RECORDERS
£269.95

Quad 3Power
Roksan Kandy KA1 MKIII
Roksan Caspian M
Rotel R-01
Rotel UA 02
Rotel RA- 1062

£
£
£
£
£

SAL;
SALE
SALE
SALE
SALE

£ SALE
£ SALE
ESALE
£ SALE
£ SALE
ESALE

SPEAKERS
Acoustic Energy Aegis Evo One
Acoustic Energy Aegis Evo Three
Acoustic Energy AE1 MKIII (From)
B&W DM36:

£SALE
£SALE
£SALE
£SALE
£ SALE
£ SALE
£SALE

B&W DM601 S3
Et&W DM602 S3
B&W 705
KEF 01

£SALE
KEF 04
£ SALE
KEF 001
Linn 0,15£ SALE
£ SALE
Linn'
£ SALE
Mission • s31
£ SALE
Mission POSE £50 FREE CAME*
£349.95
Mission ;82SE £100 FREE CABLE.
£899.95
Monitor Audio Bronze 82
£ SALE
Monitor Audio Silver 51
£ SALE
Monitor Audio Silver S6
£ SALE
Monitor Audio Gold Reference 10
£ SALE
Monitor Audio Gold Reference 20
£ SALE
Quad .
£SALE
Quad
£ SALE
Quad
£ SALE
Ruark :
CABLE

£649.95

HI-FI SYSTEMS
Denon 201 Ex Speakers
Denon DF101 Ex Speakers
Denon DM31 Ex Speakers
Linn Classik Music Ex Speakers
Onkyo CS
Speakers

£499.95
£299.95
£ 184.95
£ 749.95

Teac Legacy r 0Ex Speakers
Teac Reference 300 Ex Speakers

£ 199.95
£449.95

Teac Reference 500 Ex Speakers

£569.95

DVD SYSTEMS
Denon ADV-M71 Ex Speakers
Denon AD 01000 Ex Speakers
Jamo DVR50/A305PDD
Jamo DVR50/A355PDD
Linn Classik Movie aSpeakers
Linn Classik Movie Di Ex Speakers
Onkyo DR-S2.2 Ex Speakers
Panasonic SC HT1000
Pioneer NS CIV99
Teac Legacy 700/LS-L800 Speakers

fSALE
£ SALE
£ SALE
£ Sri!
£1299.95
£ SA Et
£ SALE
£ SALE
fSALE
£849.95

Monitor Audio Bronze B4
Monitor Audio Radius
Ruark Vita 120

ESALE
ESALE
ESALE

SUBWOOFERS

MAKE & MODEL

Fidelity A3.2
Fidelity A3.2 Pre
Fidelity A3.2 Power
Fidelity A308
Fidelity TriVista 300

Wharfedale ,uutic Evolution 30 reo FREE

WINTER

REGION 2 MULTI REGION
Panasonic • R-E50 DVD-R £ 269.95
£299.95
Philips . J-10 DVD+RW
£249.95
£249.95
Philips 01/01175 DVD+RW £ SALE
£SALE
Philips DVDR80 DVD+ RW £ SALE
£SALE
Pioneer DVR31003 DVD-EVRW £ SALE
£SALE
Pioneer DVR5100HS DVD-R/RW £ SALE
ESALE
Sony ..) R-0X7 Recorder
£ SALE
Toshiba RD-XS30 DVD Recorder .£549.95

EIBA

AN AMPLIFIERS
RECEIVERS & PROCESSORS
Arcam AVR200 NV Receiver
£599.95
Arcam AVR300 NV Receiver
£ SALE
Arcam ARO/P7 NV Pre/Processor/Power
£ SALE
Cyrus AV8 AN Processor
£ SALE
Denon AVC-A1SR AN Amplifier
£ SALE
Denon AVC-A115R AN Amplifier
£ SALE
Denon AVR1604 AN Receiver
£ SALE
Denon AVR1804
Receiver
£ SALE
Denon AVR2803 NV Receiver
£529.95
Denon AVR3803 NV Receiver
Harman Kardon AVR2550 AN Receiver
ESALE

e

Harman Kardon AVR5550 NV Receiver
£ SALE
Harman Kardon AVR8500 NV Receiver
£1499.95
Maranta
400 AN Receiver
£ SALE
Marantz SI15400 AN Receiver
£369.95
Onkyo ; X-SR501E AN Receiver
£ SALE
Onkyo ' X-59601E Mr Receiver
ESALE
Onkyo -X-NR900E AN Receiver INC KEF1005. £1499.95
Pioneer VSX-C301 NV Receiver
£ SALE
Pioneer VSX-0501 AN Receiver
£ SALE
Pioneer VSX-D812 NV Receiver
£329.95
Pioneer VSX-AX3i NV Receiver
£679.95
Pioneer VSX-AX5i AN Receiver
£949.95
Pioneer VSA-N(10i NV Amplifier
£2199.95
Rotel - SX1065 AN Receiver
f
Rotel ' " F6 'RMB1075 NV Pre/Power
£ SALE
TAG McLaren .W30R NV Processor
ESALE
TAG McLaren .10192R NV Processor (From) £ SALE
Yamaha ",.(6405E NV Amplifier
£ SALE
Yamaha . 1,1 ,L9 AN Amplifier
£ SALE
Yamaha RX V44ORDS AN Receiver
fSALE
Yamaha RX V64ORDS AN Receiver
£379.95
Yamaha RX-V140ORDS NV Receiver
£ SALE

B&W ASW675
SAW ASW750
Ittl Acoustics Pro 50 (Black)
MJ Acoustics Pro 100 (Black)

£
£
£
£

RU Acoustics Ref 100 (Blk) Eso FREE CABLE. £349.95
MJ Acoustics Ref 1 (Black)
£ SALE
REL 0150E MKII (Brines Black) ZOO FREE MILE* . f499.95
REL 0201E
£ SALE
REL 0400E (Brittex Black)
ESALE
REL Quake (Brittex Black)
ESALE
REL Strata Ill (Wood)
ESALE
REL Storm Ill (Brittex Black)
£ SALE

PLASMA
Fujitsu P42HHA10 42"
Fujitsu P42HHA30 42"

£3199.95
£ SALE

Hitachi 32PD3000P 32"
Hitachi 42PD3000E 42"
Panasonic TH37PA20B 37"

£2499.95
£3099.95
ESALE

Panasonic -.
142PA20B 42"
Panasonic 1rl42PW6B 42"
Philips Latest Models
Pioneer PDP433HDE 43"
Pioneer PDP434HDE 43"
Pioneer PDP503HDE 50"

£ SALE
£2999.95
£ SALE
£3489.95
£ SALE
£4989.95

Pioneer PDP504HDE 50"
Sony KE32TS2 32"
Toshiba Latest Models

£ SALE
£2599.95
£ SALE

LCD TV
LG RZ17111 017"
Panasonic Latest Models
Philips Latest Models
Relisys EILT1720 17"
Sharp Agues LC-13B4E 13"
Sharp Aquos LC-1351E 13"
Sharp Agues LC-15B4E 15"
Sharp Agues LC-15E1E 15"
Sharp Aquos LC-20B4E 20"
Sharp Aquos LC-20E1E 20"
Sharp Aquos LC-22SV2E 22"
Sharp Aquos LC-30HV4E 30"
Sharp Aquos LC-37HV4E 37"
Sony . test Models
Toshiba Latest Models

£579.95
ESALE
ESALE
£ SALE
£ SALE
£329.95
£ SALE
£ SALE
£ SALE
£ SALE
£1099.95
£ SALE
£3999.95
£ SALE
£ SALE

AN SPEAKER PACKAGES

PROJECTORS

Acoustic Energy lego P5
Acoustic Energy Evo 36
B&W \.¡ MliAS1
Energy Take 5.1
Energy Encore

NEC -1000 DLP
Sanyo I.V-Z1 LCD
Sanyo IV-Z2 LCD
Screenplay SP4800 DLP
Screenplay SP5700 DLP
Sharp • V-Z91E DIP
Sharp XVZ200 DIP
Sharp XV210000 DIP
Sim 2Domino 20 DLP
Sim 2HT300 Xtra DLP
ThemeScene I-130 Cinema DLP
ThemeScene . 156 Cinema DLP

£ SALE
£999.95
£ SALE
£ SALE
£ SALE
£1799.95
£3499.95
f5999.95
£3599.95
£7499.95
ESALE
£2399.95

ThemeScene H76 Cinema DLP
Yamaha EPX-500 LCD

£ SALE
£ SALE

£399.95
£799.95
£ SALE
ESALE
ESALE

Jamo 07 THX Ultra 2 (horn)
ESALE
KEF ,•
IT1005
SALE
KEF - ' 2005.2 £1941FBEE CAME*
£799.95
KEF Kri T5005
£ SALE
KEF 07 AV MO FREE CAME*
£2199.95
AUK K5 £200 FREE CAKE.
£1699.95
M&K K3
£
M&K Xenon 25
M&K > 0,0535/V850
Mission m70

£399.95

Yamaha DPX-1000 DLP

fSALE

DVD PLAYERS
MAKE & MODEL
Arcam DIVA DV78
Arcam DiVA DV88 Plus

REGION 2 MULTI REGION
£ SALE
£ SALE
£ SALE
£ SALE

Arcam DiVA DV89
£ SALE
Cyrus DVD8
£ SALE
Denon DVD-1400 Universal £ SALE
Denon DVD-2200 Universal
ESALE
Denon ruVD-2900 Universal
ESALE
Denon
Al
£ SALE
Harman Kardon DVD21
£ SALE
Harman Kardon DVD25
£ SALE
Marantz 44300
£189.95
Pioneer V360
£89.95
Pioneer . IV464
£99.95
Pioneer DV565A Universal
£179.95
Pioneer DV668Av Universal £ SALE
Pioneer DV868Avi Universal £ SALE
Tag McLaren DVD32FLR £ SALE
Teac DV50
£ SALE

£ SALE
£ SALE
£ SALE
£ SALE
£ SALE
£ SALE
£ SALE
£
£ 189.95
£ 109.95
£ 119.95
£209.95
£
£ SALE
£ SALE
£ SALE

SALE
SALE
SALE
SALE

SALE

CALL YOUR LOCAL STORE OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR
UP-TO-DATE SALE PRICES

£ PRICING POLICY
SEVENOAKS SOUND & VISION OPERATES APRICING POLICY
SEE OPPOSITE PAGE FOR DETAILS

Please Note: Some products may not be available at all stores.
Please call before travelling.
*Cable Offer - From range available in-store. Not in conjunction with any other offer.
Advertisement valid until at least 31 01 04. E&OE

SEVENOAKS STORES NATIONWIDE
BROMLEY
• 020

39A EAST STREET

CHELSEA 403 KINGS ROAD
•

3

CROYDON

cri •

369-373 LONDON ROAD

020 8665 1203 OPEN SUNDAY

EPSOM

12 LIPPER HIGH STREET

• 01372

720720 OPEN SUNDAY

HOLBORN

144-148 GRAYS INN ROAD

•020 7837 7540

KINGSTON 43

79-81 CHASE SIDE

STAINES 4THAMES STREET NEW
• 01784

020 7352 9466

9«1

SOUTHGATE

•020 8886 2777 OPEN SUNDAY

8290 1988

OPEN SUNDAY

460777 OPEN SUNDAY

SWISS COTTAGE 21

NORTHWAYS POE, FINCHLEY RD

•020 7722 9777 OPEN SUNDAY

WATFORD 478
• 01923

ST ALBANS ROAD

213533 OPEN SUNDAY

WEYBRIDGE

43 CHURCH STREET THE QUADRANT

•01932 828525

NEW

FIFE ROAD

•020 8547 0717 OPEN SUNDAY

F
i BEDFORD
•

29-31 ST PETERS STREET

• BRIGHTON
a

57 WESTERN ROAD, HOVE

ARCH 12. LIVER`r STREET

92B WHITELADIES ROAD. CLIFTON

0117 974 3727

CAMBRIDGE

17 BURLEIGH STREET

32 THE BOULEVARD

5THE GRASSMARKET

EXETER 28 CO WICK STREET
88 GREAT WESTERN ROeD
OPEN SUNDAY

GUILDFORD 736 NORTH STREET
01483 536666
1SeVILE ROW, SAVILE STREET

01482 587171
12-14 DOGS HEAD STREET

01473 286977

LEEDS

62 NORTH STREET

0113 245 2775 OPEN SUNDAY

LEICESTER

10 LOSEBY LANE

0116 253 6567

LINCOLN

20-22 CORPORATION STREET

01522 527397 (
OFF HIGH STREET)

LIVERPOOL

16 LORD STREET

0151 707 8417

MAIDSTONE

41 ST CLEMENTS STREET

PETERBOROUGH

36-38 PARK ROAD

PLYMOUTH

107 CORNULL STREET

POOLE

LATIMER HOUSE. 44-46 HIGH STREET

PRESTON
READING

3-4 KINGS WALK SHOPPING CENTRE

96 WEEK STREET

01622 686366 OPEN SUNDAY

109-13 LDNDON ROAD

01732 459555

SHEFFIELD 635 QUEENS ROAD.
0114 255 5861

SOLIHULL 149-151

SEVENOAKS WEBSITE

Founded in 1972, Sevenoaks Sound &
Vision is one of the largest and most
successful hi-fi and home cinema retailers

The Sevenoaks Sound & Vision website

in the country.

the

There are regularly updated special
offer and stock clearance lists with
hundreds of products available and

covering all categories of specialist home

detailed pages to help you locate your

entertainment, from HiFi separates and

nearest store. To find out more, click on

systems to

www.sevenoakssoundandviston.eo.uk

CVO

players,

widescreen

plasma televisions and projection systems,
all at highly competitive prices.
Friendly staff are available in all stores to
advise, demonstrate and guide you through
tie home entertainment jungle.

NEW STORES

DEMONSTRATION
FACILITIES
Our comfortable demonstration roams are
among the finest in the country. many
complying with full THX specifications.

stores in Staines and Weybridge are now
open. For more information visit our website.

HEELEY

Sevenoaks Sourd & Vision's Custom
Installation Service enables the integration
of ahome cinema or hi-fi system into your
home as neatly and seamlessly as
possiole. All electronics car be hidden
away speakers discreetly mounted either
in the wall of ceiling and the complete
system operated via remote control.

Sound & Vision group stock and display a
wide range of products. As models and
product

OPEN SUNDAY

SOUTHAMPTON 33 LONDON

ROAD

Our installation experts are fully trained to
the highest standards in all areas and
provide aprompt, reliable and professional
service. Whetner you're looking for amulti-

1THE GROVE CENTRE

01376 501733

WOLVERHAMPTON

29-30 CLEVELAND STREET

01902 312225 OPEN SUNDAY

OPENING HOURS: PLEASE TELEPHONE OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE
E-MAIL: [insert store namej@sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk

or

Whilst we do not claim always to be the

SWINDON 8-9 COMMERCIAL ROAD

01892 531543

changed

PRICING POLICY

OPEN SUNDAY

28-30 ST JOHNS ROAD

are

clearance. Visit Our Website for an up-todate list of the clearance stock

SWANSEA 24 MANSEL STREET

TUNBRIDGE WELLS

ranges

superseded, the preceding models are
made available at a reduced price, for

023 8033 7770 OPEN SUNDAY

01793 610992

STOCK CLEARANCE
With 49 stores nationwide, the Sevenoaks

OPEN SUNDAY

0121 733 3727

WITHAM (
ESSEX)

an

Each Sevenoaks Sound & Vision store
stocks a wide range of quality products,

STRATFORD ROAD

01792 465777

has news and informatior
Sevenoaks group and its stores.

CUSTOM INSTALLATION

40-41 LUNE STREET

SEVENOAKS

WHO ARE SEVENOAKS?

We are pleased to announce both the new

0118 959 7768

01392 218895

IPSWICH

OXFORD

01772 825777 OPEN SUNDAY

0131 229 7267

HULL

597-099 MANSFIELD ROAD

01202 671677

01293 510777

0141 332 9655

NOTTINGHAM

01752 226011

01242 241171

GLASGOW

OPEN SUNDAY

29-?9A ST GILES STREET

01733 897697 OPEN SUNDAY

029 2047 2899

CHELTENHAM 14 PITTVILLE STREET

EDINBURGH

NORWICH

01865 241773

104-106 ALBANY ROAD

CRAWLEY

19 NEWGATE STREET

0115 911 2121

01223 304770

CARDIFF

NEWCASTLE

OPEN SUNDAY

01603 767605

0121 233 2977

BRISTOL

69 HIGH ST. CITY CENTRE

0191 221 2320

01273 733338

BIRMINGHAM

MANCHESTER

0161 831 7969

01234 272779

room system, a dedicated home cinema
installation with a retractable screen and
built-in speakers or an integrated control or
lighting system, Sevenoaks Sound & Vision

cheapest we try to ensure our lances are
highly competitive. Take into account the
expert advice, unrivalled product selection.
demonstration facilities and excel ent pre,
during and after sales service and the lower
price might not look such good value.
In the event you can find the same products
and excellent service at a lower price,

has adiverse range of products available to

please bring it to our store managers .
attention. We will always endeavour to otter

cater for all your requirements.

you the best deal.

www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk

•
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The new Audio Salon has opened!
News and Views from The Audio Salon
Reviewing the figures of the American market,
the Financial Times concluded last month that
"2003 will go down as the year that Hi Fi died."
Of course, we know better than that! Real Hi Fi is hardly
an industry but aguild of crafts, aminority pursuit; an
elite in the true sense; apursuit of excellence in aworld
of mediocrity. It worries us not one bit that High Street,
mass-produced pseudofi is being eclipsed by multi-room,
multi-function, multi-channel products; and these by video,
portable and computer gizmos. Products that promise
everything and deliver nothing. DVD, DAB, even SACD
started as -high resolution formats but now diluted to sub-CD
quality in order to carry more channels. As the Financial
Times article pointed out, " It is not that people are listening
to less music. Music is everywhere on computers, portable
players, home theatre systems, mobile phones."
Our point — the point of the audiophile - is that people are
listening to more music, but hearing less of it! Even on TV,
have you not experienced seeing amusician but not hearing
his or her contribution?
And, yet, in this world of junk foods and junk hi-fi, there
are far greater audio products — and value - than we might
have imagined only acouple of years before. This month,
we will discuss them on the next few pages. You will only
find such products in ahandful of retailers in the UK. These
manufacturers are the ones who aim to make quality, rather
than quantity; any one who has thirty UK dealers has set out
to make money!
It is inconvenient for most people to travel, but seeing and
hearing asystem of matched and crafted components is the
only way to realise the truth of the great deception that has
finally started to kill the deceivers! So, " Hi Fi is Dead?" Long
live Eli Fi!
Stereo and Surround sound are alive and well at the new
and capacious Audio Salon — acentre of excellence, three
floors of challenge to the internet and the High Street, and
the UK's first world class Department Store of Real Hi Fi. An
unrivalled showcase of the different price levels and designer
statements under any single roof in Britain. All hand crafted
and professional products; we leave the High Street to sell
lots of the flavour of the month and hyped hi-fi.
Located in Glasgow's city centre, the new Audio Salon
at 4Park Circus is afour floor Townhouse just off the M8
motorway, and an hour and ahalf flight from any of the
London airports. It is well worth avisit if you are seriously
committed to value and performance and unhappy with the
convenience of mediocrity. In the meantime, you are invited
to visit our website and contact us at your convenience:
please note our new fax and phone numbers.
From everyone at the Audio Salon, Happy New Year!

Jack Lawson

art audio • art loudspeakers • atc • audiosource • ayre acoustics • bcd

NEW tel 0141 333 9700 (3lines) fax 0141 333 9097

audio i salon
the town house, 4Park Circus, Glasgow, G3 6AX, Scotland, UK
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The
WeGryphon
have sold this magnificent brand
since 1991 and the best just gets better.
The Mikado CD player is not only the
finest CD player made but Iwould
class it alongside the fabulous Goldmund
Reference turntable as an icon and it is a
certain classic. Already there is awaiting list. On
dem in the Salon's First Floor Drawing Room, it completes
an all Gryphon system, including the cables and the awardwinning Cantata loudspeakers. We are running the Prelude
pre-amp into the Antileon Signature class-A dual mono
amplifier. Surround sound? MO! Three dimensional — YES.
(Recently, some Hi Fi journalists have stated that multichannel is valid because stereo is arbitrary and inadequate.
However, it is basic stereo theory, as discovered by
Blumlein that mathematically two channels with subtle
phase information intact will reproduce three dimensions.
The coined word stereo means solid in the sense of
3-D space.)

ID

Since Iwas aschoolboy Ikeep coming
ProAc
back to this brand after liaisons and
amorous affairs with all manner of
technologies and techniques. The revised
range jut makes the best get even better,
and unimaginably much better! The Salon
is proud to be the firstIJK dealer to have on dem the
new flagship Response D-100 loudspeakers, and I
promise that earthly pleasures come no more sensuous
than the erogenous zone of your hearing. If you have
the aspiration, the space and the resources, you must
hear these. Loudspeakers are always apersonal choice,
but if YOU are serious, so are WE! If you travel to the
Salon, you will hear the flagship models of at least six or
seven loudspeaker ranges, currently starting from the new
£25,000 ART Impressions (series 2), Revel, ATC, Gryphon,
Kharma and Zingali. We have invested in these mo els
despite the hype surrounding much more saleable, but
inferior, loudspeakers.
On apersonal note. Hypedfi is not our Fi! The Audio
Salon remains ahobby business, and apersonal career.
We might have made much more money, but would have
bought-no more happiness by selling the "pre-sold" brands
to our customers and friends. Music means more.

ART Audio
It is ludicrous for Hi Fi journalists to
generalise about valve amplifiers in any
way: misconceptions have become urban
myths. ART Audio probably make the best
in the world, because they combine absolute
consistency and performance with value and user
friendliness. They are quiet, trouble-free and glorious.
Their competitors are the world class legends whose prices
—literally five to ten times higher — invite credibility but at
what expense? The Dual Mono VPS pre-amp at £2,.550 is
astate-of-the art line pre-amp which simply makes ahighend system at aquarter of the market value! The Vinyl One
at £ 1,990 (fully loaded) has been reviewed as the finest
sounding, beyond far more expensive models.
Whether you are adevotee of the 300B family of valves or
the 845, talk to us about the ART power amplifiers, from the
new Carissa at £3,300 to the Adagio Monoblocks at £9,995
per pair. These power amplifiers can be configured with
inputs and volume controls to suit the user's needs, making
them self-contained compact ( integrated) amplifiers.
ATC
Forget product placement! Behind the scenes
in Hollywood lurks the free choice of more
pros than any other brand. By far. Find out
why! We have them on dem -- from the
£499 SCM7 monitors through the Active 10
and 20 models up to the SCM-100 — amazing
value with six class A amps at £8,500 per pair for
Cherrywood or Walnut options.
AYRE ACOUSTICS
While most ultimate brands make statements
with their price tags, Ayre offers performance
at perhaps half the market value! Rave reviews
consistently in every country enhance respect
for this company year on year. Latest product
is the P5-xphono stage, long awaited state of
the art product, but at less than half the expected
price namely, £ 1,995. This is for the serious analogue
people! For the very serious videophile, the DX7 CD/DVD
modular transport will be launched very soon, from £2,950
redefines quality and value from acompany at the cutting
edge.

Our ProAc range starts from the Tablettes — see our piano
white Signature versions! -- through the amazirig ribbon
Future Foint Five speakers at £3,500 up to the U-80 and
D-100. Very strong new models are the Response D25
110BOW TECHNOLOGIES
(£2,995) and D38 (from £4,495) following the fabulous
floor-standing D15, abargain at £ 1,790 per pair and
Bow continues to make the most audibly and
offering sheer domestic eregance.
visually stylish products on the planet.
ART Loudspeakers
We do not expect you to travel and
entrust us with your decision-making
unless we offer the entire spectrum of
possibilities and nowhere more so than
for loudspeakers. The comparison to
Wilson loudspeakers is invalid: ART offers
far superior musicality and value. Truly, the
Impression series two at £25,000 per pair are asupreme
bargain,. but without honour ( it sometimes seems,
underpriced) in their own land! The ART Expression 3way and 2-way (£ 7,995 and £3,995 with pedestal) truly
reflect much of the flagship model, astatement we can
happily prove! By appointment! At last, the same expertise
has been applied to affordable models — from the SkilDo
range starting at £ 795 per pair, and the astounding and
elegant Stille-to loudspeakers at only £995. These are mould
breaking... but YOU must choose: compare them to ATC's
SCM 1ror Zingali's Prelude One loudspeakers — all three
make amockery of what you can buy for under £ 1000 on
the internet or the High Street's hyped brands (boxes stuffed
with OEM drivers).

The ZZ and silver ranges are in stock and on
dem at the Salon. No news is good news!!
EAR/Yoshino
If you are disappointed by poorly made and
ancient designs of unreliable and inconsistent
valve amps, this brand is for you, and also
for you! From the classic phono box models
(from £458) these will make you angry at the
Hi Fi press recommendations!!! From the wide
range of EAR products designed and made by
Tim de Paravicini, his name is your guarantee of
satisfaction!
Our role is to guide you through awide range of his options
and system matching.

bow • earlyoshino • jps labs• lyra • mark levinson • michell • obelisk • parasound

open 9am-6pm (monsat) 6demonstration rooms

•
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"
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Parasound and Primare
New Agencies. While we remain
wedded to three-dimensional stereo,
we have selected these processors as
two of the best of audiophile's brands
of surround! While others offer many
gizmos and combinations, they sound sterile.
These two have their roots in stereo: from the legendary
John Curie JC-1 monoblocks by Parasound, these offer
£10k performance for half the sum! Parasound's Halo range
includes the T-3 reference tuner that makes ajoke of DAB"
sound (at £ 500) while the P-3 pre-amp includes MM
input and fully-balanced circuitry at aludicrous £ 700.
Match it with the A23 stereo power amplifier at £ 750
each (400 watts_per channel in bridged mode) until you
can afford the JC-1 amps.
Of course, Parasound and Primare offer acclaimed surround
processors which deliver audiophile sound: call us to
discuss your requirements.
Surround Loudspeakers

Our favoured solutions are from Eclipse, ProAc and
Zingali. Compare them to High Street brands, and
marvel that at The Audio salon, you pay the same price
for the Real Thing!
Vinyl
The new Audio Salon has added Sound by
Design to turntables from Michell (starting
from the £575 TecnoDek), SME and Simon
Yorke Designs. For cartridges we are very
fussy: mostbrands are poorly built. No
so Sumiko (from the classic Blue Point at
£149 and Blue Point Special at £279). Ditto,

líte

... and SHANLING! A range of CD and SACD
Players of unrivalled value are now joined
by apair of monoblock 50 watt valve_power
amplifiers costing £ 1,995. Not £3,995.
Not £ 5,995. And yes, per pair, including the
remote volume and mute control!
Unison to Zingali
Made in Italy! With passion and precision.
Zingali, Unison amplifiers and C.D players
offer an amazing level of value and
performance from around £3,000 for a
system; from the land that brought you
Armani, Ferrari and brands that define style,
precision and passion.
Audio Cables
The cables are the longest components in your
system and the mosfprone to microphony,
EMI RFI, and the problems of conductors
and di-electrics. Unfortunately, cables
are aminefield of confusion, mediocrity
and over-pricing. Our preferred solution is
the Direct Distribution of the world's most
respected audiophile brand, namely JPSLabs.
These cables are thus available throughout the
UK at USD domestic prices — aunique opportunity. Find
out which cable is right for you! Remember, only JPS uses a
metal specifically designed for audio signals, and only JPS
uses techniques dedicated to the mains AC cords of each
type of audio component. Find out more about how JPS can
seriously bring the potential from your system; contactus
by phone, or e-mail, or visit www.jpslabs.com. You don't
know who you are missing. The missing musicians!

Lyra,
and the
long-awaited
Titan
flagship
cartridge
at £2,995.
Anyone
familiar
with
the acclaimed Helikon cartridges may well
ask what more can we expect? Well, much
more inner detail and uncanry timbral
precision. Amazing! The Lyra Titan easily
beats cartridges at twice the price and was
worth the long wait!

STAX, Sugden, Systems and Supports...
The STAX range of earspeakers rises from
the amazing in-ear SR-001 product at £289
to the fully-fledged SR Omega Reference
systems which outperform any room/
loudspeaker combinations. We are proud
stockists of all Sugden ranges, and that,
incidentally, includeslhe Headmaster — a
headphone amplifier which transforms standard dynamic
headphones into serious audiophile quality transducers. If
you want to transform your existing loudspeakers, try the
astounding Townshend SuperTweeTers: they add detail and
dynamics you did not know you were missing.
The Audio Salon will gladly advise on the elements
essential to preserving the signal intact: from mains
conditioning, through audio cables to the mechanical
isolation supports. Our favoured brands are BCD ( Italy),
new range in stock, Custom Design Grand Prix Audio
(new models in stock), Obelisk and Townshend. The least
expensive upgrade here is the limnshend Seismic Sink
which costs only £234 and significantly prevents loss of
signal from your turntable or CD player.

pathos • primare • pro ac • proceed • revel • shanling • simon yorke • sine

NEW tel 0141 333 9700 (3lines) fax 0141 333 9097
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WE ÇROW
OVR OWN

Zingali
If you have heard enough of veneered box loudspeakers with OEM dynamic drivers, Mr Zingali
would agree.

P

Make some time to hear loudspeakers designed
from first principles faithful to the precise maths of
energy conversion, frequency response, harmonic
purity and Omniray technology - the patented dispersion of sound free from the beam that narrows
at increasing frequencies with all conventional
loudspeakers, causing room reflections and
smearing.
It goes without saying that Zingali loudspeakers use solid but renewable hardwoods in the true Italian style. However,
Zingali goes much further that this, and is
Italy sleading loudspeaker designer and
manufacturer. All is made in ItaTy's largest
and most modern factory in Apnlia, near
Rome.

JP developed Alumiloy wire to
deliver sound like no other Our
proven cable designs bring alive
performance to your ears with
proper timbre and an peccabl
lance. fry any eof
our u ue cables to h why
truly has...

Endorsed by musicians and studios worldwide,
Zingali ranges cover concert, studio, hi-fi and
cinema applications. Nowhere else will
you find these superior techniques
combined to produce loudspeakers that rarely appear on the
used market.
Contact us now or when
you wish to discover the
magic!
Or is it plain logic?

the worlds best c es !
power
Art Dudley, a
wrot
"when Iswitche
startled by the soun
floor 34 sec

rds, speaker i rowed,
tal and video bles
owned review of Stereophile
nthe April 200issue:
over to the JPS

ower cord, Iwas
et music hitting the
ovement."

"the sound of the music took on more body, more
colour, and more musical realism with the JPS Cable..."
Cables are always iii Stock and can be shipped next day by UPS,
which means you only have to wait aday before you can experience for yourself the pure magic that JPS brings to any systent
email ps@audiosalon.co.uk for further details.

ables that lead the way
made

t

SA

www.jpslabs.coni

stands unique • stax • sugden • sumiko • townshend• unison research • yamaha • zingali

(w) www.audiosalon.co.uk (e) info@audiosalon.co.uk

audio% esalon
• a1‘,.

•

•

()
the town house, 4Park Circus, Glasgow, G3 6AX, Scotland, UK

DO YOU HAV E EQUIPMENT THAT YOU WOULD LIKE TO PA RT EXCHANGE FO R THAT NEW
ITEM YOU HAVE ALWAYS DREAMED OF OWNING ? PLEAS E GIV E US A CA LL AN D WE WI LL
BE MORE THAN HAPPY TO DI SCUSS THIS W I
TH YOU.

Analogue

LIST

SALE

+JAN ALLAERTS MC2-F1 Cartridge exd
£6,500 £ 3,750
(moving coil, mint, boxed, only 150 hours use, aserious bargain!)
+JAN ALLAERTS MC1-Boron Cartr
new
£1,500 £1,400
(moving coil, mint)
+Project P2.9 Turntable
s/h
£500
£ 275
Inc Project 9Arm er Ortoion 51Ornk2 cartridge
(cherry mint, no box)
SME Model 10 + IV Arm + Audio
s/h
Note ANVx + VDH Frog Mark 2(
mint)
£5,658 £3,645*
Sumiko Pearwood MC Cartridge

new

£1,195

£850

Digital

LIST

SALE

BOW ZZ-EIGHT Ref CD Player
exd
(latest spec, black, gorgeous, mint)
BOW Wizard 2CD Player
exs
(latest spec, silver, gorgeous, mint, ex-show stock)
Classe CD 1.5
s/h
(mint, balisc, boxed)
Gryphon Adagio
s/h
(3 months old, mint)
Micromega Classic Solo CD Player
s/h
(mint, boxed)
+Musical Fidelity Nuvista CD Player s/h
(mint, boxed)
+Musical Fidelity A3.2 CD Player &
A3.24 DAC
s/h
(mint, boxed, 12 ninths old)
+Rotel RCD 991 AE CD Player
(mint, boxed, 4yrs old)

£5,495

£2,995

£4,495

£3,375

£2,295

£1,150

£4,300

£3,250

£2,750

£1,250

£2,950

£ 1,830

£1,800

£995

£825

£375

Amplifiers

LIST

SALE

Art Audio Diavolo monos 300B
exd
(c)irome/gold, mint)
+ATC CA2 Pre-amp
(mint, 2years old, muffle control)
+ATC SIA2-150 Integrated Amp
s/h
(mint, remote control)
Audio Research LS2b Pre-amp
(mint)
Denon 6600 Monoblocks ( pair)
(black, boxed, 2.3(tyl ,c, mint, abargain)
Gryphon Callisto 2200 Int Amplifier
eh
(mint, with phono)
BOW ZZ-ONE Reference Int Amp
s/h
(black, gorgeous, mint)
+Mark Levinson 32 ( inc phono)
(mint, boxed, touter iVarrallty)
+Mark Levinson 332.5 Power Amp
s/h
(not mint, boxed, 25(hopc, under warranty)

£5,995

£3,795*

£765

£495

£2,422

£1,500

£3,249

£1,150

£1,900

£850

Amplifiers

LIST

+Mark Levinson 383 Integrated Amp exd
(mint, remote control, lutist')
+Mark Levinson 31.5 CD Transport
exd
(mint, wicienie
transpot tbal se)
+Mark Levinson 32 Ref Preamp
exd
(mint, bii/Rei
+Musical Fidelity A308 Preamplifier eh
(mutt, bovd)
+Musical Fidelity A308 Power Amp
eh
(mutt, bovd)

£5,995

£poa

£9,995

£ poa

BOW Technologies ( ex-show - 2months old)
Wazoo XL Int Ampl
exs
(as new, silver 75 a1.7c dual mono - superb)
Warlock Pre-amplifier
exs
(as new, silivr, bal/se - superb)
Walrus Power Amplifier
exs
(as new, silver bal/se, 150wpc dual mono - superb)

£4,150

£3,250

£1,995

£15,949 £ poa
£1,600

£995

£2,450

£ 1,495

£2,999

£2,249

£3,445

£2,575

£3,995

£ 2,995

Speakers

LIST

Audiostatic Wing Electrostatics
exd
(latest ivrçion inc fins, satin si/per)
Art Loudspeakers ST-V Centre Chan exd
(mint, biack,,,
,:mn)
Art Loudspeakers-Expression ( 3way)s/h
(nun!, gun metal grey)
Kharma Ceramique 1.2 Ref Monitor exd
(mint, piano black, womictful in every way)
Meadowlark Heron Speakers
s/h
((lot it
cherry, mint, ro It II
bargail I
Proac Response 2
s/h

£5,500
£995

SALE
£2,550*
£495

£7,995

£4,

£19,500 £ 10,5
£4,000+ £ 1,8
£1,700

£850

£2,000

£800

(Ma110,17)11/, OH' Slan(É.
:, Mini, a 14111111)

+Spendor.SP7/1 Speakers
(mint, bi,xed, light cherry,2yrs old)
Zingali Overture . 1s Speakers
exd
()unit, walnut .finish, includes walnut pedestal)
Zingali Overture . 2s Speakers
exd
(mint, walnut .tuns),, includes ttletet11estal)
Zingali Overture .4s Speakers
exd
(mint. ¡cabin( finish)
Zingali Home Monirr-212
(ontniray-horn, fabol is details

£5,790

SALE

£1,990

£ 1,190*

£2,550

£1,450*

£4,750

£2,750*

£12,750 £4,995

scale)

*reduced in price

£18,444 £10,995

+just in
LIST NO 113.

FOR

AN UPDATED ,ANCY"COT.RREHENSI

LIST OF EQUIPMENT AND AUDIO dABLES, PLEASE VISI

£7,500

£4,000

WWW.AUDIOSALON.CO.UK

OR

T

LEPHONE US ON 014

9700.

O UR PRICES ARE BASED ON COST PRICE FOR RAPI D TURNO
A LL USED EQUIPMENT GUARANTEED FOR SIX MONTHS; (4EW AND EX- DE
ADDS MANUFACTURER GUARANTEE. N EW ( FACTORY) SEALED BOXES
INDICATED ( N EW), EX-DEM (Ex- D) OR U SED ((K )
G OODS SHIP PE D NEXT DAY DE LI
VERY BY TNT OR !
PREMIUM SERVI CE COSTS £ 10 PFP ROY II
K

NEW tel 0141 333 9700 (3lines) fax 0141 333 9097

"e

LIFPgnefol, BORING HI-FI
Acoustic Arts
Watford
Tel. 01923 245250
Audio Counsel
Cheadle
Tel. 01614 916090
Audio Counsel
Oldham
Tel. 01616 332602
Hi-Fi Studios
Doncaster
Tel. 01302 725550
Kevin Galloway
Audio
Kilmarnock
Tel. 01563 574185
Midland Audio
Exchange
Kidderminster
Tel. 01562 822236
Mike Manning
Taunton
Tel. 01823 326688
Mike Manning
Yeovil
Tel. 01935 479361
New Audio Frontiers
Loughborough
Tel 01509 264002
Phonography
Ringwood
Tel, 01425 461230

Lifetime warranty??
4P*

Progressive Audio
Gillingham
Tel. 01634 3 ?« 9004

My name is Morten Nielsen. Ihave been responsible for sales and marketing

Zen Audio

here at Densen for a couple of years now. Being in contact with customers
worldwide, Iam constantly asked why we don't have a cheap plastic remote ,

Hull
Tel. 01482 587397

obviously Ipopped this question to our Head Honcho Thomas Sillesen, who furiously
replied "a plastic remote ?'?? You must be out of your f
head Morten!!! We don't
make plastic remotes, we only make what we can take pride n! For me a plastic remote is a total turnoff, no matter what other
people might say... The next thing people would suggest would be that we should give up on our life long warranty just because
we could earn more money! Let me make this clear once and for all; we are not here to become the richest or the biggest
audio manufacturer in the world, but we do intend to be the best." After that statement Ithough it might be the perfect chance
to finally get him to approve that Iused the lifetime warranty as a statement in our ads, so Ipopped the magic question, but he
just replied: "That's nothing to market. If you believe in your product, it is just one of those things you do out of pride of your workmanship, not something to write ads about, but if it can stop your persistent nagging of me, go ahead and make my day... Even
though Idon't understand why it is so important news, after all it has been like that since day one in 1992 here at Densen! And
when that iS said, please leave me alone, so Ican develop some new products...!"
Having finally gotten Thomas' permission, Ican now make it official what has been an official secret for years. We stand by our
products, and give a lifetime warranty to the first purchaser of each of our products. You can read more about our warranty and
Densen on our website www.densen.com

Densen • Lundevej 10 . 6705 Esbjerg 0 • Denmark
Phone: (+ 45) 75 18 12 14 • www.densen.com

Orpheus
Orpheus Zero is an innovative CD drive or player. It reads CD, CD- R

Orpheus Three is an analogue domain power amplifier; 150W mono

and CD-RW formats with 100% precision. Consequently, the

and 40w stereo units are available. They both have XLR and RCA

standard reading correction mechanism is always switched off during

InputS. as well as two speaker outputs ( allowing bi wiring of the mono

track reading.When used as aplayer, the incoming data stream is

power amplifiers).

converted into analogue with a24bit/192kHz component

Orpheus Three features Anagram Technologies Power Loop constant
power amplification modules. With Power Loop, the output power to

Orpheus Two is aversatile multi-channel analogue domain

the loudspeakers is constant, whatever the frequency, impedance or

preamplifier with digital control of volume setting.The unit can be

sensitivity.Tension and current into the loudspeakers are adapted

configured as apure stereo preamplifier or as amulti-channel

and optimised with afeedback loop monitoring the overall energy

preamplifier.With the configuration being software based, fast and

requirement.

easy switching from one set-up to another is possible with front panel

Orpheus Three excels with coherence and optimal transient

buttons and display. Each input and output channel has an

response throughout the whole frequency spectrum, and adapts to

independent volume level set-up to optimise the interface between

every speaker configuration and load.

sources having different output levels.

47 Laboratory
For some it's Zen - for others. radical.

Konus Essance

Call it what you will, but at the end of the track, it's all about trusting

Produces anatural and coherent sound with unbelievable bass

your ears. About letting the simplicity of design, the energy and flow of

extension for such asmall driver.

the music carry you away

Made bb 47 Lab's European distributor, Seed Lejilc or Konus Audio.
the Essence incorporates aJordan 4" fullrange unit in atransmission-

Small in sile, big on sound. and more music than mere audio jewels,

line cabinet.

47 Lab distills technology down to its simplest, purest form. And when

The whole cabinet is dipped into abath of resin after the construction

you listen you'll know that this path - your path - is the one to follow.

to achieve the maximum rigidity Then athick, beautiful Bosnian Pine

Why'? because designer Junji Kimura preserves the life of the music.

veneer is applied followed by 6coats of lacquer. The colour of the

There are no compromises. No unnecessary flash - no B.S, just

wood grain becomes richer and darker by time. Each cabinet is „jaw
-tiji

dynamic, unadulterated music. Radical? Maybe.

handmade by craftsmen.
Without acrossover network and astable 8ohm load, it is an easy

47 Laboratory is now exclusively available at Midland Audio X- change

drive for an amplifier. A great combination with 47 Lab amplifiers.

the Shigaraki Line is the first of many solutions to musical wellbeing.

ea,

Please call John Roberts to find out more about this truly wonderful
product.

Sugden Music Master System
Housed in the distinctive Bijou case design the Music Master has an
identical footprint to the other Bijou components and is only slightly
taller than the CDMaster.The heatsinks are custom made and

MAX

Midland Audio X- change
www.midlandaudiox-change.co.uk

anodised in the familiar titanium colour, giving the Music Master a
very solid presentation. These attractive aesthetics give the

call John Roberts Tel 01562 731100

appearance of asolid block of titanium.

The Old Chapel • Forge Lane • Belbroughton • DY9 9TD

A new circuit design has been employed and is the result of asevenyear development program. Running at 16 Watts pure class 'A'with
wide- bandwidth capabilities the amplifier is D.C. coupled and uses

e-mail sales@midlandaudiox-change.co.uk
Fax 01562 730228 Mobile 07721 605966

current feedback not voltage feedback.The front end is acascade
input to prevent phase shift and the standing current is set at a
massive 1.7A for instant power delivery and good delivery into lower
impedance loudspeakers.

Suppliers and installers of High Quality Audio Systems
47 Laboratory • Accuphase • ATC • Audio Physic • Audio Research
Avalon • Accoustics • Avid • bel canto • Benz Micro • Cardas

1

I

Clearaudio • Conrad Johnson • dCS • Densen • DNM!Reson
Electrocompaniet • Finite Elemente • Graaf • Gryphon • JM Labs
Krell • Kuzma • Lavardin • Mark Levinson • Martin Logan • Michell
Nagra • Primare • ProAc • Regs • Siltech • Sonus Faber • Spectral
Nordost • Sugden . Transparent Audio . Verity Audio • Wadia
r•-•,"

-

the AUDIOVISUAL Lounge

seeing and hearing is believing.

NAD

STOCKISTS OF
AVID
ANTHONY GALLO
AUDIO RESEARCH

NORDOET
ORTOFON
PRIMARE
PRO -AG
PRO-JECT
REGA

Specialist in

B&W

CHORD ELECTRONICS
DALI
EXPOSURE

audio and visual
entertainment

ECLIPSE TD SPEAKERS
HARMON KADRON
ISOTEK MAINS CLEANERS

ROKSAN

systems

SME
SUGDEN
TANNOY
VIENNA ACOUSTICS
UNISON RESEARCH
AND MANY MORE

from the

KEF
KRELL
LEXICON
MONITOR AUDIO

REL

world's best
manufacturer's

^i•T
Ó T•

»

»

iimmammIL.
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the AUDIO.VISUAL lounge
135-137 Commercial Street,
London El 6BJ
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Tel: 020 7375 3691
Fax: 020 7377 1756
Email: info@theavlotjnqe.com

alium audio distributors of quality hi-fi alium audio distributors of quality hi-fi olium audio distributors of quality hi-fl alium audio distributors of quality rfi-fi

antrum audio distributors of quality hi-fi cilium audio distr ,butors of quality hill

AUTHORISED DISTRIBUTORS OF QUALITY

consomi once audio

4 Ref 2.2 CD Player
24/192 !Jpsampling
RCA output
6H30 Supertube
Optional
Solid State XLR
Optional
Balanced Output

4

Ref 8.8 Integrated Amplifier
Push- Pull - 50 WPC
Also available as:KT66 version - 25 WPC
300B version - 9/18 WPC

ereuiVadio
Quality handbuilt
loudspeakers from Italy
High efficiency 92dB to
94dB floor stardirg and
standmount

alium audio distributors of quality hi- fl chum audio dis•ributors of quality hi- 11

m.077344 36180

orichtonhifiexchance.

All major credit cards accepted

Audio Research LS7 preamp

£1800

t.01424 439336

£795

Mission 774 turntable & 774 arm

£1/a

£350

£9,995

£4,500

Audio Research Classic 30

£3000

£995

Oracle Si 3000 Amplifier

BAT VK5 Valve CD player

£5000

£2500

Gryphon S100 poweramp (excellent)

£6.000

£1,800

Basis Debut Gold mklIl

£9000

£2800

Jeff Roland Coherance 2box preamp

£14,K

£5,995

Burmester Rondo CD player

£2000

£900

Jeff Roland Cadence phono stage

£3,500

£1,900

Cary 300 se valve mono's (we 300b's)

£5500

£2400

Ventas speakers & stands (piano black)

£1,200

£450

Counterpoint Dac10/11Transport

£5000

£1600

Mark ._evinson 360s DAC

£8,995

£3,250

Dynaudio contour 3 (cherry)

£3500

£1500

FAD 9000mk3 DAC

£6.000

£1,500

Egglestonworks Rosa speakers

£8500

£3995

Quad 389s (as new)

£4.500

£3,600

Kharma Cerernigue

£4500

£2100

Quad 988s (as new)

0,500

£2,600

Krell FPB700CX ( 10 mths old)

£15000

£8995

Audio Synthesis DAS Decade dig vol.

£2,900

£1,200

Krell FPS 250MC monoblocs

£14000

£6,250

Revel 815 subwoofer

£2,600

£1,500

Maraetz 0323 CD player

£4000

£1900

Thiel 2.3's mint boxed

£3200

£1600

Marant2 MA24 mono solidstate

£3 750

£1800

ATC 50 ASLs

£6.700

£2,500

Martin Logan Ascents

£4,500

£2,500

TAC 615 valve integrated

£1400

£795

www.hifinews.co.uk

t.01273 239356

feb04
Aavantage
Acoustic Zen
Boulder

BAT
Border Patrol
Hovland

Vincent
Lumley Lampros
Passlabs

Mega deals done on part-Xand secondhand kit!
Our Inventory changes on adaily basis, call Dave
for an update on current produc' stock or visit:

vindvw.hifiguy.co.uk

agents for metropoiLS M
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call 0208 774 0790 to advertise

West Midlands
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THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS

HI-FI

Our extensive range of products includes the very finest hi-fi and home cinema from Arcam, Audioqest,
Audio Research, B&W, Castle, Celestion, Chord, Cyrus, Denon, DPA, Dynaudio, Jamo, KEF, Krell, Marantz, Martin Logan,
Meridian, Michell, Mission, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, Panasonic, Pioneer, Polk, Pro-Ac, Project, Quad, REL, Rotel, Ruait
Sennheiser, SME, Sonus Faber, Tag MacLaren, Tannoy, TEAC, Technics, Theta, Thorens, Yamaha, Wharfedale and Wilson Benesch.
A wide range of classic CDs is available at our Birmingham branc h.

)/

CEDIA

Open Tuesday to Saturday 10.00 - 5.30, late night (not Stourbridge) Thursday till 6.30
INTEREST FREE CREDIT ON SELECTED ITEMS
APR 0% Written details on request.
Licensed Credit Broker.
VISA • ACCESS • SWITCH • AMEX • DINERS

363 HAGLEY ROAD,

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD,

EDGBASTON,

9MARKET STREET,

SOLIHULL,

BIRMINGHAM B17 8DL

WEST MIDLANDS B92 &IL
TEL 0121-742 0254 FAX: 0121-742 3471

STOURBRIDGE,
WEST MIDLANDS DY8 1AB

TEL: 0121 429 2811 FAX: 0121 434 3298

Log

10 BOLDMERE ROAD,
SUTTON COLDFIELD,

TEL 01384 444184 FAX: 01384 444968

WEST MIDLANDS, B73 5TD
TEL: 0121 354 2311, FAX 0121 354 1933

London
MARTIN

dee O'Brien Hi- zgee

LOGAN

• ASO • ARCAVOIS • AUDIO RESEARCH • AUDIO TECHNICA • BEVER • C ABLETALN • CHORD CABLES • CREEK • GRAAF • DEMON • DENSEN • EPOS • EXPOSURE • FINAL
•GUTWIRE CABLES • GOLDRING • ORADO •JADIS • JECKLIN • NE • MICHELL • MONRIO • NAD • NAIN• OPERA • 0141E00 • PATHOS • PROJECT • QED • RESON
• SENNHEISER • SME • SONNETEER • !ONUS FABER • STANDS UNIQUE • SUDDEN • TE AC • THORENS • TRANSPARENT CABLES • TRIANGLE • UNISON RESEARCH • WILSON

S1111115N‘I.OGIF

Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Major Credit Cards • Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service
• Repair facilities • 5mino walk Raynes Park BR • 20 mino Waterloo • 5mino from A3 ( Raynes Park B282 exit) • 25 mino M25 Jung 10
Clearance / Second Hand / Ex Dem Equipment • Details on request
Axle Amegue Bello Pre-amplrfiets ISM)
Audio Analogue Conan Poser Amp Isar
Aude Analogue Maestro CD (ex ern)
Aude Analogue Maestro CDs Ill
Aude Analogue Puccini ¡metier (ex &al

WAS NOW ..'.:-/-. £995 ',AC --.'&: A'. am; I, 7 .1
MO £301
£595 £
iS0 0op,aaa 0
SA28
£1443 2195 Dnico 1,ID2521 Hine recorder iex-deml £550 UN
f5q5

MO

Dee 43352 amplrher ( net

£329 520
£

PS9 51.16

£I99

ill

£199 £ 9 Sonneteer Campion ( new,

Tandberg TCD310 3motor casseN click to')
Theta Data 11

Den Dell CD

£1250 £195

lama 1510 speakers

UN

DS

Uneen Research SRI (ex deml

MI

Krell KAV300a. extern,

£2698 £695

Slane Online Sound Support (s/In £
575

DB

U
man Research 62K amplifier e)( demI

7445

tiln

Ikon° Asti ST 5
,
JWes ≥.. Jr•

£450

Stands Unee CO DVD Storage mi)

POR

Vera AtnaKs Mann Speakers. Bk,

t-

£1500
£1500 £750

fI690 £I300

£1350 £1195

M ADISOU ND

Falcork Acoustics Ltd
,e00------..-

WITH

PARTS

PROVIDES

HIGHEST

AND

ADVICE.

4.2sr

DRIVE UNITS: by FOCAL & seas, and apick of the
best from other manufacturers.
100+ CROSSOVER NETWORKS: - Active & Passive,
Components. Accessories.
New LS3CA type Crossovers & Components

COMPONENTS
SOLEN Polypropylene capacitors. 0.1mFd. to 100mFd.
400v, some 630v
Polyester and Polycarbonate Film Capacitors. 0.ImFd. to 10mFd.
ALCAP Reversible Electrolytic Capacitors (Non-Polar):
50v, 100v & Low Loss. 2mfd. to 600mFd.

FALCON Custom-wound Inductors,
FERRITE:- Standard, High Power, Super Power, Super-Super Power
AIRCORED 0.56 - I.25mm wire: IRON DUST. mm wire
TAPPED INDUCTORS:- 0-10mH in 1mH steps & 0-ImH in 0.ImH steps

AUDIO AMATEUR PUBLICATIONS
Back year sets of Speaker Builder, Audio Amateur & Glass Audio.
plus the Audio Anthology Set.
50+ books and Audio Amateur's magazine year sets.
2001 & 2003 year sets on CD-R only

1.1

lee -%,
ze
-

W

QUALITY

seas

cm.*

Electronics, Basically Sound
impilwww.falcon-acoustics.co.uk

"Ckl

Skaaning

Loudspeakers

S

Solen Inductors
Solen Fast Caps

Fostex

BEEFILM
ACOUSTIC PANELS

morel`

A.1J2/•

vtrá

C

LPG

HON

7W4411

8W5411

Audio & Vision

25 Story Street
Hull, HUI 3SA
Tel: 01482 587397

Stockists of: NAIM, MERIDIAN, DENSEN,
ONKYO, ROKSAN, NAD, MARANTZ,
UNISON RESEARCH, WHARFEDALE, QUAD,
DYNAUDIO, PROAC, DAU, JMLAB, JAMO

UK Wide

Our new range of speakers and amplifiers
is being reviewed in all the magazines
and recognised for its truly exceptional
sound quality.
To find out more quickly
www.avihifi.com

scan-speaK

Price List & Unit Specs FREE on Web site - available in .pdf format
6W4311

2E4%,

A V INTERNATIONAL

as pioneered in the Utopia range of systems.

TELs011453 752656

10W6411

Plus: Audiom 6 WM
7K6411 (replacement for Audiom 7K-/7k2

MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS, INC
8608
UNIVERSITY
GREEN
P.O BOX 44283
MADISON. WI 53744-4283 USA
TEL 608-831-3433 FAX 608-831-3771
e-mail info@madisounci corn
v. • ,. • qe hIlplarww madrsound corn

SOUTH WEST HI-FI

To advertise in this section

01752 779933
free carriage nationwide

.
91

TC120TD5 - TC90TD5 & TC90TD5B

normal stock items

SUPPLIERS TO THE TRADE SINCE 1972
Send for our FREE price list PL3I: Just send alarge S.A.E.
(46p stamp) or USS2 bill overseas, Europe USSI bill or
3International Reply Coupons (IRC) to:.
(Dept HEN) Unit 12 Damgate Lane Industrial Estate,
Darngate Lane. ACLE, Norwich. NR 13 3D1 Tel (0)1493 751100

102

,00,1

furless

N .
ÉDOST

S̀tate of the Art' Units & Kit Designs
Focal Unit Range

All

KAlit

SPEAKER

THE

Full Price List and Focal details on Web Site

5W4211

101

Yorkshire
BUILDERS

RYCAL

Lopl % ND

£1500 £595

60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SW20 OTW
Open 9.30-5.30 TuesSat Tel: 020 8946 1528/0331 Web: www.obrienhifi.co.uk E-mail: shoptieobrienhifi.com
05- Instant Finance Available Written details on request

UK Wide

•

Loa £125

Item meal)

Dal

£51
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Call

020

8774 0790

REPAIRS & ADVICE
On High-End & Quality Hi-Fi

e-mail: southwesthifi@fsbdial.co.uk
Web: www.southwesthifi.co.uk

www.hifinews.co.uk

The Guide

Absolute Demos*

Lintone Audio

Audiogram MB2- Integrated Amplifier £ 265.00

Advantage PI/A300 Pre Power Amps (used) £2,300.00
Arcam P75 Power Amplifier ( used) .. £200.00
Arcam 161 Tuner (Silver)
(used) .. £ 140.00
Arcam Diva A75 Amplifier
(Ex dem) .. £295.00
Audiolab 8000CD/DAC CD Player (used) .. £800.00
Cyrus Smart Power Amplifier
(used) .. £350.00
Meridian 508 CD Player (used) . . £895.00
Meridian 561 Processor
(used) £ 1,700.00
Meridian 598 DVD A Player (Ex dem) £2,200.00
Meridian 568 DIG Processor
(used) £2,200.00
Meridian 562V.2 DIG Controller
(used) .. £900.00
Meridian 500 Transport
(used) . . £695.00
Musical Fidelity XLPS Phono Stage
(new)... £99.95
Musical Fidelity A370 Power Amplifier (used) £ 1,200.00
Musical Fidelity 3A Pre Amplifier
(used) .. £ 150.00
Naim NAIT/3 Amplifier (used) .. £395.00
Naim NAC 32 Pre Amplifier (used) . . £ 100.00
Naim NAIT/5 Amplifier
(ex dem) . . £695.00
Naim Hi Cap Power Supply
(used) .. £300.00
Naim NAP90/3 Power Amplifier
(used) .. £295.00
Naim Flat Cap Power Supply (used) .. £300.00
Naim SBL Speakers ( Black) (used) £ 1,100.00
Naim NAC 112/150 Amplifier
(used) . . £995.00
Naim Supercap Power Supply
(used) £ 1,400.00
Pass Labs X150 Power Amplifier (used) £2,200.00
Pink Triangle Numeral CD Player
(used) .. £450.00
Quad ESL63 Speakers C/W Stands (used) £ 1,400.00
Shan Ling CD-T100 CD Player
(used) £ 1,350.00
Sony CDP-337ESD CD Player
(used) . . £200.00
Unison Research Mystery One Pre Amp (used) .. £995.00

qualityaudio@2die4.com - +44 ( 0) 79 61 13 30

Audiogram MB1- Amplifier £ 219.00
Apogee Mini Grands - Loudspeakers £ 3499.00
Audio Research LS12 - Preamplifier £ 1349.00
Audio Research CD3 - CD Player £ 3749.00
Audio Research DAC1-20 - DAC
£ 800.00
Audio Research VT5O-Valve Amplifier £ 1999.00
Audio Research M3OCIVIKIsznalbtrateanis £ 3679.00
California Audio Alpha - DAC

£ 499.00

California Audio DX1-CD Player £ 349.00
Copland CDA277 - CD Player HDCD
£ 799.00
Copland CDA288 - CD Player HDCD £ 1149.00
Copland CSA301 MKI - Valve Preamplifier £ 720.00
Copland CSA303 - Hybrid Preamplifier £ 650.00
Copland CTA504 - Valve Amplifier
Goldmund Mimesis 6B - Amplifier

£ 1099.00
£ 1400.00

Jadis Orchestra - CD Player
£ 899.00
Krell KAV250P- Preamplifier £ 1599.00
Krell KSL - Preamplifier £ 800.00
Krell CD-DSP-Top loader CD Player

£ 1200.00

Martin Logan Cinema - Centre channel £ 949.00
Martin Logan Theatre- Centre channel £ 1499.00
Martin Logan Odyssey - Electrostatic £ 3949.00
Martin Logan Prodigy - Electrostatic £ 7299.00
PS Audio Ultralink II - DAC
£ 989.00
PS Audio Reference Link - Digital Preamp £ 1999.00
Sonus Faber Concertno Home Loudspeakers £ 429.00
Soot's Faber

Grand Piano Horne Loudspeakers £ 1300.00

Theta Digital Dreadnaught - 5ch amp

linn
naim
cyrus
sugden
rega
mark levinson
unison research
audio analogue
pathos
bSam
spendor
revel
jm lab

SELECTED USED EOUIPMENT AND SPECIAL OFFERS

£ 4739.00

Theta Digital Carmen II - CD/DVD Drive £ 2379.00
Theta Digital David II - CD/DVD Drive £ 2999.00
Wilson Audio CUB Loudspeakers Silver £ 2900.00
Wilson Audio CUB II w/stands Black £ 5999.00
Wilson Audio Witt II Loudspeakers Black £ 5400.00
Z Systems RD01- Transparent Digital Equalizer £ 1850.00

with 1 year full warranty

tel

01482 891375

vvvvvv.theauclioroom.co.uk
open monsat 9a.m.-6p m.

THE PINEWOOD
MUSIC COMPANY

Pinewood Music is a specialist dealer for

STOCKISTS OF SAISI. MERIDIAN, CYRUS, ADVANTAGE. LUMLEY, BAT,
R&W, KRELL MARTIN LOGAN. DCS. ARCAM. PMC, MARANTL. DENON ETC.

Krell and Sonus faber, so if you're looking

Emaihinfo@lintone.co.uk
7-11 Park Lane, Gatehead, Tyne & Wear NE8 3JW.
Tel 0191 477 4167
Fax 0191 477 2771

for some previously owned units we may

Website: www.lintone.co.uk

no grey imports - all equipment comes

the audio room
2 george street, hedon, hull, HU128JH

just have that piece you're after. Give Brian
Rivas acall - and make sure you see our
half-page advertisement in this issue for the

Grado Prestige

Reference

£85
£104
£152
£199
£294
£641
£495

SR- 60
SR- 80
SR 125
SR- 225
SR- 325
RS- 1
RS- 2

OED SWITCHING AND CONTROL UNITS
MA15

£30

MA17

Two-way unit for series switching

MA28

two pair of speakers to one amo
£25
CD Switch to add CD input capability
to older type amplifier
Two-way Tape Switching Unit to

£32

MA29

connect asecond tape deck

£42

Gold Plated 4mm Banana Plugs 4no £ 8.00

OUNEX J2P 3.5mm Stereo Jack
£22

to 2phone plugs
OUNEX1 Hi Copper Phono Interconnect
1metre pair c/w phono plugs

£22

£330

N/A
£280

1006
1012 OX

£76

1022 OX
1042

Audio
Technica

AT 110E
AT OC 9ML

Goldring

Grajo

Two-way Unit for parallel switching
two pair of speakers to one amp

CC126

EXCHANGE

CARTRIDGE SELECTION

HEADPHONE SELECTION

latest in high end from Krell.

TEL/FAX 01757 288652
www.mantra-audio.co.uk

MANTRA AUDIO
MAIL ORDER HI Fl ACCESSORIES

Ortofon

£28

Tel: Pinewood Music 01460 54322
brienrivOinec.com

STYLUS
£16
EX

N/A

£62

GEX

£52

£95

£76

GEX

£67

£124

£100

GEX

£86

£143

£114

GEX

Eroica LX/H

£133

Ette

£232

£109
£190

GEX
GEX

£100
N/A

Prestige Black
Prestige Gold

£40

N/A

£110

N/A

510
MC 15 Super II

£34
£130

N/A
£110

EX

N/A

N/A
£27
£73
£22

£227
£452

£193

EX

MC 30 Supreme

£385

EX

N/A
N/A

Kontrapunkt b
Rohmann

£643
£837

£548

EX

N/A

£742

EX

£95

MC 25 FL

Shire

M 97 XE
V 15 V XMR

£304

N/A
N/A

Sumiko

Blue Point Special

£265

£237

Mobile 07860 351113

Wanted
Classic English HiFi Components
or Systems
ALSO

Accessories or Literature
Cal lGood-HiFi

0845 644 3340

N/A
£58
£204

EX

N/A

EX - Exc ,iange price for MC from above companies
GEX - Exchange price against any cartridge type
Over 500 replacem ent styli types stocked

www.soundcinergy.co.uk

sound cinergy
SpeCeleSts in Come enlerlainment

MAIL ORDER ( 1-10 DAYS) PRICES INC P&P ADD £5 EUROPE
AND UP TO £ 15 WORLDWIDE FOR ORDERS OVER £ 50
MANTRA AUDIO ( H FN), 22 GARTH AVENUE, NORTH DUFFIELD,
SELBY, NORTH YORKS YO8 5RP

AE, Arcam, Harmon Kordon, Infinity, Linn,

Ati

Loewe, Morante, Mordaunt Short, NAD,
Project, Pure, REL, Tannoy, Trichord, VDH
37 High Street, Aldridge

01922 457926

Dynavector's SuperStereo for a more natural sound.
Simply add an Adp-2 processor to get the best from your CD's and records.
HiFi + Product of the Year 2002 & Editor's Choice Awards
"Extraordinarily convincing".."Simply sounds more natural and right than regular 2-channel stereo"
Paul Messenger, HiFi Choice.
"Indispensable for listening to music"

Stereo Sound, Tokyo.

DV Adp-2 processor £895 & details direct from:

To advertise in this section
Call 020 8774 0790

Dynavector (SuperStereo)
Tel/fax: (01202) 767873

www.hifinews.co.uk

E-mail: dynavector@onetel.net.uk

Web:http://meh.onetel.net.uld-dynavector
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call 0208 774 0790 to advertise

Bucks

Cables

High End Cable
N OTEWORTHY

A UDIO

36 Buckingham Street, Aylesbury

Bucks, HP20 2LH

owned cable from some of the

01296 422 224

worlds leading manufacturers.

Yorkshire

Call 01775 761880 or visit the

Vinyl

Premier Audio
250 Power, Verity Fidel° & Sonos Faber Speakers, Siltech
Cables, lsotek Sub Station, BDA Equipment Stands

Thousands of records always in stock.
+ afull range of sought after compact discs.
Extensive search service for wanted albums.

Audio Agro - Absolute Sounds
Arcici - BDA - Pink Triangle

available at £ 1,50

Mirage

Telephone / Fax 01621 810740

.

We aretOmins J39 - M1 10mins J30M62
Tel : Wakefield 01924 255045 - Cohn Grundy

Rega, Proac, Neat, PML, Bryston, Final, Naim,
Denon, Epos, U.K.D., Soundstyle,
Chord Co, Cable Talk, Opera Loudspeakers,

Hi Fi

3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema

THE INNOVATIVE HIFI,

CINEMA &
MULTI-ROOM
RETAILER/INSTALLER
SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA
HOME

Krell, Martin Logan, Theta, Copeland, Audio Research, Meridian Audio
(inc full digital theatre), B&W speakers inc Nautilus 800 Series, Sins Projection,
Sonos Faber, ON M, Crinson, Wilson Audio, C.R.D1, Epos, Monitor Aucio,
Creek, Myryod, Michell, S.M E. Rotel, Delon, O.T Products
CHANTRY AUDIO SALE
New
N.w
Krell KAV 30011 int, boxed
(ex den) £3,698 £2,295
Myryad MOP 500,
pre AV processor- Silver, boxed (ex den £ 1,1300 £ 1,350
13&W COMP speakers, natural cherry, boxed (ex deli £1,800 £ 1,350
Meridian 557 Power amp, boxed
lea den £ 1,625 £ 1,195
Martin Logan Ascents, light Oak, boxed (ex dear) £4,499 £3,795
myryod MDV 300 DVD, Silver, boxed (ex den- £900 £675
B&W CDMS, wall mounted speakers,
'cd cherry, boxed inc kill mounted kit
£750 £565
reek CD53 CD Player, silver, boxed ( ex deal) £ 1,200 £900
Meridian 556 100 wan power amp, boxed ( ex den) £995 £ 745
Please contact us for afull list of ex-dem equiprnent.
To see our full up to date listings go to www.chantryaudio.corn
NB. All Ex Dern items are as new, unmarked, and boxed and include ein
full monufoctures guarantee! Offering aminimum of 2years and up to 1
years, depending upon itse product.
-------

• •

Oulz rENTH

Greater London

TAIVqY YEAR

Friendly and efficient service

00/e

Finance available

JUICY FRUIT FROM LONDON'S FRESHEST RETAILER
ARC AM

B&W CABLE TALK

CASTLE CliORD CREEK

DENON EPOS LINN MARANTZ NAD NAIM NEAT PM('
REGA ROKSAN ROTEL RUARK STANDS UNIoi'L
SOUNDSTYLE YAMAHA XANTECH and many other.

Mail Order Available

INTEREST FREE FINANCE

Stax, Teac, and others
www.basicallysound.com

ORANGES 8t LEMONS

a

Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
EASY ACCESS

Id Near Norwich, Norfolk
Tel: (01508) 570829

Basically Sound of Norfolk

London

"No ordinary Hi Fi Dealer"

fresh approach to the World of Specialist

The Old School
School Road, Bracon Ash

Or visit our website on
www.directdisc.demon.co.uk

Nottingham

A

Norfolk

Comprehensive 96 page full catalogue

good selection eSbrancl

Chantry Audio

www.highendcable.co.uk

VINYL VINYL VINYL

Audio Aero, Audio Synthisis, Korn Pre & Power, Pink
Triangle CD/Amp, Martin Logan / Audio Physics Speaters,
Arcici Equipment Stand, Isotek Sub Station P/S

(weicome 'gem demonstration

website for our current stocklist

THE DIRECT DISC

einv..cisuunnumna
Dcs Eiger, NoceII & Verdi Transport. Plinius CD Lad &

Avid Turntables - Project - Onofon - Van den Hull

with quality new and previously

www.noteworthycudio.co.uk
Open 9.30 tc 5.30 Tuescay to Saturday

Audio Synthisis - Audio Physics
DCS - Kota - Plinius - Siltech

Upgrade your Hi-fi or AV system

signa

020 7924 2040

61/63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11
website www.eandlhifi.co.uk

FREE PARKING

hi-fi

16-18A Eldon Street, Tuxford, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 O.
Telephone (01777) 870372 Facsimile 1017771 870437

add
(01473)

Staffordshire

Surrey

1)

Stockists of: ARCANI • DENSE\ • EPOS • LIN\ •I P Iii
•MICROMEGA • NADI ACIMO • NEAT • REG • 16 III
•ROVE/ • SNUB 1%N • TRAC • 'AMARA &

Y
nrluejlt y
.

Indecently good hi-fi

9High Sweet. Hampton Vila. Kingston upon Thames.
Surrey KTI -IDA TeL 020 8943 353(1
Open Tues Fri 10.30am - 7.00pm/Sat 10arn - 6pm

Audio Synthesis
AVI

AUDIO
Atmosphere

Audion
gsp audio
Sennheiser

SHUNYATA RESEAR1
ZYX
SEEC . HEG
RODUST. FURUTE

SME
To advertise in
this section
Cali 020 8771i 0790
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Front End Problems?
then contact:

"The Cartridge Man ",
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to get the best — listen to my Koetsu-and-Deccaeater. Also agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock,
E.A.R. and others.
'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES

TEAC

Staffordshire
711232
aaudioatmosphere.co : 1

von Schweikert

audioatmosphere.c 1

11

NOW AVAILABLE'
plus cartridge re-tipping service
Web Site: listen.to/thecartridgeman

020 8688 6565
www.hifinews.co.uk

B2.2: probably the second best music loudspeaker in the world
(after the Virtuoso)
First, there was the Virtuoso:
True to the classical allusion in their naine, the Beauhorn Virtuosos
are unambiguously and unapologetically great classical music
reproducers - and they're at least very good at most everything else.
Art Dudley, Listener
Now, the B2.2 Revelation:
But it's also one of the most effective and convincing music speakers
you're ever likely to hear. It doesn't take long to forget about the
and simply get deeply involved in the musical content, thanks
to the astonishing sense of realism that comes courtesy of tight
midband time-coherence alongside dynamic contrasts that simply
sound more 'right' and 'real' than those heard with more
conventional speakers. Paul Messenger, HiFi Choice
Voices have anaturalness that I've only heard bettered by the
LS3/5a and the original Quads, and there isn't even ahint of
sibilance. Ella, Aretha, Eva Cassidy, and Peggy Lee, each had all
the correct textures, the sounds of breathing. and presented in a
clearly defined space - chilling veracity. Ken Kessler, Hi Fi News

BeauhornI"
website: www.beauhorn.com
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turntables/ mrms/cartridges

650
500
375
700
1100
900
1400
1750
750
1000
300
400
350
1000
400
400
150
500
700
1350
750
450
3400
4000
350
1000
350
1650
1200
275
750
2250
2000
1300
600
700
3500
1750
2500

&ORIGIN LIVE ENCOUNTER ARM
3800
ORIGIN LIVE ARIAS AND TURNTABLES IN STOCK Jec, .. '
CJE -,
5green
ORTOFON KONTRAPUNKT
new boxed
350/500
ORTOFON K1C3000 rerun by VdHull
600
REDO COUNTERWEIGHT MODIFICATION KIT In does
50
REGA PtANAR 2vdth ego cartnde ..
150
ROCK turntable, Townsend efite m1r2 vdth Ongln Live elver orm
800
ROCKPORT SIRIUS 2
16000
ROKSAN XERXES block van TABRIZ 21 & GOLDRING 1012 candge 625
WC we 407 tonearm, knee edge beanngs,
detach heodshell. boxeo
.
450
SKIE IV
700
SHURE 015 xmr In stock NEW BOXED
275
SUMIKO BLUEPOINT SPECIAL boxed very fight use
150
THORENS TD124 /sae 3009 In hardwood Aphehon phntt
600
TRANSCRIPTOR SKELELTON vdth vesteral ann ..
1000
TRICF1ORD DINO mm/rna phono stage, ex dom
250
VAN DEN HULL GRASSHOPPER GIS Ill Just sewed by VDHull
1000
VOYD VALDI volt SME IV
1100
VOYD the voyd rosewood .ref beanngelatter spilt phase
audeonote arm boxed 4500
1600
VPI NW'S 5RECORD cleanng madam new/ex dem 475/420

500
200
200
100
400
275
600

EMPORIUM

1tmers, Cassette Docks, Reel-to-Reel, Headphones
AKAI 40000 serioce0
AURA tuner TU 50 black
BEYER DT 931 headphones boxed
GRAHAM GLEE SOLO headphone amp ..
LEAK TROUGHLINE III STEREO legendary tunee. sewed
LUXMAN T2 tuner
MARANTZ 22858 redeye', senous lump
MERIDIAN 204 loner 700
NAKAMICHI 130300E dual capstan 3head
NAKAMICHI CR4E. duo ,capstan 3head
NAKAMICHI CASSETTE DECK 1excellent
QUAD FM3 excellent
QUAD FM4 brown bond
QUAD FM4 GREY boxed
QUAD 77 TUNER(bussi carbon
RATA PURIFIER
STAX LAMDA NOVA SIC- NATURE headphones vet SRM-T1S
TROC 6030 cassette colbys etc
TECHNICS RS1500 us 2hack reel to reel, nobs
z- systems Mo 1. DIGITAL EQ
Transistor Amps
ALCHEMIST GENESIS monoblocks
ARCAM ALPHA 10 Inlegrated amp cemole, boxed
ARCAM ALPHA 9integrated amp
AUDIO ANALOGUE WNIZETTI power amp
AUDIOLAB 80005 block
AUDIOLAB 80000 ore
AUDIOLAB 8000S wet, remote
AUDIO RESEARCH Is9; DI 30 pre/power amperlver
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DESIRE DECADE power amp
AVI INTEGRATED AMP boxed
AO 2000 pre/power
BARTOLOKE0 ALDEA 1 140 torsPdanza POwer ced0 1500
CAIRN ARIA
CELLO
ETUDE
HE a ikr.fa
Eled vdth remote, boxed

Telephone + 44 ( 0)1424 813888

Hastings TN35 4NB England

00

,171 304 mc cderidge
• '[ cirECTORT.X• 1
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•ORD 41
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1000
DBUG . E . AMUR mopped boxed .
400
MUNI ,•
13 arm
2000
[..r7M SLIT •• • [STAGES IN STOCK AND
AVAILABLE FOR HOME DEMO
1750
cHON .RHOHOS1AGE & HEAD AMP. (6 boxe)
700
•• [ SU ARM bacda m11000 mk2 new unus.d, boxed
750
.''.,ASTAB ,S STOCI Sboxed vet optenol Id
175
MISTRTI PHOKSTAGE
400
P12 yolked vdr mmeon 774 and reared
1050
•.*7 LT112 velhaliarMIGIN LIVE SILVER Madam rnc2Se
LP12
Odes arm, hdy black hnn.
dr scratch dn
450
ITTOM TA atn elver
300
•[ ODIAN boxeo
250
,
fiERNILae OCT mInt, boxed
900
' "Ti MSNA
modded rb300 & armorer 10x2
400
11E1 SE & TECHNO dabble rew deant trade mn glven
E. r7012,S1 LIVE encounter
2000
.
NA_0UE MENTOR RETEREN our, and Tracer 3cartncee
2800
3 - AR •MALOUE• ANNALOG( manoguny).wave mechanc psu

www.hifinews.co.uk

e-mail .intoc@beauhorn.com

etc
1
07E)
80
COO
120
100
200
225
300
300
300
110
250
275
350
150
900
250
500
1750
800
400
300
300
275
600
375
2200
1750
500
750
500
300

900
MARANTZ P1A17 MK2 KI SIGNATURE, mre boxed 1500
MARANTZ SIA 17 poder amp, mint boxed 700 450 2wadable
MEANER MUSEATEX PA6/SW55 pre /pope
1200
beautiful doss Aamp 3000
325
MERIDIAN 105 MŒ•7
...
1100
MERIDIAN 201 wet 605 monobloas
750
MERIDIAN 201 wen 205 monablocks
100
MERIDIAN MCA comporent pre amp vdth 2hne inputs. boxed
MERIDIAN MCA modules, baud, mm, PPE, CD
50 EACH
500
METAXAS CHARISMA PREAMP. chrome finish
MICHEL ALECTO MONOBLOCKS
115 0Dorm
MOD SQUAD fine dnve passIve pre boxed
250
MUSICAL FIDELITY PRE3A
125
MUSIC FIRST AUDIO PASSIVE MAGNETIC pre (IVC)
1500
NAIN MAC 62/NAP 140 old style vgood wen cables
500
NAIN MAC 102/ NAP 180 excellent wet emole
1400
MAIM NAP 180 power cmp boxed
750
NAPA AV 4channel surround processor 1700
500
PASS 0600 monoblaks 12000
6000
PASS LABS 0monoblocks class Asingle ended 75 watts
3250
PINK TRIANGLE PIP oak pre amp boxed
500
PINK TRIANGLE PIP TWO pre mm and mc one box block
750
PLINIUS 8100 Integrated amp fine level
850
QUAD 33/303 boxed parr wet manuals
200
quad 33/Im3 405 1all nee wet leads
330
QUAD 34/306 wet manual excellent
400
QUAD 77 PRE/ 909 paver
900
QUAD 33/405 MK1 103 watts 01 power
240
REGA BRIO
175
ROWLAND CONSONANLI premc boards remote
block 4500
. 1500
ROWLAND SYNERGY 2box pre,balanced 5000
. 2000
TALK ELECTRONICS HURRICANE 2power amp 600
300
TECHNICS SU C3000 pre battery powered 1500
600
THRESHOLD CAS 2 100 watt power amp boxed
500
YAMAHA F2200 professional 200 was
350
Loudspeakers
MEANIE LINEA speakers, superb sold walnut stondmounters
APOGEE CENTAUR MINORS. hybrld block boxed
ATC 10 , mk 1lacquered walnut
AUDIO CLASSICS type D. excellent vdd valves
AUDIO PHYSICS TEMPO ore omen, blockweh Essex ciou 2500
AVANTGARDE DUOS Wee elver weed
AVALON AVATAR maple 5500
AO pro 9 speakers, famcny mlnrmondors cherry boxed 700
B&W 605 2speakers boxed 1400
BOW 4000 subwooler 2700
CASTLE HARLECHS, neat Acerslonders
DALI GRAND COUPE, rosewood
DALI GRAND floorstanders 3500
DIAPASON (MRS boxed wet stands
HALES TRANSCENDANCE A. serous speaker 10000
HEYBROOK QUARTETS wet stands
INFINITY KAPPA 91 verrous
KEF REF 2 walnut
KEA CONCERTO 2, recent parr floorstanders. boxed 700
KEF REF 1reset° bud
4 po
LINN KABERS block mssIve volt, ku-stone stands
LOWTHER HEDDLUND horns vat clx2
MISSION 755 MINT BORED
MONITOR AUDIO
50 black ash 3250
NAPA CREDOS boxed CHERRY
NA11.1 INTROS boxed, BLACK
PROAC RESPONSE 1Eel Rovers 1000
PROAC RESPONSE 2
QUAD ESL 57 excellent
REHDEKO RK115 black 1500
ROGERS STUDIO Ilea
nincsrra ni.,NS plant block hntsh

CYRUS STRAIGHTLINE WITH XPA power amp, boxed . 450 Darr
CYRUS PRE/POWER & P50- Rvdth master controller / 50
400
DNM 2mama, meld cased 00 3boards. rnc
750
DOLAN PMI PRE WITH PHONO
850
CPA 50S pre/power
1400
KRELL MU 3001 Integrated amp 3000
3500
KRELL ( OC HR wet rot phono boards. boxed
1000
KRELL (SP 78 dent/
2250
KRELL KSA150 lust serviced
450
LED LSI hne preamp
350
LED PAD power amp
[S
LINN LI/K2 pre ,-....- •• LINN NAIRN P,
LINN KAIRN v.'
'.

sumo

900
600
450
600
700
5500
2250
400
800
1500
500
800
1350
800

3250
400
1500
goo
goo
600
500
goo
g000
600
1350
600
390
Ace
700
600
600
250 PAIR
300

ROARK CRUSADERS walnut boxed
TANNOY t225 DUAL CONCENTRIC 10' AND ROO
glass tops nee
TANNOY dome MK1. Good parr sendced
TANNOY GRF cobrnets repro parr In «Awl wen I5' gads
TDL slude 2 upgraded Waders. rewred
VANDERSTEEN 2C open baffle 3way boxed 1500
ZINGALIOVERTURE 2wet stands 3000

60C
25C
45C
4000
350
60C
150C

Volvo Amps
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 300 Integrated 7watts •nk IBOXED
250
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 1000 pee wet
2nd Aude MONOBLOCKS BORED
1800
AUDIO NOTE P2SE amp boxed
750
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 60 boxed
1500
AUDIO RESEARCH VT50 boxed POWER amp
1750
AUDIO RESEARCH tS1 pre boxed fine level valve pre
ever front 2000
60C
AUDIO RESEARCH LS7 Irme level pre sever ran , I52C
70:
AUDIO RESEARCH LAB mkl nne pre dock front boxed
85C
AUDIO RESERACH SP8, vdth phono
900
AUDIO RESEARCH SP9 upgraded to MK3 .
1100
AUDION STIRLING phono stage 700
.
350
AUDION PREMIER wet phono chrome .
65".
AUDION STIRLING smale ended el34 edM vol crtrol chrome
55:
AUDION APOLLOS, engle ended 20 walls 800,
3
2703
BEARD P500 be block precrno wet phono
350
BEARD c35 pre
40C
BORDER Patol 30013 AMP KIK 1
125C
CARY SLA70 Power anlo 1500
70_
CARY 805 pad we GE 211 valves boxed -8000
325C
CONCORDANT QUAD II MONOBLOCe. .
50C
CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER 7de, 2box,
port upgraded to 7b 7000
2500
CONRAD JOHNSON PV1OAL 1000 .
450
CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER 2. pre wet ploono,
800
lovely emoted sound
600
CONRAD JOHNSON PV8 de vdlt Mono boxed 2000
450
CONRAD JOHNSON PV6 pre wet phono
1250
CONRAD JOHNSON PV12A pre vdth den° 2600
850
COPLAND CTA401 Integrated valve amp wets phono so watts
350
CR DEVELOPMENTS COLAPSO 12 wats Integrated arse
375
CROFT SUPERMICO block, tweaked .
350
CROFT SUPERMICRO AIv BOXED
650
CROFT SERIES 'Vs POWER AMP JUS - SERVICED
1200
CROFT CHARISMA Xphono deamp
700
CROFT APPARITION OIL
850
EAR 802 pre wet mm phono 2000
1400
EAR 020 hne level Integrated
325
EAR 834p mm/rnc oath volume
300
EAR 834 pmm
1500
GAMMA SPACE REFERENCE 3000 dtegrated amp .
1400
GRMF 5050 stereo power amp 2850
1400
GRAM 2020 OIL
400
LEAK STEREO 20 fully serv.ced
700
QUAD [ IS excellent resprayed parr wIlh kt66 VALVES
450
ROTHVVELL RUBICON power amp block 895
SHANLING MONOBLOCKS 40 waits wet ern«, volare control
ex dom wet, full glee 1500 parSHINDO LABS valve 5•115 In soon ,
SONIC FRONTIERS SES 40, 40 watts ratter good power amp
recommended 2000
800
SONIC FRONTIERS SFM 160 wad monoblocks 800C
2400 oar
UNISON SIMPLY 4Integrated amp boxed
/ 00
UNISON RESEARCH FEATHER ONE/P3WER 35 pre/paver boxed 1200
OVA AMPS HAVE NO BACKGROUND NOISE eyou ore troubled by
loss or hum but want lo stay wer, valves look no futer
VIVA volve amps See www.entaudio.com available exclushely
d tine 0kO THE EMPORIUM Item are senously
iengle ended
Erode amps hand burl? and wen o3year glee on bierno at present the
3000 Integrated phono stage sofisto 845 se unlearned
Mt BHURNE TORA APO/
IIX
M ,52 o
spy, set

boxed 1200

•
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The Market

The place to buy and sell audio equipment and accessories

For sale

and manuals as new, Tel: 01202 777264

Quad 405-2 power amp, 34 pre-amp, FM4 tuner,

(Bournemouth) [AB14]

good condition £450, Tel: 01626 853348 ( Nr

Audioquest Anaconda 5m balanced interconnects,

Levinson Proceed AVP pre-amp/processor £ 1890,

Exeter) [ AB14]

mint, 2months old (£ 2,300), Volcano 2m speaker

Krell KSA 20013 balanced power amplifier, Audio

cable, mint, single to bi-wire (£ 1800), as moving,

Monitor Audio speakers Studio 60 (£6000) £ 3000,

Synthesis DAX UltraAnalogue Burr- Brown, Music

will accept reasonable offers, email:

3years, Aerial Acoustics speakers model 6 (£3700)

Fidelity Nu-Vista pre-amp £ 690 (£ 2100), email:

zijafferji@ukonline.co.uk Tel: 020 8656 7514

£1850, 2years. Jamo D830 speakers (£ 1500)

harnfield@hotmail.com Tel: 07961 536232 [AB14]

[LD17]

£800 as new, Primare D30.2 CD player (£ 1500)

Meridian 500CD transport/ Meridian 518 processor,

£800, 1year, all excellent condition. Tel: 020 7433

Linn Sondek LP12, Mission 774, Audiolab 8000A,

superb condition (£ 2500) £ 700, Audio Synthesis

3840 [ AB14]

Arcam CD72, Castle Howard (vintage) speakers,

DAX-2 converter, immaculate (£2000) £ 700, ProAc

Audio Physic Virgo speakers, walnut, excellent

Target 5-tier stand, immaculate condition £650, low

Response 015 loudspeakers, new, boxed (£2000)

price because buyer must collect, full test on

sound, visit www.stereophile.com for review £ 1695

£1000, quality phono interconnects, bargains. Tel:

collection, Tel: 01254 231215 [ MB17]

(£3800), Klyne step-up transformer ( m-c)

0117 952341 ( Bristol) [AC17]

Audio Research LS25 Mk II pre-amp, 6months old,

adjustable, superb kit £495 (£ 1995), Tel: 01992

TEAC 20 VRDS CD multi functional remote,

584626 ( home), 07778 181326 ( mobile) [ AB14]

perfect, boxed. £3500 ono, Audio Research VT100

battleship build quality, manual, finished in black,

Graaf GM200 (£ 2950), Graaf GM13.13 (£ 1750),

Mk III, 6months old, perfect and boxed, £ 3950 ono,

excellent condition, cost £ 1495, £495. Tel: 020

will demonstrate with your own equipment ( if

Resolution Audio CD50 (£650), Tice power

8954 2221 [ AC17]

conditioner (£ 375), Cardas Golden Cross XLR

genuinely interested)! Both items little use, Tel:

Chord SPM 800 power amplifier, 160 watts per

01925 656990 ( eve) [ MB17]

interconnects x2pairs (£475 pair), Cardas GC

channel, superb sound, as used by BBC, £ 725, AV1

speaker cables 2.5m (£875), Pagode HD01-55H0

Audio Research SP16 valve pre-amp with phono

S2OOMP pre-amplifer with phono stage £ 350, both

supports x2 (£ 545 each), all unblemished

stage and remote control £ 1495 (£2499), American

boxed, mint, with manuals, Tel: 01597 860166

condition, Tel: Paul 07703 134121 [ AB24]

Acoustic Development ( ADD) E-48 slimline

[AB14]

floorstanding 3-way speakers, 90dB sensitivity, 5

Roksan Xerxes/Artemis/XP 3.3/DSU ( mint) £ 695,

dCS Elgar/Purcellstereo converter/upsampler

Artaxerxes phono stage £ 105, various speaker and

stars What HiFi?, £415 (£ 595), both mint with

£7000, Krell KPS20iL CD player with digital volume

boxes & manuals, Tel: 01202 767873 ( Poole) [ FOC]

interconnect cables by Cardas, Siltech and XLO,

control £4250, Pioneer DVS9 DVD player ( Elite 09

Roksan TMS, serious offers invited, Tel: 07977

Proceed AVP AN processor, mint condition RRP

Clone) £ 500, Tel: 01243 584728 ( Sussex) [ AC17]

567878 [AB14]

£5000, £2000, TEAC VRDS Ti CD transport and

Nakamichi Dragon cassette player, excellent

Cardas Quadlink 5C phono interconnect, more than
one pair available if required, as new, Tel: 07941

Micromega Micropac £350 Tel: 01538 399347 /

condition, complete with original box and owners

07773 374 508 [ MCFOC]

manual £850 ono. Tel: 01793 490968 mobile

188996 £ 110 (£ 250) [ AB14]

Sonus Faber Amati Homage speakers including

07941 419196 [ AC17]

Convergent Audio Technology valve pre-amplifier

contoured granite plinths, mint condition £8600,

Gamma Space Reference single-ended power amp

(Reference SL1) mint £ 1690 ( new £4995), three-

Magnum Dynalab MD90 analogue tuner £ 750, Krell

with upgraded Audio Note 300Bs £ 1995 (£8000

tier Apollo hi-fi stand, black ash shelves (£ 95) buy
second £ 55, Tel: 07977 567878 [ AB14]

FPB600C amplifier £9250, Krell KCT pre-amp

new), Gamma Silver Litz interconnect £ 195 (£800

£7500, Wadia 27ix DAC &Wadia 270 transport

new), Harmonic Technologies Proac II power cord

Yamaha NS- 1000, mint, boxed £ 1500, Sonus Faber

£12,000, Tel: 07860 620921 [ MB17]

£125 (U95), Tel: Chris 020 8993 2006 [ AC17]

Granpiano £ 1100, Musical Fidelity A370 £ 950,

Meridian: 562V £400 (£ 1200), 568 £ 1800

Tara Labs magnificent interconnects, all excellent

(£3850), 596 £ 1200 (£2350), 505 £400 (£900),

Trichord Delphini - 2PSU as new! £ 775, Orbe DCNC

condition under half price AES/EBU 1.5m air 2

Krell: KAV300cd £ 1500 (£4200), Studio DAC £850

boxed £ 1600, Mycro RB300 Goldring £400, LP12

(£450), Im Decade (£300) RSC (£ 250), RCA phono

(£6000), KAV250p £ 1200 (£ 2495), KAV250a

Ittok, Tel: 0117 9556555/07979 514450 [AB14]

Air 3 (£300), Digital 110 (£200) speaker cables,

£1800 (£3495), KAV250a/3 £ 2800 (£ 5000), will

Linn CD12 boxed, mint condition, two years old

pairs, spades 10ft (£800) 8ft (£ 700), Tel:01325

£7000 ono, simply the best, Tel: 07767 271056

negotiate and potentially deliver, all mint and boxed,

284792 [AB14]

Tel: Roger on 07801 287 409 email:

(mob) anytime. [ AB14]

Quad 2xMk11 power amplifiers, 22 control

rog_bacon@hotmail.com EMB231

TacT 2.0 digital room correction pre-amp with DAC

amplifers, FM tuners and decoder and 2xESL 57

Meridian 200 transport 203 DAC, mint £380,

and parametric equaliser £ 1500, Tel: 020 7405

speakers, early 1960s original, good condition with

6445 [ AC17]

Musical Fidelity X- P100 pre-amp £480, all with

manuals £ 1500 ono, Tel: 01785 824345 [ AB14]

VdH First Ultimate interconnects, as new & sealed!
0.6m/1.0m for £ 115/£135, virtually new & boxed

remotes, boxes, manuals, also Target racks for sale,

Meridian DSP 5000 digital speakers ( black)

Tel: Paul 01625 520490 ( Cheshire) [ MB17]

Meridian 500 Transport, original remote control,

Red Dawns 0.5m/1 0m for £ 160/£190, others

AudioQuest speaker cable 7metres Gibraltor perfect

interconnection leads manuals and boxes, hardly

(used) Kimber, AudioQuest, Quattrofils, IsoTec,

surface copper +, cost £490, hardly used £200 ono,

ever used, all immaculate condition £ 2750 ono, Tel:

Tel: 01132 785245 EMB14]

more... Tel: 07960 169644 [ MB17]

01383 413695 ( central Scotland) [AC20]

EAR Esoteric Audio ResearchNoshino by Tim de

Arcam Alpha 9CD £350, Musical Fidelity A300CR

Mark Levinson 390s CD/pre player, perfect £4200

Paravicini, valve EAR 864 pre-amplifier and valve

power amp £ 1095 (£2200), B&W DM605 S2 active

ono, Siltech MC4-56 Mk II pure silver interconnects

EAR 861 power amplifier, mint condition boxed

base boxed £800 (£ 1500), will consider trading PX

3metre pair XLRs £ 700 ono, NBS Signature

£3500 ( new £ 5500), Tel: 07960 397567 [ AC17]

for top quality sub or pre-amp, Tel: Mark 01258

interconnects 1metre pair XLRs £ 350 ono. Tel: Ian

817669 [AC17]

TAG McLaren pre-amplifier PA10 in black, excellent

020 7584 5784 [ AC171

Hart phono stage £200, Lumley pre-amp 1000,

condition, clear detailed and engaging sound,

Musical Fidelity 3D CD player with box and manuals,

original packaging £329, also TAG P60 power amp,

Meridian 104 £ 100, KEF Q65 £ 250, Croft Absolut

excellent condition £ 2000, Tel: Adriano 07979

One £ 1500, Opus three continued £ 700, rebuilt

dynamic performer £ 319, Tel: 020 8360 6606

904317 ( London) [AB14]

email: sjagv@aol.com [AC17]

Linn Troika as new £600, Tel: 020 8688 6565

Helios CD2, CD player, great reputation and looks

[AC16]

BAT VK5i £ 1250 Stereophile class Apre-amp

good, no remote hence £ 595 (U200), Tel: 01279

Plinius 14 phono stage £ 1500, Linn Karik CD £400,

Krell MD-2CD turntable with unique remote plus

452222 (wk), 07778 181326 ( mobile) EAC141

SBP-32X digital processor, original owner, mint

Numerik DAC £ 500, 4ft XLO Signature speaker

PMC DB1 speakers, cherry, just run in £435 (£ 555),

cable £250, Tel: Marc 07801 358102 or 01708

condition £ 1500 ono, Tel: Grahame 020 8805 1000

PMC DBIM centre speaker £280 (£380) Tel: David

471727 [AC17]

(weekdays) or email: grahamef@

01295 275983 ( Banbury) [ AB141

Arcam Quad, black Arcam amplifier, CD82T CD

interactiveideas.com [ AC17]

Musical Fidelity Nu Vista M3 integrated amp, mint

player £876 ono, maple Quad 11 Lspeakers with Im

Zingali 212 home monitors, patented wooden

condition £2000 Tel: 01772 498601 ( Preston)
[AB14]

compression horns, fantastic sound from these

Atlas Equator cable £349 ono, boxed with remotes
106
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condition, maple finish (£ 10,700) £ 5000 ono, Tel:

Music Fidelity A3.24 upsampling DAC, mint, boxed,

Stax SRS 4040 system comprising Signature 404

020 7439 1365 email: troy@

warranty to April 2004, superb sound from transport

electrostatic headphones and SRM-006t valve

runbox.com EAC171

or player £475 (£800), Tel: 01384 396909 (West

energiser, hardly used, £ 750 ono, Tel: 01628

CEC belt drive CD transport, superb Japanese

Midlands) ( A13141

777323 ( B81

transport, immaculate condition, one of the best

Complete reference system for sale, as voted top 5

Quad ELS 57 speakers, numbers 49654/5, excellent

transports money can buy, wonderful sound, great

CES 2001, comprises Sim Moon Eclipse CD player,

condition HFN/RR 40th Anniversary prize £950, Tel:

value (£ 5000) £ 2000 ovno, Tel: 020 7439 1365

Moon P5 pre- amp, Moon W3 power amp, Merlin VSM

01539 721719 ( Cumbria) ( 1381

email: troy@runbox.com [AC17]

Millennium loudspeakers, Cardas Golden reference

Meridian 506 CD, Audiocom Superclock and PSU, Q

TacT Millennium Mk 2, the original and best digital

cabling has been used throughout, this is atruly

Power voltage, regulators, Audiophile capacitors

amplifier, absolutely brilliant, immaculate condition,

stunning system comprising all Class Aproducts that

£500-spent, £ 395, Stax SR Lambda professional

move away forces sale of all (£6250) £ 2500 ono, Tel:

simply gels, cost new £ 22,000, as new condition,

headphones SRDX energiser £ 295 (£ 728), Lat

020 7439 1365 email: troy@runbox.com [AC17]

mostly less than six months old, c/w boxes, I
am

international speaker cable 4metres bi-wire £95

Avant Grade Uno horn speakers, colour blue and

asking £ 12,945 ovno, may split, please call me with

(£225), QED Silver Spiral interconnect 1metre + 3,

black £3500, (£7200), Tel: 020 8531 5979.

any questions, Tel: 07900 000044 / 01494

£45 each (£90), hi-fi stand, cherry, 6shelves

Musical Fidelity Tri Vista SACD/CD player £ 3000 Tel:

538858 EBD801

500mm x400mm £ 75 (£ 229), Tel: 01732 220664

020 8531 5979 [ AB14]

Rogue Audio 88 Magnum, silver with NOS tubes,

[13D17]

Theta DACs: Gen Ill ( AT&T) £975, Gen- V ( XLR)

£1100 and 1m Nordost Valhalla interconnect with

KEF Reference 105 £ 295, early KEF Duettes £ 95,

£1575, Proceed PDT-2/PDP-2 transport/DAC £675,

Eichmann silver RCAs £ 1100, both excellent

Musical Fidelity A100 £ 180, Ariston RD80 Basik

digital cables: XLO Reference £40, Apogee Wyde Eye

condition, Tel: 020 8879 0364 ( ansaphone) [ B8]

LW arm £ 110, single Tannoy Dorset £ 50, single

£50, Pass Labs Aleph Ppre-amp £ 1275, email:

Madrigal CZGEL XLR balanced interconnect 1metre

Goodmans Midax 10050, Tel: 01362 687615

degzhuo@ntlworld.com Tel: 020 8661 5329

£200 (£400 new), slate bookshelf speaker stands

[B8]

(AC171

£180 (£450 new), Unison Unico integrated

Quad ELS 63 one owner from new, good condition

Clearaudio Champion level 11 turntable with Unify

amplifier £ 500 (£ 750 new), Tel: 020 8953 0250 or

£950 or offer, Tel: 01323 737850 answerphone

arm, black, mint & hardly used, new £ 2600, accept

07732 304146 [ 138]

(East Sussex) [ B8]

£1350, listen at Cloney Audio, Dublin, Tel: 00353

Quad ESL-63 electrostatic speakers, 1st class

Meridian 508/20 CD £ 775, B&W CDM NT speakers

872310778 [AC17]

condition, black/rosewood £650, Tel: 01827

+stands £475, Nakamichi BX300E cassette £350,

System Audio SA2K loudspeakers plus matching

708784, email: roger.bunford@ntlworld.com

reel-to-reel tapes 7 + 10.5, 50 No. £ 50, Leak ST 30

FS2K stands, reference Danish standmounts, mint

[13C14]

£40, Grundid R/R TK145. Revox A77 REP, manual

and boxed, bought new 18months ago, Scan Speak

Meridian Compact Theatre, 568 processor, 596

£30, Tel: 01474 326220 [ 139.50]

drivers, fantastic sound, view at www.system-

DVD, 5DSP33s ( 24/96), D1500 subwoofer ( 24/96),

BSS M250 studio monitor speakers, black,

audio.com, £2800 new, accept £ 1395, Tel: 00353

cables, remote, speaker wall brackets. excellent

floorstanding, mint with boxes £ 550, Tel: 01273

87210778 ( AC171

condition, cost £ 14500, offers? May split, Tel:

733061 or 077598 664679 ( Sussex) [ B8]

Vadis OTL amplifier, latest spec recently serviced

01628 777323 ( 1381

Unison Research Unico DM power amp 150 watts of

new valves, perfect condition, one owner £ 1400 ono,
Tel: 01208 872316 Cornwall [ AB14]
Cartridge Man's phono cartridge £375, TEAC P10

Classifieds may be submitted by email. Send entries to: hi-fi_ads@ipcmedia.com.

heavy construction CD transport £425, Doug

For your security, do not include acredit card number in any email. Please call our reader

Dunlop's legendary all-valve Condordant Exquisite

ad department on 020 8774 0631 with your credit card details.

two-box pre-amp £ 700, Tel: 020 7281 0821, email:

Hi-FiNews

info.baker@virgin.net [ AB14]
Quad 34/306 with rack, mint, boxed, manuals,
original receipts £400, ThorensTD160 with SME
Series II improved RD200 damper £200 mint,

Private ad order form:
do not phone in ads

Rates: £ 8 ( inc VAT) per 30-word insertion for one Issue. For two months £ 14; three months £ 17.

manuals, Tel: 01424 753641 evenings or email:

Additional words 50p each. Box numbers £ 3extra.

matthews.mike@btinternet.com ( ESussex) [ A1314]

Note: telephone or product reference numbers count as one word ( eg, Pioneer A400 -= two words)

Linn Axis, Basik LVX, K9, original box and manual,

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS

one owner, very well cared for, will demonstrate
£250, Linn Kan stands £40, Tel: 0114 2334904
[AC17]
Naim Audio CD52 head unit £2350, XPS Burndy
£1350, Supercap £ 1450 late old-style Hi-Cap,
serviced £275, late 32.5 various boards £ 175, all
above immaculate and boxed, Tel: 01782 595073
[AC17]
Faraday Tower, low density concrete cabinet
floorstanding loudspeakers, as new, sublime sound,
rock solid ABR bass, no booming, see
faradaysound.co.uk for model and spec £ 700, can

Please publish the above advertisement for . insertions under the heading:

Name

deliver, Tel: 01603 766668 Norwich EAC171

FOR SALE 1 WANTED 1

Address

Conrad Johnson Premier 140 SA power amp as new
£5250 (£ 7000) Stereophi le Class Arated, 10ft pair
of Nordost SPM speaker cable £ 1700 (£3000), Tel:
+353 91637745 evenings or + 353 91708300

Box number required

1yes

1no

Cheque/postal order enclosed for £ ( pounds sterling) made payable to
IPC Media or please charge my AccessNisa/Diners/Amex •

II
EILLiuL

Card Number

work. Eire [ AC17]

Expires (
date)

Meridian 557 200W/ch power amplifier £425 ono,

*Please indicate which
la No reimbursements will be due for cancellation of subsequent insertions

ATC SCM 20s1speakers £ 550 ono, buy both as a

Daytime telephone number
Date of sending

Signature
Send to: Classified Ads, Hi Fi News, IPC Media, Focus House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA.

package for £900 ono, Tel: 01440 713783 (ABFOC1
www.hifinews.co.uk
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smooth power, only two months old, genuine reason

£180, Tel: 07818 415464 [ 88]

Lowther, Lowther Acousta twin cabinets wanted,

for sale £ 950, Goldring 1012GX only twenty hours

Kimber 4TC speaker cable, 4.5 metre stereo pair,

made 1960s, also wanted: PM 7A drive units, any

£65, Tel: 0161 4281539 BC141

banana plug terminations £ 140 ((:260 new), George

condition, working drawings, twin feet, drive unit

EAR 509 Mk II monoblock power amps, wonderful

Fisher, Bridlington, East Yorks, Tel: 01262 606089

mounting screws, Tel: Jeff 020 8220 0380 [ KC17]

sound £ 1250, Tel: 01284 703217 [ 88]

or 07890 933787 [ 1)81

Rogers, Harbeth or similar, one pair of BBC LS3/5A

Jamo Concert 11 ( D870) floorstanding speakers,

Martin Logan SL3 electrostatic hybrid loudspeakers,

american cherry, mint condition (£ 2300) £ 700,

speakers, private buyer, Tel: 01394 388399 [ AB14]

arguably best model ever produced, absolutely

SME Decca FFSS adaptor D2, SME 3009 series Il

Southport, Tel: 01704 821146 [
138]

immaculate, upgraded mains leads, spikes ((:4000)

arm with detachable shell, any parts for 3009 arms,

Meridian 557 power amp, 200W/ch, under warranty

£1950, money back if not completely amazed! Tel:

Tel: 01344 776445 Berks [ 88]

until October 2004, mint, hardly used £ 995, Quad

Allan, Bristol 01179 521341 [ 1381

Classical Vinyl records bought and sold. Collections

ESL-63 electro speakers, fully serviced by Quad, fine

Sony SCD1 flagship SACD player, incredible build

large or small always required. Sale enquires also

condition £995, Tel: 01993 883523 [ B81

quality, absolute immaculate, unbelievably heavy -

welcome. Email or phone Geoff at

Primare 20 amplifier D20 CD player, Castle Avon

30kg, remote, boxed, serious offers around £ 2000,

classical_records@hotmail.com or 01525 237693

(yew) all mint boxed, cost £2700, offers near £ 1350,

originally £ 5000, Tel: Allan, Bristol 01179 521341

(13D17)

don't know if Mk 1or Mk 2, Tel: 02920 830789 or

money back guarantee. [ 88]

07971 271305 [ B8]

Sony SCD-XA333ES CD/SACD player, excellent

ProAc Response S1 speakers, light wood, hardly

transport, only six months old, still under warranty,

used ( spare pair), also floor stands ( not ProAc), cost

gold colour, remote, boxed ((: 1500) £800 ono, Tel:

Trade

£1000, £ 500 ono, also Meridian 504 tuner, almost

Allan, Bristol 01179 521341 money back

never used, cost £ 550, £350 ono, Tel: 0131

guarantee. [ 88]

6523622,07956 137373 [ BC141

London Tape Recorders, open reel-to-reel specialists,

NAD Silverline stereo tuner, amazing quality,

established 30 years, machines bought, sold and
exchanged. Akai, Sony, Pioneer, TEAC, Tascam,

Nu-Vista 3D CD player £ 1800 ono, Arcam DiVA CD

absolutely immaculate, remote, boxed, ((: 600)

82T £400 ono, Rega Brio amp £200 ono, all boxed

£300, Nakamichi DR10 cassette deck, unused,

Revox, Technics, servicing on selected machines.

and ex cond, Tel: Andy 07791 529128 [ 88]

boxed ((:800) £ 300, Tel: Allan, Bristol 01179

Tel: 0207 603 0303 [ MB17]
Amazing cables ! Silver hybrid and solid silver

McIntosh XR19 speakers in american walnut, 12 x

521341 money back guarantee [ 88]

tweeters. 1x8in midrange, 2x12in bass, probably

ProAc Response D15 speakers, mahogany, three

interconnects from £85, with world class plugs. Solid

only pair in UK, shown on Roger- Russell website

months old, absolutely immaculate ((: 2000) £ 1100

silver speaker cables from £220. Fantastic

£875 ono, Tel: 020 8810 4060 [ BC14]

Mk 12511subwoofer 2x12in drivers, 2x100W

performance, refund guarantee, Tel: 0115 982

Soundstyle Status ST105 equipment support, 5

amps £ 1500 £850, Tel: Allan, Bristol 01179

shelf, silver steel frame with platinum glass shelves,

5772 after 7pm, email: Bob@skydivers.co.uk

521341 money back guarantee [ 138]

[KA17]

chrome isolation spikes, immaculate condition £ 200

Audiolab 8000 Qpre-amplifier and two 8000M

Audio Research LS25 Mk 1,4 yrs, ((: 5000) £ 3000.

(£395 new), Tel: Shaun 07732 728884 ( Wiltshire)

mono power amplifiers, £ 900, pair Quad 11L

Audio Research M300 Mono Blocks MkIlstatus

[BC14]

speakers, cream £200, Marantz CD 85 £ 100, Tel:

((:12,000) £4000. Tom Evans the Groove, phono

Sonus Faber Extrema speakers & dedicated stands

01626 835251 [ 13C14]

stage, 2yrs ((: 1800) £ 1350. Sonus Faber Extremas

£3500, Musical Fidelity Nu-Visa 3D CD player & MI

TDL Studio 1, dark finish with plinths, fair condition

integrated amp £2200 each, Kimber Bi Focal XL

on stands ((: 7800) £ 3500. All mint, boxed. Tel:

£180, Tannoy MX3 floorstanders, light beech, good

Jules on 01792 280061, email:

speaker cable 2.5m £800, Kimber Select KS- 1021

condition £ 60, Pioneer DV- 525 multi region, boxed,

info@sounddrjuleshifi.co.uk Web:

interconnect 1.0m £ 300, 3-shelf Seismic Sink stand

good condition £90, Tel: 07980 295916

www.sounddrjuleshifi.co.uk [A17]

£500, Moth Pure Power £300, all mint, engagement

(Northants) [ 881

Linn Classic CD player etc, black, un used, box -

ring and move forces sale! Tel: Steve 07813

Quad ELS 57 electrostatic speakers, possibly the

788420. [ 815501

opened ((: 1025) £ 650. Wadia 16, 4yrs, mint

finest speaker ever made £350 for the pair, Tel:

Essex equaliser for Audio Physic Tempo speakers, not

£7450) £3500. Basis Debut Gold Standard

01925 754563, email: jnl@bolton.ac.uk [ 881

turntable, inc custom dust cover, ((:8500) £3900.

used, genuine reason for sale £ 50, Tel: Derek ( 020)

B&W DM2 seriesll pair speakers, Denon DCD 800

876 1717 or email: dereke

Koetsu Red Signature, 20hrs, (£ 2200) £ 1300. All

CD player, Tel: 01539 564725, Kendal area, offers

mint, boxed. Tel: Jules on 01792 280061,

dwvivian.idps.co.uk [ 138]

1881

email:info@sounddrjuleshifi.co.uk Web:

Musical Fidelity Tri Vista CD/SACD player, one year

Musical Fidelity A370 marklIpower amp £950 ono,

www.sounddrjuleshifi.co.uk [ A17]

old, mint £ 2900 (£4000), Ruark Solstice speakers

Musical Fidelity P270 mark 11 power amp £450 ono,

reference, excellent condition £ 2200 (£4300), Tel:

Ex Demonstration Klipsch speaker systems,

both good working order, Tel: 01429 274867

07753 746382 ( Oxfordshire) [
138]

Klipschorns ((:6200) £ 3250. La Scalas ((: 2850)

(Teeside) [ 88]

Quad ESL 57, black, late model custom stands,

£1750. Heresys (£ 1100) £ 700. KG5.5 ((: 1000)

Cardas interconnects, Hexlink Golden 5-C, XLR, 1m

£600. KG4.5 ((:800) £ 500. KG3.5 ((: 650) £400.

perfect condition, boxed with manual £ 500 ono,

£280 ((: 790), 3m £450 ((: 1650), Cardas Cross,

Kelvin Labs m-m/m-c phono stage £80 ono, Tel:

Midland Radio Supplies 0121 4307817, evenings

RCA, 2.5m single run £ 140 ((:400), Kimber D-60

0121 705 1060 EAB341

01773 861816 / mobile 07745104258 [ 138]

digital cable, £ 140 ((: 300), all mint, Tel: 020 8661

Brilliance custom-made audiophile cables. Synergy

B&O collectable system, Beogram 1202 turntable,

5329 email: zhuo_deng@hotmail.com [ BD17]

Beomaster 1100 receiver, Beovox 525 speakers

interconnects from £45. David Price wrote, " The
sound per pound ratio is superb", HFW Jan 04.

offers, Tel: 01666 8400855 [ 88]

Equally capable digital and NV interconnects

Pass pre/power, Aleph 3Aleph L, one owner, boxed

available. brilliance@ntlworld.com or 07768

mint, both £ 1795, cost £4500, want Spendor
SP203E or Harbeth compact speakers, swap my

Wanted

Celestion SL600, mint, boxed, Tel: 01482 842740

307157 [ 1317]
Wadia 16, 4yrs, mint ((: 7450) £ 3499, Basis Debut
Gold Standard turntable, inc custom dust cover,

[B8]

Sonus Faber Electa Amator Mk 1, mint or excellent

Sugden A21 Class Aamp £200, Lowther Acousta

condition pair, no holes in the base so needs to be

with single PM6 units which need re-conditioning,

unwanted purchase ((:4600) £3800, Koetsu Red K

early original pair with original drive units, no need

Signature, 20hrs, ((:2200) £ 1300, all mint, boxed,

cabinets in perfect condition, Tel: 01584 881325

for stands, will pay above the market price for them,

Tel: Jules on 01792 280061,

[1381

cash waiting, email: zijafferji@ukonline.co.uk Tel:

email: info@sounddrjuleshifi.co.uk Web:

MarantzCD63 Mk II KI Signature, mint, boxed,

020 8656 7514 [ LD17]

www.sounddrjuleshifi.co.uk [AB17]
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((:8500) £3900, Quad ESL 989 black, as new,

www.hifinews.co.uk
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"The Best in New, Second Hand and X-Dem Equipment"
C*C*
HOME
CINEMA

HI-FI

C.? Li A. Ft -F E Ft Llr

Choice
hi-fi
youchoose
Choice hi -fi

make it easy for

you to fulf II your sonic
dreams. Quality hi-fi is not just
about expensive brandnames.
It's about aspiring to the very
best sound, about choosing
your ideal system from the
widest selection in the country,
in a unique no- pressure
environment.

yourchoice
• Acoustic Energy
• Advantage
• ATC
• Audible Illusions
• Audio Physic
• B.A.T
• Boulder
• Bryston
• Cary
• C.A.T.
• Chord
• Clear Audio
• Denon
• DNM
• Egglaston Works
• Efectrograph Delphi
• Gamut
• Gene'ec
• Gryphon
• Graham
• lmerge
• M Lab
• -Krell
• Lexicon
• Linn
• Loewe
• Lutron
• Lyra
• Mark Levinson
• Michell Eng.
• Musical Fidelity
• Nairn
• NEC
• Nordost
• Oracle
• Ortofon
• Plinius
• P.M.C.
• Primare
• Project
• Quadraspire
• REL
• Rockport
• Roksan
• Rotel
• Ruark
• Shahinian
• SIM/
• SME
• Straight Wire
• Sugden
• Tara Labs
• Teac
• Totem
• Transfiguration
• Trichord
• Trilogy
• Van den Hul
• VP1
• Wilson Audio
• Wilson Research
• YBA

sale items
L2,995.00
L450.00
C695.00
C295.00
C495.00
L395.00
L395.00

ClaraVox Magnifica ( Final Offer)
Exposure VII pre aXil pou
Magnum Dynalab P200 Pre
dpa Enlightenment DAC
Michaelson Audio Odyseus
McCormak Line Drive
Audio Refinement Pre 5' new'
Reduced this month

N

POWER AMPLIFIERS
Conrad Johnson MF2500
YBA Passion Monoblocks
Audia Flight 100
Audit Flight One Integrated
PRE AMPLIFIERS
Conrad Johnson PV I4L
Audia Plight Pre
LOUDSPEAKERS
JM Lab Mezzo Utopia
Audio Physic Avanti
JM Lab Micro Utopia
Stand
CD PLAYERS & DACS/ DVD PLAYERS
Linn Sondec CDI2
Linn UNIDISK I.
Chord SPM 1600E Dad Pre
TURNTABLES, ANALOGUE. VARIOUS
Roksan Xerxes 10/DSI.5/Artemiz/ Jubilee
Ortofon Jubilee
Roksan Caspian Phono se
SME 20/M
Roksan TMS2/ Artemio
AV COMPONENTS/ PROCESSORS
Lexicon MC8 Processor
Lexicon RT 10 DVD Player

Nne e r-

L2,795.00
L5,495.00
¿On Dens
¿On Dens

L4 .000.00
L9.500.00
L6,500.00
L4.500.00

£I,650.00
¿On Dens

L2.250.00
£ 4.500.00

£3,500.00
L4,995.00
L2,195.00

L7,899.00
L7.800.00
L4.349.00

L7,995.00
¿On Dens
£3,250.00

LI 2,000.00
L6,500.00
L6.500.00

¿On
¿On
¿On
¿On
¿On

Dens
Dern
Dens
Dens
Dens

C4.500.00
£ 150000
L950.00
C5,273.53
L8,5130.00

[On Dens
¿On Dens

£5.000.00
£ 2.300.00

amplifiers
£3995.00
C6.000.00
C2,250.00
L4.500.00
L2,695.00
L3.300.00
L2,495.00
L5,503.00
¿On Dens
L3.895.00
L1,395.00
L2.000.00
C695.00
L1.400.00
L995.00
L2.500.00
£1,795.00
L3.650.00
£1,395.00
L3,600.00
¿On Dens
C895.00
¿On Dens
L645.00
L295.00
LI 1,995.00
L15.000.00
£425.00
L608.00
£f1,995.00 £ 14.500.00
L4,995.00
L8,250 00
¿On Dens
£ 2,995.00
¿On Dens
C1.550 00
I3,995.00 £8.000 00
¿On Dens
L3.750 DO
£395.00
£900.00
C395.00
L900.00
¿On Dens
É2.350.00
L2,750.00
L6.000.00
L69.00
C120.00
¿On Dons
L3,250.00
£995.00
L2,500.00
£995.00
L3,000.00
L4,995.00 £ 12.000.00
II.295.00
L2.250.00
£895.00
L1.030.00
¿On Dern
C16,500.00
£1,350.00
C1.500.00
L3,995.00
L5,995.00
¿On Dens
£ 6.350.00

Linn Klirnax 500 Solo ( 4) each
Mark Levinson 331
Musical Fidelity NuVista 300
Boulder 500 AE
Be) Canto Evo 4
ES Lab DX- S4
AVI S2000A Amp
Roksan L2/51 Pre/ Power
Krell ¿ AV 250A
Krell KSA 808
Roksan Caspian Integrated
Roksan Caspian Power
Quad 33/ 303
Krell FPB 700cx
Naim Nait 3
Rowland Model 12 (4chassis)
Cary 805 C Monoblocks ' new"
ES. Lab DX- S8
Plinius 8200P
Krell FPB 200
Plinius SA 102 " new"
Musical Fidelity P180
Musical Fidelity CRPS
Bryston 4BSST
Jadis Defy 7mk Ill
Linn Bass Active Card
Gamut D200 " new"
Musical Fidelity FIS
Audio Innovations 51000 mk Ill monos
Krell MDA 300
Cary SLA 70 mk 11 Silver
Linn Klassik CD/Amp silver
Boulder 1060 Power " new"
Primare 30.1 mk 11 Integrated
YBA Passion Stereo " new"
Plinius 250 rnk IV

P r- e

L14.500.00
£ 1,200.00
£ I.900.00
C £ I,500.00
C995.00
£ 895.00

thismonth

e Nov

amplifiers

Audio Research LS2B
Musical Fidelity NuVista
Musical Fidelity MVT Pre
Conrad Johnson PV I
0
Audio Research LS25 mk 11
YBA 2.a Line
Tom Evans The Vibe Pre
Krell KRC
Chord DSC 1600E ( dac/pre)
Audio Research LS3
Musical Fidelity F22
AV1 52000 MP remote prea
Cary SLP98L Remote Pre x-dem
Boulder 1012 ( pre amp/ 24.96 dad Phono)
YBA Passion Pre ( inc Phono)
Boulder 2010 Pre
Plinius I6L " new"
C.A.T. ultimate reference Pre Amp Inc/Phono " new"

L1,295.00
L995.00
L295.00
C495.00
£4,250.00
£1,295.00
¿On Dens
L2,495.00
C3,250.00
L895.00
C695.00
£395.00
£I,495.00
¿On Dens
L3,995.00
LPOA
¿On Dens
¿On Dens

L £ 1.200.00
L É1.200.00
L5.995.00
L1,995.00
L2.700.00
L6,949.00
L6.500.00
£ 1,997.00
£ 1,S00.00
L800.00
L2,794.00
II 3.000.00
L5.595.00
C30.000.00
L3,200.00
L5.750.00

speakers

l-/
SLOUD SPEAKERS
Wilson Audio Sysrem 51
Avante Garde Trio
Proac Ref 12S Yew
Proac CC ICentre
2xProac ER1 Sub

te/:020
fa :020
X

Open from

£6,995.00
L19,000.00
£9,995.00 £ 17,000.00
LI,295.00
LI,700.00
C595.00
L800.00
C595.00
L1.000.00

8392

BU Y

MULTIROOM
INSTALL

L495.00
L395.00
¿On Dens
£495.00
£7,495.00
£495.00
¿On Dens
L3,750.00
L9.995.00
LI,750.00
£1,150.00
L795.00
£895.00
L4,995.00
£2,995.00
£1,595.00
L995.00
¿On Dens
¿On Dens
¿On Dens
¿On Dem
¿On Dens
¿On Dens
¿On Dens
¿On Dens
¿On Dern
C225.00
L625.00
L415.00
¿On Dens
¿On Dens
¿On Dem
£995.00
£260.00

SD Acoustics SD I
Dynaudio Audience SO
JM Lab Nova Utopia
Heybrook Sextet ( new drivers)
Revel Ultima Studio
ATC SCM 10 Passive Black
JM Lab Alto Utopia BE
Wilson Witt rob 1
JM Lab Utopia
Reference 3A
Audio Physic Spark
Talon Kite Centre & Bracket
Ensemble PAI
Audio Physic Caldera
Aerial Acoustic SW 12 Sub Woofer, Maple/remote
Mirage M3 si
Linn Kabers ( Active)
Sel Q 200 E
Rd Q 150 E
Audio Physic Luna Sub ( wood)
Audio Physic Yara
Vienna Acoustics Mahler
Vienna Acoustics Mozart
Vienna Acoustics 5. I
Cabasse in 5.1
JM Lab Sib & Cub ( 5.1 spk sys)
Blue Room Minipod (White)
Blue Room Minipod + Sub ( Blue)
Blue Room Minipod Sub
Genelec 205 Active Monitors
Audio Physic Virgo Ill " new"
Audio Physic Tempo Ill " new"
Nairn SBL's
Rogers LSSS " new"

136 rz, I2
1

t
- s
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L1,650.00
L577.00
L19,999.00
LI.200.00
L13.000.00
C1,100.00
£9,999.00
L9,000.00
£18,000.00
L2.250.00
L1,795.00
£1.750.00
L2,000.00
L10.000.00
É5.200.00
£4.100.00
L2.500.00
L650.00
L500.03
L1.799.00
C999.00
L6.000.00
C1,700.00
L3,500.00
L2.170.00
L859.00
L298.99
É749.00
C468.99
£750.00
L4,000.00
L2,000.00
L2,225.00
L430.00

DACS
L12.000.00
C3.300.00
L1,400.00

¿On Dens
L995.00
L695.00
L995.00
£11,995.00
¿On Dens
£1,495.00
L295.00
L295.00
L3,995.00
CI,695.00
C2,995.00
L595.00
£650.00
¿On Dent
L750.00
£750.00
¿On Dens
¿On Dens
L595.00
¿POA
£1,995.00
¿On Dens

Linn CDI2
Linn Karik/ Numerik
Pink Triangle Da Capo 1307
Micrornega Micro Drive/ day
Krell KPS 25sc 24/96
Roksan Caspian CD
Theta Data Pro Basic Illa
Trichord PO- S503
Pink Triangle Ordinal
YBA CD IDelta (Twin psu)
Audio Synthesis DAX Decade
Mark Levinson 39
Maranta 17 Ki Sig ( Black & Gold)
Myryad MDV 200 DVD
YBA CD 3Delta
Audiomeca Damnation CD Transport
Primare V20 DVD/CD
Audio Aero 32/192 Capitole CD (Ver. 4)
Primare V25 CD/DVD
Theta Pro Geny
Boulder 2020 dac
Theta Data II Transport AT v link
YBA CD Integre " new"

-1
-ur

SELL

C23.498.00
£995.00
L3,495.00
L500.00
L600.00
L5.500.00
L3.250.00
L5,000.00
£1.200.00
C995.00
L2.200.00
LI.600.00
L1,000.00
L4,500.00
LI.000.00
LI.295.00
L24.000.00
L4,000.00
C1,195.00

cçcanaloque

Michell Orbe/VC/ RB300
Nakamichi CR3
Nakarnichi CR4
Project RPM 6" new"
Project RPM9/ arm
VP1TNT mk IV/ Rockport 6000/ Flywheel/VP1 Stand/
Clearauudio Accurate/ Pump etc. " new"
Roksan Radius ( Acrylic) " new"
Lorricraft record cleaning machine
Tara Labs The One Balanced Im
Earmax Pro
%vox B160 Tuner
Decca London Gold ( original Garrott Brothers)
SME 30/2 A " new"
Moth Record Cleaning m/c
Project RPM4/ Ortofon 510 " new"
Ortofon Rohmann
Ortofon Kontrapunkt a/b " new"
Michell Gyro SE/ RB300 " new"
Audio Synthesis Phono Eq mrn/mc
Gryphon Phono Pre- Amp ( dual mono) Head Amp
SME Series VArm " new"
Pink Triangle PT Ext psu
Plinius 14 Phono " new"
Nackamichi DR 3
Tom Evans - The Groove " new"
Clear Audio Reference Mc phono stage X-demo
Rega Planer 3v Hi Fi News Out Board Power Supply
Clear Audio Symphono phono stage X- demo MM/MC

¿On Dens
L495.00
£595.00
¿On Dens
¿On Dens

L2.350.00
L L.
L500.00
L1,350.00

C8,500.00
¿On Dens
¿On Dens
L999.00
¿Ox Dens
C450.00
L1,495.00
¿10,495,00
L395.00
L245.00
¿On Dens
¿On Dens
¿On Dens
£495.00
C695.00
LI,350.00
L495.00
¿On Dens
£I95.00
¿On Dens
LI,695.00
£320.00
L640.00

C16.000.00
L850.00
C1.100.00
C2,250.00
L425.00
L995.00
LPriceless
L12.289.00
L L325.00
L1,050.00
L500 00/L750.00
L1,100.00
L1,600.00
LI.650.00
C L2.750.00
C400.00
LI.795.00
L2.065.00
L423.00
L740.00

components

Linn 5103 System Controller
Parasound 2205 - SChannel
Lexicon MCI
SIM 2HT 300
Primare P30 Processor
Linn Klassik DVD
Lexicon MCI2 / MC I
2B
Loewe Xemix DVD " new"
PLASMAS/ LCD
From NEC! Panasonic/Pioneer/Sharp
Electrograph Delphi/Seleco/Sony/Sanyo
Panasonic TH 42 PWD6 " new"

1959Sz.020

£2,395.00
L3.285.00
LI . 795.00
L3.000.00
LI,995.00
C5,500.00
L7,500.00
L9.000.00
LI,295.00
C2.000.00
¿On Dens
L2.000.00
¿On Dens L8103.00/L8900.00
¿On Dem
L495.00
from L4000.00

8392

L4,400.00

1963

8 3 9 2 19 9 4 -,goinfoechoice-hifi.com

10am to 6pm Mon to Sat and other times by appointment.
Buy, sell, exchange quality hi-fi equipment
We accept all major credit cards. Finance available subject to status

POA
POA

AVID DIVA - AFFORDABLE HI-END
1RF1,1

Call us to listen
Contact us for your nearest dealer

AIL

•

Tel:01480

lif

www.avidhifi.co.uk
IAN

WILMSLOW AUDIO
Loudspeaker specialists for almost 40 years

ProAc. Rogers, TDL plus many others.
Comprehensive stock of components, capacitors
(Ansar, SCR & Hovland), QED cable, damping and grille materials.
UK's largest supplier of kit loudspeakers - all on demonstration.
New range of Visaton Home Cinema kits.

SOUTHER

WILMSLOW AUDIO
Tel: 01455 2E36603 Fax: 01455 286605
Website: www.wilmslow-audio.co.uk

OPENING HOURS
MON - SAT - 10AM - 7PM
SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT

MUSICAL FIDELIT"
111111111MIIMMIL
•
0 .
•

0111MMIL

XMAS OFFER

polkaudto

:

DENON D-M31
BOSE ACOUSTIMASS 3
White or Black

ffl11111•11111111.
A3.2 Series

O

ARGENTO AUDIO

Mazram
CREEK
SONY

WIZEMIM MICHELL
IREEZEMI
ASH DESIGN
CLEAR AUDIO
PIONEER
OPTIMUM
mamma s
TSANG;
APOLLO
SOUND STYLE
STAX
SOUND
SENNHEISER
SONY
ORGANISATION
SONY
CREEK
ALPHASON
AKG
IIM:r1;Ma
CABLES
GRADO
SONY
OED
AUDIO TECHNICA
ar=leirEa
TRANSPARENT
BLACK RHODIUM
ORTOFON

MEIZEZEM
SONY

CREEK
MOTH

ETA
RICHORD
R
TOM EVANS
IMES=
HARBETH
CASASSE
SHUN MOOK
EPOS
ELAC
AMPLIFIERS
CREEK
HALCRO
MOTH
CA T
GAMUT
ALOIA
EAR

Peddlers of fine wares, including:

London NW11 8EL

WNW cubeaudio.co.uk

MIZEIZEM

definitive audio

AUDIO VISUAL SPECIALISTS
59 Golders Green Road

sales:ecubeaudio.cauk

NORDOST

CLEAR AUDIO
HADDOCK

ESTABLISHED 1986

WIELIII=11111=1

rol 020 8731 7665

GRAHAM

MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, DE65 6G0
TEL: 01283 702875 9am.9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

=Um
Fax:020 8731 7616

NEW VEAF1 SALE

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE 8. AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING, ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
YEW & BOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES. NO EX-DEM OR EX- DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL, SORRY. NO GENERAL CATALOGUES
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS. BROCHURES OR PRICES

50 Mair Street, Broughton Astley, Leicester LE9 6RD

_BOSE'

MASSIVE

TONEARMS

Phone today for your FREE catalogue or check out our Website.

1-11FI

TRADE IN YOUR OLD MOVING COIL CARTRIDGE 6. SAVE UP TO 60% OFF THE RRP.
SHURE
AUDIO TECHNICA
GOLDRING
SUMIKO
TRANSFIGURATION
LONDON (DECCA)
GRADO
LERA
VAN DEN HUL
DYNAVECTOR
ORTOFON"
RESON
CLEAR AUDIO
KOETSU

Peerless, Morel etc, for use in AR, Gale, Heybrook, IMF, KEF, Mission,

Ilie\FIFIIISCINI

HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

rEZZEZEEM

• Range of replacement drive units from Seas, Visaton, Vifa-Scanspeak,

•
•

457300

Record players: SME models 10, 20 and 30; Kuzma;
Nottingham Analogue; Michell; VPI; Living Voice Mystic Mat.
Arms: Rega; SME Series IV and V; Kuzma inc Airline; Triplanar.
Cartridges: VanDenHul; Kuzma; Reson; Cartridge Man; Benz-Micro;
Kondo.
Amplifiers: Kondo; Border Patrol; Canary; Sugden; Art Audio;
Monarchy; Western Electric; Icon; Tom Evans Audio Designs.
CD Players: Resolution Audio; Wadia; Sugden.
Louspeakers: Living Voice; Vitavox.
Cables and Tables: Kondo; Living Voice.
We now have the lovely Eastern Electic " MINI MAX" line
prearnp at £ 800 for the standard configuration, or £ 1200 for the
Definitive Audio magic dust version.
Sale of part exchanged and ex-dem items

Sale

Clearaudio Insider Wood Reference - moving coil cartridge - along name for
asmall Ming ( 10 hours only )
EAR MO moving coil step up transformer - 4/12/40 ohm compatibility
(i.e ideal for Ortofons) - better than your active moving coil input!!

MONITOR AUDIO.

New

£4000 £7500
£500 £750

Canary Audio 303 pwer amps - glorious

•
LSi 15

FREE LOCAL
DELIVERIES

'Experience the reality of Home Cinema in our premises'
Ste s.j voy and consultat.ons.

We specialise in: Muitiroom-Home Cinema installation.
Audus.a - Bose -Creston - Denon - Monitor AudioMusical Fidelity - Panasonic - Pioneer - Polk Audio - Samsung

£5000 £7600
Canary Audio 309 power amps - glorious - as new - dem use only
£7000 £ 10000
Canary Audio 601 pre-amp - as new - dem use only - fabulous
£2500 £3200
ATC 50A loudspeakers - walnut - scuffed cabinets otherwise perfect - bargain £2000 £lots
Tom Evans Groove - 500 ohm, 0,2 mV - perfect - 1week of use
£1500 £ 1850
Horning Agathon - 98dB 2way horn - Mahogany - new PM6As (alnico)
£1400 £3850
Ruark C•usader II - April 2000 very good condition
£900 £ 1800
AudioNote (UK) M3 pre-amp
£2200 £3500
Audio Innovations P2 phono stage - standard, unmodified - collector's item
£700
Roksann Xerxes Cognoscenti - black marble finish, very tidy
£600
Audio Innovations 1st Audio - 8Watt 2A3 4pin - collector's item- joy
Nottingham Analogue - Mentor With LV Mystic Mat - spotless
Avid Acutus turntable - 10 hours use if that. perfect.
Avid Volvere Sequel turntable - sealed box new

arid many more.

_HOSE"

Bette sound through research.
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DEMOS BY APPOINTMENT

Tel: 0115 973 3222
Internet' www.definitiveaudio.co.uk

£900
£1400 £2900
£4000 £6500
£3000 £3500

Fax: 0115 973 3666
email: shout@definitiveaudio.co.uk

www.hifinews.co.uk

SA EUPEN CSA 2.5 AUDIO AC MAINS CABLE
GNLM 05/04 and GNLM 05/2.5 ( CSA 2.5) Cable with
FERRITE TECHNOLOGY - A polymer material mixed with

GNLM 05/2.5 ( CSA2.5)

a considerable quantity of homogeneously fine high quality

£48 for 1.0m, £ 58 for 1.5m,
£68 for 2.0m. Off the reel £ 30 for
1st meter, E20 per m thereafter.

ferrite powder.is extruded around the copper conductors. As a
ferromagnetic material, it will go through hysteresis loops
whenever it is under influence of an alternating magnetic
field. Consecutively magnetizing and demagnetizing the
material will cause considerable losses of high frequency energy.
This energy is absorbed in the ferrite grains and converted into
heat.The GNLM cables which in addition to the above described ferrite
technology is further protected with a foil shield and a drain wire and
specifically manufactured for High End audio use. Said by some to be the
most neutral sounding audio ac mains cable on the market.

Eupen GNLM 05/2.5 ( CSA 2.5)
shown with Marina) IEC 320 will
be fitted at extra cost.
GNLM 05/04
EH for 1.0m, £ 72 for 1.5m,
£86 for 2.0m. Also available
of the reell.
Both GNLM cables are available
for export.

Fitted with IEC ( Martin Kayser) and MK Tough plug Cable
can be supplied fitted to our all steel 4, 6 and 8 way distribution blocks. We can rewire the distribution blocks with
SILVER SILVER - upgrade the cable with silver platEupen cable as an extra cost option. Refer to our web site
ed contacts on IEC and and MK plug for £6. AUDUSA
-Eupen and LAT AC- 2 mains cable available with 16 amp IEC (

OM Silverlink OCC balanced
— stranded, silver on OFHC plus
of OCC ( Ohno Continous Casting - single crystal copper) for improved bass performance.
Mylar infill and with designed in protection against
RF and EMI. conductor of 3mm diameter (approx 8
gauge). Cable Overall Dimension: 14.72 mm.
U

—

for certain models of amps by Krell, MF, Levinson etc), Mann-

4

co/Wattgate IEC 320, Figure of eight, Bulgin, Hubble,European
Schuko,French, Australian, Swiss, Danish,Neutrik and other plugs

see our web site for IEC s,fV1K plugs RCA and Banana
connectors with silver plate contacts and other audio and
ac mains connectors

LAT International AC- 2 AUDIO AC MAINS CABLE
We have developed acabling ( weaving) pattern along with
an unusual shielding/filtering system that gets rid of the
garbage that contaminates your components. The difference
you hear with our cord is astounding. Our power cord takes
advantage of silver in its design through use of our proprietary
Silverfuse conductors. The conductors are 10 gauge and with

AC-2
Power cable compare

PTFE; the best insulation available. Fitted as standard with
IEC / MK Toughplug.. 60cm £62, 90cm £75, 1.2m £ 88, 1.5m

with products costing
ten times as much,
then decide

£101. 1.8m £ 112 etc Other lengths available and.off the reel.
4,6 and 8 way all steel mains distribution blocks fitted with
UK, Schuko or USA sockets.CE tested & approved mains
distribution units manufactured of heavy gauge steel, finished
in black and fitted with high quality 13amp sockets. It has no
filters, circuit breakers, surge protection, transformers, resistors. capacitors. LED's, on/off switches, chokes, regulators,
just fitted with 1m of AC-2mains cable.From £ 166 for 4

.1. di.

SILVER FUSE is anear alloy of silver
and copper. IT IS NOT SILVER PLATED OR SILVER CLAD. Plating (or clad, which is the same thing
as plating) causes a dioding effect
when signal is passed through resulting
in brightness and distortion. The Silverfuse process starts with seven nines OFHC
copper wire with a diameter that is slightly
larger than the required size. It is then pulled
through atrough of molten silver. The wire with asilver
deposit, is then forced through a compacting die
where it is subject to tremendous pressure. The silver
and the high purity copper are fused together into a
near alloy. The compacting fusion also reduces the wire
diameter to the desired size. No dioding subsequently occurs with this process. The result provides for the benefits of silver; which are excellent definition and clarity, with the high purity
•1.11
copper benefits of warmth and mellowness.

way, £ 198, 6way, £229 for 8way.
LAT INTERNATIONAL Inc USA - Analogue, Digital and Video interconnects and Speaker
cable better than most others at double the price.

SUNFIRE CORPORATION - Snohomish USA
New for 2003 Sunfire Ultimate - world's most powerful home cinema
Receiver. 7 x 200 watts, Cinema Seven power amps, 7 x 200 and 7 x 400
Signature True SubWoofer 13 inch cube True Sub MKIV 11 inch cube and Junior Sub
Woofer 9 inch cube -all with two drivers, to as low as 16hz. 116 SPL and 360 cu ins of air
movement, 1200 or 2700 watt patented amp technology. Solid state power amps 2 channel (2 x300 and 2 x600) and 5 channel ( 5 x220 watts and 5 x430 watts patented amp
technology ( no heat sinks), Classic tube preamp and Theatre Grand III processor preamp

WWW.AUDUSA.COM
T: 020 8241 9826, 020 8264 0249

F: 020

8241 0999

E: sales@audusa.com

Does This Seem Familiar?

0 0
Loud

Too Loud

0

Way

DRIVERS:
> ATC

too Loud

> AUDAX

It's a common problem. The usable range on the
volume control is all down at the bottom end and
fine control at low listening levels is either difficult or
impossible. The noise floor may be audible too.

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can

HARDWARE

•
Lockwood Audi
o

HOW TO BOOKS

for the
free Solen CDROM
Catalog.
Contact us

VINTAGE GEAR
AND RECORDS
FOR SALE AND WANTED

fee'

Spares and repairs

e

See the TANYCYL Cones
Hotline at

(THE

• SOLEN

4470 Avenue Thibault
St- Hubert, QC, J3Y 7T9 Canada

Tel

comminv

401/11)

To advertise in this section

or Fax + 44(0) 20 8864 3064

Call

mail: sales@lockwoodaucho.co.uk

i
.
e.

01376 521132
07802 483698

E-MAIL: soundstage@netlineuk.net

BY

www.sound stage.co.uk
APPOINTMENT ONLY

Chelmsfora, Essex
ARCAM ALPHA 9INTEGRATED REMOTE AMPLIFIER BOXED AND IMMACULATE £299
ARCAM ALPHA 7SE CD PLAYER BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£249
ARCAM ALPHA 10 DAB TUNER IMMACULATE
£629
ARCAM ALPHA 8TUNER NO REMOTE AND MARKED HENCE
£ 149
ARCAM ALPHA 10/DAVE-AV MODULE + CR 9000 LEARNING REMOTE-£ 1600 NEW
£795
AUDIO INNOVATIONS SERIES 800 4- BOX VALVE PRE/POWER
£ 1495
CASTLE HARLECH CHERRY FLOORSTANDERS
£649
COUNTERPOINT SA 100 POWER AMP VALVE/TRANS HYBRID BLACK BOXED
£649
CYRUS FM7 TUNER BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£299
CYRUS POWER AMP BOXED AND SUPERB
£349
CYRUS PRE PRE AMP NO REMOTE
£299
DENON AVC-All SR LATEST AV AMP BRAND NEW BOXED BLACK- NEW £ 1700
£ 1295
DENON DVDI000 BLACK MULTI REGION DVD PLAYER AS NEW
£279
DENON DVD3300 BLACK AND SUPERB-CURRENT MODEL-£ 1000 NEW
£595
EPOS E512 LIGHT CHERRY BOXED AND SUPERB
£299
KEF 104/2 ROSEWOOD CLASSIC FLOORSTANDERS
£595
LED PA2 POWERSTAGE POWER AMP MARBLE FRONT LOVELY LOOKS AND SOUND £695
LINN SONDEK LP12 NORTON AIR POWER wroK TROIKA WALNUT SUPERB
£ 1495
LOEWE ACONDA 3r FLAT WIDESCREEN SILVER + LOEWE GLASS STAND
£ 1795
M & K SS ISO THX TRI POLE SURROUND SPEAKERS-£ 1300 NEW- BLACK
£795
MERIDIAN 200 TRANSPORT + 209 PANEL REMOTE CONTROL-SUPERB
£349
MERIDIAN 605 MONO BLOCKS BLACK
£995
MICROMEGA STAGE 5CD PLAYER BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£349
MISSION 73ILE BI-WIREABLE VERSION OF THE CLASSIC 731 BOOKSHELF
£79
MONITOR AUDIO SILVER 91 CHERRY SPEAKERS BOXED AND IMMACULATE £595
NAIM NAP 2IXI 2002 MODEL BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£ 1195
NAIM INTRO BLACH ASH BOXED AND SUPERB
£349
NAIM AV2/NAP 175 2002 MODEL BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£2995
NAKAMICHI BX-2 CASSETTE DECK-JUST BACK FROM SERVICE
£ 179
ONIX 0A35/0A1200 PRE/POWER AMP BLACK LOVELY
£795
ONIX 0A35/0A801 x2PRE/MONOBLOCS STUNNING
£995
PRIMARE D.20 24 BIT CD PLAYER
£595
REGA RADIO R REMOTE READY TUNER BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE £249
REGA CURSA LINE LEVEL PRE AMP BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£299
REGA MAIA POWER AMP BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£299
REGA XEL WALNUT FLOORSTANDING LOUDSPEAKERS-OVER £ 1K NEW
£449
REGA JURA FLOORSTANDING LOUDSPEAKERS CHERRY
£299
REGA PLANET ORIG TOP LOADING CD PLAYER IN BLACK
£299
ROKSAN DPUATTESSA DA2/ATTESSA DS5 3- BOX TOP LOADING CD PLAYER
£ 1295
ROKSAN XERXES ROSEWOOD TABRIZ ZI ORTOFON MC20 SUPREME
£995
ROKSAN L1 . 5/DS1.5/S1.5 PRE/POWER SUPPLY/POWER AMP BLACK
£2495
ROKSAN XERXES BLACK ASH ARTEMIZ LYRA CLAVIS D.C. VDH MODDED
£ 1595
RUARK SCEPTRE NATURAL OAK BOXED AND MINT
£349
RUARK EPILOGUE YEW FINISH
£229
ITIORENS TD160 BLACK REGA RB250 GOLDRING MM 1006
£229
PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE- KEITH MONKS MACHINE PLEASE RING FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICES.
THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL ITEMS

www.sound-stage.co.uk

450.443.4949

Email: solenOsolen.ca
Web - vvvvvv.solen.ca

Call for appointment to visit us at Ruislip on
+44(0) 20 8864 8008

Hope PA 18938 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
125 Union Square, New

450.656.2759

Fax

www.lockwoodaudio.co.uk
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> VOLT
SOLEN CAPACITORS AND
INDUCTORS - USED BY THE
MOST DISCRIMINATING
LOUDSPEAKER
MANUFACTURERS.

See the excellent reviews in Hi Fi Choice, Hi Fi World,
Hi Fi Plus and on the web at www.tnt-audio.com

y

> SEAS

> VIFA > VISATON

www.rothwellelectronics.co.uk

COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
TUBES
Call, write, fax or wad for details and free consultation
(215) 862-4870 • fax (
215) 862-4871

> PEERLESS

> SILVER FLUTE

Rothwell: 01204 366133 or

•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

> MAX FIDELITY

> SCAN- SPEAK

The coat is only £39 per pair delivered. To order, call

tell i
best
you
nyour
what
system.
cables will work

112

> LPG

> MOREL

with pre/power or integrated amps to cure the problems of excess gain and bring sonic benefits, even
with
the
most
expensive
equipment.

THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

SCttage

> FOSTEX

There is now a simple and effective solution - the
Rothwell In-Line Attenuators. They can be used

CSOKING

Visit our wpitsite at:
lotp://www.totwyre.com
tatwyre@fotwyre.com

> ETON

020

8774 0790

Hearing is Believing

Clan'

•

Arcam
Bf3W

e
r
Classé
opland
vardin
Nairn

Primare '

30 years of Excellence

Sony

55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.
Tel: (01) 2889449/2888477
Open: Tues - Sat 10 am to 6pm. Thur - Fri 10 am to 9pm

[Absolute Analogue®

B+W Nautilus
.
.

"...in my experience. the best
built and best sounding
multichannel amplifier

Product of the Year

as

and Edilor's Choice

Editor-in-Chief, The Perfect

Plus 2003

atlable"Roberi Harley,

17sion, Sept/Oct 2003

et it n
----ii

mar

,I
L
-

.•

PO Box 30429, London, MN 6 7GY
Tel / Fax: +44 (0)208459 8113

Absolute_Analogueeemail.msn.com
www.absolutettnalogue.co.uk

www.hifi news.
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Audio Destination

AUDIO REFLEC- oNS

a step into the future

..

ALIDIONET
ALDO SYNTHESIS
ATC
AVI
AYRE
BRYSTON
CHORD
CLEARALINO
GAMUT
LEXICON
LYRA
MCN8DOST
PRIMARE
PS AUDIO
PMC
RED ROSE
Ra

NEW PRODUCTS ON OEM
CLE_ARAUDIO - Champkxi/UnIfy/SIgma
AUDIO SYNTHESIS - NEW DAX Discrete
TAG McLaren - AV Products
LEXICON - RT 10 and MC8
AVI - LatxNatory Serles Amp aid New co
TOM
Pulse - New pis for libe
CHORD - new Choral system
ATC SCM35

EvAss -

FOR SA
GAMUT - DIXX
WADIA - 301
PS AUDIO -

HI-FI • HOME CINEMA • MULTI ROOM
Stockists of
Audio Physic, Audion, Bell Canton, Chapter Audio, Chord, Clear Audio,
Isotek, Living Voice, Monitor Audio, Moon, Musical Fidelity, Myryad,

ate

NAD, Nordost, Parasound, Primare, Rel, Ruark, Totem Acoustics,
Trinity Audio, Tube Technology and many more.

TEL: JOHNtnEY (
LEEDS) 0113 204.'458
111: SIMON TRICKETT (LEEDS) 011,1,e73609
EMAL

FREE ADVICE IN A RELAXED AND FRIENDLY ATMOSPHERE
o% FINANCE AVAILABLE
•2

Infoc,Auclioreflections.co.uk

DEMONSTRATION RCOMS • CHULOS PLAY AREA

•OUT OF OURS APPOINTMENTS • HOME DEMONSTRATION

FAX : 0113 2533098

Tel: 01884 243584 Mon - Sat 9.00 -5.00pm
M IKE # CAROLINE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU
32B Bampton Street, Tiverton, Devon EX16 6AH
Website www.audiodestination.co.uk
email info@audiodestination.co.uk

HEATHCOTE AUDIO
TEL: 01992-653999 MOBILE
VALVE AMPS
QUAD II/FORTY PRE/MONOS

. BOXED

MICHAELSON AUDIO CHRONOS
UNISON RESEARCF. S-6
GOLDEN TUBE SE1-50 MK.11
GRAAF GRAFFIT INTEGRATED
JADIS CEFY-7 100 WATTS
GRAAF GM-20
AUDIO RESEARCH VT-50
AUDIO RESEARCH V-70
JADIS JPS-2 PRE /£8000(
EINSTEIN THE TUEE (£6000)
AUDIO RESEARCH LS-22 PRE
AUDIO RESEARCH SP- 14 PRE
AUDIO RESEARCH LS-2PRE
CONRAD JOHNSON PREM 14 PRE
OAKLEY PF.E-AMP/PHONO
UNISON RES. C5 PRE/PHONO
AINV 1)00 PASSIVE PRE
VRRADUR MONOBLOCS
AUDIONOTE P2- SE

£2750

MINT
£4000
EX OEM/BOXED .... £1275
MINT/BOXED
£695
MINT
£895
EXCLT
£3250
EX DIS/BOXED £1950
AS NEW/BOXED £2750
MINT
£1950
EX DIS
£3250
AS NEW/BOXED . £3450
MINT/BOXED
£2950
MINT
£1795
MINT/BOXED £1395
EXCLT
1995
£
EXCLT
£495
MINT
£695
EXCLT
£250
GC
£995
MINT
£650

SOLID STATE
KRELL FPB 600 STEREO
JEFF ROWLAND MODEL 5
MARK LEVINSON NC.23
MUSICAL FID, P-270
ALBARRY 4808 MONEYS
MARANTZ SC-22NA-22'S

EXZET
£6250
EXEC(' £2850
EXCLT £2750
E)CLT
£600
MINT/BOXED
£395
MINT/BOXED £1250

C/ JOHNSON PFRPPE
AUDIO ANALOGUE MAESTRO

MINT/BOXED £1750
AS NEW/BOXED.. £1895

CAIRN 4808 INTEGRATED
ORELLE SA- 1000
ARCAM-8
LAVEFOIN IT

Melt
£375
MINT130XED
£395
MINT
£275
M NT/BOXED
£1995
COMPAC

KRELL MD-I/SIP-54X
ACCUPHASE OP-8'I/DC-81
TECHNICS SL-21030/SH-X1000
OPA T-1/PDM-1 MK.3 DAC
THETA DATA BASIC 11
THETA PEARL
AUDIO SYN TRANSEND
MARANTZ COA94 T
ORELLE CD1OT
THETA DS PRO GEN III
THETA DSPre GEN III

www.hifinews.co. uk

DISC
M>NT
£4250
EXCLT/BOXED £2450
BOXED £2450
M NI/BOXED
£1095
M NI/BOXED £995
MINT/BOXED
£795
EXCLT
£575
EXCLT
£675
MdNT/BOXED
£395
MINT/BOXED £2395
EXCLT/BOXED £2295

07860 511111 E-MAIL ADDRESS: HeathcoteAudio@aoLcom

1HETA PRO GEN 11
THETA DS FRO PROGENY-A
THETA OS PRO BASIC-11 DAC
AUDIONOTE DAC-1X SIG

MINT/BOXED
MINT BOXED
MINT/BOXED
AS NEW/BOXED

£1295
£595
£1275
f650

MONRI° 115 DAC & SEP. PSU.
MINK TRIANGLE ORDINAL DAC
NAIM CD- 1 ( NEW LASER)
MAIM CO-5
PIONEER PO-91

MINT
£475
MINT/BOXED £350
MINT/80)G3 .....£1095
MINT/BOXED
IBA
MINT/BOXED
f495

VII1YL
FORSELL AR FORCE ONE
NOTTS.STUDIO MENTOR REF
_EHMAN BLACK CUBE SE
McCORMACK MICRO DRIVE PHONO STAGE
TALK BREEZE PHONO STAGE MM/MC EX DISPLAY
DENSEN DRIVE MC. PHONO STAGE
C/JOHNSON EF-1

BOXED
£7500
PHONE ...... ... PHONE
BRAND NEW/BOXED.. £450
EX Of/BOXED
£550
NEW
£250
MINT
£275
MINT/BOXED £1095

LOUDSpLAKERS
KLIPSCH CORNER HORNS 104 DB
ART AUDIO-2PIANO BLACK
WILSON SYSTEM 5.1 P.BLACK
HARBETH MA-40 EUCALYPTUS
B & WSILVER SIGNATURE
MARTE4 LOGAN AERIUS I
ALON 7,1
ALR JEIRDAN NOTE-5
CELESTIOP. A-2
REGA XEL (WALNUT)
AUDIONOTE ANK/SP
KELLY KT-3HIGH 95 DB
INFINI FT KAPPA-8REF
SNELL C100-IV
PROAN STUDIO 150
EPOS ES-11 MK2
EPOS ES-f4 8. STANDS
ROKSAN CJAN 30 8. 3S
BOSE 901 MK IV/E0.
CELESTION A-2 FLANOOD
CASTLE HOWARD-2
CASTLE AVON
ROL S7ORM-1

mAins

MINT
£3750
MINTXRATED . £3450
MINIORATED
£7500
EX.DIS/BOXED £2850
MINT/BOXED £2450
MINT/BOXED £1195
EXCLT £1175
DIMS
£1150
MINT
£650
MINT
£650
MINT/BOXED
£575
MINT/BOXED £795
MINT
£1450
EXCLT £1500
EXCLT £1050
MINDBOXED
f295
MINT
£375
MINT/BOXED £1450
EXCLIBCXED £795
BRAND NEW/BOXED. £1250
MINT
£695
MINT
£450
EXCLT
£495

CABLES/BLOCKS/COMITIOrERS ETC

BLACK RHODIUM 8WAY MAINS BLOCKS
(CANCELLED ORDER)
BRAND NEW
BLACK RHODIUM 25 MAINS CABLE ( BRAIDED) BRAND NEW
BLACK RHODIUM 25 M/CABLE SUPERGRIP
PLATED PLUG ( BRAIDED)
BRAID NEW

£225
£65
£85

RAC'KS/STAI1DS
SOUNDSTYLE ST- 05
SOUNDSTYLE ST-95
SOUNDSTYLE ST-310
SOUNDSTYLE XS 505
SOUNDSTYLE XS 105
SOUNDSTYLE XS 100
SOUNDSTYLE XS 250
SOUNDORG Z-148

EX DISAIEW .
EX DIS/NEW
£195
EX.DENIEW
,
275
EX D. NEW
£ e5
EX.DIS/NEW
0225
EX.INS/NEW
£135
EX.DISKIEW
C195
EX DIS
.
£95

LOUDSPEAKERS CABLE
TARA LABS PRIME 1800 18 FEET FR
TRANSPARENT MWAVE BINIAI 4.5 M
NIRVANA AUDIO SL 2.3 METRE PR
VAN DEN HUL REVELATION 2M
VAN DEN HUL REVELATION 1.5 M
MIT TERMINATOR 6 3.3 M
TRANSPARENT WAVE 200 2M.
CARDAS HEXLINK 2METRE
AUDIONOTE AN-SP 2METRE
AUDIONOTE AN-L4METRE PAIN
OED GENESIS SIL SPIRAL 4X1
5M

r750
£475
£525
F575
£375
£
225
£175
£275
£.175
£225
£175

SPECIAL OFFER
BLACK
CABLE
BLACK
CABLE

RHODIUM S- 130X2 RI- WIRE LOUDSPEAKER
BRAND NEW LTD OUANTITY £10 PER METRE
RHODIUM S-300 BI WIRE LOUDSPEAKER
BRAND NEW LTD DUAN 7ITY £25 PER METRE
In

rERconnEcT

HARM. TECH MAGIC LINK ONE 1M
MANDRAKE XLR 2.5 METRES
THE GRYPHON GUIDELINE' 1.5 M
BLACK RHODIUM ORATORIA 14
BLACK RHODIUM ORATORIA 03 M
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 1
M
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 0.5 M)
AUDIOOUEST DIAMOND 2M
AUDIOOUEST LAPIS 4METRE PA

NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW

£300
£
400
£
275
c'65
£
55
. £550
. £450

DICIITAL
XL0 4.1 DIGITAL COAX 1M
NEW
OLD 4.1 DIGITAL COAX 2M
NEW
225
MADRIGAL AESEBU 0.5 METRE
£150
NIRVANA DIGITAL COAX LEAD 4IT ......... .
£
200
VAN DEN HUL FIRST 0.8 METRE
NEW
£100
CABLE TALK DIGITAL -3
NEW.
£50
MOST EQUIPMENT STOCKED IS ONE OWNER MINT/BOXED,
SIMILAR QUALI -YVINTAGE AND MODERN EQUIPMENT REQUIRED FOE
IMMEDIATE CASH PURCHASE. PLEASE PHONE GEORGE 10-6PM

ill-FINews
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BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED
SALE

LIST

NEW THIS MONTH
BURMESTER 808 MK3 PREAMP.
THIS FULLY MODULAR PREAMP INC MC PHONO
BAL & S/E DESIGN. THE ULTIMATE PREAMP &
BI AMPERS DREAM CHROME FINISH. RARE, SM £3,995 £9,000
CELLO ENCORE 1MEG LINE PREAMP, S/H £3,995 £ 10,000
AUDIO RESEARCH LS5 PREAMP BLACK, S/H £2,500 £5,690
AUDIO RESEARCH CDI CD PLAYER BLACK, S/H £ 1,295 £3,290
AUDIO RESEARCH V140 VALVE MONO AMPS
BLACK S/H
£2,995 £8.800
PROAC FUTURE 1SPEAKERS BLACK, E/D £2,795 £5.875
WINTER SALE ALL ITEMS REDUCED
WADIA 2000 TRANSPORT + DAC + OPTICAL INTERFACE
ALL UPGRADES DONE, 6BOXES IN ALL
WADIA 6CD PLAYER BALANCED DIGI VOL
ACCUPHASE DF90 DF91 TRANSPORT
+DAC SUPERB
ORACLE CD PLAYER LATEST
STUNNING LOOKS
BOW TECHNOLOGIES MODEL 228 CD PLAYER,

3,500
1,395

17,000
4,000

3,995

20,000

3,995

12,300

2,395

4,995

1,695
995
2,995

3,800
2038
9,000

895
395
395
150
495
995

2200
950
1095
450
1795
46,000

VARIOUS MODULES + MASTER SUPPLY
HOVLAND MP100 VALVE PREAMP SUPER

7,995

23,000

LOOK - SOUND
AUDIO RESEARCH LS33 REMOTE CONTROL
PREAMP
AUDIO RESEARCH LS2B MK2
PREAMP BARGAIN
MATTISSE REFERENCE 2PREAMP PHONO
ELECTRIC BLUE
AUDIO SYNTHESIS PASSION 8M
REMOTE PREAMP
UNISON RESEARCH MYSTERY
ONE VALVE PREAMP

3,295

5,750

EXCELLENT
CONRAD JOHNSON DRI TRANSPORT + DA2,
DAC SUPERB OPEN SOUND BARGAIN
WADIA 3200 CD TRANSPORT
KRELL MDI 0SIGNATURE TRANSPORT.RARE
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAX2 DAC
UPGRADEAVAILABLE
PINK TRIANGLE ORDINAL DAC 1307 CHIP
MERIDIAN 566 20BIT DAC BALANCED
ARCAM BLACK BOX DAC5
GRADO SIGNATURE TONE ARM VERY RARE
SOTA COSMOS TURNTABLE STEAL
CELLO AUDIO SUITE PREAMP

1,395

3.125

1,295

3,400

1,395

3,500

795

1,695

695

NAIM 102 PREAMP WITH HICAP, 1WEEK OLD
AUDIO RESEARCH LS1 LINE PREAMP
AUDIO RESEARCH CASE INTEGRATED

1,295
595

1,750
2,109
1,797

REMOTE CONTROL AMPLIFIER JUST SERVICED
KRELL KAV300i INTEGRATED AMP
REMOTE CONTROL
VTL 85 VALVE INTEGRATED LATEST
REMOTE CONTROL
MICHELL 150 HERA PHONE STATE
MICHELL ARGL LINE PRE + SUPPLY
ARAGON 24K IPS PRE AMP & SUPPLY PHONO
KRELL FBP 200C CAST POWER AMP
KRELL FBP 300 POWER AMP
JADIS JA80 MK3 MONO POWER AMPS
JADIS JA30 MK3 MONO POWER AMPS
GRAAF GM200 OIL VALVE POWER AMPS
CARY 805C TRIODE VALVE MONO EXCELLENT
GAMMA AEON TRIODE VALVE MONO BARGAIN

1,895

3,945

1,395

2,790

1,295
250
295
495
3,995
4,995
3,995
1,795
1,895
2,700
1,795

CELLO PERFORMANCE 2MONO AMPS
GOLDMUND MINIMIS 2POWER AMP
LEVINSON MU 1POWER AMP, BARGAIN

8,995
1,495
895
895
185
595

2,400
600
866
1,650
8,750
9,450
9,580
5,760
3,300
8,995
6,995
27,500
5,150
2,700
2,700
450
1,220

895

3,000

895
250
175

2,800
600
370

TO ANY ROOM
AVALON ACCENT 2SPEAKERS IN

3,995

15,500

BURR ASH WITH SEPERATE CROSSOVERS
ATC SCM 70, 25TH ANNIVERSARY ACTIVE
LOUDSPEAKERS BEST ACTIVE WE'VE HEARD
CELLO STRADIVARI MASTER SPEAKERS

3,995

14,800

4,995

12,495

PIANO BLACK
PROAC FUTURE 2LOUDSPEAKERS
ROSEWOOD
B+W NAUTILUS 804 SPEAKER CHERRY

8,995

35,000

3,995
1,495
1,995

11,450
2,500
4,995

LEVINSON ML12A PRE AMP, GREAT COMBO
NAIM NAP 90 POWER AMP
NAIM NAP 180 POWER AMP
ELECTROCOMPANIET ANNIVERSARY
POWER AMP
NAKAMICHI DRAGON CASSETTE
DARK CLASSIC
PRIMARE T20 ADS TUNER
STAX LAMBDA PRO HEADPHONES
GENESIS 5MK2 SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD
INCLUDES ROLAND BASS AMP ADJUSTABLE

MARTIN LOGAN QUEST ELECTROSTATIC OAK
SNELL A3 LOUDSPEAKERS OAK, BARGAIN,
EXCELLENT
DUNLAVY SC4 SPEAKERS LTOAK
STERIOPH1LE A
AUDIO PHYSICS TEMPO 2SPEAKERS
CHERRY BARGAIN
WHARFDALE OPTION 1ACTIVE SPEAKERS
FLAGSHIP MODEL

1,995

5,850

2,995

8,500

795

2,500

995

MERIDIAN M100 ACTIVE SPEAKERS BLACK
ATC 10 SPEAKERS + STANDS, BLACK
PROAC FUTURE 5LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK

995
495
1,795

6,000
3,500
1,300
3,500

WANTED QUALITY AUDIO EQUIPMENT BEST PRICES PAID
LOCATED IN WELWYN

- HERTS

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

01438 714038
10.00am - 7.00pm MON - SAT 10.00am - 1.00pm SUN
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ALPHASON AKROS 2SPEAKER STANDS BOXED
AUDIONOTE AZ TWO LOUDSPEAKERS 93 DB MINT
AUDIONOTE OTO INT AMP LINE LEVEL AS NEW
AUDIONOTE AN CD 2.1X INT CO PLAYER AS NEW
AUDIONOTE AN CDT THREE TRANSPORT NEW
AUDIONOTE ANCD 3.IX CD PLAYER NEW
AUDIONOTE ANVX 1METRE PAIR NEVER USED
AUDIONOTE DAC 2.1X 24/96
AUDIONOTE MEISHU LINE INT AMP NEW
AUDIONOTE OTO PHONO INT AMP 1MONTH OLD

WAS
60
599
999
999

574
1149
1300

AUDIONOTE ZERO TRANSPORT/DAC
AUDUSA EUPEN POWER CABLES FULL RANGE
AVI LAB SERIES CD PLAYER SUPERB NEW
AVI BIGGATRONS CHERRY NEW
AVI LAB SERIES INTERGRATED AMP 200 WPC NEW STUNNING
B+W CM2 SPEAKERS ROSENUT FINISH 2MONTHS OLD
BLACK RHODIIUM ORATORIO 1METRE PAIR NEW

1048

BLACK RHODIUM REQUIEM 1 1METRE PAIR NEW
BLACK RHOIUM ORATORIO 1METRE DIGITAL NEW
EAR 324 TRANSISTOR PREAMP NEW

1247

EAR
EAR
EAR
EAR

509 ANNIVERSARY MONO BLOCKS GOLD OR CHROME
834 INT AMP BOXED 3MONTHS OLD
834P CHROME DELUXE MM/MC PHONO AS NEW
834P MM/MC PHONOSTAGE EX OEM

EAR 890 POWER AMP 70 WPC CLASS A AS NEW
EAR 899 INT/PRE AMP 70 WPC CLASS A NEW
EAR 8L6 INTRERGRATED/PRE/MAIN AMP NEW
EAR HEADPHONE AMP HP4 MINT
EAR MC3 MC TRANSFORMER AS NEW
ELAC 203 ESP ACTIVE SUBWOOFER NEW
ELAC 555 CENTRE 3WAY CENTR SPK CHERRY FINISH
ELAC CL 3301 JET INC STANDS NEW
ELAC F20 CINEMA SPEAKERS FREESTANDING/GLASS BASE
EXSPOSURE PRE XVII AMP BOXED MM PHONO STAGE
LAI SS800 SPEAKER CABLE 5MTR NEW
LYRA HELIKON SL MC CARTRIDGE NEW
LIRA LIDIAN BETA MC CARTRIDGE NOT USED
MICHELL LARGE PSU NEW
MICHELL ALECTO MONOBLOCKS
MICHELL GYRO SE/1113300 ARM
MICHELL ORBE SME BOARD SEALED BOX
MICHELL ORCA PRE AMP + LARGE PSU
MICHELL TECNODEC NEW
MYRYAD MD 600 CD PLAYER AS NEW
MYRYAD CAMEO SYSTEM CO/TUNER/AMP NEW
MYRYAD 060 DIGITAL SOUND PROCESSOR NEW
MYRYAD MA 240 POWER AMP AS NEW
MYRYAD MA 500 5CHANNEL AMP 5X100WPC
MYRYAD MI 240 INT AMP 2X120 WPC IMONTH OLD
MYRYAD MT 100 FM TUNER NEW
MYRYAD ZSERIES 24/96 CD PLAYER NEW
NAIM INTRO LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK/BOXED
ORELLE S5 SPEAKER SYSTEM + SUB NEW
ORELLE 100 EVO CO PLAYER NEW
ORELLE SA 100E VO INT AMP 80WPC A/C NEW
POLK 7600 SUROUND SPK SYSTEM NEW
POLK PSW 350 10 INCH ACTIVE SUB NEW
POLK PSW450 10 INCH ACTIVE SUB NEW
POLK RTI 100 FLOORSTANDING SPKS BUILT IN SUB NEW
PRIMARE A10 INT AMP EXCELLENT CONDITION BOXED
PSB ALPHA 6ACTIVE SUBWOOFER AS NEW
RUARK VITA 120 5.1 SYSTEM NEW
RUARK PRELUDE 11 NEW
OED FULL RANGE
RUARK PROLOGUE 11 LOUDSPEAKERS NEW
SENNHEISER RS85 WIRELESS HEADPHONES NEW
SME MODEL 10 TURNTABLE NEW
SME SERIES IV ARM BOXED UNUSED
SME SERIES VARM NEVER USED MINT
SME SERIES VARM USED BOXED/INSTRUCTIONS
LIVING VOICE CABLE FOR SME VARM
SONICLINK SIMPLICITY 1METRE PAIR INTERCONNECT NEW
SOUND ORGANISATION FULL RANGE
STAX SR 007+SRM007 EARSPEAKERS NEW
STAX SRS 2020 MK2 EARSPEAKERS MINT
STAX SRS 4040 SYSTEM SIGNITURE 2 NEW
SUMIKO BLACKBIRD MC CARTRIDGE NEW
SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL MC NEW
T+A 24/192 CD PLAYER AMAZING NEW
T+A HERCULES POWER AMP 2X260 WPONOHMS NEW
TEAC MORS 7CD PLAYER
TRICHORD 1000 POWERBLOCK NEW
TRICHORD DELPHINI MK2/NEVER CONNECTED PSU NEW
TRICHORD DINO PSU NEW
TRICHORD REASEARCH 500 POWERBLOCK NEW
TRICORD RESEARCH DELPHINI MK2 PHONO+ LARGE PSU NEW
VDH THE SOURCE HB 0.8 METRE NEW
VIVANACO DX 400 HEADPHONES NEW
VIVANCO FMH8080 FM HEADPHONES NEW
WIREWORLD AWARD WINNING CABLES FULL RANGE

599
525
597

2297
867
614
2548
2945
2520
1924
746

1000
206
599
399
2100
1017
2095
1600
1299

999
1699
1499

500

2643
1126
1615
1615
250
35
2995
449
1195

550
475

299
995
65

NOW
30
500
850
895
3500
1499
475
1025
2750
1100
925
POA
POA
450
1399
295
450
950
297
1880
POA
1800
695
450
2200
POA
POA
1600
650
799
599
2499
499
275
175
1249
500
399
1300
925
1895
925
700
1050
1599
2599
850
POA
1300
599
499
295
975
1199
1199
1449
349
449
999
275
225
1695
900
POA
1250
159
2643
1000
1500
925
125
18
POA
2700
375
995
595

1999
225
425
1270
299
275
900
35
29
99

DISCOUNT GIVEN TO MOST NEW PRODUCTS
AGENTS FOR

EAR, TRICHORD, AUDIONOTE, MICHELL, MYRYAD, AVI, STAX, LAI, ELAC,
RUARK,SME, BLACK RHODIUM, LIRA, SUMIKO, OED, POLK
ORELLE, T+A, VIVANICO WIREWORLD

CASH WAITING FOR THE FOLLOWING BRANDS
NAIM. MERIDIAN, KRELL. WADIA. SONUS FABER. MARTIN LOGAN
MARK LEVINSON. COPLAND. QUAD

Open Mon-Sun 10am - 8pm
VISA Switch - Mastercard
Now in Northampton 2minutes off A508
For further details
Tel/Fax 01604 842379
E
mail patrick@crisp5479.freeserve.co.uk
Website HICAM.CO.UK

Heatherdale
eaudio limited
202, Findon Road, Worthing, BN14 OEJ
Pre-owned equipment available
with guarantee
Export facilities available
Visit our Web Page www.hill-stereo.com
Main dealer for
Orchid Speakers Reference pmducts
THE MARK LEVINSON LISTENING
LOUNGE NOW OPEN
SPEI KERS
Jamo Concert 8Speakers
£695
Martin Logan Prodigy Speakers
£7,995
Harbeth LS512A monitors
£995
Revel Salon Speakers gloss black with Rosewood
sidepanels fully guaranteed
£9,995
Linn Index Speakers
£95
Ella Floor Standing Liberty 5+ Speakers
£140
Eltax Monitor Ill
£ 95
Revel Studio Speakers Ex demo black gloss,
Rosewood side panels, (£ 10,495) on offer for
£7,995
Teas LS- X7 Satellite Speakers
£50
Orchid LWO Speakers Ex demo
£2,495
Epos E512 Speakers
£375
B+W CDM1 Speakers
£395
Mission 782 ( Stand Mount Model)
Black Ash).
Just Reduced From £250.... £150
Audio Physics tempo speaker
£995
Revel LE1 Sub Amp Plus 2Sub 15's
£5,995
Ellas Symphony floor standing speakers
£ 99
Orchid PLLI Speakers xdemo
£3,495
Mirage M3 S Ispeakers
£1,495
B+W Matrix 1Speakers
£295
B+W CDMI Speakers
£350
PRE-.1.1IPS
Nalm NAC 92 Pre Amp
£350
Mark Levinson ML 380 Pre Amp
£3,495
Mark Levinson ML380s Pre Amp
£3,995
Exposure 11 & 12 Pre Amp &
Power Supply
Just Reduced from £900. £650
Adcom GTP 450 Tuner/Pre-Amp
£350
.•1.I/PL/HERS
Boulder 102 AE Power Amp
£1,595
Mark Levinson Ref 33 Mono Blocks ex demo
£17,995
Chord 1200 Mono Blocks
£2,995
Krell KSA 50s Power Amp
£2,195
Audio Research 0130 Power Amp
£1,295
Lentek Integrated Amp very rare classic
£495
Revox B250s Integrated Amp
£375
Meridian 605 Mono Blocks
£995
Revel LE1 Sub Amp Plus 2Sub 15's
£5,995
Nakamichi PA 5Stasis Power Amp... Cost New £1150.... £695
Adcom GFA 5300 Power Amp
£350
Audionote Neiro Mono Amps
£5,995
Musical Fidelity P180 Power Amps
with MF3A Pre Amp & PSU
£995
Naim NAP 90/3 Power Arne
£695
(.1) PLAYL'RS & TRANSPORTS
Audio Research Cd2 Cd Player
£1,995
Mark Levinson 31.5 ref transport with
Mark Levinson 30.6 Dac
£16,995
/2.1(.1% .
Krell Studio Dac
£850
Musical Fidelity Xdac HDCD
£150
CEC DX51 Mk2 DAC with CEC TL51 Transport..
NEW .. £2,295
CEC DX71 Mk2 DAC
NEW £1,595
/)t 'I) PLAYERS
Yamaha OVO - S795
£145
Pioneer Elite DVD/CDNideo CD Player. Region 1DVD
£695
.11 ISCELLA NEOUS
Audio Note ( Kondo) 2mtr pairinterconnect
£1650
Shunyata Ex Demo 1m Aries rca interconnects
with locking connectors normal retail £650 our price
£425
Shunyata Ex Demo 1.5 Aries rca interconnects
with locking connectors normal retail £800 our price
£495
Shunyata ex Demo 3m Lyra Speaker C/W Spades
with locking connectors normal retail £ 1500 our price
£995
Totem Model 1Stands New Unused
£250
Transparent mtr digital interconnect
£195
Revox H11 Cassette deck
£375
Nakamichi 680 Cassette Deck
£395
Nakamichi 1000 Cassette Deck
£395
Madrigal CZ Gel 1mtr Balanced Interconnect
£275
Sansui TU 099X Tuner
£55
Stas SR007 omega ref ( SR117 head phone &
SRM007t dual triode)
Normal Retail
.. £1,995
Audio Note Kondo KSL-ACZ Mains cable ( new & boxed) .. £350
Audio Note Kondo 3mtr pair SPZ speaker cable
£1,995
Audio Note Kondo KSLL-LP Silver Litz interconnect
1mtr pair
£850
Stax 40/40 Headphones
£850
1mtr Kondo KSL LP interconnect. . normal price £2000. £995
5mtr Hovland Bi wire speaker cable
£600
Yamaha CT- 810 AM/FM Tuner
£125
Nakamichi BX2 Cassette Deck
£195
T1 '
RNTABLES, CARTRIDGES & TONEARMS
Rega Planar 3Tumtable
£245
Audio Note ANS7 Transformer
£2,995
Koetsu Urushi Gold unused bargain
£ P0A
Koetsu Red unused bargain
£ P0A
Audio Note M7 Phono stage
£2,995
Verdier Ebony Wood arm board ... Normal Retail £800. . £425
Ortolan Jubilee Cartridge
( NEW). . £995
Lumley Stratosphere Turntable ( gold plated)
with dedicated stand and large power supply
£2,995
Michell Gyrodeck with OC Power Supply
£995
WE NOW OFFER 0% FINANCE' rsubject to status)
PLEASE PHONE TO ARRANGE AN AUDITION
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH • MASTERCARD - VISADINERS
CLUB- AMERICAN EXPRESS

El

=vi

Tel: 01903 872288 or
Evenings 07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234
Email: heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com

www.hifinews.co.uk

www.manger-audio.co.uk
Also agents for
•Advantage • Acoustic Zen
•BAT • Boulder • Burmester
•Egleston • Hovland • Kharma
•Lumley • Pass labs • SME
•Sound lab • VTL • Vincent

CURRENT INVENTORY
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REFERENCE XLR 1MTR EX DEM
ADVANTAGE A300 POWERAMP
ALOIA PST11 01 WITH PHONO
AUDIO RESEARCH VT50
AUDIO RESEARCH VT130 SE
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES 6200/5 CHANNEL NEW
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES 300X
BOULDER 1012 DAC PRE PHONO

2765 .. 1395
3500 .. 1795
8500 ..
8275 ..
4000..
12950 ..
..
..
..
..

CLEARAUDIO REFERENCE,T01,SIGNATURE,
ACCURATE P/S,6STREAM
CLEARAUDIO MAGIX EQUIPMENT SUPPORT 4 AVAILABLE
COPLAND CSA 14
HOVLAND HP- 100 + M/C PHONO

9600 .. 5995
175
.95
1500.. . 695
5750 .. 3995

HOVLAND HP- 100 LINE ONLY
HOVLAND SAPHIRE POWER AMP
HOVLAND RADIA
KRELL KPS 28C
KRELL KAV 300IL
LUXMAN K-351 CASSETTE DECK

4750 .. 3295
7000 .. 4495
7995 .. 5995
9000 .. 5995
3698 .. 2495
N/A . 195

LINN KOLEKTOR PRE
MARANTZ 63KI SIG MK2
MARANTZ SC12SI SACD DVD CD EX DEM
MARANTZ CD17 KI SIG MK11
MARTIN LOGAN SL3
MARK LEVINSON NO 37 TRANSPORT
MERIDIAN 551
MERIDIAN 561
MERIDIAN 500 TRANSPORT MK11
MERIDIAN 518
MEIDIAN 506 18 BIT TRICHORD CLOCK
MERIDAIN 505 MONO

550 . 350
500 . 195
3500 . . 2295
1200.. . 695
3400 .. 1695
4500 .. 2695
800 . .. 450
3200 . . 1495
1400. . 595
900 . . 450
N/A . 350
900 . .. 350

MICHELL GYRO BRONZE NO ARM
MICHELL QC P/S
MUSICAL FIDELITY NUVISTA CD
MUSICAL SURRONDINGS PHONOMENA WITH BATTERY P/S...
NAIM 140

1184.
495
440 ... 295
3000 .. 1995
1200 .. . 695
750 . . 395

NAIM
NAIM
NAIM
NAIM

275 . ..
2000 ...
1400 ...
250. .

150
795
595
150

N/A . . 350
9500
3995
1680 . . . 995
2500 . 1795
600 . . 350
5000 . . 2995
5300 . . 3495
8295 . 4995
2000 . . . 795
4750 . 2795
4750 . 2795
500 . . . 295
3500 .. 2195
N/A . . 295
2300 .. 1495

SUGDEN MASTERCLASS POWER
TEAC T1 TRANSPORT
THETA PRO GENY
VAN DEN HUL INTEGRATION HYBRID 0.6 MTR
VERITAS P400

3300 .. 2295
600 . . 350
1100
.495
160 . . . . 95
3000
1495

WADIA 8618 2WEEKS OLD

6000 .. 4495

KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • MARK LEVINSON • NAIM AUDIO • LINN
MERIDIAN • QUAD • AUDIOLAB • WADIA • ACCUPHASE • TAG • CARY
THETA • SONUS FABER • MARTIN LOGAN • COPLAND • CHORD • EAR YOSHINO • DNM • NAKAMICHI • KOETSU • XLO • MICHELL • SME • ATC
STAX • PROAC • MANA • JEFF ROWLAND • DCS . NAGRA • McINTOSH
ORACLE • ROKSAN • TRANSPARENT • DYNAUDIO • Etc
PLEASE CALL TONY WHEN YOU WANT TO SELL YOUR EQUIPMENT IWILL COLLECT
AND PAY UP FRONT NO MESSING ABOUT WITH COMMISSION SALES.
IAM ESPECIALLY INTERESTED IN THE FOLLOWING

5 MINUTES JCN 9 M42/JCN 4 M6.

Open Mon- Sun 10.00 to 8.00
Website: www.centralaudio.co.uk
E-mail: tony@centralaudio.co.uk

precision: in sound

▪ asr amplifiers

Contact us today and improve
your audio experience forever.
•Manger Speakers

2295
4995
3795
2695

NAIM 72
ORACLE CD TRANSPORT SPECIAL EDITION
PRIMARE D30.2 CD
PROAC RESPONCE 2.5 CHERRY
SILTECH GOLDEN RIDGE IMTR DIGITAL XLR
SME 10 SERIES 1V ARM SUMIKO PEARWOOD SIGNATURE
SONUS FABER GUARNERI HOMAGE
SOUND LAB MILLENIUM 3
SPECTRAL DMC 10 PREAMP
SPECTRAL DMA100S POWERAMP
SPECTRAL DMC12S PREAMP
SPECTRAL MIT 330 IMTR INTERCONNECT 2AVAILABLE
SPECTRAL MIT 770 II 25FT SPEAKER CABLE
SUGDEN SAU51 PRE
SUGDEN MASTERCLASS PIRE

TEL: 0121 747 4246

changes to give stunningly realistic sound.

2995
5795
2495
7995

4000
9500
6500
4800

www.hifinews.co.uk

potential threat. Today our hearing still works by analysing the first
transient pressure change from asound source. Unlike traditional speakers,
the Manger sound transducer accurately reproduces transient pressure

RRP
NOW
815 . 595
2600 . . 995

BURMESTER 935 MK 2WITH MC PHONO
BURMESTER 001 CD
BURMESTER 956 MK 2
CHORD CPA 3200 E

HEADLINE
CD2
102
NAPSC

Human hearing evolved initially as a survival mechanism to locate a

•ASR Amplifiers
•HMS Cables

• manger speakers

•

0,..
4

call: 0161 304 0099
mobile: 07970 908619
info@manger-audio.co.uk
Manger Audio UK, Unit 10 Rassbottom,Industrial Estate, Stalybridge, Cheshire SK15 1RH

Hazlemere Audio

MIER

1)1uit;u
dCS
Metronome
Opus 21 ( new
from Resolution
Audio)
Oracle
1mplification
Chapter Audio
DNM
Lamm
Nagra
Plinius
Renaissance
Spectral
Power supply
Accuphase
lsotek
Jaya
Loricraft

If you

`I1N

Avid
Garrard
Oracle
Speakers
ART
Talon
Verity Audio
REF 3A
Cables
Nirvana
Siltech
Spectral
Supports
Clearlight
Kinabalu

value the best

(rather than just the most expensive)
For an appointment (day or evening)
Call High Wycombe

(
01494 865829)
artioudspeakers

Audio Analogue • Creek • Ecosse • Fanfare
Gamut • Harmonic Technology • Ortofon • Piega
Reference 3A • SME • Sugden • Triangle
HI-FINews
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Award Winning Retailers...

ckers 11111 f

MCh
Linn

IMer

!Mission

Monitcr A
INAD
Nardost
Origin Li
0-tofon
Pathos
Picker
Primer»
Pto-Ac
Projec•
QUAD
REL
Roksa
Stlianling
SME
Spendor
Swgden TAG Mc
Tannoy
TEAC
Tnchord
Jrnison Re
Van Den H
VVnarfedale
Yamaha
& Iots more..

The North of England Hi Fi Specialists
Quality Hi Fi separates from £ 100 to £ 10,000
Widest choice in the area

Independent advice

Consumers Choice Gold Award Winners
Over 35yrs experience.

b

Comfortable dem rooms
Main road location

Qualified staff
Superb showrooms

Major car parks nearby

Insurance estimates

bService Dept.

Up to 3years Interest Free Credit*

only 20% deposit

Carriage Free Mail Order ( inc. credit)

subject to status

Delivery & installation

Part Exchange

Open 10:30am - 5:30pm

6days: Mon. to Sat.

Visa, Access, Switch etc.

24 Gillygate, York Y031 7EQ
01904-629659
www.Vickers-HiFi.co.uk

alists in high fidelity séund reproduction - since 1967

THE

QUAD
SPECIALIST

"Besten Player!"
der Welt"
Best Plaer in the World

ESL 57 \\

LE 1
SPARES & REPAIRS
Replacement panels for ESL 57, ESL 63 and LE 1
Refurbished Quad speakers, amplifiers and tuner
Restoration of ElectroStatic Loudspeakers
Contact us for our free catalogue
Quad Musikwiedergabe GmbH
Rheinstr, 30, 58069 Koblenz, Germany
+49-261-38824 • Fax: +49-261-38172

TeL

e-mail: quad.ger@t-online.de

Stereo Magazine

Lindemann 0680 CO/SACO Player

igUiffà
Distributors for:
Allaerts, Avantgarde Acoustic, DPS, Garrott, Lindemann,
LYS, Shelter, PHY-HP, Schroder, TAON and J.C. Verdier.
G T AUDIO
5 Upper Road, Higher Denham, Buckinghamshire, UB9 5EJ

tom ) tom audio

Telephone. 01895 833099 email: sales@gtaudio.com

www.gtaudio.com

THE NAIM AUDIO SPECIALISTS
We buy and sell top condition, pre- loved and ex- demo naim
equipment
All products are tested and carry afull 12 month money back
guarantee
Stock list at www.tomtomaudio.com
WE COLLECT AND DELIVER
CALL 07971 202742 / 01727 893928 ANYTIME
tunes@tomtomaudio.com
116
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Demonstration by
appointment only

www.hifinews.co.uk

•

audioplay

Electronics for those who prefer music...

Audio Consultants
Presenting

Schweikert Audio
With many years of listening experience, audioplay are proud to introduce acomprehensive range of referenre grade loudspeakers which
we believe io be the finest designs currently in production. Call now for pricing, literature and ta arrange a
demonstration Iconsultation either at home or at our business premises.

(,,y1 III

rr3.5

1T2

;:
eale11111111111
r
'so Ig owned Hi- End Audio.
Buy, Sell, Source, Exchange, Design, Repairs and Upgrades. Demonstration by Appointment.
744

Simon Tel: + 44 ( 0)208 5436902

iimeim
elk

Players:

SiMon Phipps

email: andio.play@

Chris Beeching

Measurements in Nov 2003 magazine shows £2,500 "
2 way" speakers with
"flat" frequency response and 5" or E" drive units struggle with 10 watts of
pass and produces a lot of disl:ortion ( 1% to 3%).
Should we limit bass
to 20 watts or 40 watts amplifier , to prevent damage to 6" drive units ?
We use £ 350 or £ 650 of transformers and £ 50 or £ 160 of valves.
If we coLtld achieve the same quality of sound with £ 10 volume control
£10 wires , £ 10 capaciitor , we could have saved a lot of money! ! !

HUGE expensive "High End"
'potted" transformers
Unbelievably

huge
transformers

American
5670
valves

Money back guarantee ( less £ 30 UK or £ 100 overseas) that you prefer :£850 or £ 1 ,000 or £ 1,250 or £ 1,450 "KT88 Triode Connection" amplifiers
to most transistor amplifiers, most transistor / valve hybrid amplifiers,
most Singe Ended valve amplifiers, most Ultra Linear valve amplifiers
selling for £ 2,000 to £20,000
£850 "KT88 Triode Connection" + high quality £ 350 "3way" speakers
to most "
iftra linear" valve amplifiers + £ 600 " 2 way" and " 2.5 way" speakers
£700 EL34 valve amplifiers ( 40 watts + 40 watts) to most transistor
amplifiers and transistor / valve hybrid amplifiers costing £ 1,000 to £ 2,000
£500 EL34 valve amplifiers (40 watts + 40 watts) to most £700 amplifiers.

expensive
non-magnetic
stainless
steel
chassis

Buy direct & save £££
Shop prices are expensive
because of rent, rates, wages
Free UK delivery

—n our " standard
ransformers
are

powerfnl

EL 3°

valves

Ultra Linear
£1,050 £ 1,150

Larger
7rasformar

,„,--

• huge
transformer

tit
'«lr

Telephone 01634 268662 anytime or 01634 373410 for Mr Andrew Everard's 2 or 6
pieces
review in Gramophone Magazine and Summary of 21 testimonials from
of silver
satisfied customers.
www.affordablevalvecompany.co.uk
capacitors
www.affordablevalvecompany.com

KT88 valves
are more
expensive
than 6550
valves

Larger
transformer

Triode
Connection
£1,250 £ 1,400
KT88 valves
are more
•expensive
than
6550
7
1 valves

.._;. ...
. ii

14
American
5670 valvese

Triode
Ultra Linear
Connection
£650 £750
£ 1,000
Distortion matched
famous Russian
Svetalana
EL34 valves
40 watt.,
40 watts

911`i. 01 customet keep

our valve amplifiers
4 years of proven reliability.
2years guarantee.
www.hifinews.co.uk

40 watts
+ 40 watts

Upgradeable
tc £ 1,000
KT88 Triode Connection
4 £50 for carriage
4 £50 for used valves

Ultra Linear
£600 £ 700
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The Amazing AH! Is1JOE TJOEB'
4000 Valve CD player
a24bit 192khz 'UPSAMP1ER'

Looking For AValve Amplifier?
More

and

more

advantages

people

of valve

are

realising

amplifiers.

the

sonic

Hand built using

simple, traditional designs our amplifiers preserve
this quality. Also designed to be easy to live with and
easy on the pocket!

'
it . I
t
tid
fdi.liel

Sterec,

O EL34 integrated 37+37w or 17+17 Triode)

feature Packed CO Player from MI of Holland
1 Optional 192khz 24bit Swiss Upsampler only £249.95
2 Dual power supply with toroidal low noise transformer.
3 Massive 30,000uf of PSU smoothing caps
4 Philips Military spec 6922 valves
5 ' Supercrystal clock' for super low jitter
6 High quality drive mechanism
7 Output voltage adjustable from 0.7v to 5v
8 AC ' Noise Killer' fitted
9 Full remote control with adjustable volume
10 Optional Audiophile mains lead
11 Optional Burr Brown OP amps

DILESZ.15 3008 Mono Blocks 28+28 watts

12 All versions upgradeable to ' Reference' model
AH! of Holland take abasic CD player and substantially modify it
Inc adding asecond power supply, an AC noise killer, alow jitter
clock, a new PCB with valve output stage. Only quality
audiophile parts are used such as Wima and Vishay. The Swiss
Upsampler by Anagram technologies uses Analog Devices
AD1895 2nd generation 24bit sample rate converter. For the
upsampling a Wolfson Microelectronics WM8740 DAC chip,
24bit 192khz chip. The result is simply stunning value!

Prices from only £429.95 to £899.95.
Standard Inc ' Super Crystal', Digital Transformer £429.95
Super
Upgraded version
£529.95
Ultra
Inc Burr Brown op amps & Siemens valves £ 699.95
Reference Inc 24bit 192khz Upsampler & all upgrades £ 899.95
'Without harshness', Neville Roberts. Hi Fi World.
Rated 4.87 out of 5, with over 100 reviews on ' audioreview.com'

STOP PRESS:
5Page rave review in Novembers ` Stereophile'
"I cant recall hearing amore musically involving, fulsomely
detailed, three-dimensional presentation from any other CD
player at such amodest price as the AH! Njoe Tjoeb 4000".
-Chip Stern.
Order now by phone or ask for our illustrated leaflet.

Auditions by appointment. www.iconaudio.co.uk
Phone 07787 158791. Email sales@iconaudio.co.uk

Buy Direct from the UK distributors:
•

Le_crse.

il

351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA
Visa and MasterCard accepted

MAAS Line preamp

Stereo

O EL84 Integrated

Our range of amplifiers will drive almost any speaker and
offers excellent valve for money.
Stereo
O EL84 15watts integrated £649.95*
Stereo 40 EL34 37watts integrated
LA a

Triode Line Level pre amp

IVIJEt 25

300B Mono blocks ( pr)

£ 899.95*
£649.95"

£ 1999.95

Features include: All Triode front end. Hand built & wired. ' Point
to Point' wiring. Tape monitor circuit. ALPS Volume control. No
printed circuit board. All gold plated terminals. Audiophile
components. 4 & 8ohm speaker matching. Stainless steel &
6/10mm alloy plate construction. Attractive stainless steel 8i
Plexiglas cage included. Stunning looks. Upgrade options.
Superb smooth valve sound quality.
*Try for 30 days refund if not delighted!

We do Part Exchange? your old equipment could be
worth more than you think. Ask us for details.
Order now by phone or ask for our illustrated leaflet.

Visit our new website at www.iconaudio.co.uk
Auditions by appointment. Dealer inquiries welcome
Phone 07787 158791. Email sales@iconaudio.co.uk
;cow_ coluclicr- 351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA
Visa and MasterCard accepted

CE marked

>cartridges
dnm
goldring
lyra

Hear Naim Audio's flagship
CD player in the peace of
rural Suffolk

oitofon

One of the worlds
finest sources, compatible with awide
chord company
range of systems
dnm
(both Naim and
nordost
otherwise) is
here on permaqed
nent demontrklsord
stration. ' fyou are in the market for high end CD replay,
van den hul
this just has to be on the short list.
headphones

E. DAVID@KRONOSHI-FI.CO.UK

T. 028 8775 3606

sumiko
cables

audioquest

ATC SCM35

grado
stax
stands
sound org'n
something solid
soundstyle
stands unique
hardware
atc
audio physic

An absolute bargain. SCMso - busting
performance for under two thousand
pounds. These compact floor standing
loudspeakers can be compared to
much more expensive designs. The legendary ATC dome mid range driver,
tight, extended (sealed box) bass and
superb integration between the three
drivers. On demonstration now on both
music and cinema systems.

demsen
hartoeth
in focus

signals

lexicon
nsichell
naim audio
pnimare
sme

hi-fi for grow

trichord

ipswi ch

( 0

fax ( 01473 ) 655171
signals
bu cklesham
>FOR DEM FACILITIES PLEASE BOOK IN ADVANCE <

w

w

w

14 7 3 )

6 5 5 17 1

email:eng@signals.uk.com
ipswich

suffolk

11)to

oDY

signals.uk.com

Real
hi-fi
Audio Analogue, Beauhorn, Benz Micro,
Clearaudio, Diapason, EAR/Yoshino, Final,
Lyra, Momio, Nordost, Nottingham Analogue,
Opera, Pathos Acoustics, Rogue Audio,
Transfiguration, SME, Shun Mook,
Unison Research
Demonstrations by appointment

Alternative
AUDIO
t: 01984 624242
Brompton Ralph, Taunton, Somerset

www.hifinews.co. uk
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Release the full
potential of your system

111111J li10111
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STEP 2: INTERCONNECTS
Once you have improved your mains cables,
the next step is to choose interconnects.
Discover for yourself the profound difference
well designed cables make.

KIMBER Silver Streak analogue
interconnect£145 for 0.5m pair

1110111111111111i10ti111111401
1011111110
11114011e11911
BLUENOTE
R111411210818112
liC11.040 IWYPNO
id: 10 iA 11192
1011
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HiFi Choice May'03
'A very fine cable indeed.'

Order aFREE catalogue now on UK Freephone 0800 373467 A
(quote:AN24) or online at www.russandrews.com

audio flair
tel/fax o208 201

toA))

<c
< t*

N.
9b

Int tel: 0044 1539 825500 Fax: 0044 1539 825540
Email: AN24 russandrews.com

5mins from Ji,

is an act of becoming

9286

Hello° North London
Russ Andrews Accessories Ltd, Windermere Road, Staveley, Kendal LA8 9PI.

Music

1:1111[11111111PIN MINE

Mi

io mins from Golders Green tube station

DEDICATED

TO

THE

JOYS OF

LISTENING

TRANSCEND BEYOND A
MERE HI—FI EXPERIENCE

IAN _hdDWA DS

MAKERS

Of FINE HANDMADE FURNITURE

Ter: 01423 500442 Fax.01423 705200

www.iansbespokefurniture.co.uk
The Old Chapel282 Sktpton RoadHarrogate, N Yorks

HGI 3HE
`F.st.

In future years we are confident that DAX Discrete
to be regarded as amilestone design on the road
to the perfect audiophile d-to-aconverter.
What it achieves is to directly connect you with
your favourite music like nothing on
earth has ever managed before.

will come

Website:

www.audiosynthesis.co.uk
www.audio-synthesis.corn

Email:

salesinfo@audiosynthesis.co.uk
technical@audiosynthesis.co.uk

Location:

PO Box 50, Beeston,

Telephone:

+44(01115 922 4138

Fax:

+44(0)115 922 9701

Nottingham NG9 1DZ UK
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AUDIOJUMBLE
2004
ANNUAL SALE OF VINTAGE AND MODERN
HI-FI EQUIPMENT AT:
IHE ANGEL LEISURE CENTRE, TONBRIDGE, KENT

AD INDEX
Absolute Analogue
Absolute Sounds
Acoustic Arts

110

HiFi for Sale

78

OBC

HNE Systems

84

82

Ian Edwards

120

Affordable Valves

117

Ian Harrison

110

Alum Audio

101

Icon Audio

118

Alternative Audio

119

Isotek

Audio Consultants. The

22
113

Joenit

Audio Jumble

121

Kevin Galloway

Audio Reference
Audio Reflections

SUNDAY 15TH FEBRUARY 2004

Audio Salon

10.30AM - 4.30PM

Audio Venue

80
113
78
94-98

Audio Synthesis

120
66

Audio Visual Lounge

101

Audiofreaks

9.30am Early entry £ 10.00
Bookings/Enquiries 01892 540022

9

Audioplay

117

Audusa

110

Avid

110

Beauhorn

104

Brighton Hill Exchange

101

British Valve Amp

Refreshments available all day
Main line Railway Station within walking distance

*Valve Amps * Tuners * Records
*Speakers * Components * Books
*Cassette Decks * CD Players

www.audiojumble.co.uk

14
56

Audio Destination

Audio Republic

Stalls £25.00 Admission £3.00

80

J. M. Labs

80

Central Audio

115

Choice Hill

109

Chord Electronic

IBC

Cube Audio

110

Definitive Audio

110

Kronos Hill

11
119

Leema Acoustics

12

Mantra Audio

103

Midland Audio Xchange

100

Musical Images

46

Origin Live

68

Oxford Audio
Path Group. The

82
WC

Pinewood Music
Quad Specialist The

66
116

Radlett Audio

68

Redline Audio

84

Russ Andrews

120

S.M.E

74

Sevenoaks Hifl
Siginal

87-93
119

Siltech

6

Sounds of Music

34 & 78

Soundstage

110

Dynamics

114

Tom Tom Audio

116

Eminent Audio

120

Tube Shop. The

74

GT Audio

116

UKD

84

Hazlemere Audio

115

Usher Audio

31

Heathcote Audio

113

Vickers Hill

116

Heatherdale Audio

114

Walrus Systems

Heat herdale Audio

83

Densen

99

Hiram Audio

114

26

White Noise

84

Wilmslow Audio

110

tor'

Lt kiLe nth_
Exclusive: MF's turntable
We bring you full, exclusive coverage of one

of this season's eagerly- awaited new products,
the Musical Fidelity M1 turntable — and the
newly- unveiled SME straight tonearm
Plus: dCS does SACD — we're first to cover
the high- end digital wizards' DSD option.

Essential reading!
Don't miss HiFi News, March 2004, on sale Friday, 6 February
www. hifinews.co.uk
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Opinion

Ken
Kessler
ust as the December column was around- up of the
year's treats, now's as good atime as any to update you
on my own system, to tie up loose ends. And I'm gonna
start with cable, because Iwrote that Ihad one more set to
cover before giving up writing about wire forever. That review
will not be written.
It will not see the light of day because Ihad the equivalent
of acable- induced nervous breakdown. Isimply cannot face
any more the notion that wire — despite it being the channel
which the signal passes down or on or through — deserves as

have select pieces from Kimber, AudioQuest and others. That's
it. No more wire. Finito.

much due care and attention as the primary components.
Alas, the intriguing, battery-equipped AudioQuest wires are

system. Regular readers know that Ido my best to use a

the ones that would have been reviewed, but Igenuinely went

system they can replicate in ashop, by employing equipment

nuts and found myself screaming and cursing and generally
freaking out in my sound room. 1am not kidding. With
apologies to AQ's Joe Harley: Ifelt like Travis Bickle.

currently in production: Wilson WATT Puppy System 7, driven
by McIntosh's C2200 pre-amp and MC2102 power amp, SME

If that doesn't show you just how much Itruly despise the
entire concept of audiophile cables

Igenuinely went
nuts and found
myself screaming
and cursing and
generally freaking
out in my sound
room. Iam not
kidding.

and how they're used as amethod
of brow- beating and/or conning
end- users, Idon't know what else
to say. But the root of the problem
is this, beyond the sheer folly of
paying, say, the price of apreamp/power amp combination for
the very wire to connect the two:

Varm and the latest Koetsu Urushi. My one exception to the
Rule Of Current Availability is the Ken Ishiwata-hot-rodded
Marantz CD-12/DA-12 CD combo, which is older than some of
our readers.
Inow have the use of an SME 30/1i turntable, and it's
confession time all over. Ihaven't used an SME 30 since the
original review and Ihave been living quite happily with an
SME 10 for some time. Because Alastair Robertson-Aikman is
so achingly British and therefore prone to understatement, he
would never use Kessler-esque hyperbole to explain the gains

No Review Of Wire Has Any

an SME 20 shows over an SME 10, or an SME 30 over an
SME 20 ( let alone aleap over the latter from a 10), so Iwas

Validity Beyond The System In

blissful in my ignorance.

Which It Is Reviewed. Iwill argue

What happened was this: Ineeded help setting up the SME
30/11 because it weighs more than Iwish to lift and Iget

this to the death.
My epiphany? If you need, or
think you need better cables, do
this: find aretailer who will allow

nervous around tools. Fellow Sad Bastard Jim Creed ( himself

you to try the cables at home. Pay

the owner of apristine Thorens TD- 124 and as familiar with
my system as anyone) spent an afternoon with me setting it
up to perfection. We plugged it in and sat back. We simply

adeposit, use ' em for 48 hours,

were not prepared for ahike in performance so severe as to

bring 'em back. If they act like

cause disoelief.

sonic Viagra, buy ' em. If not, try again until you're happy. But
don't ever make your choice according to areview unless you
use the same system as the reviewer.
Which brings me to the next ' update': my system. Because
Iwill not even physically touch any wires that were not already
in my listening room prior to 30/11/03 ( awarning to any

AR- A did not prepare us for the acute reduction in the
duration of clicks, for the lowering of the noise floor to
insignificance, for the impression that the world's only ideal
subwoofer had miraculously found its way into the room. The
music had added weight and aregal nature that Ican only
define as ' utterly convincing'. Sure, I'd heard SME 30s M no

manufacturers who send me cables: receipt will be refused), I

less an environment than the SME Music Room, but the sheer

have settled on my 'final' wires. For alonger than Iwish to
recall, they've been the most ' universal' and consistently best-

sense of occasion can affect one's grasp of the situation.

performing cables I've tried. The mix of Transparent cables

never had before.

covers entry-level to ludicrous, assorted models all the way up
to Reference. ( No, Iborrowed no Opus. That would be

If you want to know why vinyl lovers think digital playback
sucks, give yourself two revolutions of the SME 30/11. If you

consorting with Satan. Or his moll.)

can't hear the arch superiority, maybe you need anew

Should, by some twist of fate, Ifind amismatch, Ialso
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Next, there's amajor hardware change In the ( high- end)
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Much better was digging out old LPs and hearing them as I

hobby. II

www.hifinews.co.uk

Yes, it does

sound as
good as
it looks.

The Chord Blu
CD Transport

p

roof indeed that beauty is more
than skin deep — cast your eyes

and ears on the new Blu CD Transport
from Chord Electronics.
Blu is our first source component and
when teamed with the award-winning
DAC64 it provides CD reproduction like
you've never experienced before.
To find out more about our hand-crafted
audiophile Choral series, please contact
us on 01622 721444, email
sales@chordelectronics.co.uk, or visit
www.chordelectronics.co.uk

t) CHORD())
Chord Elect rum,

Limited

"This amplifier can blow your house over but
loses nothing from the music"

"Combining clarity with control is virtually a
three word encapsulation of the KAY400xi"

Your Guide to HiFi and Home Cinema, January 2004, Stan Curtis

Hi Fi Choice, November 2003, Alvin Gold

stAng3nr
•

KAV- 40:1:a

KAV400xi

"The new player not just delights
with the still quite rare SACDs, it
also knows how to please with CDs"
Audio, Germany, September 2003

"If I
had to choose one SACO
player, (regardless of price),
I'd go for the Krell."
Stereophile, December 2003, Michael Fremer

"The 'Standard' is aplayer with...guts

"A unit capable of delivering
performance at the very top in thE
reproduction of CO and SACO"
Audio Review, Italy, November 2003, Franco Guir.

Diario de Noticias, Portugal, September 2003, JVH

SACD

mars ANGELS THE NEXT CHAPTER
From its arrival with asingle power amplifier in 1980, Krell's exclusive product range has evolved into atotal
system concept. Because it is now recognised as the premier high-end audio and home theatre brand, Krell
has been compelled to create the ultimate in audio-only and audio-video systems from front to back. Its
range of amplification devices have been augmented
Krell FPB 700cx

over the years by CD transports, digital converters and

and arange of loudspeakers suitable for pure music or

"There's atimeless quality to
all-round excellence, and the
FP8 /
00cx has just that"

multi- channel cinematic pleasure.

Hi Fi News, June 2003, Martin Colloms

audio/video processors. In 2004, the concept reaches
fruition with the ascendancy of both definitive source
components— the SACD Standard and the DU Standard —

Krell has also expanded its catalogue vertically, with the KAV and Showcase ranges for entry-level and midlevel systems, and the rare and exotic Reference Series for systems without limit. Regardless of the model,
however, acomponent must attain the highest standards of sonic performance, ergonomic excellence,
superior build quality and long-term dependability before its front panel is graced with the Krell badge.

p ,p

Krell - apremier high:end company by excellence .
VIN•
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absolutesounds ltd..
58 Durham Road, London SW20 OTW

T: +44 ( 0)20 89 71 39 09

F: +44 ( 0)20 88 79 79 62

www.absolutesounds.com

intoeabsolutesounds.corp

